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Not long ago I was asked to write one of those ‘history of the world in a thousand
words’ entries for an encyclopaedia. In this particular case it was a ‘history of
women in the South Pacific’ in two thousand words — a request that I declined
at first, feeling that my qualifications were decidedly inadequate: I was a woman,
I was an Australian, and I had published in the area of postcolonial women’s
writing. When pushed hard enough however, I reluctantly agreed and embarked
on an intensive research project whose outcome was not only the potted history,
but also the discovery that information was scant and scattered, library holdings
were generally pretty limited, and the most important sources were often people
who knew people who could tell me this and lend me that. The exercise left me
feeling frustrated but also stimulated: I wanted to know more.
This special issue of Kunapipi is a very small part of that ‘more’. It has been
a long (a covert apology for publication delay) and a fruitful (an overt
congratulation to those who contributed) project. The ‘South Pacific’ is a lose
term, chosen for convenience rather than anything more sophisticated (Linda
Crowl’s essay includes an informative discussion of the term). For me as editor
(with the not very postcolonial strains of the Rogers and Hammerstein musical in
my head — ‘Bali Ha’i’ and ‘Some Enchanted Evening’ battling for supremacy) it
served to limit the field (or rather ocean), with an emphasis on small island cultures
(and hence the absence of Australia). After much searching, inquiring, pleading
and harassing, I received contributions from and about, New Caledonia, Solomon
Islands, Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Tahiti, Aotearoa/New Zealand, Cook Islands,
Tonga and Samoa. The issue grew beyond anything I had envisaged, and I would
like particularly to thank Paul Sharrad for his knowledge and guidance — where to
look, who to ask…. At one point I recall his suggestion to contact Konai Helu
Thaman, to which I replied ‘Who?’. An eminent poet and scholar, her poems ‘A
Celebration of Peace’ and ‘The Way Ahead’ bring the issue to a close with the
promise or at least the possibility of a green future and the prospect of peace. It
may be that this is wishful thinking, but if we have no vision of peace then we
cannot work toward it.
There are two dominant strands that bind the various contributions of this
issue together, and they are the old familiars: the forces of destruction and creation.
‘Day after Day’, writes Déwé Gorodé,
We will try to
glue back together the broken pieces of our dashed hopes
reform the slaughtered images of our strangled speech
rediscover the unity of the scattered word
thrown to the four winds of solitude by





like the river hollowing out its bed
the ant counting her dead
the foam marking the shore
recreate the ritual phrase that unmasks treachery
reinvent the magical dance that ensures victory
(qtd Ramsay 33)
This is the violent history of colonialism, but it is also the violent history of
patriarchy: women’s poems and stories speak out against the silence of the forced
marriage, the battered wife, the raped daughter, the murdered unmarried mother.
But as much as I am repeatedly shocked by the stories that speak of violence
done to women, I am endlessly surprised by the testimonies to women’s strength,
endurance and creativity. Weaving is a theme that runs throughout the issue, not
only in the material cultures of bilum, jaki, lei, and raranga, but also in the
verbal cultures of traditional speaking and contemporary writing:
… the women gather
To thread dreams
Words and silences
Into stories and stones
Of love
That will sing
(Cresantia Frances Koya, ‘The Mothers of Wisdom’ 201)
Anne Collett
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DOMINIQUE JOUVE, LIA BRYANT, JUDITH GILL &
DEIRDRE TEDMANSON
If I Don’t Speak to My Child in My Own
Language, Then Who Will? Kanak Women
Writing Culture for Children
INTRODUCTION
This essay is the first to emerge from an ongoing international project which
looks at storytelling for children by Indigenous women in the interests of
promoting Indigenous languages and cultures. Impressed and humbled by the
energy and commitment of the women writers, we ask, along with New Caledonia
based French academic, Patrice Favaro, ‘What can I bring to people who want to
write tales drawn from the oral tradition out of their own culture about which I
know nothing?’ (11). So we, as a group of non-Indigenous women academics,
want to acknowledge our lack of knowledge of Kanak traditions along with the
multi-disciplinary collaborative approach we bring to this work. We bring insights
drawn from sociology, Indigenous studies, literature and education to bear on
our analysis of the ground-breaking work of Kanak women writers in the hope
that the commitment to further Indigenous interests will be even more widely
shared and understood.
In recent years a particular set of circumstances served to bring questions of
literacy and traditional culture to the fore in New Caledonia. Widespread concern
about the increasingly visible and numerous disaffected young people, high youth
unemployment and high and increasing rates of youth suicide all combined to
re-focus attention on Indigenous educational experiences. The recognition that
the Bible was almost the only available text in Kanak languages caused some
people to suggest that the absence of Indigenous language in any formal education
had contributed to the destabilisation of Kanak youth and culture. We begin
with a brief introduction to the movement for Kanak cultural revival in order to
situate the work of the women writers in their politico-historical context.
KANAK CULTURAL REVIVAL
Ever since colonisation in New Caledonia the threads of Kanak cultural revival
have been woven through Kanak community resistance. A movement for the
recognition of Kanak languages, their preservation and teaching, gathered force
in the 1970s as one of the focal points of Kanak calls for recognition. The
Melanesia 2000 Festival organised by Tjibaou in 1975 was a pivotal event for
rallying fifteen thousand Kanaks in Noumea, representing eight different
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customary areas and twenty-eight languages, behind a unified vision for self-
recognition and both civil and cultural freedoms.
The signing of the Matignon-Oudinot Accords in June 1988 signified a major
shift away from the oppressive colonial regime that had entailed the repression
of Kanak language and culture. The Accord legislated for the establishment of
the Agence de Developpement de la Culture Kanak (ADCK) and committed the
state to the promotion of Kanak cultural heritage, encouraging contemporary
forms of cultural expression. The stipulation at that time was that by the end of
ten years New Caledonia would vote on becoming independent from France.
However the Noumea Accord of 1998 laid down the specific public recognition
of the legitimacy of the Kanak people’s aspirations and established a twenty-
year program of civil and cultural empowerment. The Independence referendum
was postponed for another twenty years. Since the Noumea Accord Kanak
languages are increasingly recognised and are expected to become a part of formal
education from 2006. As a result of the Accord, primary education is now the
responsibility of the New Caledonian local government rather than the French
government, and curricula are being developed and adapted to local needs. The
main focus of Kanak language revival is positioned within this context as a part
of the political resistance, rooted in the maintenance and assertion of Kanak
epistemology, identity and power. This language revival is the active self-assertion
of cultural identity and rights as a way of engagement with and interpretation of
contemporary issues, as well as cultural maintenance in the more familiar ways
of passing on information.
THE KANAK WOMEN’S MOVEMENT IN NEW CALEDONIA
The work of Kanak women in the preservation and promotion of Kanak
languages has a long and consciously political history in New Caledonia. As one
of the authors of the Tjibaou Cultural Centre’s ‘Grain de Sable’ youth project,
Tyla Ayrault, says, ‘My family culture is with the independence movement and I
have been aware of the need to value Kanak language and culture as that is part
of our renewal’.1 Until recently there had been little attention given to the role
and attitudes of Kanak women. This lack of interest in Kanak women coming
from the official administrative and political sources has meant there is scant
documentation of their work. In the colonial literature on New Caledonia, Kanak
women are represented in terms of the worst prejudices of the period: seductive
when very young (for example, in the novel Kaavo: Histoire Canaque by Georges
Baudoux), they became quickly exploited and taken in by patriarchal structures.
There are similar romantic accounts in the memoirs of those deported from the
Commune to New Caledonia (for example, in Les Deportees by Charles Malato).
However this story did retain some traces of the Kanak notion of women at the
life-giving centre of the clan and of female leadership, for example the role of
Queen Hortense on the Ile of Pines. We also know that the grandmother of
Independence leader Jean-Marie Tjibaou was killed in the quelling of the revolt
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in 1917. Overall however there is little literary record of the work of Kanak
women for cultural revival. Such work would have to be developed from witness
accounts and knowledge contained in oral history if it were to produce for the
Kanak women a full and accurate memoir of their actions and historical positioning.
World War II saw the significant entry of Kanak women into salaried work.
Prior to WWII women’s work was mostly coffee picking or domestic labour.
Most of the women found salaried employment in the town capital of Noumea
when they left the countryside for jobs in the city, a journey that usually involved
breaking with their social group or original tribe. Today forty per cent of Kanak
workers are women. Moreover, women’s entry into the world of work was
accompanied by an increasing professional mobility leading to academic success.
Kanak women gradually became visible in the gatherings and movements
for independence connected with action by the catholic and protestant churches.
Marie Claude Tjibaou, the founder of the association SOS Against Sexual Violence
in 1992, said, ‘It was necessary to assemble live forces to interest the Kanak
world and to alert them to the difficulties they were experiencing at that time.
And to make Kanak society represented at the political level’ (qtd in Mwà Véé  45).
While their leaders may not have always seen the connection, the women’s movement
went along with the rise in power of Kanak political social and cultural demands.
The women’s movement responded to numerous problems in the Melanesian
world. Contemporary commentator Marie Claude Tjibaou said:
The people drink a good deal, men often beat their wives. Kanak society has been in
a state of decay and it is absolutely necessary to get it moving again so that Kanaks
become more aware of their situation and can do something about it.
(qtd in Mwà Véé 46)
In 1975 the women’s movement shared in the work of Jean-Marie Tjibaou to
create a festival showing the specificity of Melanesian culture, called Melanesia
2000. Moreover, there were several significant connections with the French
women’s movement. For example, in 1983 Scolastique Pidjot had created the
Women’s Advisory Centre at the same time as Marie Claire Becalossi set up the
Office for Women in the South Pacific Commission. Presently a second generation
of Kanak women are at the centre of the independence movement. Déwé Gorodé
remains the figurehead based on her political stature and her literary work, even
if she is no longer the only one known and recognised. She is now Vice President
of the government of New Caledonia. She wants to put in place an observer on
the state of women in New Caledonia. Within this second wave Kanak women
are entering political institutions: Valentine Eurisouke, for example, is the
president of the Office of Women in the northern province, while Elaine Ixeco,
elected by the southern province, is responsible for Women’s Affairs.
The foregoing is far from a thorough analysis of the many movements and
associations, widely dispersed but all very dynamic. Above all we want to show
that the coming to writing of Kanak women — the central focus of this essay —
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is part of a movement that is much broader and much older. First was their entry
into salaried work, followed by academic success. Further, those young women
who wanted to participate in the writing classes organised since 2001 in New
Caledonia have taken up a new angle. In the hopes of all these women, who are
preoccupied with academic success for all young Kanaks and who engage with a
balanced approach to bilingualism, with the pride of writing and speaking in the
Kanak languages equally with French, the cultural demands are tied to politics
in the broadest sense. The transmission of Kanak culture in all its dynamic and
evolutionary aspects appears to be a stake that transcends political division.
WOMEN AND WRITING
However the movement for the revival and teaching of Kanak languages is
not seen to replace French as the main language of New Caledonia. This is
partly due to practical necessity given the shortage of appropriately qualified
Kanak language teachers and also due to the pervasiveness of French as a
dominant language. The maintenance of French is seen as a deliberate strategy
to enable ‘both ways’ learning to the empowerment of Indigenous new Caledonian
peoples ‘because when I write in French I use a Kanak way of thinking …
somehow by using the French language to achieve my ends I am engaging in
subversion’ (Gorodé qtd in Mwà Véé 24).
In discussing the present and future possibilities of Kanak language education
in New Caledonia, Déwé Gorodé, an accomplished Kanak writer and widely
respected leader of the emergent genre of Kanak women’s literature and past
civil rights activist says: ‘My thinking on … my own language and Kanak
languages in general goes hand in hand with a consciousness that is first and
foremost political before being cultural’ (qtd in Mwà Véé 24). Gorodé places the
notion of experiencing education and learning through the ‘mother tongue’ within
the context of representation, identity and subjective meaning: ‘My own language
represents a whole world. It is the whole history of the group that shares this
language — past, present and what is to come … languages ... represent a
tremendous human history’ (qtd in Mwà Véé 24). She believes that cultural
meaning is given expression and power through language.
Marianne Hnyeikone, a teacher of French and Drehu (one of the Kanak
languages), sees the significance of Kanak language teaching in the classroom
as generating a new type of relation based on respect and recognition of cultural
difference between student and teacher:
Through languages you learn who you are, your real nature. You also learn that what
was sometimes presented and explained to us when we were children as a fixed and
unchangeable, rests on knowledge that has never stopped evolving and which
continues to do so. (qtd in Mwà Véé 27)
Hnyeikone goes on to describe the journey shared with students:
[We] delve into [their] own language and culture … getting closer to the heart of
things … we are communicating with our ancient culture, like through a window
that is open onto the past. (qtd in Mwà Véé 27)
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So for these Kanak women language operates as much more than a
communications system: it enables cultural transmission and cultural
maintenance, it brings with it dreams and visions and allows people to think in
terms of histories and futures. We now turn to one of the texts produced by
Kanak women writers with the explicit intention of responding to these stated aims.
THE TEXT
The text that forms the basis of our analysis is L’enfant Kaori/Wanakat Kaori,
which is the third book in the series of picture books for young children published
by Grains de Sable and emerging from the Tjibaou Cultural Centre’s project to
produce work by Kanak writers. To this end the centre held a series of workshops
in order to explore the ways in which children’s stories could be produced offering
an integrated approach to language and culture. In this case both the author,
Maleta Hambouy, and the illustrator, Isabelle Goulou, are Kanak women who
responded to the current issues for Kanak youth noted above. The project
constitutes one explicit example of the expression of the central relationship
between Indigenous women and cultural renewal.
All three books in the series are bi-lingual, written in French and one specific
Kanak language — L’enfant Kaori/Wanakat Kaori is written in French and Iaii
— modelling a linguistic collaboration between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
readers and speakers. The stories are creative derivations from foundational myths
but are in themselves not simple replications of the myths as that would not be
consistent with cultural practices governing who may speak the myths and who
may listen. Perhaps the most striking feature of all these works are the wonderful
illustrations which, in the way of many children’s books, function as a bridge
between the visual and the written, the spoken and the written, and constitute a
form of cultural representation irreducible to language alone. Our analysis
examines the illustrations in some detail below. But first we turn to the actual story.
THE STORY
The story begins with Nani, a woman whose husband is lost at sea. She goes
to the forest looking for a sign from him. Then she hears a voice coming from
nowhere which tells her that ‘we are expecting you — look inside the water
hole’. When she looks she sees a woman spirit who tells her that she is the
guardian of the waters and that all the forest trees are her children. The woman
spirit tells her that the trees are mourning the death of the giant Kauri. ‘You too
have lost someone close to you’. Nani replies ‘Yes, my husband!’ and the guardian
of the waters tells Nani that her husband cut the giant Kauri to build his dugout
canoe. Nani asks for mercy but the guardian says that Nani’s husband has killed
her child without the customary gestures and so he is punished and in prison.
Nani wants to free him and then the guardian, seeing that she is pregnant, asks
for her child as a replacement for the child (tree) that has been lost [see fig. 1].
In spite of Nani’s pleas the guardian does not relent and Nani agrees to part with
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the child. When she returns home her husband is there. After some time they go
together to the forest and pause near the tree stump where a young shoot is
growing. Nani bewails missing her child but her husband comforts her with the
idea that her child will be king of the forest and the waters. One of Nani’s tears
falls on the stem and she wails, ‘How I would love to hear just once that you
forgive me for everything’. A soft rain begins to fall and she hears a sweet voice
saying ‘I forgive you’.
PART I ANALYSIS
From the outset the book’s cover links the human to the natural and outside
world. The art work is arresting, using deep colours and consistent patterning
that shows a continuation of life from front to back. Thus the story ends and
begins with the same image. The illustrations are clearly involved and function
in the telling of the story. A young child or someone not literate in French or Iaii
can gather most of the story from the images. Like other children’s storybooks
the space occupied by the pictures gives dominance to particular aspects of the
story. Nani is represented as a deliberately imprecise human figure — neither
black nor white, not visibly female or male. She is timeless, ageless, gender less
and not racialised. Her amorphous physicality does not change throughout the
story. Nani is human spirit. The choice of illustration is leading toward universalism.
It allows for and encourages identification from a range of viewers/readers.
PART II ANALYSIS — PLACE AND GENDER
Prior to the written story beginning the reader is located in a ‘place’ imbued
with cultural meaning. On opening the book the reader is confronted with the
mystery of the dark green forest [see fig. 2]. Symbols conjure images of the
ancient — not just Kanak but from all Oceania. Indeed, the illustration aligns
the reader with Oceania by using the image of the ‘pirogue’ (dug-out/outrigger)
along with images of shells and sea creatures. From the first page the reader is
invited into a symbolic and spiritual world. In particular the repeated image of
the watching eye indicates there is a presence here, giving a strong sense of the
metaphysical context in which the story operates.
Feminist geographers have theorised place and its importance to collective
and individual identities (for example, Domosh and Seager 2001; Grosz 1995;
Massey 1994, 1999; McDowell 1983, 1999; Valentine 1989, 1996). Massey (1994)
in particular has challenged the notion that the forces of globalisation decrease
the relevance of place and hence serve to reduce spatial differences. In other
words, globalisation has been understood as having a hegemonic effect in creating
new global spaces which in turn reduce the importance of the local. Thus it is
sometimes assumed that globalisation ends the sense of ‘local attachment of
belonging to a place with all its local idiosyncrasies and cultural forms’ (McDowell
1999 2). This is not to argue that globalisation has no impact on the daily lives
and customs of Kanak peoples. Arguing for the importance of the local — and
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therefore place — entails a recognition that, despite effects of globalised
economies, people live everyday life inevitably in a finite area. In the socio-
political present of New Caledonia, place has meaning on different scales. It has
meaning as a region and this is particularly evident in questions about the political
positioning with other Kanak peoples, thus the terms Oceania, Oceanic, Pacific
and South Pacific are used to collectively identify people and their customs.
Place has also a more finite meaning. For example, within New Caledonia place
is also understood as Ouvea, Noumea, Lifou, that is, islands with different
languages, political, racial, social and therefore cultural historical meanings.
Indeed, Kanak women’s writing (of which L’enfant Kaori/Wanakat Kaori is
one example) serves to underscore local meanings. All these works are written
in languages that have relevance to place and exemplify the importance of place.
The story of L’enfant Kaori/Wanakat Kaori claims the importance of space, place
Figure 1, from Maélta Hombouy’s L’enfant Kaori, illustration by Isabelle Goulou, p 19.
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and time as it is written intentionally to link past generations with the present
and to prepare new generations as it transmits and retains a sense of place for
the future.
The reader is immersed in local beliefs which are neither hegemonic nor
static. They are influenced by globalisation and colonisation but nevertheless
are beliefs associated with and attributed to places inhabited by Kanak peoples.
The opening cover page depicting the deep green mysterious forest with its
watching eye brings the reader to the world of Kanaks. The story suggests that
nature will provide signs. The pictorial image transcends the meanings of the
words but the two languages, French and Iaii, are there. Despite the use of French
words, Kanak story and culture dominate through the images. At the same time
the reader is confronted with numerous symbols widely known through the region
indicative of oceanic culture.
Figure 2, from Maélta Hombouy’s L’enfant Kaori, inside front cover, illustration by
Isabelle Goulou.
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In the context of gender and place, Massey (1994) exposes place as open to
and affecting gender relations and vice versa. L’enfant Kaori/Wanakat Kaori is
overtly gendered in its messages and ascriptions of male and female roles. Nani
is portrayed as needing male protection — she is child like and slightly shy as
she hides near the tree. More telling are her feelings of being incomplete without
her husband. When confronted with the sacrifice that the guardian of the trees
and forest exacts from her, she agrees to give her first born because for her living
alone is intolerable: ‘I do not want to continue to live alone without him, without
his return’. Of course the notion of living alone could be a modern non-Kanak
representation, but Kanak culture does claim to validate the group over the
individual and the transference of ownership of a child at the wishes of the chief
is not unknown. At the same time, however, it is Nani who is woman, mother
and wife, who must suffer and bear the decision alone to sacrifice self and her
relation to child or husband.
As the story progresses it is evident that the absent husband has a good deal
of power over Nani. The story revolves around him being missing and his
transgression. He looms physically large over her as he tells her, ‘It was not a
sacrifice for nothing … I love you for that’. The story recognises that a sacrifice
occurs and that it is a gendered sacrifice — to her cost but not his. It also recognises
that the transgression occurs by a male and his need to control and/or take from
the environment without thought for the progression of life. In both instances —
the husband consoling Nani and the recognition of his transgression — the reader
is alerted to gendered power relations.
Curiously the depiction of Nani and her husband remains relatively
ungendered except for a consistent size difference in favour of the larger husband.
We know Nani is a woman because of what she says — even her pregnancy is
stated but not drawn. As readers of the text we might ask why in such a gendered
story do the main characters remain unsexed and in many ways not human?
PART III ANALYSIS — EDUCATION
From an educational standpoint L’Enfant Kaori/Wanakat Kaori can be seen
to achieve its original aim of producing a bilingual children’s picture book which
strives to ‘maintain a keen awareness of the material and symbolic expressions
of Kanak way of life’ (Tjibaou 11). Thus it comprises a children’s story, complete
with illustrations, inspired by, although not a literal translation of, themes from
foundational Kanak myths. It makes a clear commitment to the recognition of
Kanak language at the centre of cultural transmission, along with
acknowledgement of the French language as part of dominant culture in New
Caledonia. In this doubling of language the work also comprises a series of
dualisms, a doubling of cultures with the Indigenous themes presented in
contemporary western text, beautiful illustrations in the style of primitive drawings,
a simple albeit metaphysical storyline that stands in contradistinction to the widely
accepted realist genre that has been long dominant in writing for western children.
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The book enables more complex analyses than perhaps usually associated
with writing for children. In a fascinating fold (Deleuze 1997; St Pierre 1997) it
combines the sorts of dominant understandings of Kanak mythology within its
makers’ political commitment to the preservation and maintenance of Indigenous
culture. In refusing some of the binary distinctions between reality and myth,
picture and words, French and Kanak, human life and that of other living things
such as plants, the story positions the reader, regardless of age, as entering the
field of Indigenous culture. What then are the themes the reader is likely to take
from this story?
First there is the capacity for moral didacticism in which this work resonates
with children’s stories across the ages — Aesop, LaFontaine and the Brothers
Grimm all recorded stories which had pre-existed in oral traditions and which
had a distinct flavour of ‘the lesson’. The moral here concerns the requirement
to respect nature and the natural order and specifically that there are culturally
ordained practices to which one must conform in order to avoid retribution for
transgressions such as cutting the tree without permission. These rules as set out
by the spirit, the guardian of the waters and of the forest, also imply that the
spirit world has the capacity to monitor all behaviour and to punish transgressions.
In this feature the trope of the all-seeing, all-knowing God of both the Old and
New testaments is not too distant from the concept of the spirit, along with the
more recent Orwellian notion of ‘Big Brother’. The idea of an invisible presence
watching is presented in both the text and the illustrations. The idea that the
young readers will take up the notion of being ‘under observation’ and
consequently become self monitoring resonates with Foucault’s theory of the
function of surveillance through which the gaze becomes internalised and hence
we constantly self-monitor and thereby conform to expectations (Foucault 1977).
At the same time this work is most definitely a Kanak cultural production: ‘One
of the few valid generalisations that can be made about Melanesian religions is
that they all include a belief in a variety of spirits, some of human origin and
some not, who interact with living human beings’ (Chowning 5837). Thus by
introducing the existence of the spirit world this story plays to a key theme in
Kanak culture.
A related theme deliberately embraced by the writers concerns the need to
write about death and the giving up of children — both topics that while not
uncommon occurrences in Kanak families are seldom discussed, especially around
children. The story works to normalise death and disappearance by constructing
a spirit world wherein life goes on, albeit in a different form. Simultaneously
this move serves to open up the possibilities of a magical space in which the
rules of the real world do not necessarily apply — people can disappear, be
presumed lost and then miraculously reappear.
Secondly the presentation of Nani carries some clear messages about the role
and place of woman — and yet these messages also contain ambiguities. Nani is
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both victim and key agent in the story. Throughout, Nani is presented as sad,
weeping for the loss of her husband and then of her child. While she was not the
transgressor she certainly must bear the punishment which she feels much more
keenly than her husband who wants her to rejoice in his return and to celebrate
the fact that their child will be powerfully placed in the spirit world. While on
first reading perhaps it seems that Nani emerges as the classic victim, she also
undertakes key responsibilities for the return of the husband, for the decision
about the fate of the child. At one level she appears as the archetypal woman,
caring, nurturing, pleading for assistance, smaller, weaker than the other
characters, begging forgiveness. On another level she is key to the entire story.
While from a western feminist perspective Nani appears as the traditional woman
victim, she also reflects the central place of woman in the Kanak culture which
associates woman with life and blood and privileges the mother’s family —
‘uterine’ kin relationships — above all others:
My blood is my life, but it is the life that comes to me from my mother’s totem, from
the maternal clan, that flows in me. And I have no right to squander it. I must bless
and honour it because it is mine, but it does not belong to me. (Tjibaou 26)
Nani is shown as weeping tears of blood reflecting these connections. In these
ways Nani embodies some of the key tensions within western feminism — the
need to respect cultural difference within a framework that encourages women
to be active and powerful. Of course the intersections of gender and culture are
inevitably complex and do not allow simple reductionism. The power of a simple
storyline to give rise to these complexities is a further achievement of the work.
A third message embedded in the story concerns the sense that one is never
complete as an individual but always necessarily and only exists in relation to
others. Nani’s renunciation of a life alone resonates with Kanak understandings
of the importance of the group — in Nani’s case it is the literal connection with
the husband.
Life is given by blood. Blood is given by the mother. And she is the owner of that
blood as are her brothers, her fathers. So I always remain dual. I am never undivided.
I cannot be individual. The body is never a principle of individualism. The body is
always a relationship. (Tjibaou 28)
Thus there is a sense in which these quasi human characters stand for much
more than individual actors — they are archetypes such that Nani is everywoman
(as in the Everyman, the early British miracle play) a vehicle through which all
readers, regardless of age, sex or race can identify and through whose story
important cultural truths are reiterated. Significantly the sensations of sadness,
loss, guilt and loneliness are not restricted to the world of humans but are also
shared by the trees and the spirit world which the trees signify. The fragility of
the individual as compared to the strength and comfort of the collective — here
made emblematic by Nani plus husband or the world of the trees — is another
message in the story.
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In ways reminiscent of women’s undertakings in other Indigenous societies
(Knott 1997; Leonard 1997), the Kanak women writers deliberately chose to use
these illustrated books as a way of maintaining Indigenous language and culture.
Up until this point the only widely available work translated into a Kanak
language had been the Bible; and yet culture as we know it is never static, always
dynamic acting and interacting with the range of contexts and issues, people
and politics. The move from an oral tradition to a written one has sometimes
been regarded as freezing the storytelling aspect of culture at a particular point.
However, examples of tropes from other cultural myths run through the Nani
story. For instance, the practice of giving up the first born child is not unknown
in contemporary Kanak culture — usually in response to a request from the
tribal chief. Chowning notes that in Melanesia ‘the souls of babies are particularly
vulnerable to attack or capture by other spirits’ (5832). To some degree the practice
echoes the Christian idea of the supreme sacrifice of the Son which itself echoed
the Old Testament story of Isaac. From this standpoint the reader is able to
discern elements of Kanak culture not as frozen on the page but rather as a
culture that lives and transmogrifies as its stories resonate with ideas from other
cultures, other stories and combine in new ways to reiterate important cultural
truths. For the child readers already versed in some of the foundational myths
there would be a ready recognition of familiar storylines while for others there
would undoubtedly be aspects which translate readily into attitudes and
understandings with which there is some sense of familiarity. For those of us
outside Kanak culture there are easily made connections with old stories and
biblical allusions.
Perhaps the key educational achievement of this story lies in its capacity to
make readers and listeners aware of the constructions that they bring to it, serving
to reinforce the cultural connections of those who are insiders while for the non-
Indigenous there are connections to older societies and to questions of conscience,
the moral order and spirituality.
CONCLUSION
In this brief analysis of one children’s picture book we have shown how the
Kanak women, author and illustrator, have combined to share their knowledge
through this production and in so doing make this knowledge available to their
readers. They are consciously political actors in this book production thereby
taking their place within a clear tradition of the Indigenous struggle for cultural
renewal. The analysis we have offered comes together as a dialogue between
four women writers/authors from multi-disciplinary and situational perspectives
guided by reader-response theory. To some degree our different voices can be
heard in our conjoint efforts to acknowledge the original purpose of this writing
— to share deep cultural knowledge and to present it in ways that acknowledge
the importance of language in cultural heritage. We find it significant that the
women have responded to the challenge to write their stories as their response
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underscores the traditional role of women as nurturing and caring for the young
along with the dynamic political motivation that urges cultural revival. Thus
they operate in ways consistent with the totemic beliefs of Kanak culture about
the importance and centrality of women — that life comes from the mother’s
blood and this communal blood identity is the life that comes from my mother’s
totem, from the maternal clan. Significantly in New Caledonia it has been Kanak
women who have maintained language privately within families and communities
and campaigned publicly for institutionalised language education. This practice
is also reminiscent of the roles played by women in many Australian Aboriginal
and other Indigenous societies (Gale 1997; Knott 1998; Leonard 1997). It would
appear that Indigenous mothers are seen as having a vital role to play in language
and cultural transmission: ‘if as a mother I do not speak my own language with
my child, who is going to?’ (Mwà Véé 24).
NOTES
1 In April 2005, Dominique Jouve interviewed Tyla Ayrault about her work as an author of
the Tjibaou Cultural Centre’s ‘Grain de Sable’ youth project.
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RAYLENE RAMSAY
Déwé Gorodé: The Paradoxes of Being a
Kanak Woman Writer
During an unpublished interview in December 2002, in the smallish government
office of the then Minister for Youth and Culture, in Nouméa, Déwé Gorodé told
me she was merely the spokesperson for her group, elected and not appointed,
called to power as Vice-President of the Government to serve her party, the
PALIKA (Kanak Liberation Party). In a first and major interview by Blandine
Stefanson for the volume of Notre Librairie devoted to a presentation of New
Caledonian literature, the writer claimed she had never made any great effort to
be published and still had a pile of stories in a cardboard box lying unread. Her
first volume of poems, Under the Ashes of the Conch Shells, poems written from
the early seventies onwards, was published in 1985 by Edipop, and only after the
then Director of Do-Neva College, Ismet Kurtovitch, made a personal request.
Speaking in protest against women’s secondary place in their own society in
a programme made on Kanak women for local New Caledonian television early
in the new millennium, Gorodé again played down her individual role.
Paradoxically, the characters she invents, her Utê Mûrûnû (Little Coconut
Flowers) in particular, are called upon to be Kaapo, strong women who refuse
polygamous or arranged marriage and follow their own ‘steep’ path. Like Gorodé
herself, they are rebellious women, direct in speech and uncompromising. Yet,
like Gorodé, no Utê Mûrûnû sees herself as autonomous subject, insists on her
own agency, or feels entitled to speak out other than to a small number of people.
The subtitle of Utê Mûrûnû, ‘Little Coconut Flower’, is ‘dialogic’ in the
Bakhtinian sense, rather than ironic.
This first Kanak novella (1996) re-writes grand colonial History, wars and
politics, by fore-grounding instead the lives of five generations of women all
named Utê Mûrûnû. As well as being a ‘Kaavo’, the ‘Princess of Legend’,
adventurous daughter of the chief of oral tradition, who defies the male authority
of tradition by striking out to find her own husband or to take revenge, all of
these women represent traditional Kanak female values of modesty, service to
others, and a certain kind of self-effacement. These female protagonists transmit
knowledge of plants and women’s medicine, of growing and healing, of story
and indeed tradition from generation to generation. All of the five generations of
Utê Mûrûnû, at once grandmother and granddaughter, are intimately connected
to the point of being almost interchangeable — as the final line of the text makes
explicit, ‘Utê Mûrûnû, but which one of us?’. (In Kanak tradition, every fourth
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generation takes the name and place of the great great grandparent as their
‘little sister’ or ‘little brother’.) This refusal to simply adopt European style
‘feminism’ despite her denunciations of the inequality of women is the first of a
nexus of paradoxes, or apparent contradictions, in the life of Gorodé and her characters.
The characteristic of the texts of this first published Kanak writer that sustains
the interest of a reader, of whom much will be demanded, is, again paradoxically,
both its simplicity and directness and its inaccessible ‘difference’. Such a
‘difference’ lies not simply in Déwé Gorodé’s ethnographic portraits from the
inside or in her militant political themes, or indeed in the exoticism of the strange
or suppressed Other she speaks for, but rather in the very paradoxes of her writing.
It is an apparently contradictory ‘difference’, then, not dissimilar to the minimal
difference ‘where the meanings are’ that Marguerite Duras speaks of, for example,
in her autobiographical fiction, Emily L. or again, to the absent and therefore
‘absolute’ image at the centre of the genesis of her book, The Lover.
This difference is related both to the Word, a powerful concept in the Kanak
world, reinforced by biblical texts in a society still profoundly marked by Protestant
and Marist evangelisation, and to silence. Speaking to Stefanson of Kanak as
community, and of the inclusiveness of Kanak dance, or pilou, Gorodé points
out that many things in Kanak society cannot be said; ‘You can’t just say any
thing to everyone’ (11). What can be said is a function of the relationship of
kinship. The pilou, then, is a compensation.
The others don’t necessarily share verbally but they are accepted in the group as
everyone is. Every person must do something of use to the group, and you don’t have
the time to worry about individual problems. With the new generations, there are
perhaps some women who are more preoccupied by their individual lives, but the
young people are there, taking part in customary life, sharing in communal work.
(11)
For, as Pascal argued, the ‘I’ is ‘haïssable’ — the self is to be eschewed. In
Kanak society, too, the ‘I’ lies outside tradition, which privileges the community.
This is the second paradox of Gorodé, the individual writer, who walks a tightrope
between political commitment to the group and personal work on words. Writing
may reconstruct the lost and treasured memory of the group but writing as an
individual, and especially critical writing, also places this Kanak woman outside
her traditional community. As a consequence of this paradox, the only
autobiography available for Déwé is what can be put together from interviews
and public presentations, and, more indirectly, from her poems, translated in
Sharing as Custom Provides (2004); her three volumes of collected short stories,
L’Agenda (1994) and Utê Mûrûnû, (1996), (translated by Peter Brown in The
Kanak Apple Season, [2004]) and the collaborative work with Weniko Ihage, Le
Vol de la parole (2002); her small book of aphorisms, Par les temps qui courent
(1996); an unpublished play, Kénaké 2000 (2000); and L’Epave, her 2005 novel.
This essay will follow Gorodé’s life in part through a public talk given in March
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2005 at the University of Auckland to mark the launch of the bi-lingual anthology
of her translated poetry, Sharing as Custom Provides (2004) and the single
published interview by Blandine Stefanson, and in part through extracts from
her work. This allows the presentation of the Kanak woman in her own words as
she selects in the present the moments that have constituted her life as a Kanak
woman writer and militant activist.
Like most writers’ autobiographical accounts, Gorodé’s self-presentation
situates the origins of her vocation in a partially idealised childhood. Before she
went to school, an event of some importance, she notes, her father had taught
her the alphabet. Apart from being punished for speaking her own language,
Paicî, school is predominantly a happy memory:
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we used to count using sticks, play marbles with bancoul nuts, we would hang our
little baskets of food on the coffee bushes, we’d go swimming in the sea before we
went back into class after lunch and we would also go and help work in the field that
belonged to our old Wananga teacher. So I learn to read and I start to devour all the
texts in our reading book, Tales and Legends of Black Africa. (Gorodé 2005b)
Gorodé’s evident desire to pass on the lessons of her own experience, the sense
of a didactic message in a very oral text marked by address to the listener/reader,
is accompanied by her evident pleasure in word play. The titles of the readers
she has retained from a childhood more than thirty years earlier are ‘Masikasika,
The Little Duck’ and ‘Yawatta, The Indian in his Canoe’, her first school prize.
Gorodé also evokes the daily morning ceremony of raising the French flag and
filing into school in order by recalling the character of ‘Avoranfix’ [‘a vos rangs
fixes’, the military formula for falling into line,] in the Asterix comic series.
The remembering of the colonial ceremonies of the past speaks also of course
of the present socio-political contexts of the struggle for independence and the
concomitant battle to give indigenous culture and history value and dignity.
This present inflects the selection of past memories. There are a number of
paradoxes here. The past/childhood recovered is indeed not only a function of
the present but of what has happened in between. Colonial history is characterised
above all by French settlement and a century and a half of exclusion of the
indigenous peoples, parked in reserves, from the economic and political French
mainstream.1 Gorodé’s narrative of her growing up must recognise the losses
(and gains?) involved in evangelisation and assimilation to French norms. It
must also account for both the negative and the positive effects of Kanak exclusion
which helped conserve Kanak ways of living and thinking. Gorodé’s self-
presentation alternates between a discussion of the origins of her writing (in
French) and her political activism (struggle against French hegemony).
This essay will largely concur with Mounira Chatti’s conclusions that in
Gorodés work, it is not the dominant language that imposes ideas. Rather, the
working out in writing of themes of heritage and revenge rehabilitates the Kanak
point of view and exposes the limitations of French language. As Chatti’s analysis
of the short story, ‘Case Closed’ (L’Agenda) and its use of the path of heritage as
a structural motif shows, Gorodé’s text disavows the colonial or ethnographic
point of view that presents Kanak as an object of study or curiosity. It reverses
the perspective to present her culture as an object of love and a source of full
being. This commitment partially resolves the apparent contradictions in her
position; but there are further paradoxes and perversities that the literary text is
called on to open up to the scrutiny of ‘truth’.
The place where the stories begin and to which they largely return is the
tribu (the clan and its lands) beside the sea at Ponérihouen (Pwârâiriwâ) on the
East Coast of the Grande-Terre, or Main Island, named, as Gorodé explains, for
its relation to the neighbouring archipelago of the Loyalty Islands. The wider
context is the annexation of the land by France in 1853, the later establishment
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of a penal colony, the allocation of land to settlers of European origin, and the
resettlement of Kanak in ‘reserves’. The time of her story, then, is double; the
time of Kanak memory (subjective, emotional, and faithful as Stephanie Vigier’s
work on space-time in Gorodé points out) and the history (objective, rational,
exact) of colonialism. ‘As soon as a popwaalé — a pakeha — turned up, most of
the time a farmer or a gendarme — all the women would run away and hide in
the coffee bushes and we kids would go running away behind them’ (Gorodé
2005b). But, adds Gorodé, the popwaalé only saw and talked with the men.
This, then, will be the story of a doubly excluded group. Nonetheless, it celebrates
the roles of women and the origins of Gorodé’s later passion for story-telling.
In the evening, the women, the big sisters, mothers, aunties and grandmothers would
sit around in the hut and would tell us tagadée — stories, fables or ‘fairy’ tales —
around the communal fire. Sometimes, we would fall asleep before the all important
last line.
may this tale move your insides
may it send you to sleep
may it wake you
that you may invent the next line
Or they would send us to sleep with ololo — lullabies like (puu ka) sleep now (bua
e uti ge) because he’s going to eat you up (I kau) the cow. Here the cow —– the
farmer’s cattle — is synonymous with the devil or bogeyman or evil giant of the old
stories. (Gorodé, 2005b)
The narrative of the birth of the woman writer and of the Kanak activist are
already entwined. ‘And in front, in the yard between the coconut palms, there
would sometimes be long meetings, long hui between the various clan chiefs
and tribal elders, mainly to settle land disputes. And a gendarme would always
be there to draw up what is officially called the procès verbal de palabre’ (Gorodé
2005b), that is, the record of discussions and decisions.
When her mother took her daughter to Nouméa for the first time at the age of
eight, Déwé asked her about the identity of the statue of Colonel Gally Passebosc,
who was killed putting down the 1878 Kanak revolt. Her mother, the daughter
remembers, had told her that it was a monument to Ataï, the Kanak chief who
had led the revolt. In her interview with Stefanson, Gorodé had observed that
the ‘old people’ had given the settlers of the valley of Ponérihouen the names of
the places where they established their farms. This was a way of re-integrating
the foreigner or recuperating the invader for Kanak culture. If she herself writes
fiction, to ‘rehabilitate the place of the Kanak in their own history’ (17), it is
also because ‘the political discourse that I myself used, colonisers/colonised,
does not account for the perversity and ambiguity of the real relationship between
the colonisers and the colonised in the past and in the present’ (17).
Indubitably the daughter of her resistant (and perverse!) mother, Déwé’s public
mentors, however, were necessarily her grandfathers, men, since only they could
be orators, delegated by the group with the authority to speak. The knowledge
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embedded in their stories, Gorodé explains has the status of a very particular
(non-European) history, geography, and science:
My father, Waya Gorodé, like his father before him, whose name was Philippe, and
his father in law, Elaisha Nâbai, all pastors trained by the missionary ethnologist
Maurice Leenhardt, together with the ethnologist Jean Guiart, was at that time busy
collecting the old stories from our oral tradition and the jemaa or foundational stories,
generally translated as myths — a term I categorically refute because what we are
talking about is the history of our ancestors. And if they were mythical we wouldn’t
be here! … The most illustrious characters of our jemaa … are represented or situated
in different geographical locations by rocks and mountains. Today, from my field,
back home, I can see the one belonging to Tea Kenaké, in profile, lying on his back.
He fell in battle during a war over the Caba valley from where many Kanak clans
dispersed and scattered. Some ten years ago, during a panel discussion at the Literary
Expo put on by the Ministry for Overseas Territories in Paris, I had this to say:
‘When you popwaalé talk about the castle of Sleeping Beauty, one can truly say its
mythical because no matter how hard you look, you’ll never find it. Whereas in our
case, every day we can see the places mentioned in our tales and founding stories’.
(Gorodé 2005b)
Elaisha Nabai also re-told the story of Tea Kenaké, the founding ancestor of the
group. This was adapted in 1975 by Jean Marie Tjibaou for the play-spectacle
Kanaké at the Melanesia 2000 cultural festival organised by the leader of the
independence party. Tjibaou’s play will make Kanaké, virile ancestor, chief, and
first-born, the central figure of an emergent Kanak nationalism.
In 2000, Gorodé herself incorporated the story in a ‘dialogic’ play directed
by the Kanak playwright Pierre Gope and staged at the VIIIth Pacific Arts Festival,
held in Nouméa. Her story is very different from Tjibaou’s celebration of a return
of Kanak from the misunderstandings of first encounter and the unhappy
wanderings of the colonial period to a recovery of the traditional dances and a
new boenando or sharing of the first yams, as host, with the Europeans. In one
possible reading of her Kenaké 2000, it is the political and cultural constructions
and ‘sacrifice’ of Jean-Marie Tjibaou himself that are deconstructed in the figure
of the protagonist Tea Kanaké or T.K. Both Tjibaou’s texts of unity and
reconciliation within the diverse Kanak world and between Kanak and European
(the 1989 signing of the Matignon Agreements) in a new boenando or fraternal sharing,
and his construction of Kanaké as virile founding father are also indirectly interrogated.
Gorodé’s polemical modern version of the founding myth resists the hero’s
tale and insists on the recurrence of the elements of incest and the fratricidal
brothers present in the first-origin story. Her text incorporates a questioning
Woman, (W) T.K’s first ‘love’, who protests that the hero’s refusal to run from
assassination by his Kanak ‘brother’ would simply leave her to sort things out.
This Antigone-like figure of defiance of authorities and resistance seeks help
from a traditional Duée or Spirit (S), unusually gendered feminine in Gorodé’s
text. S plays a number of roles in her dialogues with the other characters and is
figure of evident cultural hybridity. She is both the Kanak earth mother
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interlocutor and the foil of European literary tradition in her debates with T.K.
or with his assassin brother (B) on their planned actions. With W, she plays both
the Nurse or confidante of classical theatre, and a very human Kanak nature
spirit who is also an inner voice, playing devil’s advocate in the debate on the
future of Kanaky/New Caledonia.
S an island
W Treasure Island
S an isle of jade
W a strategic rock
S the isle of light
W a postcard
S lulled by the trade-winds
W threatened by radio-activity
S an island of blue mountains
W decapitated for their nickel ore
S of clear rivers
W polluted by the mines
(Téâ Kanaké 2000)
Despite her play’s critique of a certain kind of idealising masculine discourse,
Gorodé’s accounts of her life nonetheless affirms the importance of the masculine
Word in Kanak tradition:
Another story our father used to tell us was a very long speech about the speaking
perch or ‘wood’  — to a pilou or war dance rhythm — a speech he got from his
father-in-law Elaisha Nabai who was a great traditional orator:
I climb up
on the wood (of the tree)
and the supporting branch
so that I can tell
the word of my fathers
the Bweé
and the grandsons of Béalo
who kill and throw in the oven
the people in the house of the Bai
Meedu
I have recited the beginning of this speech (‘written’ by my maternal grand-father)
so many times that once, I had to be woken up because I had been speaking it in a
dream-state like a sleep walker. Our father also used to teach us other shorter texts




notou nata nuru moto
where are you calling?
I’m calling to over there
In the direction of the German war
The notou, a symbolic bird, here represents a clan chief, who was a soldier during
the two world wars. (Gorodé 2000)
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These, then, are the stories rightfully transmitted within the clan or extended
family group by the men, but the education Gorodé describes from her childhood
is already hybrid, making it possible for her to become a new kind of orator
Paradoxically, again, this is only possible by ‘going around the non-negotiable
rock of tradition’, as she argues in Utê Mûrûnû (21) that women must try to do,
despite the difficulty.
Stories told by grandfathers and grandmothers and the stories of Tom Thumb,
Red Riding Hood, Gavroche, the little hero of Victor Hugo on the revolutionary
barricades, Old Testament tales, and legends from Black Africa, awaken the
child’s imagination in a school where, although the old primary teacher is a
cousin from the tribu, only French is allowed to be spoken. Later Gorodé will
attend the school where her older sister teaches in an Ajie speaking area, also
learning that language. At the age of thirteen, quite exceptionally, the young
Kanak girl leaves her village, accompanied by her pastor grandfather, Phillipe
Gorodé and her mother, to spend seven years in the Jeanne d’Albret boarding
establishment for young Protestant girls in Nouméa and attend the prestigious
Lycée La Pérouse. The remainder of her story, like that of her novella, Utê Mûrûnû,
stages the journey of a strong, and eventually resistant, woman — a ‘Kaavo’,
daughter of a chief or legendary princess.
Dewé’s first French teacher wanted her rare and gifted Kanak pupil to take
Latin and Greek to enable her to enter the classical stream. The adolescent
preferred to stay in the general education stream with the other Kanak. However,
refusing the advice of the careers advisor to settle for a safe and ‘suitable’ career
as a primary teacher, she later decided to go on to the University of Montpellier
in France with the mere handful of other Kanak holders of the prestigious
Baccalauréat to become a secondary school French teacher. Before her departure
from Nouméa on 2nd September 1969 for France, Elaisha Nabai, her cousin,
who ‘had the same name as her grandfather, the pastor and orator’ (Gorodé
2005b), invited her to a political meeting of young people with Nidoish Naisseline
the son of the grand chef Naisseline from the Loyalty island of Maré, then a
sociology student at the Sorbonne. Déwé was the only woman at that meeting,
which was later followed by the arrest of Nidoish and subsequent riots. On the
point of leaving as custom would prescribe, she was offered a chair by an old
man from Maré. She stayed on, becoming a convert to the independence cause.
France was a mixed experience of exile and liberation, and a catalyst for both
her writing and her activism. The young Kanak woman experienced the post
1968 euphoria and its student movements including African national liberation,
the anti-Vietnam war movement and action in favour of women and minorities.
She joined a newly formed Association of Kanak students and young men doing
their military service, to discuss the Kanak situation. Marxist dialectics, Engels,
Lenin, Trotsky, Rosa Luxembourg, Mao Ze Dong and Che Guevara became
familiar names and Déwé read Seghor, Damas and Césaire alongside the French
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symbolist poets, Musset, Hernani and authors like Genet. To complete her BA,
the budding activist, now anxious to return to support the growing independence
movement, had to pass traditional academic subjects such as Latin, medieval
French, Grammar, Linguistics, and two modern foreign languages (choosing
Arabic and Romanian). This was the period of her own first poems.
Adieu
wild grass has taken over
the ceremonial pathway beneath the coconut palms
Straw and vines of the roof are rotting
mud walls cracked and crumbling
grande case in ruins
Close call, almost too late
you are returning from afar
long journey
hundred plus years package tour
into the labyrinthine wandering of a youth in tatters
eyelids blinking at the sight of what has come and gone




It’s time to return
start over
(Written in Montpellier, September, 1970. In Sous les cendres des conques, Gorodé 1985.)
Back in New Caledonia in 1973, Gorodé worked with the Foulards Rouges, the
Red Scarves group of Nidoish Naisseline, then with Le Groupe 1878 (1878 was
the year of a significant Kanak revolt against colonisation), and with young
people from the main island who formed the PALIKA, the Kanak Liberation
Party in 1976. A number of the poems of the independence militant were written
from prison where she spent time twice in 1974 after a protest against the
celebrations of the 24th September (the date of French annexation) and again in 1977.
Her writing continued through the years she spent as full-time teacher and
later the nine years as a full-time activist. In 1975, Gorodé took part in the first
conference for a nuclear-free Pacific at the University of the South Pacific in
Suva (Fiji), then found herself in a delegation to the United Nations Committee
for Decolonisation and at the first World Conference of Women organised by the
United Nations in Mexico. In 1979, Gorodé decided to go back to her tribu and
set up sections of the PALIKA. The Independence Party became the FNLKS in
1984 (The National Movement for Socialist Kanak Liberation) and organised
the boycott of the elections of the 18th of November 1984 which initiated the
period of the so-called ‘Events’ or ‘Troubles’ which lasted until the Matignon
Agreements, signed in 1988 by Jean-Marie Tjibaou. Gorodé took part in meetings
of independence movements in Paris, Algiers, in Canada and at the United Nations.
From 1985 to 1987, under the jurisdiction of the local branch of the FNLKS,
the teacher set up an E.P.K. Ecole Populaire Kanak, the Kanak People’s School
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in her tribu, where, she observes, ‘we learned our language again and where the
elders handed on their knowledge to us’ (Gorodé 2005b).
Gorodé’s political and militant activity in the Pacific, where it was the
Melanesian countries of the Fer de Lance (the Spearhead Group) who supported
the FLNKS at the Pacific Forum and Father Walter Lini’s Vanuatu and Papou-
New Guinea who supported them at the United Nations, was reflected in her
‘Word of Struggle’ written from prison in 1974: the ‘linked syllables to cry out/
the misery of our peoples/Chains of phrases/formed out of their long combat/’
(Gorodé 1985). The militant writer translated poems from Pierre Noire (Black
Stone) by the ni-Vanuatu activist, Grace Mera Molisa, into French. Under the
Ashes of the Conch Shells contains, for example, a poem on exploitation in the
Pacific, written in Suva in April 1975:
NFPC
Faces unknown yesterday
comrades from all over Oceania
and elsewhere






the poverty of our peoples




‘the same enemy, the same struggle’
with all those who are oppressed
linguistic barriers fall with the NFPC
(Sous les cendres des conques, Edipop, 1985)
After the Matignon Agreements, Gorodé returned to the teaching of French and
then her own language, Paicî, at the College of Do-Néva. She is currently a new
grandmother, active in politics as an elected representative of the PALIKA and
the Vice-President of the New Caledonian coalition Government, responsible
for Culture, Women’s Affairs, Citizenship and Customary Affairs; and she is
among the small handful of publishing Kanak ‘writers’ — Jean-Marie Tjibaou,
the poet and playwright, Pierre Gope, the pastors Wanir Walépane and Weniko
Ihage, and Dany Dalmyrac.
Gorodé presented her literary writing in her talk at the University of Auckland
through the interpretation of others — readers and academic critics. She
paraphrases Tea Auru Mwateapoo preface to Sous les cendres des conques noting
that these poems are ‘the attempt to interpret the emerging new culture of a
people struggling to be subject of their own history’. The editor of the 1994 and
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1996 Utê Mûrûnû and l’Agenda concludes that ‘it is through the characters of
her stories that Gorodé transmits the perceptiveness of her reflections on women’s
condition…. These stories inscribe the indissoluble link between the past and
the present, the need to think a fraternal future offering readers the elements to
understand the foundations of present Caledonian society through the sensibility
of a woman’ (back cover of L’Agenda). In Notre Librairie (1998), devoted to
New Caledonian literature, Marie-Ange Somdah notes that if Kanak memory is
essential and non-negotiable, it is also the site of a social critique. For Gorodé
herself, is a Kaapo — she who must break the rules or the imposed silences
precisely to reveal what is unspeakable, what cannot be said. Gorodé also quotes
Mounira Chatti at length, citing a critical article by Peter Brown on Utê Mûrûnû:
Modernity and tradition, women’s liberation and custom, political claims and
deepening modes of being, are the stakes of Utê Mûrûnû. Tradition and modernity
come together in the fact that modernity transforms tradition into political struggle.
In its interior duplications [mises en abyme], its anticipation, and its repetitions in
another place, the text continues to echo itself, to weave past and future one into the
other, and to establish its own traditions through a modern play with writing.
(Gorodé 2005b)
She repeats Hamid Mokaddem’s claim that in the 1996 collection of aphorisms,
Signs of the Times (Par les temps qui courent), the colloquial use of language
transposes the text in French into Kanak style.
These extracts selected by Gorodé herself from prefaces, articles in Notre
Librairie, and a small pool of conference papers that constitute the critical writing
on her work, once again highlight the ‘paradoxes’ this paper has begun to isolate.
The first is the so-called ‘emerging’ or new written culture that is also the recovery
of a very old oral culture, destroyed by colonisation, ‘grande case en ruines’/
great house in ruins, in ‘Adieu’, in Sous les cendres des conques), but upon
whose ashes new life has been breathed. (‘Grandfather’s house is undoubtedly
one of the most vivid memories I have retained of my childhood’ [‘La Case’/The
House in L’Agenda 7–9]). Other paradoxes include; the focus on women’s
condition and female sexuality that is subversive but is not a clear feminist
message; the hymn to an emotionally-rich and non-negotiable custom that is
nonetheless critiqued and must be re-negotiated by women; and the past that is
a future athough the future also calls for a new order that is a ‘writing together’.
The hybridity involved in this writing together is first and foremost a parti-pris
of, or positioning close to, Kanak perspectives. Only subsequently does Gorodé
acknowledge the need to create a mixed future from both tradition and modernity.
‘Writing together’ will produce a ludic modern text in French that is also said to
be ‘de-territorialising’ French, writing over French with the traditional structures
of Paici.
Gorodé’s own texts present the themes and contradictions of her writing
more simply still. Their recurring features, their transformations, and their
dialogic relationships one with another, articulate her responses to paradox.
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A series of verbs of dislocation and destruction — ‘mutilated,’ ‘scattered,’
‘in pieces’ — are woven through poems that speak of the material and cultural
destruction wrought on the land and the indigenous people by a hundred years
of French dominance. Metaphors of bodily harm or physical destruction evoke
the scars left on the land by nickel mining, and the reification or commodification
of New Caledonian society, first by capitalism and then by its later manifestations
in capitalism’s postulated ‘third stage’ globalisation.
‘Day after Day’ responds to this loss and damage by arguing for the recovery
of the Kanak Word and the political role of art:
Day after Day
We will try to
glue back together the broken pieces of our dashed hopes
reform the slaughtered images of our strangled speech
rediscover the unity of the scattered word
thrown to the four winds of solitude by
the gunpowder of violence
the poison bottle
the bread smelling of small change
the customary gesture by the false brother betrayed
day after day
second after second
like the river hollowing out its bed
the ant counting her dead
the foam marking the shore
recreate the ritual phrase that unmasks treachery
reinvent the magical dance that ensures victory
(Perlou, February 1975. Translated from Sous les cendres des conques in Sharing as
Custom Provides, 14.)
In exile, uprooted, Kanak culture must re-find its roots not in the virile universe
of heroism and warfare, as in Jean-Marie Tjibaou’s Kanaké, but in women’s
world of the everyday. Writing translates Gorodé’s deep emotional attachments
first to her Kanak roots in the earth and in the deeply symbolic force of a living


















on earth’s very belly
like the chrysalis casing
of cicada
returned to earth
on earth’s very belly
emerging there
to land on these very roots
to be born to the world
before taking flight
bending into the wind
in flight toward a river ford











(From Dire le vrai/To Tell the Truth, also translated in Sharing as Custom Provides, 52)
Writing asserts her Kanak identity as Aboro, also a universal identity, ‘the human
being in all that he is’.
Being
being human
in the face of two centuries
of colonial history
when














the human being in all he is
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in all that this being
is
(Translated from Dire le vrai/To Tell the Truth, also translated in Sharing as Custom
Provides, 72).
Once contact has been made with one’s own people and culture, the new writing
can reach out to the Other at the door and across the land to the Other beyond.
(‘In the footsteps/of my mother/towards the land/… with the other/who is
knocking at your door…’ [Translated from Dire le Vrai as ‘Being with the Other,’
in Sharing as Custom Provides, 90–91]).
During a shared tour of Australian Universities in July 1997, Déwé Gorodé
and Nicolas Kurtovitch, a New Caledonian of European origin, each decided to
write a daily poem on a selected theme. These eighteen poems, among them,
‘Indépendance’, were translated in Dire le vrai/ To Tell the Truth (1998) in the
first major literary collaboration between the Kanak and European communities
of writers. A number were retranslated in Sharing as Custom Provides.
Independence
is
a bit of garden
bit of field












whether to feed the extended family
or for market day
whether working at her own pace
or at the set hour
in her rights and responsibilities
for the child to come
or the child at school
sharing as custom prescribes
giving to others
fighting her own desires
















a people who share
(Sydney, 19 July 1997. Translated from Dire le vrai in Sharing as Custom Provides, 68–69)
Writing may reconstruct a group memory but writing as an individual also places
this Kanak woman outside her traditional community. Where stories
reconstituting Kanak Man are acceptable, those critical of custom or pushing for
woman’s rights might be understood to be destroying the group’s mana or
attributing blame too directly. It is the case that Gorodé’s texts allow much of the
‘blame’ to be laid on the colonial system or at the feet of ‘Madame Multinationale’
rather than on individuals (settlers), or they present problems as a consequence
of capitalist modernity. In the short story, ‘The Kanak Apple Season’, translated
from Utê Mûrûnû in the eponymous collection, Sharing as Custom Provides
(72–83), Stephanie Vigier (2004) points out that it is the fiancée from the ‘lands
of red earth’— that is, the lands of nickel mining — who brings with her the
jealousy, the boucan, the magic packet of spells and the malevolent accomplices
that cause her sister-in-law to be accused falsely of sorcery and to waste away,
much as the Kanak apples once celebrated customary marriage rot on the ground.
A work that affirms the singularity of her Kanak identity and perspective
thus also dares to raise a critical voice, ‘speaking truth’ against abuses of power
in a rapidly transforming Kanak society. Her texts target, in particular, the misuse
of custom for personal gain, or the abuse of special powers, turned from healing
and divination to malevolent sorcery (boucan or magic herb parcels), often in
the hands of charlatans. In particular, they denounce the negative consequences
— incest, rape and violence against women and children — that result from
gender inequalities.
Fear at each bellowed liquor soaked taperas:’ [temperance hymns]
Anxious terror of beatings, blows sometimes fatal
Cooking pots thrown around under the coffee bushes […]
Tomorrow, again
as if nothing were amiss
at the meeting
in front of everyone
he will speak of oppression, of freedom
whose freedom, whose oppression, who by who with who for..?
so many questions
our collective politics’ will have to answer to.
(‘Questions’ in Sharing as Custom Provides, 38).
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Or in Gorodé’s satirical collection of aphorisms published as Par les temps qui
courent.
It’s a Sign of the Times
the black briefcase
absent
from the times of struggle
now well and truly
present
and in a front row seat
if you please
looking out for number one
first in line
in the post office queue
for a top job to fill
number one in line
for a position in power
(Translated as ‘Sign of the Times’ in Sharing as Custom Provides, 122)
Boucan (Magic spells)
when you hold us in your spell
the brother hits his sister
the nephew kills his uncle
the daughter spits in her mother’s face
Boucan (Magic Spells)
when you hold us in your spell
its just
a dog’s life
(Translated as ‘Boucan/Magic Spells’, from Par les temps qui courent/ Signs of the
Times, in Sharing as Custom Provides, 130)
As early as ‘Love and other catastrophes’ in Par les temps qui courent, 1996,
Gorodé had touched on issues raised by women’s lives.
From desire to pleasure
the desiring body blooms
and desire







(Translated in Sharing as Custom Provides, 134).
Utê Mûrûnû is the most direct of a number of texts that respond to oppression by
valuing women, identifying them with the earth at the centre of the kanak
universe, while simultaneously critiquing their abuse or lack of rights:
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These voices of the earth, as my grandmother Utê Mûrûnû taught me, were none
other than the voices of a mother, the voices of woman. And they spoke, especially,
to us women, who, better than anyone, were able to understand them. Bearers of
seed, we were bound and gagged by prohibitions, branded with taboos that were like
rocks blocking the paths of life. From receptacles of pleasure, we became Eves bitten
by the serpent invented by the priests of the new religion. Adi, black pearls of
customary marriage, we were exchanged like pieces of Lapita pottery to seal an
alliance, in between two wars. Matrimonial pathways linking the clans, we survived
as best we could a childhood and an entry into adolescence that was too often violated
by the lecherous desires of old men. Prestige, virility, war — male concepts for the
grand case of men, built on the broad backs of women! Sharing, solidarity, humility,
the word of women, conceived, nourished, and carried in our entrails of beaten wives.
(Utê Mûrûnû, 20–21).
In her most recent poems, as yet unpublished in French and translated into
English in a separate section of Sharing as Custom Provides, the drift from the
tribu to urban life in Nouméa is portrayed as destroying Kanak life and being,
and contributing to abuse: ‘It’s a tropical town/with all the iron and concrete it
takes/and a few coconut palms/to ensure that it is so/ … we’re in France here/
twenty thousand ks away’ (Translated as ‘Tropical Town’, from an unpublished
text communicated orally by Gorodé in Sharing as Custom Provides, 146–47).
I am cut off/from my brothers of yesterday
shattered in a thousand pieces […]
[in] this endless
mental prison/before the TV screen
that bashes my head in with
its loin-like
truncheon thrust
that blows my brain
with its global and virtual
in total denial of my reality
my everyday reality
(Translated as ‘Waste Land’ from an unpublished text communicated by Gorodé in
Sharing as Custom Provides, 142–43)
little boy will grow up
into big boy
will surf the net
from adventure to adventure […]
on the computer screen […]
(Translated as ‘Netted’ from an unpublished text communicated orally by Gorodé in
Sharing as Custom Provides, 156)







while the hurrying father
slides a groping hand
towards the daughter’s thigh
on the floor of the shanty




(Translated as ‘With back bowed’ from an unpublished text communicated orally by
Gorodé in Sharing as Custom Provides, 148–49)
But despite her critique of modernity and the City, Nouméa is increasingly a
setting where Kanak have their place. The city may, in fact, constitute a place of
freedom for women from the constraints of Custom, a refuge from customary
marriage and difficult mothers-in-law.
In an unpublished article on representations of women in the Pacific, Sylvie
André argues that many of the themes defined by theory as feminist are absent
from Gorodé’s work, concluding that this Kanak woman’s writing is as much
about a project of society in general as it is about ‘women’s condition’. But far
from disavowing her critique of women’s condition, Gorodé’s recent first novel
Wrecks/L’Epave is a story of the recall of childhood incest, the apparently
‘consenting’ rape of a barely pubescent girl by an ‘uncle’ and a ‘cousin. This
abuse, begins not in the City, but on the ancestral rock near the tribu and appears
to recur across generations, across time and space. Sublimated, it provokes an
unconscious sexual dependency that will inflect the young girl’s development
and her adult relationships. Léna’s memory of early experiences on the rock of
the pirogues ancestors in her tribu, the complicity of a sorceress grandmother,
accomplice and lover of the omnipresent Old Tom — sometimes an ancestor
from the past or from dream, and sometimes a living person — is suppressed
until the end of the novel. It is only when she becomes fully conscious of the
nature of her enslavement that she makes a decision to liberate herself, and
seeks revenge, allowing her orator uncle to fall from the cliff to his death in the
shark hole.2
The rape and murder of the story-teller, Lila, which opens and frames the
story of Léna’s sexual dependency, Gorodé explained to me as her translator,
corresponds to the real-life story of the marginalised Marie-Paule to whom the
novel is dedicated and whose murderers are presently on trial in Nouméa. A
fiercely worded passage in Gorodé’s text explicitly denounces the prevalence of
such violence against women.
Gorodé’s investigation of women’s own complicity in a ‘sexual slavery’ that
is, ambiguously, either an effect of dependency on sexual pleasure, or, an effect
of what, in the West, has been called battered women’s syndrome, makes this
novel an astonishing speaking-out on taboo subjects, including female sexuality
and ‘the paradise of women’ or lesbian relations.
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Staging similar cases of sexual control over young women by older experienced
adventurers in European society, and the comic antics of a masochist employer
seeking bondage and punishment from her Kanak employees, Léna, and Maria,
Gorodé attenuates her criticism of women’s abuse and difficult road to autonomy
within the tribu by representing abuse as a problem shared by both Caledonian
societies. The Wreck/ L’Epave, is nonetheless a paradoxical text, written
simultaneously from inside Kanak culture where the role of non-rational forces
such as sorcery and shape-shifting, or the power of dream as prophecy, or vengeful
return from generation to generation, remain ambiguous, and stand critically
outside. It is troubling both in its ambiguous writing of erotic violence and in its
speaking of a unspeakable side of an otherwise celebrated life within custom.
At the end of Gorodé’s much less problematic book of short fables, Le Vol de
la parole (written collaboratively with Weniko Ihage), the flying fox (indigenous
to New Caledonia) takes the migratory bird to task for settling down without
first making the necessary customary gesture (‘la coutume’) of the guest to the
host on whose land he is settling. The final message of this book, most probably
a text by the pastor Ihage, which asserts the status of Kanak as first occupants of
the land and the need for humility on the part of the immigrants from France, is
conciliatory, and appears to prescribe modes of being together. The title, however,
is again paradoxical and its message ambiguous. The use of the French language
constitutes both ‘theft’ (vol) and ‘flight’ (vol) of the Word. As in the short story,
‘J’use du temps,’ / ‘I wea(the)r Time’ (L’Agenda, 65–70), a Kanak construction
of time and space can ‘de-territorialise’, or use and abuse the French verb system,
weaving time and tense, wearing away linear chronology to show ‘the path of
our country… the long path of our heritage’ (2004a 154).
Written in quite standard French apart from its occasionally non-standard
use of tenses, and observing many of the mainstream conventions of European
literary narrative, plot, character, development in time and space, and
verisimilitude, Gorodé’s literary writing creates new textual spaces and places,
often from the perspectives of a woman’s life, that are not those of European
tradition or history. The language, the tools, are French but the reference is no
longer European New Caledonia. The paradoxes of being a Kanak woman writer
and political leader, of being Kanak and ‘being with the Other,’ and of recovering/
creating Kanak identity and places of memory in French, are the wellsprings of
a complex and different Kanak work. The political stakes of the kinds of ‘hybridity’
this work engenders, and indeed the stakes for the future place of Kanak women,
are high.
NOTES
1 The Code de l’Indigénat was finally abolished in 1946 after the War.
2 It took an insistent offer to transcribe this novel and our project of translating it into
English to extract the handwritten notebook from the box where it had ended up. Mme
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Gorodé’s own claim that once her texts have been given to an editor, they are simply of
no further interest to her, that she has more urgent political work to do, may well be a
form of self-protection.
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STÉPHANIE VIGIER & RAYLENE RAMSAY
Women Writers in New Caledonia
Defining New Caledonian literature poses a number of questions and, in
particular, the question of where and when to begin. In his seminal anthology of
this literature, Paroles et Ecritures, Francois Bogliolo includes the considerable
corpus constituted by Kanak oral tradition. Women have played a significant
role in the transmission of these oral stories, and a number of contemporary
written texts have revisited this tradition, for example, the novel by Claudine
Jacques, L’Homme-Lézard, which proposes a modern interpretation of the lizard
myth, known throughout the many language groups of Grande Terre and
transcribed by the ethnologist and pastor, Maurice Leenhardt under the title of
Le Maître de Koné.
Written literature, for its part, was initially produced by French people passing
through New Caledonia: Louise Michel spent eight years in its penitentiary
system, Jacques and Marie Nervat lived in the colony from 1898 to 1902. To the
extent that the texts of these early temporary residents played a role in the
construction of New Caledonian history and identities, they would appear to
merit inclusion, most particularly, the work of the woman writer, Louise Michel,
and the original perspective she brings to New Caledonia and to Kanak culture.
Her feminism, anti-colonialism, and desire to promote Kanak education and
culture create an aura around Michel and make her the founding figure of the
line of female writers.
Louise Michel was detained in the penal colony from 1873 to 1881 for her
role in the uprising of the Paris Commune. A fervent socialist, she continued to
pursue her ideals in New Caledonia, where she was particularly sensitive to the
injustices of colonialism. As Alban Bensa’s study of the Kanak revolt of 1878
shows, she is one of only a very few political déportés to have supported the
Kanak cause (2004 26). Louise herself, in her memoirs, claims to have sent a
piece of her red Communard scarf to Ataï, the Chief who led the insurgents. Her
vision of Kanak culture is a generous one, although it is also marked by the
prejudice of her time which saw an image of the childhood of humanity in Kanak
societies. Michel collected vocabulary, tales and legends that she published in
two successive and different editions: Légendes et chansons de geste canaques
in 1875, and, once back in Paris, Légendes et chants de geste canaques in 1885.
In these texts, her anti-colonialist consciousness is doubled by a strong feminist
sensibility. When Louise Michel presents a Kanak voice denouncing colonisation,
she embodies this voice in the figure of Idara, a female equivalent of the old
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Tahitian that Diderot evoked in his Supplément au voyage de Bougainville.
Idara is a takata, a healer, sorcerer or hypnotist.
She sits beneath the coconut palms, Idara, the prophetess…
Idara is the daughter of the tribes, she has fought with the braves against the pale men.
Idara is the mother of the heroes; it is she who binds their wounds with the
chewed leaf of the vine cut by the light of the moon. It is she who gives them the
warming bouis to drink; she again who sings them to sleep with the magic chant.
Listen old men, Idara is about to speak! … (Michel 1996 32)1
In the 1885 edition, Idara sings ‘the song of the whites’:
When the whites came in their great canoes, we welcomed them as tayos, brothers,
they cut down the great trees to attach the wings of their canoes, and we didn’t mind this.
They ate yams from the keulé, cooking-pot of the tribu and we were happy for them.
But the whites began to take the good land which produces without being turned
over, they took away our young people and women to serve them, they possess
everything that we possessed.
The whites promised us the sky and the land, but they have given us nothing,
nothing but misery. (Michel 1885 32)
In both versions of Légendes (1875) and (1885), as Emma Sinclair notes,
‘women feature prominently; as prophetesses, sorceresses with knowledge of
the healing arts, warrior princesses, self-sacrificing mothers, and sacrificial
victims’ (n.p.). Michel, she claims, extends her identification with the revolt of
the oppressed French people battling the injustices of the Third Republic to the
Kanak peoples struggling against colonial oppressors, then beyond this again,
to the struggle of women for equality. The 1885 version of ‘Idara, the Prophetess’
includes a commentary on the status of women in Kanak culture that is not
reproduced in the 1995 re-edition.
Idara is a popinée (woman), a némo nothing, and the tribes still tell her stories while
treating their women like animals; human illogicality is the same everywhere, it is
nonetheless to their credit that they do not flatter women in order to more easily
deceive them […]
As Sinclair concludes,
Michel’s romantic strategy for recreating the ‘genius’ of Kanak oral literature, her
preoccupation with explaining the origins of the scourges of war and cannibalism in
this society and the fact that her reflections and ideological perspectives are woven
into the narrative, make it impossible to determine the full extent of her transformation
of the original stories. (n.p.)
Michel’s choice of stories and reflections on gender, however, do appear to
echo certain early and tentative ‘feminist’ preoccupations that infiltrate the most
traditional stories of oral tradition. These include the possibility for a woman to
reverse tradition by choosing her own husband; to remain in her own village
after marriage in a viri-local society; or to take revenge on an errant husband by
committing suicide and returning to haunt him! Despite its clear prescriptions
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for women to ensure descendents for her husband’s and her own families, or to
‘serve the master’ in a patriarchal society where public story-telling, as well as
control of procreation, was a male prerogative, Kaapo Ciinyii, the daughter of
the chief, plays an active part in initiating her own marriage in the following
story told by Kaehen (‘Martin’) Daulo and published by the French ethnographer,
Alban Bensa, in 1982:
Let me tell you the story of Kaapo Ciinyii, eldest daughter of the chief. She is
weaving a mat. A shadow keeps creeping over her mat, and Kaapo wonders: ‘This
shadow over my weaving …What can it be? […]
First of all, she goes and digs up the tahînetöö yam plant and she cooks it. The
yam is cooked, and she puts it in her basket. She makes some straps for the other
basket — the ceremonial money basket — and slings it over her shoulder. She picks
up her basket of food and sets off. She follows the Wéaga river, then she climbs the
mountain, takes the path through the forest and comes out at a high place, a vantage
point where she sits and gazes […]
Udodopwé looks up towards her and sees her. He calls: ‘Who’s this, intruding on
the vantage point? Usually there’s nothing up there to spoil the order of my domain!’
With these words, Udodopwé sinks to the ground. Then Kaapo Ciinyii says, ‘Stand
up, since you are here with your kin and lineage, and I have come here with mine’.
Udodopwé gets up and asks her: ‘It’s the first time you’ve been seen in these
parts, who are your people?’
‘I am Kaapo Ciinyii’, she replies.
‘I see! Well, this house is my house, I am Udodopwé! But there is no woman to
rule in this household. Come down, this role is yours.’
Kaapo Ciinyii goes down to Udodopwé and settles there with him. Some time
later, she is expecting a child. The baby is born. Time passes; she takes the blessing
of long life and goes back up to her home. She makes her way up the Wéaga river
valley, takes the path up to Ciinyii and reaches her father’s house. She takes the gift
that she has brought and offers it to him, ‘Please give to my son the blessing of long life’.
Time passes. A-Ciinyii has grown old. One day he makes up his mind. He
dispatches his servant, ‘Go and find one of Kaapo’s daughters and bring her back so
she can look after me’.
The servant sets out and arrives at his destination, and finds the eldest daughter
of Kaapo and the man from Pwobei. He calls out to her asking her to come and look
after A-Ciinyii, her grandfather. She follows him back up to the heights of Ciinyii.
She remains to serve the master … and she cares for him. She establishes a line
of descendants there. They are the maternal kin of A-Pwobei (Udodopwe) and he
himself has children and grandchildren borne to him by Kaapo his wife, Kaapo Ciinyii.
And that’s the story of Kaapo Ciinyii. (Bensa and Rivierre 136)
These texts reveal women’s subordinate roles in a system of alliances by
marriage controlled by men but also allow a glimpse of disorderly women who
challenge social prescriptions. The following text from the island of Maré, first
published in 1978, and recently recorded by Charles Illouz, tells of a woman
who refuses her wifely food gathering obligations. Raylene Ramsay (2004) argues
that, despite the inevitable punishment that follows the breaking of the rules, the
complex and hermetic symbolism of this text is permeated by a powerful image
of female bodily freedom.
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A husband and a wife go off, to tend their fields in the sky. When evening comes,
they go back down to their house. Then the wife says ‘Cook us something to eat on
the fire, after that, I’ll go and do a bit of torch fishing.’…
Upon reaching the shore, she sets the torch alight then pulls out her eyes and
walks, eyeless, towards the sea. There she begins to dance, throwing back her head
and dancing along the beach, all the way to the end. She dances like this throwing
back her head, rests a little, and then starts dancing again, with her head thrown
back. Soon she hears the cockcrow: ‘It will soon be day!’ she thinks. So she goes and
picks up her eyes and puts them back in place. And then she goes back towards the
interior of the land, returns to her husband and lies down next to him. In the morning
he asks: ‘How did your torch fishing go?’
‘Nothing’ she replies […]
The events are then repeated.
Every day is the same, events repeat themselves in the same way, alternating
between the couple’s daytime tending of their fields in the sky and the wife’s night-
time dance. But one evening the husband decides to follow her, to find out why she
never catches anything. ‘What is she up to, that she never catches anything? I’ll
follow her.’ He gets to the sea and sits himself down on a rise to watch. His wife,
down below, is busy dancing with her head thrown back. ‘So that’s why she never
brings anything back, he says to himself, she spends all her time dancing with her
head thrown back.’ So the husband goes and picks up the eyes and throws them into
the sea where a picot fish eats them. Then he goes off home. Now the cock starts to
crow. ‘It will soon be day’ thinks the wife. At once she starts seeking out her eyes but
they have disappeared. ‘My eyes!’ she cries.
(As she cries out ‘My eyes!,’ the storyteller pounces on the children and tickles
them.)
(‘La danseuse aveugle’, [‘The Blind Dancer’] reproduced in Illouz, 12–13)
Despite the prevalence of stories that tell of the pleasure and especially the
danger of women — spirits, the daughters of the North Wind, the shimmering
woman from the Western regions, flesh-eating witches (Cainyo, Tibo), the eel-
woman or animal fiancée who appears to represent misalliance — other texts
tell of women who founded dynasties, travelling in the bellies of whales or eels,
or of women who find their own husbands by transforming coconuts in the river,
reversing the roles to remain in their own home, and turning the men into rocks
at the river-mouth when they grow homesick and attempt to leave.
Apart from Michel and her particular re-telling of Kanak stories, during
most of the colonial period women’s voices were virtually absent from the public
forum. It was not until the 1980s that Déwé Gorodé continued the process with
her figures of Kaapo, daughter of the chief or ‘legendary Princess’ as resistant
woman and her rewriting of the origin myth, Kënaké to give a place to women’s
voices.2 Marie Nervat, pseudonym of Marie Causse, constitutes something of an
exception with her volume of poems Les Rêves Unis and a colonial novel, Célina
Landrot published with her husband in 1904. This love story set against the
background of a portrait of colonial society, may appear to be woman-centred. It
is, however, largely constructed upon stereotypes of women, both romantic and
realist ready-made clichés of the feminine.
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The novel tells the stories of Victorine, a young peasant girl, condemned to
twenty years imprisonment for the infanticide of a child born shamefully of her
seduction by the middle-aged husband of her employer, and of François Landrot,
an unruly young brawler from a peasant family in Lorraine who had inevitably
finished up killing a man. Victorine jumps at the opportunity to commute her
sentence by volunteering to leave her French prison for New Caledonia where,
under the surveillance of the Little Sisters of Cluny at Bourail, she becomes the
wife of the liberated convict. The couple’s installation on a small land grant at
Pouembout provides the background to a portrait of the social distinctions and
gender roles in rural colonial society, and to the love-story of their daughter
Lina and a Corsican libéré Bastiani. Despite her husband’s violence and alcoholic
rages that burn and disfigure her body and send her fleeing to spend the night
with her children under the banyan tree — despite the ‘double servitude of the
female’ (21) — Victorine brings up her children more or less happily. Perhaps
because of her inferior social status, the pretty and generous-hearted Lina is no
Mary Bryant but rather a figure of the negative stereotypes of the ‘feminine’ of
her time. She emulates her first mistress, an administrator’s wife from France,
in her indolence, coquetterie, greediness, lack of moral courage and dependence
on a man. Unlike her mistress, however, Lina is not pining for France; she is a
daughter of the new land. In fact, while this novel, which is largely a portrait of
raw life or ‘low’ society, appears to set out to demonstrate the heavy weight of
convict origins borne by the country, its portraits of both women and men of all
social origins are largely ironic or negative. Kanak women appear only briefly
as lazy servants and are inevitably treated with scorn. Animal metaphors
characterise women’s bodies. ‘Victorine Landrot, who had a child almost regularly
every year, was the female whom the male enslaved, without ever receiving a
caress or a kindly word’ (31) and was ‘like an animal, who resigns itself to
abuse’ (32). After her elopement to Nouméa with Bastiani, the libéré who had
attempted to kill his rival, the free stockman Ferrier (whom her father had wanted
her to marry), Lina, too, lives the life of ‘a lazy animal’, gazing out at the world
often forbidden to her by her husband’s jealousy with the eyes of a ‘peaceful
heifer’ (138).
Like Célina Landrot, Catherine Régent’s neo-colonial historical romance,
Justine ou Un amour de chapeau de paille, published almost a century later
(1995), exposes the social segregation and the entrenched attitudes that prevailed
in the rural communities of free settlers, liberated convicts, and Kanak engagés
at the end of the nineteenth century. The historian, Isabelle Merle, has suggested
that it is this fierce hierarchy of ‘class’ (or origin) and race in the early colony
that may explain the depth of racism and class distinctions that persist in the
present. Unlike peasants in France, these settlers had access to servants —
assigned indentured labour, convict labour or Kanak ‘service’ (prestations) —
and the status that lay in the refusal to mix as equals with liberated prisoners.
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This novel, too, is a love story, but one that is sympathetic to the heroine’s
project as Régent recounts an impossible affair between a daughter of a colonial
dignitary and a ‘straw-hat’ — her father’s house servant — (unjustly) deported
for murdering the man who raped his sister. Like her earlier novel, Valesdir, this
is a story that seeks to rehabilitate the idea of ‘settlement’, exalting in particular
the pioneer spirit in women devoted to their husbands. Set in the Anglo-French
condominium of the New Hebrides archipelago, Valesdir tells the story of the
sacrifices made by the family of Charles Trenal and his Swiss wife, courageous
in the face of disillusionment and broken promises by the French Society for the
New Hebrides, battling a violent natural world at Epi, and struggling against the
odds to make that French colony home. The book was written after Vanuatu
became independent in 1981 and many descendants of settlers had been forced
to leave. The themes of double allegiance (to old Europe at war and to their new
adopted land); the support role of the tender, hardworking pioneer wife; and the
subaltern natives in various stock roles, emerge as standard tropes of the (neo)
colonial novel.
Régent’s novels can be classed as neo-colonial romances but their underlying
themes are also the necessity or inevitability of the breaking down of the barriers
of class and race. Blandine Stefanson (1998) argues that by inscribing scenes of
‘natives’ working in the plantations — that is, on their own lands confiscated by
colonisation, and thus contributing to development, consciously or unconsciously
— Régent’s novel creates ironic distances within the idealised settler project.
Her women characters are stereotypical but they are also quiet and capable
heroines.
In fact, it was not until the beginning of the political agitation that
accompanied major social changes in the 1970s and the virtual civil war in the
1980s that women really became visible in New Caledonian society outside their
roles as wives and mothers. In the Kanak world, this was particularly manifest
in women’s associations with the creation of the G.F.K.E.L. (Groupe de femmes
Kanakes exploitées en lutte) in 1982 and in women’s contribution to the
independence struggle. The G.F.K.E.L., however, met significant resistance and
was dissolved in 1986, after its representative was insulted and struck. Women
largely supported the democratisation of New Caledonian society that followed
the new Kanak claims and the ‘Events’ or ‘Troubles’3 of the eighties, which in
their turn have opened up new options for women’s active participation in public
life. Women’s political representation becomes a significant reality, particularly
at the local level, with the French parity law in 2001. In 2006, a woman President
(Marie-Noelle Themereau) and Vice-President (Déwé Gorodé) are the leading
figures in the New Caledonian government.
Women’s writing bears the marks of this social and political commitment,
most notably, the singular work of Déwé Gorodé with its central themes of
attachment to the land and revolt against colonial injustice. Alongside this socio-
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political project, however, the staging of women’s often difficult lives remains
central. Gorodé offers a strong denunciation of the sexual exploitation of women
who are ‘exchanged like pieces of Lapita pottery to seal an alliance, in between
two wars’. ‘Matrimonial pathways linking the clans’, she observes, ‘we survived
as best we could a childhood and an entry into adolescence that was too often
violated by the lecherous desires of old men.’ ‘Sharing, solidarity, humility, the
word of women, conceived, nourished, and carried in our entrails of beaten wives’
(Uté Mûrûnû 1984 20–21),is echoed in the work by women from other
communities, for example, Bernadette H., author in 2005 of an autobiographic
narrative entitled Mon Soleil noir [My Black Sun] and Anne Bihan’s V. ou
Portraits de Famille au couteau de cuisine [V. or Portraits of the Family with
the Kitchen Knife]. The central themes of the latter — a tragi-comic poetic text
for the theatre, performed in 2003 by Pacifique et Compagnie in the Mont-Dore
Cultural Centre — are once again domestic violence and its origins in childhood
abuse, the dramas of reconstituted families, and the bruises of parental
abandonment. As Anne Bihan observes in her preface, this text also seeks to go
further in the quest for a language ‘that is able to speak of body, its violence and
its desires, that have most often remained silent, the passions and the defeats for
which it constitutes the theatre’ as it records ‘the cries of crucified love’ (5). Like
Gorodé’s most recent text, L’Epave (2005), Bihan’s texts also explores the
intensity and contradictions of those bonds which constitute the mechanisms of
domestic warfare and yet, despite abuse, keep a couple inextricably tied together.
Contemporary women’s writing in New Caledonia also draw its themes and
conventions from romantic exoticism as in the long novels of Arlette Peirano, or
from the sense of being from outside, from somewhere else and the desire to be
accepted in New Caledonia as a European from France, present in the poems
and fictional writing of Catherine Laurent. But in its variety of forms, it most
often derives from the desire to ask questions about New Caledonian history and
society, the futures this history makes possible, and about women’s place in a
new decolonised society.
The project of Jacqueline Sénès in Terre Violente, inspired by the journalist’s
long stay in New Caledonia and recently made into a Franco-Australian film, is
to sketch the outline of Caledonian history through the saga of a pioneer family
— the story of their struggle with cyclone, locusts, plague. This affirmation of
the courage of the small European settler family and its commitment to the land
is balanced by the recognition of Kanak displacement and the power struggles
within the colonial administration. More particularly, when the patriarch, John
Sutton, is killed off early in the novel helping the local tribe fight the plague,
Sénès is then free to give pre-eminence to the struggles of a woman protagonist,
Hélène Sutton, now the surrogate head of the family — struggles that include
the hard work of the mines, rape and disfigurement, and battle to keep the Sutton
land. A number of other women writers (Ginette Harbulot and Fernande Leriche)
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claim that their project is to transmit their memories and Caledonian memories
to the younger generations in a more direct attempt to remember the colonial
(and convict) past positively and honour the pioneers and founders of New
Caledonian society of European origin.
Claudine Jacques is the major representative of a women’s writing that
presents a European perspective on the diverse territories and cultures of its
communities in New Caledonia. Jacques explores the political contexts and the
relationships between Kanak and European communities, in particular by staging
the difficult relationship between a mixed Kanak and Caledonian couple during
the period of the ‘Troubles’ in Coeur Barbelés and the socio-political
consequences of a mysterious ‘Cataclysm’ in her futuristic novel, L’Age du
Perroquet-Banane. Her collection of short stories (A l’Ancre de nos vies, Ce ne
sont que des histories d’amour, Nos Silences sont si fragiles) evoke the New
Caledonian bush and the lives of its different communities through the destinies
and affective family relationships of a range of diverse characters. In her novel,
L’Homme-Lézard, and her collection of short stories, C’est pas la faute de la
lune, she draws on Kanak cultural references. Cultural hybridity and biological
métissage are the central preoccupations of Jacques’ writing. The fantastic in
which the stories of this collection bathe comes both from a European imaginary
and from a Pacific imaginary which gives a central place to phenomena that a
Western mind would label ‘supernatural’ (‘It is not the Fault of the Moon’).
In Jacques’ exploration of the possibilities of individual and inter-cultural
encounters, the grandeur and servitudes of the female body, the desire for love
and for the destruction of the other, sexuality, incest, and sexual violence, play a
major role. Her heroines, however, rarely find a happy ending in marriage and
children, and more particularly, cross-cultural relationships are shown to be
fraught with difficulty. Curiously, in these imaginative and innovative women-
focussed novels, it is traditional female self-sacrifice that seems to offer the best
solution to the difficult relation with the Other. The only way open in L’Homme-
Lézard for the young Kanak character, Mandela, to exorcise the demon ‘lizard’
of drink and self-doubt that possesses her brother, is to become a sacrificial
victim — in this instance of the race riots at the St Louis Mission. The female
protagonist and Sage, the ‘Librarian’ in the apocalyptic novel, L’Age du
Perroquet-Banane, will ensure the transmission of the knowledge she possesses
and save the diminishing library of remaining knowledge only by allowing herself
to be literally devoured by the fierce cannibal warriors from the mountain-peaks.
Claudine Jacques has also written stories for young people. This literature
has been growing over the last few years, and demonstrates the desire of writers
to present fictional representations of the country in which they live, its history
and its cultures, to young New Caledonians. Among this work, the picture-books
published in 2004 (Méyènô) and 2005 (L’enfant-Kaori) by two young Kanak
women writers, Réséda Ponga and Maléta Houmbouy are particularly striking.
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They play a concrete role in promoting Kanak languages and traditional stories:
each of these stories is written in a Kanak language and translated into French
(Méyènô in A’jië, L’Enfant Kaori in Iaai).
Women’s writing in New Caledonia has been vitalised by this desire to re-
appropriate and give value to a recovered historical and cultural past, and by the
will to work through the social and political questions of urgency to the new
country under construction. It is true that women’s writing is no less vulnerable
to stereotypes and ideologically based preconceptions than men’s writing: both
on the literary and on the political level intercultural and social dialogue must
continue. Nonetheless, bearing witness to the diversity of Caledonian social and
cultural experiences, literature written by women is fully part of the ongoing
dialogue and of the construction of confident identities so essential to the present
political gamble: to overcome the wounds and prejudices of the past and construct
a ‘common destiny’4 a destiny in which women will play equal if distinctive roles.
NOTES
1 This edition draws on both the 1875 and the 1885 versions
2 See Raylene Ramsay, ‘Déwé Gorodé The Paradoxes of Being a Kanak Woman Writer’ in
this volume.
3 The ‘Evénements’ or ‘Troubles’ was the euphemistic name given to the often violent
confrontation of the eighties between the Kanak community, a majority of whom favoured
independence, and the European community, the majority of whom wanted New Caledonia
to remain a French Territory.
4 This expression is found at the end of the Nouméa Agreement, signed in 1998 and
continuing the Accords de Matignon that ended the ‘Evénements’ or ‘Troubles’ in 1988.
The Nouméa Agreement presents itself as a process of decolonisation, and recognises the
‘dark shadows’ of the colonial past of New Caledonia. It makes provision for increasing
autonomy by the transfer of political authority and, at the end of a fifteen-year period, the
participation of the Caledonian population in referenda on the question of independence.
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The Tradition of Weaving
Weaving: to form a stuff or material by interlacing filaments of a particular substance
in a continuous web. There is no tradition of the loom on the islands; all weaving is
done by hand.
The women of the Handicraft Co-op sat on mats on the swept cement floor of
their shop as they waited for the flight from Honolulu to arrive. They were not
idle: each was weaving a mat or a basket or an oboñ as they talked; Dolly was
onto the brim of a coconut fibre hat and was deciding on a purple trim.
‘And what sort of dye do you use? Is this from some berry or nut?’ asked the
RiPalle woman as she fingered the fine purple filaments. Arlene Smith has spent
a week in Majuro and as she waited to fly out, the seeds of an idea for an article
were taking root. As a freelance writer she was always alert for opportunities —
making echo soundings on her surroundings. The cliché of atomic testing, the
image of the mushroom cloud over Bikini atoll, had been done too often, but
she’d seen some photos from the DeBrum collection in the museum that had
stuck. Women wearing exquisite clothing mats from their waists, a close-up of
one, so fine and beautiful and according to the caption, made more than a hundred
years before. A few quotes and local colour from these women and a piece on the
ongoing art of weaving was sure to hook a magazine back home. Tradition was
easy to sell.
She took her pen and pad out of her carry-all as she waited for the Marshallese
woman to reply. The paper curled in the humidity. Dolly was rummaging in a
cavernous Gibson’s plastic bag and talking double-quick time to the woman
leaning up against the wall on her left — or so it seemed to Arlene who knew
only the greeting Yokwe and found foreign tongues bordered on the miraculous.
The answer to her question came just as she was giving up on it. Dolly
exclaimed a satisfied, ah-ha, and placed a fat-coin shaped container in the palm
of Arlene’s left hand. She recognised the shape and weight from her tie-dye
days. Dylon the label read. 15: Windsor Purple. There was a landslide of little
containers at the mouth of the bag. 2: Golden Glow seemed very popular.
Pandanus leaves are the major source of raw material. Leaves are cut from the
tree, the ends and thorns trimmed off before drying. Each leaf is then softened
by rolling it into a circular shape and pressing it down with the hands. If it is
still stiff, it can be pounded with a dekenin made of giant clam shell. When soft
the leaves are cut into iden or strips of the desired width.
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The width of the runway covered from the ocean to the lagoon with just a
strip the span of a road to spare. It was used to catch water when, or if, it rained,
and the reservoir shimmered at the southern end up behind the airport building.
The women had the Co-op shop built at the end of this building in a way as to
catch the breeze off the lagoon, but still they hunkered down close to the relative
cool of the cement. Marta wafted the breadfruit leaf she’d picked up on the way
in and stirred a bit of breeze for herself. A full marriage mat tented her legs and
she was embroidering a big red Yokwe Yuk at the dead centre. The wool went
fuzzy like fairy-floss in the dampness of her hands and she had to tame it back
into tight strands as she worked.
The conversation never ceased as she did this. Evie was telling them the
latest about Isaac who they’d all seem get on the plane less than a year before,
little knowing. Comings and goings. The stories always ended up there as they
waited for the weekly Hono flight. Isaac going, Isaac coming back: with an
unexpected Australian wife on his arm and not the full university education he’d
been sent down to Sydney for. His wife and three children in Delap were told
that night. They’d had no official marriage, with a mat to make their vows upon,
still his mother sided with this wife in the face of the law that said the new white
one was his true and legal spouse. She threw Isaac out. They, Isaac and bride,
were living in one room on his uncle’s weto way out towards Laura now. No
running water. The life must be pressing the weak westerner down. Every week
the women of the Co-op expected to see the Australian wife haul in her suitcase
and board an outgoing flight. Maybe this week, Evie hinted.
Liktanur, her face folding in on itself like an old apple, woolly, fairy-floss
white hair halo-ed above, tsk, tsked. There was one thing to be said for the
Japanese, she told the younger women, they never let their women marry a
Marshallese. She didn’t need to say anything about the Japanese men: evidence
was in a number of faces weaving on their laps though the war was but a memory.
Lost in these memories she missed the RiPalle tourist’s question concerning
myths about weaving. Dolly was telling her about the woven kites from the old
days, whereas Liktanur could have told the story about her namesake, the woman
who wove the first sail — in wide, long strips, sewn together to make the three-
cornered shape that carried an outrigger at tremendous speeds across the vastness
of the ocean.
The white woman’s pen was racing across her page as she wondered how she
could possibly weave kites into the narrative of her article.
Other materials are used in addition to maan or pandanus leaves. They are
kimej, the skin of the coconut leaf bud and malwe, the midsection of the coconut
leaf, as well as non-endangered shells.
Arlene was trying to describe the clothing mat she’d seen in the photograph
at the Alele Museum. There was nothing she could see like it in the shop for all
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its crammed and congested appearance: hung with fans and oboñs and the
ubiquitous navigational stick charts, every flat surface piled with ziggurats of
coasters and place mats and baskets, the corners devoted to rolls of mats, mats
for births, for marriages, for deaths, as well as for everyday sitting and sleeping.
She had Dolly unroll one jaki mat, used, she was told, for sleeping on. It was so
coarse compared to her memory of the photograph, though it was in fact smooth
to the touch. Lizard scales and snakes too look rough, but were disconcertingly
satiny if one dared to reach out.
Heat was crawling like little crabs up her freckly arms. She’d be very pleased
to be on the Continental 727 with a coke in one hand. Picking up a sun-bleached
white fan, with a coconut leaf fringe, she made as if the examine the handicraft
work before giving it a test swipe or two or three through the muggy air. Dolly
was re-furling the jaki, giving up on a sale. This one was a talker not a buyer, a
taker not a giver. She now had her camera out. She’d be asking to take their
photo next, out under a pandanus tree, asking them to swing their thick black
hair down out of their knots, place a hibiscus behind an ear, position the glaring
ocean just right behind the tableaux to complete the local ambiance.
Still, it wouldn’t be for too much longer. They’d saved almost enough, Herbie
and herself, for another load of cement bricks for her weto in Likiep. Soon they’d
be able to start building, and then they could retire and move out from this
overcrowded island and back to the beautiful memories of her childhood in the
outer islands.
But then the woman was asking Dolly to look into the back of the camera. A
series of photos passed over the view-finder. It was one of the new digitals like
Herbie had brought back from Guam last trip. There’d be the extra expense of a
generator now, to run the computer, and of course the lights, out on Likiep.
They’d all got a hoot out of Evie’s grandson the first time he was taken across to
Arno. When night came he’d whined petulantly, why can’t we just turn the
lights on. He could see nothing in the glow of the gas lamps, so blinded was he
by Majuro’s bright lights.
‘Here it is, this one, this photograph,’ murmured Arlene beside her. There
was an old European idea that people who went below the equator would melt
from the heat. Believers exhorted adventurers from setting out. This was not
technically below the equator, being just degrees above it on the map, but Arlene,
standing close to the Marshallese woman, could feel herself actually melting.
Surely there was only so much sweat in one person.
Dolly shielded the camera window to focus in on the photo of the photo of
the nineteenth century clothing mat.
‘That!’ exclaimed Arlene. ‘Don’t you make anything like that now?’
It was as fine as fabric sure enough, Dolly conceded, and beautiful. But she
knew the nylon of her mumu dried quickly in the sun, and covered all the dark-
honey skin the missionaries had despaired at when they’d landed. These museum
mats covered only half a woman after all.
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Baskets are the most lucrative cash product next to copra. Handicraft Conferences
are held across Micronesia on an annual basis to strengthen the industry.
The women had, as a collective, stopped weaving. Two younger women had
arrived with a couple of Gibson’s bags each filled to overflowing with delicate
flowers — bougainvillea, hibiscus, and others Arlene could not name and would
have to look up in her Flora and Fauna reference when she got home. There was
a growing buzz of talk as the women cut lengths of twine and commenced
threading the blossoms. Several of them clasped the end of the thread in their
toes to keep it taut.
Arlene realised too late she’d missed her chance of a photograph of the
weaving process. The story wasn’t really working anyway. It seemed, so her
informant was unashamed in telling her, that the rather unique looking circular
oboñ wall hangings were adopted from other parts of Micronesia only twenty
years before — the name of the woman who’d brought the technique back was
mentioned — and the designs on the lids of many of the baskets were introduced
by Japanese traders. As for the wool and the Dylon commercial dyes… From
where Arlene was sitting, and she was sitting again, woven fan still in her hand
and being put to use, there wasn’t much of the local tradition left. The women
showed no interest in the exquisite mat in the photograph and plucked instead at
their uniform plump mumus they’d bought from Gibsons or Reimers. One of the
recently arrived women stood out for wearing a skirt: cotton, brightly appliquéd;
different.
‘What is that skirt?’ Arlene asked the old woman now beside her. Liktanur
followed her pointing finger and nodded out her knowledge.
‘Yes, traditional skirt. From Pohnpei. Traditional Pohnpeian skirt.’
The men were no better. The concourse outside was increasingly busy, and
the men wore t-shirts, different only in the advertising logos where once there
were tattoos. One was carrying his packet of cigarettes rolled in the sleeve —
reminiscent of the ancient way of carrying items in the elongated ears. But not
worth getting the camera out at all.
She stared across to where the green of the sea met the blue of the sky, to the
clouds anchored there on the horizon like far off islands. Only, she couldn’t see,
they were islands, on the other side of the lagoon.
Traditional mats are intricately woven with geometric motifs like tattoos in seven
ornamental zones around the centre square. Each zone has a name symbolising
the spiritual fabric of Marshallese society. The outside band is Bokwõj — to
embrace. It is the parental embrace tightly safeguarding the valuable bond of
love, peace and harmony among the members of the clan.
The noise of the plane wove its way into the conversation, and was eventually
registered.
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‘Baluun, baluun,’ one of the children playing around the Co-op shouted. The
words took flight, passing from child to child, like a kite skimming above their
heads. The activity inside increased, a flurry of petals flew like wedding confetti
as the threads were shortened and tied and a tower of delicate wut, wreaths of
flowers to be worn on the head, grew and grew.
Arlene Smith practiced for the last time kommol tata, thank you, as she put
the fan back on the pile, her pen and paper back in her carry-all, and her thoughts
back into leaving not weaving.
The flight was disgorging its passengers as the new ones queued to board.
Businessmen and missionaries and aid workers were caught up in customs while
the returning children of the island rushed through. Marshallese had been leaving
since first contact with the white men. And returning. Oral history had the first,
Lojeik, return on an American whaler in the early 1800s. His sister had welcomed
him with joy. These kids were coming home from college on the mainland — in
Oregon and Costa Mesa — for their summer holidays, with bare bellies between
hipsters and mini-ts, with iPods and ideas, and with laughter. Their mothers
abandoned the Co-op and crowned them with wuts amidst the bustle of the airport.
Liktanur nodded wisely at the door of the shop over this youngest generation,
her wrinkles folding further around her bright eyes.
And Arlene wrote nothing down.
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Threads of the Island, Threads of the Urban
A Polynesian cultural aesthetic has developed over the past 3000 years, changing
as new materials and methods became available. As the Polynesians navigated
the oceans, lashing and plaiting technologies became essential to their well-
being.1 As they spread to inhabit islands with clay, pottery developed into an art
form that they used to disseminate cultural knowledge. With the arrival of the
European, metal tools changed the way men carved, and imported cloth
diminished the necessity of textile production. In each of these phases Pacific
artists quickly learned to incorporate and manipulate introduced technologies
into their arts in order to preserve the function of the artefact — it enabled the
passing of cultural knowledge from one generation to another.
The apparent dichotomous demands of remaining steadfast to tradition and
being innovative has inspired Pacific arts for centuries. This is because at the
heart of these art forms is an aesthetic based on patterns; patterns seen visually
in the arts, heard orally through narration, and observed through movement in
dance. Interpreted in various ways, patterns used as mnemonic devices have
sustained their importance and value as a means of disseminating cultural ideals.
For example, delineating space and then filling it in, is an aesthetic factor found
in Lapita pottery, bark cloth production, tattoo, and carving. These art forms, as
well as navigational and architectural technologies, have become icons of Pacific
cultures. The patterns created embody the use of metaphor and demonstrate a
Pacific way of conceptualising space and the world at large. There is a balance
between male and female as they both employ the same aesthetic.
In the past fifty years, another change has taken place as Polynesians have,
again, begun to migrate. Just as their forefathers carried a cultural and aesthetic
knowledge from island to island, so too have these recent migrants. Women,
typically the purveyors of cultural traditions, have carried their art forms —
bark cloth, tivaevae, plaiting, and lei — with them. Through textile production
women created wealth, symbolised relationships, and demonstrated both a
personal and cultural aesthetic.
These art forms are central to their lives, so much so that their identity is
entwined in their production. These works move beyond the utilitarian, beyond
the decorative; they embody all that is valued within the culture itself.2 Due to
the cultural value of these objects, they have remained integral to Pacific life
today. As such, tivaevae and plaiting are art forms that reinforce cultural values.3
They create the opportunity to learn, to transmit cultural information, and to
socialise younger generations into a culture that is fast changing. As such, tivaevae
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practitioners offer stability in an unsteady world, instilling a sense of cultural
pride and allowing for the continuation of a culture through the assertion of a
Pacific identity.4
This essay will look specifically at the effects of Pacific peoples’ migration to
New Zealand, and how this aesthetic, which is found in a variety of culturally
important art forms, has enabled the transference of cultural knowledge to a
new land. More specifically, it will discuss how contemporary Pacific Island
artists — Ani O’Neill, Niki Hastings-McFall, Filipe Tohi, John Pule and Fatu
Feu’u — are incorporating these skills and abilities into new art forms. Employing
the patterns and ideologies seen in bark cloth, plaiting, tivaevae, tattoo and lei,
contemporary artists have created a way to navigate their urban environment.
It is these threads of knowledge that many contemporary artists draw upon.
Even though these threads often reference women’s art forms there is also an
implicit reference to their male counterpart — for a balance is always necessary.
The patterns of tivaevae, of plaiting, of bark cloth are also clearly found in tattoo,
carving and lashings. As such, there are two distinct strands of Pacific art that
are currently practised in New Zealand which reflect a social and geographical
reality: an older generation tied to the islands of origin or ancestry, and a younger
generation exploring the vitality of their urban New Zealand environment. The
result is the continued practice of a valued tradition as well as the reinterpretation
of these traditions in a contemporary manner. These strands are bound together
by a cultural aesthetic that encourages both the maintenance and preservation of
textile technologies, and inspires their innovation.
Tivaevae are not simply women’s work or crafts, but are an essential link
between contemporary and traditional values in Polynesia. The art of appliqué
was introduced by missionary wives, and was immediately embraced as it could
easily be adapted to reflect an age-old Pacific aesthetic. The small square patterns
built up in tivaevae pa’oti reference both plaiting and lashings. Today tivaevae
are essential to the creation and perpetuation of a strong identity within the
islands themselves; however, this role increases exponentially as these same
issues of identity surface in a new homeland. The multi-coloured, floral patterned,
embroidered tivaevae are easily recognisable as ‘Cook Island’, so much so, they
have become an icon of identity for Cook Islanders in New Zealand. The style
with the positive/negative design relationships is easily transferred to other
mediums and products.
Ani O’Neill, of Cook Island heritage, has based her art practice on Cook
Island tivaevae and plaiting technologies and aesthetics. While sitting at her
grandmother’s knee, she learned the skills involved in these processes. She also
witnessed firsthand the manner in which cultural knowledge is transferred —
by watching and listening. What is unspoken can be as important as information
conveyed. With these skills, O’Neill’s art does not perpetuate the Cook Island
textile traditions (tivaevae, embroidery, plaiting), but references and reinterprets
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them to push their boundaries to new meanings within a new island environment.
O’Neill focuses on two distinct traditions: plaiting, a technology used to make
sails, mats, baskets, and more recently hats; and a skill introduced by missionary
wives, crocheting — a decorative addition to the tivaevae tradition. O’Neill’s
plaited works or crochet paintings offer an urban take on an island ideology.5
She incorporates technology and ideology to move beyond the tradition. Two
lifestyles, both appreciated, are woven together to exert a vibrant Pacific culture
in New Zealand.
An interesting aspect of the tivaevae aesthetic is the positive/negative space
— figure/ground reversal — that allows for the dynamic interaction of colour
and pattern. Combining this aesthetic with plaiting techniques O’Neill has created
Kua Marino Te Tai (Figure 1) — a piece that references mat and hat production,
as well as navigational knowledge as suggested by the patterns of stars revealed
in its negative space. In the postmodern world this negative space can be
reinterpreted to suggest the absence of that traditional knowledge in current
Pacific lives, or alternatively this knowledge may be equated to the necessity of
a street-wise sensibility that the stars/city lights reference in an urban
environment. It is this interplay between contrary interpretations and the myriad
possible meanings that balance traditional cultural knowledge with contemporary
ideologies.
Niki Hastings-McFall, though not referencing tivaevae, also utilises the
aesthetic of negative space in her work (Figure 2). In The Coming of the Light —
Fishnet Series, Soul Catcher II and III (2001) Hastings-McFall uses plastic sushi
fish, sterling silver, and acrylic rod to create a net as a symbol of ‘catching souls,
fishing for Christ and as a symbol of mankind’s attempt to capture enlightenment’
(Personal communication, 2002). The fish, though an obvious image from the
Pacific has become a generic symbol of Christianity. The star patterns formed by
these fish refer to the importance of navigation in the Pacific. Hastings-McFall,
however, takes this a few steps further. The negative space of the net forms a
cross pattern and as such continues the religious reference. But the nets — again,
important to Pacific cultures — are also ‘reminiscent of net curtains, and the use
of suburban detritus references an urban twenty-first-century reality’ (Personal
communication, 2002).
The utilisation of pattern and positive/negative space enables Hastings-McFall
to integrate modern materials with traditional ideals. These patterns not only
resonate with traditions of aesthetic systems, they balance a traditional past with
an ‘imported’ belief system. By combining objects that reference the Pacific (fish,
nets), which are also acknowledged metaphors of Christianity, she draws upon
her dual identity as an urban Polynesian. As such, she alludes to clichés and
ideological issues through her use of these icons and symbols. These reinforce
relationships to histories, genealogies, stories, and memories, which in turn,
strengthen a contemporary Pacific identity today.
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Figure 1 Ani O’Neill, Kua Marino te Tai (detail), plaited florist ribbon, 1994.
Image courtesy of the artist.
Figure 2 Niki Hastings-McFall, The Coming of the Light — Fishnet Series, Soul Catcher
II and III, plastic soy sauce containers, sterling silver, acrylic rod, 2001.
Image courtesy of the artist.
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Both O’Neill and Hastings-McFall create work that yields a multiplicity of
possible meanings. One could suggest that this stems from a lack of specific
cultural knowledge — an unfamiliarity with the island referents that inhere in
these symbols. Yet what is intriguing is the fact that they are so easily reinterpreted
and understood by a new generation on a new island. A key example of this is
O’Neill’s use of lei6 in various installation pieces. These lei, sometimes composed
of candy, sometimes comprised of shell, are no longer a symbol of welcome and
generosity, or a Pacific celebration of life; rather, they have become symbols of
what is not. As the artist herself observes in an exhibition flyer,
[It] is a reminder of loss, as each lei, painstakingly made, was given by someone to
someone after a holiday in the tropics, and then somehow has ended up in an op-
shop or garage sale! Then you realise that each little shell once had a living creature
in it … so it’s also about life and death and the present. (n.p.)
Hastings-McFall draws upon the lei in quite a different fashion. In her Urban
Lei series, works such as Nosy Neighbour Lei or Mac Lei demonstrate a sense of
Figure 3 Niki Hastings-McFall, Urban Lei series, ‘urban detritus’, 2000. Image courtesy of
the artist.
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humour and double entendre.7 Although lei immediately speak Pacific, Hastings-
McFall places them firmly in New Zealand. Her lei are made from MacDonald’s’
throw-aways, soy sauce containers, or weed-eater nylon (Figure 3). They combine
the delicacy of the tradition with our throw-away culture thereby commenting
upon our realities as urban Polynesians.
Another manifestation of traditional textile technologies that is seen in
contemporary art is the ‘lalava-ology’ of Filipe Tohi.8 Tohi has spent the last
decade studying the complexity of Tongan lashings — design patterns that create,
in essence, a cultural language. Tohi is not attempting to revive lost knowledge;
rather he is trying to better understand the complexities of the knowledge
embedded in this art form. For Tohi, the answers of the universe can be found in
the patterns of lalava; they are, as he says, ‘the metaphor of DNA in modern
times’ (n.p.).
Tohi defines lalava as the ‘intersection of two strings that form patterns as
they spiral up and down. Without both strings (lines) there are no patterns, both
must go together’ (n.p.) Looking at these designs one finds a balance that can be
equated with male and female; the lalava becomes a metaphor for the ways people
and cultures interact. It is this notion of balance — of the interaction of two
entities that so intrigues Tohi. He has attempted to demonstrate this in his models
of the lalava designs. Expanding the patterns into three dimensions allows the
viewer to see the geometric nature of the patterns, and more importantly to see
them from multiple perspectives. In Fakalava (Figure 4), Tohi creates a pattern
in three dimensions that represents man. Ideally woman must also be present, as
the balance is always necessary. In this association, the two lines intertwine, and
at once, both the complexity and simplicity of the pattern is revealed.
Thus these three-dimensional patterns offer a visual allusion to the cultural
metaphor Tohi depicts. Adrienne Kaeppler has noted, ‘Tongan aesthetic
philosophy (is) based on heliaki, to say one thing but mean another’ (293). The
use of metaphor and allusion enable the transference of cultural knowledge as
contexts change and meanings shift. To fully understand these textile traditions
one must understand ‘the poetics and politics of Tongan verbal and visual modes
of expression, the Tongan philosophy of aesthetics’ (293). This is not just an
artistic penchant; it is a philosophy and a way of life. Deconstructing these
patterns, Tohi offers insight into a system of knowledge. As such the deployment
of these patterns provides sustenance to a changing culture. As times change,
metaphors may change, but the pattern remains.
According to Tohi, these patterns have been modelled into symbols of human
interaction. The designs tell us/teach us how to live/to interact/to be. Grappling
with the idea — with the cultural history and now the multi-lingual/bi-cultural
reality — of New Zealand, much seems to have been lost in translation. As these
lashings were used on canoes they often refer to navigational knowledge that
was transferred both orally and by demonstration. The names of the patterns
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Figure 4 Filip Tohi, Fakalava, wood, 2001. Image courtesy of the artist.
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allude to guiding stars (the Pleiades, the Southern Cross, Venus), fish, and
conceptual knowledge. They preserve knowledge acquired by watching and
experiencing. They ‘formalize the nonformal’ meaning they give form (pattern)
to the placement of stars, of currents, of fish and birds, which combined, comprised
navigational knowledge (Kaeppler 1997 26). More than just a Tongan fascination
with subtlety, this Polynesian way of speaking with metaphor reiterates the
importance of pattern; patterns in the spoken word, patterns in dance and movement,
patterns in art forms — patterns as mnemonic devices of cultural knowledge.
Pattern and metaphor are also at the foundation of John Pule’s work. Pule, of
Niuean heritage, has used the nineteenth-century Niuean bark cloth tradition as
a basis for his art practice.9 He revels in the fact that Niuean bark cloth had
moved beyond the grid-like structure of bark cloth from Western Polynesia (Tonga,
Samoa, and Fiji). This movement, as well as the use of floral motifs and historical
commentary, suggest that Niuean bark cloth were ‘maps’ or stories of interactions
and interventions by European explorers and missionaries. The combination of
storytelling with a visual art practice by Niueans has engaged Pule. The fact that
Niuean bark cloth is different from most other Polynesian bark cloth traditions
in its design and use of motifs enables Pule to create from a unique resource
base.10 He divides the overall into smaller sections, creating vignettes, which
together illustrate both a map of cultural knowledge and his unique design
aesthetic (Figure 5). Nicholas Thomas remarks that, ‘It has been said that Pule
has created his own language … a personal iconography that is suggestive of
myth without being literally connected with it’ (1999 267). His motifs include
religious images, lover’s embracing, and fantastic animals with gaping mouths
that seem to devour or want to devour one’s soul. The shark is ever present, as
are birds — constants in an island environment; but these too have taken on new
meanings, as they have been reconfigured into a language representative of, but
not representing, the Pacific.
Pule has stated that he collects metaphor. (Personal communication 1998).
This would suggest that his work finds its basis not only in bark cloth but also in
other Pacific art forms such as oratory, lashings, and dance. Both his early
paintings and his more recent work incorporate his own poetry; thus the expressive
language of his art is both visual and verbal. The maps of Pule’s painted and
lithographic work are just that; maps of ideas — images reinforced by a visual
language and underscored by the spoken word. Through his art, poetry, and
writing he speaks of New Zealand as his homeland, but he also reaffirms the
associations, memories, and heritage of his spiritual homeland, Niue. This
combination of the present and past, of a highly developed sense of place and
history, energises his work. The creation of a modern art form that references a
past, speaks to the importance of contemporary Pacific art. It draws upon a past,
but is firmly situated in the present. As Thomas notes, ‘there is no deadening
preoccupation with authenticity or tradition’ (1999 269).
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Figure 5 John Pule, Perturbed Visitor, lithograph, 1998. Image courtesy of Papergraphica,
Christchurch.
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The reference to bark cloth, though obviously Polynesian, is over-stated in
the literature on contemporary Pacific art. For example, Fatu Feu’u has frequently
been slighted for appropriating Samoan bark cloth traditions; but Feu’u’s practice
is neither an appropriation of a tradition nor simply a refashioning of bark cloth
imagery. These motifs address social obligation, authority, and a balance of power.
As such Feu’u moves to the heart of a Polynesian aesthetic that is both graphic
and abstract (Figure 6). The non-representational nature of Polynesian art
reinforces both the spiritual and ideological basis of these cultures. Veiled meaning
and metaphor prevail as objects and motifs become representative not only of a
person or a position but the ideologies and obligations they hold.
Similarly, Pule’s paintings are clearly not bark cloth; however, the cultural
reference creates a relationship that is easily read by many in their new island
environment. It is the combination of both — environment and bark cloth —
that Hastings-McFall addresses so well in her Urban Navigator series (Figure 7).
This work integrates signs that are understood within the New Zealand
environment — signs or markers that aid our navigation of city streets. It is
intriguing however, that road signs —recognised in the West — are so easily
translatable and recognisable as the patterns of bark cloth, tattoo and tivaevae.
Hastings-McFall comments:
Figure 6 Fatu Feu’u, Talogaga Olioli, woodcut, 2001. Image courtesy of Papergraphica,
Christchurch.
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These works have been made utilising modern systems of navigation (road signs) to
draw parallels between the great ancient Pacific traditions of navigation and the 21st
century urban Polynesian travels — both physical and metaphysical. By recreating
these road signs and placing them in multiple repetitive patterns they become tapa,
tattoo or weaving patterns; combining Urban Aotearoa and the Ancient Pacific. In
referencing traditions and material culture of the Pacific, analogies can perhaps be
drawn with contemporary humankind’s attempt to weave together the strands of the
genealogical/historical past, constructing some kind of stability from which to navigate
the future. (n.p.)
As she plays with patterns, in much the same way that early bark cloth and
tivaevae artists did, her designs speak not of a specific language but of patterns
that are seen in various cultures. However, it is the specific cultural meanings
that these patterns convey that provide the multiple readings of her work.
Using language, especially the language of the West, as political discourse,
these artists draw upon their experiences/their cultures/their identities to create
an art practice that exemplifies the lived urban Polynesian experience. This
lifestyle, created from a combination of the island and the urban, is exemplified
by an artistic practice that is based upon the political discourse of identity. Urban
Polynesians are savvy to their reality of being ‘the Other’s Other’.11 Their position
in the New Zealand art world depends upon their identity as ‘Pacific’. The
challenge is to create work that moves beyond the cultural stereotype and address
the issues that inspire their practice.
Figure 7 Niki Hastings-McFall, Urban Navigator series, Dangerous Curves IV, reflective
road sign vinyl, 2001. Image courtesy of artist.
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For instance, O’Neill’s practice has always been based on her homage to
Cook Island women’s artistic traditions. This is particularly evident in the crochet
work, Buddy System. The floral bouquet set out on a grid not only visually suggests
tivaevae, but also the communal nature and gifting aspects of this tradition.
Tivaevae are often created in groups and O’Neill envisioned the Buddy System
as such, asking others to contribute to the piece (Figure 8). The grid provided
co-ordinate numbers, and people chose where they would place their contribution.
This was noted along with the name and address of a recipient to whom the
crochet flower would be sent at the end of the exhibition. The encoding of a
cultural mindset — communal work and gifting — enhanced the dialogue and
complexity of what may have seemed to be a simple and perhaps craft-like
endeavour (that of crocheting a flower).
Innovation such as this affords the opportunities to transmit both a cultural
aesthetic and knowledge to a new generation. Similarly, lalava explores and
transmits ideas and patterns. Clearly, patterns can be named and recognised; but
this does not mean that the historical knowledge held by the patterns are also
being transferred. One speaks of cultural knowledge, but how does this figure in
contemporary New Zealand? Tohi’s work, most often seen in a gallery, will not
provide the viewer with navigational knowledge. What it does provide, however,
is an insight into a way of thinking, of an aesthetic, of how Polynesians
conceptualise their world.
Figure 8 Ani O’Neill, Buddy System (detail), crocheted wool, 2001. Image courtesy of the artist.
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The practices of these artists emanate from the traditional in innovative and
unconventional ways. O’Neill basks in the unconventional, pushing craft into
the realm of art. Hastings-McFall and Feu’u are not enhancing, but pioneering
new art forms. Tohi and Pule play with ideas. The looseness with which these
artists commandeer cultural icons allows them the space to play, to create anew.
These artists’ practices establish relationship between the past and the present
such that the traditional icon becomes a flexible metaphor. The artists highlighted
here are but a few who look to the traditional/cultural aesthetic of the Pacific as
a foundation for their contemporary art practice. These references come,
specifically, from the Cook Islands, Samoa, Tonga, and Niue, yet the art in which
they are found reflects a Polynesian aesthetic that knows no political boundaries.
The patterns of the modern New Zealand urban environment are the same patterns
that have always been a part of this Pacific aesthetic; and so we find that in New
Zealand the continued transformation and incorporation of technologies allows
these artists to use patterns to disseminate cultural knowledge of both the past
and present. So for Tohi every pattern seen within the Pacific aesthetic can be
found in lalava. As these threads entwine in both old and new patterns, another
generation is given access to the past and a means by which the present might be
understood. A Pacific ideology is extended to balance relationships, to ensure the
passing of knowledge, and to sustain a Pacific cultural identity in a modern world.
NOTES
1 Polynesians created ‘rope’ with sennit fibres from palms. They also utilised the palm, as
well as pandanus, to plait sails and mats.
2 For further discussion see Kaeppler 2002 and Herda 1999, 2002.
3 Tivaevae are appliqués that draw upon quilt making activities introduced by missionary
wives as well as a traditional aesthetic of abstracted botanical designs. These are made in
two layers; a top design appliquéd to a foundational backing that enables a dynamic
contrast of colour and design. For more information see Herda 1999 and 2002.
4 See Herda 2002, pp. 139–46.
5 See Stevenson 1998, 2002b.
6 ‘Lei’ is a widely used term in Polynesia for garlands (of flowers and/or leaves) and breast
ornaments. In a contemporary setting lei are usually floral garlands given to visitors upon
their arrival in the islands. In the traditional past, lei were objects used to decorate the
body as well as signal the status of the wearer. As status was an essential element in
these highly stratified societies, ornaments reinforcing this system were fundamental.
7 See Stevenson 2001a, 2001b.
8 See Stevenson 2002a.
9 See Thomas 1994.
10 Writers often mention that both Pule and Feu’u draw upon barkcloth traditions in their
work. The fact that Pule’s basis is Niue, and Feu’u’s Samoa, demonstrates both the
differences in these traditions as well as their contemporary manifestations.
11 See Mane-Wheoki 1995.
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SHAYNE KEARNEY
The Power of the Pen: Solomon Islands
Women Uniting to Overcome Adversity
through Writing
Indigenous writers of the Solomon Islands, as with the majority of indigenous
Oceanic countries and states, exhibit common themes throughout their literary
works relating to colonisation, decolonisation and independent rule, the retelling
and recording of traditional myths and legends, and issues relating to trans-
cultural confusion. In reading the works of indigenous Solomon Island women,
similar themes are evident, however, there is also a striking digression from
those themes. For the purposes of this study, the writing can be divided into two
distinct periods — writers born in the pre- and post-independent eras.1 In both
of these categories, it is evident that the women offer an insight into their world
often from within a very personal and emotional space. Their poetry and prose
reflect their fears and concerns for the future for themselves, their families and
their society. Although the pre-independence era is the primary focus of this
paper, this is not to suggest that the post-independent period is less valuable or
interesting. Both groups of women have a lot to offer Pacific literature as their
works capture their thoughts and feelings of their society in its various
transformations. Tongan writer, Konai Helu Thaman, states that:
While much has been written about the impact of colonialism on Pacific economies,
environments, politics, and social structures, little attention has been focused on its
impact on people’s minds, particularly on their ways of knowing, their views of who
and what they are, and what they consider worthwhile to teach and learn. (n.p.)
The writing of the Solomon Island women is both eloquent and emotive, thereby
offering an insight into the mind set of the colonised woman. Their works reflect
the personal rather than the impersonal impact that they have experienced through
colonisation.
The pre-independence poetry and prose seem to exhibit more confusion
associated with a traditional agricultural society’s rapid progression into a modern
society. This is hardly surprising as colonisation had a direct impact on this
group of women. The women of this era were born in the 1950s and 1960s and
were, therefore, of the generation to experience first hand the many changes
independence wrought. After independence in 1978, the affects of colonisation
on the new generation were less obvious as most of the colonial impetus had
abated.2 The women of these two groups, therefore, address different issues.
Sina Va’ai suggests reasons for this shift:
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In the early 1970s the major thrust of Pacific writing was regional and looked at the
enemy without — the former colonisers and the impact colonisation on the islanders
and their cultures. Increasingly in the late 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, pacific writing
has become nationalistic, looking inward at the enemy within — at the neo-colonial
practices continued by island elites who have come to political power since
independence. (219)
The pre-independence creative works include issues of subjugation, (not only
by the coloniser but more specifically by the indigenous male), bride price,
violence — especially domestic violence — education, and village/town
relationships, all most often within a strong Christian ideological framework.
These works highlight the plight of women in an altered society and while they
still explore issues of cultural transformation, they focus mainly on the everyday
issues of women and the depletion of their rights. Education gave them a glimpse
of the modern world and of the opportunities that were available, however,
traditional customs have followed them into that world ensuring they remained
oppressed. The internal conflicts of being an educated woman in a modern society
while retaining traditional values through a lifetime of connection and obligation
are overwhelming. While these writers may not think of themselves as feminists,
their subject matter falls into the confines of feminist theory. While the experiences
and emotions drawn on by Solomon island women writers mirror the experiences
of the impact of their colonised societies’ transition to national independence in
general, they specifically highlight the paradox of the colonised women’s
experiences, as Robert Young suggests:
For all feminists, the transfer of power at independence and the achievement of
national sovereignty, though desirable, was not the end. It was simply a stage along
the way. Whereas from a masculine perspective, independence ushered in the defining
new condition of postcoloniality, for women there was no such break: the struggle
continued. (98–99)
In a country where very few women are in a position of authority,3 creative
writing becomes the conduit that provides a voice for women and although they
are few in number, their digression from the much explored theme of the period
of the confusions of indigenous peoples associated with loss of identity and cultural
traditions and values and the fact that their works have been published, are
testament to their tenacity and desire to raise awareness of women’s everyday
living conditions. The interweaving of colonial history and the experiences of
the women writers is evident within their poetry and prose. The reader is given
an insight into the correlation of the impact of colonial and mission policies
with the personal experiences of the writers and their communities and the
resulting confusions and frustrations of the colonised.
There is little doubt that the indigenous women of the Solomon Islands, as is
the case in most colonial territories, have had to bear the burden of double
colonisation. John Goldie, an early pioneer missionary stationed in the New
Georgia group, notes his observances of women’s lives:
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The lot of women was a particularly hard one. They were the burden-bearers, doing
almost all the work in the village and the food plantations. I have frequently seen
families returning from the gardens, the man carrying his battle-axe and shield, the
woman following with heavy loads of yams, taro, or firewood, with a child on her
back or across her hips. (564)
For centuries traditional cultural practices ensured women played a secondary
role within their society and with the arrival of the patriarchally-dominated West,
they were further subjugated by the colonial administrations and to a certain
extent by the missions as an agency of colonisation. These patriarchal ideologies
were reinforced with the introduction of Christianity and in turn, mission
education. Although the missions acted with religious zeal and what they believed
to be benevolence, their influences and colonial agency had debilitating
consequences for traditional societies as Roger Keesing suggests:
The cost for men, who have borne the brunt of incorporation into plantation or town
economies, has been staggering. Proud people who controlled their destiny, in the
centre of their universe, have become despised and semi-human ‘natives’ in the
colonial situation. ‘The native’ becomes a scorned creature in his own country; his
culture became an object of derision. Proud men were turned into ‘boys’, forced to
demean themselves serving and slaving for white ‘masters’ with obeisance. Christian
missionaries sought to save their souls by turning them into pious children. Humans
were led to despise the colour of their skin and the way of their ancestors. (412)4
The Solomon Islands, as with all other Island states and countries of the
Oceanic region, have a history intrinsically tied to evangelical missions and
Christianity. Statistically, ninety-seven per cent of Solomon Islanders are
Christian.5 In the Solomon Islands pre-World War II period, education was the
domain of the mission school and until the end of World War II, education and
schooling6 was the domain of the various missions of the Solomon Islands and
was, as Hugh Laracy states, ‘a secondary adjunct to evangelism’ (144). The
post-war administration’s involvement in education was (spurred by the United
Nations push for independence of colonised territories) accelerated as the need
for indigenous professionals and leaders was vital. In the period after the War
and impending Independence in the late 1970s, education in earnest became a
key factor in decolonisation, and the introduction of Western concepts transformed
traditional societies of Oceania, including the Solomon Islands, irrevocably.
Mission literature up to the early 1960s particularly, speaks of education in terms
of males being the primary focus.7 Mission schools reinforced traditional
allocation of chores by categorising them as being ‘women’s work’ and ‘men’s
work’. As Sister Gwen Cross discussed in her Aloha Solomons (7), much of the
girls’ time was spent learning Western crafts and ways of domesticity with the
intention that the girls would become suitable wives for the indigenous missionary
or native teacher.8 Later, the focus shifted to ensuring the girls were proficient in
a Western manner to look after their families’ health and were acquiring the
skills necessary to maintain a ‘Christian’ home.
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Domesticity proved to be an added burden in the modern society as women
entered the workforce, for as these women grew up in a simpler time, a less
materialistically and economically generated era, they had not previously
experienced the dilemma of juggling family and work commitments. They grew
up in an era in which ‘women had their roots and major commitment in the
domestic realm: women’s roles centre[d] around the hearth and home’ (Keesing
305). Jully Sipolo’s ‘Working Mother’ (1981 7) and Lemu Darcy’s ‘Women and
Housework’ (Billy 1983a 107) relate to the tiredness and frustration of mothers
who are unable to be with their children. Celo Kulaghoe contributes a male
Solomon Islander’s perspective on this dilemma in his poem ‘Women’s Week’
by concluding his poem with:
…This week
won’t you spring
back to home to rock the cradle? (Crocombe 58)
Solomon Islander, John Saunana, touches briefly on the issue of girls and
education in his novel The Alternative. A central motif of his observations relates
specifically to presumptions made by villagers in relation to the morality of the
girls who accepted positions in schools. Girls had to ‘prove their worth’ to achieve
what was unconditionally offered to boys, and gaining a place in a school was
fraught with negative connotations. Education was a part of the public realm as
it was seen as the key to ‘white man’s authority and superiority’ and as such was
traditionally the domain of men.9 As the mission monopoly of schooling abated,
government schools were keen to educate girls, but the education of girls was
perceived by the villagers to take away opportunities that should have been
allocated to males:
Some boys had mixed feelings about girls being at the same school. But there were
others who loved being in the same class as girls. Maduru was one of the band who
felt that it was reasonable for girls to have secondary education — provided that not
too many places were given to them. Boys, he thought, would be more use to the
government. (Saunana 53)
Additionally, villagers questioned the desirability of educating a girl when
she would become a wife anyway. This consideration had to be weighed up against
the enormous cost of fees and board and the presumption by many villagers,
both men and women, that an educated girl would be unable to fit into village
life. ‘Still, the controversy raged. There were many who felt that it was all a
waste of government money. When the girls returned, it was said, they would
snub their traditional way of life and bring shame on their people’ (Saunana 53).
Absence from the village for extended periods to attend school resulted in
disconnection and the loss of informal village education. Traditional skills and
knowledge that the indigenous student would normally have received was
neglected. This in turn created animosity between the ‘educated’ and the
‘uneducated’. Afu Billy’s ‘Loke’ (Billy 1983a 82–92) exemplifies the derision
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Toia, a city girl, experiences at the hands of the older village women when she
visits the village of her intended future husband. To the village women, ‘anything
Toia did was either completely wrong or wasn’t done in the proper way’ (82).
Toia has received a formal education often dismissed by indigenous villagers as
being the ‘white man’s’ education and it is often devalued in the village as Toia
soon discovers when her knowledge of a woman’s duties and role within the
village are proven to be inadequate. On a similar theme, another question relates
to whether an educated girl was a suitable wife for an educated male from the
town or for a male who remained in the village. In, ‘He is Mine’, Lamour Gina
(Billy 1983a 6–7) explores the relationship between an educated male and female.
Tetu is an educated town girl who loves Randy but Randy’s future has been
determined by the village and he is to marry Seli, a village girl. His family
believes that ‘town girls make expensive wives’ and do not know the village
ways and are therefore undesirable as wives. Seli tells Tetu, ‘you do not know
how to motu or work in the garden’ (6). Later, Seli elopes with a village boy, as
she believes she ‘would mean nothing to an educated boy’ (6–7). A similar theme
is explored in ‘Vari Haba (Marriage)’ (Billy 1983a 99–100).10 In this poem, the
uneducated village girl is sent home by the educated male town dweller, as she is
unable to satisfy his modern requirements.
Finally, it is made clear that a girl’s acceptance of the opportunity to receive
an education subjects her moral being to corruption. The fact that mission
education generally meant boarding school with long periods of absence from
family and village influence, ensured mission control and influence on its pupils.
This was also problematic for parents of girls as they were concerned for their
daughters’ morality while they were away from the village environment. A
common consequence of boarding schools was the disconnection from traditional
cultures as the student was immersed in a Western environment for lengthy
periods. Laracy comments on the destabilising effects of mission policies and
the confusion of the indigene as s/he shifted between the modern and traditional worlds:
…the lengthy sojourns at station schools and the academic bias of schooling offered
do not equip young people to settle into village life. The problem is made more
difficult by the fact that academic education, while required for the creation of mission
and government elites and desirable, perhaps, for a responsible electorate, tends to
be held in exaggerated esteem by the islanders for the rewards and status it can
confer — white-collar employment. But opportunities for such employment are likely
to remain limited for many of those who aspire to it and carry the hopes of their
village and relatives to school. For them, education is likely to lead to frustration as
to fulfilment. (157)
Jully Makini (formerly Sipolo) was, and has been, the most prolific and
substantial contributor of the women poets. Her Civilized Girl: A Collection of
Poetry by Jully Sipolo (1981) was the first collection by a woman writer to be
published. She followed this collection by contributing to, and co-editing with
Billy Afu and Hazel Lulei Mi Mere: Poetry and Prose by Solomon Islands Women
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Writers (1983), the first, and so far, the only collection to date written solely by
Solomon Island women. This was followed by Jully’s second collection of poetry,
Praying Parents: A Second Collection of Poems (1986) and Roviana: Custom
Stories (1991) which she also edited. Some other publications of the pre-
independence period to include women’s writing are journals such as Mana and
Moana. Afu Billy, another of the co-editors of Mi Mere also edited Poemes du
Pacifique au Feminin.
In the preface to the ‘Edukasin an Sens’ section of Mi Mere the editors
acknowledge that change occurs but that it should be gradual — education was/
is not always to their benefit. ‘Some changes result in false hopes’ (Billy 3). Afu
Billy’s ‘Anita’ (Billy 1983a 11–14) offers an example of a woman who in longing
for the white promise and materialism overlooks her own people in favour of the
modern. The editors of Mi Mere suggest in the preface that ‘Education doesn’t
change the colour of our skin — but it changes our thinking. We show this by
our actions in imitation of the European’ (Billy 1983a 3). In a similar light, Jully
Sipolo’s well-known ‘Civilized Girl’ (1981 21) confronts the dilemmas felt by
society as an indigenous girl; she rejects her traditional past and adopts the
modern coloniser’s way (in this case the worst of the colonisers’ habits).11 It also
epitomises the innate desire of the colonised to prove their transition into
contemporary citizenship by disassociating themselves from traditional customs.
Jully Makini (Sipolo)’s ‘Friday Nite Dance at Gizo Club’ (Maka’a 1996 4–7) is
a satirical description of the altered lifestyle choices made by the modern Solomon
Islander. Va’ai discusses the relegation of traditional customs and cultural
practices in connection to education and evangelism thus:
The cord that tied the introduction of the written to the colonising impetus of the
imperial nations from Europe resulted not only in translations of the Bible into island
tongues but also in the transitions of the values of things homegrown which were
then relegated to second place after things European. (213)
Jully Sipolo’s ‘Spinning’ (1981 2) questions the uncertain future for a traditional
girl as she leaves her past behind, gains an education and enters the modern
world. She also describes the old world as an idealised space.12 The dilemma for
the colonised is that their new found knowledge ensures the old world can never
be replicated. Eva Lingairi sums up the complexities of their position in
‘Imagination’ (Billy 1983 50) as she concludes:
Help me! I’m exhausted,
I’m on an island
Help!
I’m drowned.
For many newly educated indigenous people, the call of the city and townships
was overwhelming. They often considered themselves too educated to return to
the village but found that there were limited opportunities for employment.
Employment had been the ‘dangling carrot’ that inspired the pursuit of education
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for many indigenes; but  they found the promise (after leaving their villages)
was not valid. A tragic consequence of this movement of people to urban
environments was the creation of ‘ghettos’. Many indigenes refused to return to
the village, either through embarrassment or because of the hope they would
find employment if they remained. This theme is explored in ‘The Compound’
(Stella 2004 7–15).13 For many others, the hopes of families were pinned on
their children’s successful completion of education. Jully Sipolo’s ‘Sister’s
Lament’ (1981 3) is an example of the confusion that resulted when the dream
was not realised.
The division between the educated and the illiterate also grew within this
era. Villagers often rejected the educated in favour of ‘their own kind’. The
short stories by Afu Billy, ‘Loke’ (Billy 1983a 82–92) and Lamour Gina’s ‘He is
Mine’ (Billy 1983a 6–7) exemplify this division. Villagers often thought of the
educated as having an inflated ego or alternatively, they considered the educated
to have ‘sold-out’ their traditional heritage by pursuing Western education and
it accoutrements.
The village school remains a strong force in the formative years of children
through primary education in particular, therefore, Christian ideals, ethics and
morality are powerful influences on the indigenous people of the Solomon Islands
and are a legacy of an agency of colonisation that remains evident throughout
their literary works. Poems relating to marriage, divorce and infidelity by the
husband, in particular reflect the entrenchment of Christian ideologies. In her role as
President of the Solomon Islands National Council of Women, Afu Billy states that,
There are also worries about what the church and their families may say. Marriage,
we are told, is for life. When those two little words ‘I do’ are uttered during the
marriage ceremony, they are not meant to be broken ‘for better or worse, until death
do us part’. (2000 174–75)
The obligations of honour and duty felt by women are inherent in both traditional
and modern societies. However, they differ in impact on the indigenous woman.
Keesing notes that even in an arranged or traditional marriage, a woman has
much more freedom in her relationships but remains bound to her husband in a
legal sense (260). Contact with Christianity altered these obligations. The
imposition of obligations and duties in the modern society were reinforced by
the vows within the sacrament of marriage and the commandment of honouring
one’s parents. Evidence of the honour and duty felt by women through Christian
marriage are evident in poems and short stories such as ‘The MP’s Wife’ (Stella
2004 49–57) in which the wife’s feelings are explored, as she becomes increasingly
aware of her husband’s indiscretions. She internalises the pain of his betrayal to
the detriment of her health but, despite the urging of friends, will not leave him
because of her Christian vows of loyalty and duty to him. The frustrations felt by
women when a husband does not honour his vows are also evident in Sipolo’s
‘Marriage’ (1981 11) and in her poem, ‘The Promise’ (1981 16).
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For better or for worse
For richer or for poorer




You’ve broken your promise
I don’t
(‘The Promise’, 16).
The traditional aspects of obligation towards one’s relatives and kin have very
strong roots within traditional society and these obligations remain intact in the
modern society as Jully Sipolo suggests in her poem ‘Obligation’ (Maka’a 1985 14).
The final, and by content the most important, issue facing Solomon Island
women is one of subjugation. Many of the poems and much of the prose deal
with this issue and the debilitating consequences which result from it as well as
the physical and mental abuse that is intrinsically linked to it. In his discussion
of the indigenous woman in a traditional situation Keesing observes:
…we find over and over again in the tribal world that cultural ideologies that
subordinate and exclude women, extract their labor and child-bearing and — rearing,
and place them under legal control of fathers, brothers and husbands are supported
as vehemently by women as by men. Accepting, as they have to, a celestialized
system that consigns them to domestic roles and a regimen of labor that serves male
prestige, women portray themselves in terms of virtue and duty. Within the constraints
of subordination, women may themselves become important political actors who not
only substantially influence the public political affairs of men from behind the scenes,
but themselves pursue strategies of controlling labor and prestige within the
constraints of the system. (302–303)
The formerly colonised women bears the burden of double colonisation within
the contemporary society as the demands placed on her escalate. In the traditional
society, the boundaries of roles and duties between men and women were clearly
defined. Modernity alters this status quo as Robert Young suggests:
Women are often taken to represent the mainstay of the cultural identity of the nation,
retrieved for the present from the society of the past. For macho-nationalists, home
and the domestic sphere, relatively free from colonial control, was the best guardian
of the traditional values, culture, and identity of the new phenomenon they were
creating on the European model against their European masters, ‘the nation’. Women
and modernity came to be regarded as antithetical entities, with the result that the
goal of national emancipation involved a betrayal of all prospect of progressive change
for women. (97)
Traditionally, male authority was never challenged; but this power and authority
in the traditional sense was usurped in many ways by Western governance and
institutions. The Western coloniser asserted his authority over the colonial subjects
ensuring his/her dominion and supremacy. The indigenous male, according to
Albert Memmi, having lost his authority, suffers from feelings of emasculation
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(79–118). The traditional successions to tribal leadership and rights associated
with being an elder are negated through the colonising process. He becomes
debilitated by his loss of power and respect inherent in traditional cultures within
his own societies. No longer in control of his own life, the indigenous male
asserts his authority over the only people he can — the women and children of
his family — as this is the only way left to him. This is often portrayed in acts of
violence against women and children and, therefore, categorised in modern times
as domestic violence.
Clearly, domestic violence is not isolated to indigenous peoples or the Solomon
Islands specifically as this tragedy is perpetrated in all societies. It has however
in recent times become a central issue of many Women’s focus groups, United
Nations and government departments such as Police and Law Reform
Commissions.14 Although domestic violence is a growing concern among Oceanic
writers including, for example, Grace Meara Molisa of Vanuatu, the writing
with which this essay is concerned predates intervention and affirmative action
by government departments to criminalise and advocate for the eradication of
domestic violence. Jully Sipolo’s ‘Wife Bashing’ (1986 12) highlights the tragedy
of violence as a woman finds she has no escape from her abuser.
…Impossible to go back to Dad
Sis doesn’t want to get involved
Can’t stand sister-in-laws tongue
The police don’t want to pry
I don’t like this cruel treatment from hubby
But where can I go?
Hubby,
I’m back
I’ve brought back this battered body,
Battered face plus battered case
I am the ball players pass around
I’ve had enough of being tossed around




Jully’s poem typifies the traditional response of relatives and authorities on
domestic violence: that no one wants to get involved. For instance, society in
general does the not allocate the same credence to domestic violence as it does to
violence between strangers. In earlier stanzas of the poem, the woman turns to
her father, her brother, her sister, her priest and the authorities, all to no avail.
She, therefore, accepts her fate and returns to her husband knowing the abuse
will continue. Other tragic examples include ‘Temperamental Man’ (1981 8)
and ‘The Hypocrite’ (1981 9) both by Jully Sipolo, and ‘Dad’ Anon (Billy 1983a
31–33), ‘My Husband’ Anon (Billy 1983a 36), and ‘Neighbour Joe’ Anon (Billy
1983a 37).15 Afu Billy states that domestic violence was not identified until the
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early 1980s, ‘when the Solomon Islands National Council of Women was
established and began to raise awareness of the problem’ (173). She comments
further that, ‘[a]lthough there were little or no statistics at all on the scale of the
problem, other evidence suggested it was a widespread one’ (173). Chief Inspector
Yawa’s statistics confirm the enormity of the abuse (note xii).
Sadly, domestic violence is not confined to husband and wife as many of the
writers observe. The poetry and prose explore other examples such as sisters
beaten by their brothers in ‘Against My Will’ Afu Billy (Billy 1983a 17–19) and
‘Big Brother’ (Billy 1983a 25–27). Afu Billy discusses further examples such as
sons beating up their mothers, boyfriends beating up their girlfriends — a
Guadalcanal grandmother was even beaten to death by her grandson (174). The
equally debilitating mental abuse by a husband toward his wife as she becomes his
‘beast of burden’ is also discussed in Jully Sipolo’s ‘Anti-Climax’ (Sipolo 1986 33).
The issue of male subjugation of women through traditional practices such
as bride price and arranged marriages attracts a response by several of the poets.
Afu Billy’s ‘A Woman’s Lament’ (Billy 1983 98) sums up the fatal acceptance
by women in honouring their traditional obligations and their unwillingness to
bring shame upon their families’:
…Come my little sister,
Come my little brother,
Cry with me,
For tomorrow I go,




Other examples include Eva Lingairi’s ‘To Relatives and Friends’ (Crocombe
1979 76) and ‘Expensive Smile’ (Billy 1983a 103) in which the author equates
her value to Ten Tafuliaes or $1500. Her ‘To My Family’ (Billy 1983a 100)
relates the despair of a young girl as she tries to escape her inevitable future only
to find she wants desperately to return to her family. The anguish of the modern
educated woman realising that her life equates to the bride price she will attract
for her family is inconceivable to a Western reader.
The writers also voice their concerns over the general acceptance of male
superiority. Jully Sipolo’s ‘A Man’s World’ (1981 10) is a well-known poem
juxtaposing a brother’s rights and his sister’s lack of rights. Other poems on this
issue include Afu Billy’s short story ‘Against my Will’ (Billy 1983a 17–19) and
the factual account of male oppression of a wife by her husband in ‘Liu in Town’
(Billy 1983a 132–34).
The themes and issues discussed above clearly indicate the obligation these
Solomon Island women writers feel toward their community. Indigenous writers,
both male and female, have become the social conscience of their new societies
in many ways. Albert Memmi suggests that they hold a vicarious position within
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their society and that they ‘live more in cultural anguish’ than his/her illiterate/
village counterpart. [S/]he is more aware of the transformations [s/]he observes
and records these changes through writing. Those who understand their fate
become more impatient and no longer tolerate colonisation (Memmi 120). The
writers discussed in this essay are aware of their vicarious position within their
society and a sign of that is the number of poems and recollections signed ‘Anon’.
Although there is a distinct absence of novels by woman writers and their
publications have been limited in quantity and are spasmodic, their contributions
are a valuable source of Solomon Island history. Continuity of publication in the
Solomon Islands, as with many other Pacific islands and states, has been
handicapped due to the need of the writers to fulfil work commitments and family
obligations, as Albert Wendt, one of the most prolific literary and critical writers,
suggests (Sharrad 2003 42). Va’ai confirms Wendt’s observations:
Creative writing in the Pacific is often thought to have gone through a ‘boom-full
stop or comma’ cycle from the initial flowering in the early 1970s to a very slow
growth in the 1980s and 1990s, and in terms of production, this may well be true.
The ‘golden’, optimistic time of independence produced a fruitful response in the
writing of many Pacific Islanders throughout the 1970s. Many of these writers are
approaching their 40s or middle age and hold responsible and influential positions
in governments, private enterprise and academia in the Pacific in the 1990s. (220)
Publication, however, in no way assures that their message will be heard. In
fact it is fair to say that their writing will have little impact on the general
Solomon Island indigenous population as literacy levels remain relatively low.
In the introduction to Solomons: A Portrait of Traditional and Contemporary
Culture in Solomon Islands, Sam Alasia comments that ‘while English became
the language of the educated, the reality is that as little as ten to fifteen per cent
of the population speaks English adequately’ (Maka’a 1985 3). Linda Crowl’s
statistics that ‘one quarter to one third of Solomon Islands children are not in
school’ would indicate that this aspect of modern Solomon Islands is unlikely to
change in the near future (online).
However depressing these statistics may be, this particular group of writers
has not relied solely on publication as a means of being heard. A common fallacy
of the West is to presume that if literature is not in print it does not exist. Va’ai
comments on the nuances of publishing in the Pacific:
In fact, when one considers the concept of centre and margin/periphery (used in
relation to colonial and post-colonial situations), it could be said that much of the
creative writing of west Polynesia and even throughout most of the Pacific, is not
even in the margin, it is literally off the page, either unpublished or left in its oral
form. (219)
The editors of Mi Mere have been very proactive in supporting their concerns
for the community by taking their work into the Pacific throughout the many
workshops and forums conducted to support the advancement of women’s issues
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in the region. They have become advocates for women’s health, crisis centres
and women’s participation in political affairs. They are aware that they are a
privileged few within their country and have taken on the obligations to ensure
the betterment of the ‘underprivileged women of their communities’.
Saunana in The Alternative wrote: ‘When you educate a man, you are
educating an individual. But when you educate a woman you are educating a
family and ultimately the nation’ (54). Not all education is academic and the
poems and prose offered by the Solomon Islands’ women writers prove that this
is the case; the women are very keen to pass on their knowledge thereby ensuring
the future of their people. They ultimately retain a strong sense of tradition,
respecting the decisions made for them by their male figureheads, and after their
education entered positions that would help them achieve advancement for the
rights of other women.
In the 1970s, this small group of women began to address the many injustices
prevalent in their society in an inspirational and novel way by forming a women’s
writing group. Mi Mere was the result of their efforts, the women passionately
and eloquently reflect on their relationships with males, and their outpouring of
emotion is inspirational. In a society in which the male authority is entrenched,
this group of writers have offered examples of the consequence of challenging
traditional roles which have been ingrained and enforced by familial as well as
governmental authority. They write of  the suspicion, discrimination and violence
that result from such challenges. In unity they exhibit the bravery necessary to
gain a united voice on the tragic issue of domestic violence experienced by so
many Melanesian women. Their work continues in the twenty-first century.
NOTES
1 Independence was granted by the British protectorate on July 7, 1978.
2 I do not mean to imply that colonialism did not have an impact on the later generations.
I am basing this comment on a study of indigenous Oceanic literature from the emergent
writers to the present. A comparison of faa’Samoa Samoan, Albert Wendt’s earlier works,
for example, were highly critical of colonialism while his later works exhibit a mellowing
of his former views. E. Krause Va’ai, also Samoan and of the younger generation, does
not exhibit the severity of criticism as Wendt.
3 See, Keesing for a discussion of traditional roles and stature. Also Afu Billy ‘Fighting for
a Fair Deal in National Politics’ for a modern perspective of authority and the difficulties
still confronting women.
4 Discussion of the denigration of the colonised indigenous, both anthropologically and
psychoanalytically, tends to offer an analysis of the colonised person in terms of being
male. For a discussion on the male bias in anthropology, see Keesing 307–308. Also,
renowned, formerly colonised psychoanalysists, Albert Memmi and Frantz Fanon, both
discuss the impact of colonisation in masculine terms. Perhaps this is a generic rather
than gender specific reference, however, it accentuates the double-colonisation of women
and the oversight of the impact colonisation had on them, ensuring their relegation to a
secondary status within their own societies.
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5 Statistics taken from The World Factbook — Solomon Islands. Also, Swain and Trompf
support these figures in 1992 when a survey conducted on 25,000 Pacific Islands resulted
in ninety-five per cent of the population acknowledging ‘their involvement with some
Christian tradition or another’ (192).
6 For a discussion on the central trope of schooling as ‘negation of identity, colonisation,
status enhancement, national formation and transition to modernity’ see Paul Sharrad’s
‘Literacy Legacies: Faltering Feet; Dancing a Pen to a National Beat’.
7 See G.H. Cranswick and I.W.A. Shevill. Also, John Goldie, 569 and David Hilliard, 142,
149, 150.
8 See also Diane Langmore’s ‘The Object Lesson of a Civilised Christian Home’.
9 See Keesing 305. Many of the missionary writers found this perception to be the common
appeal of education to indigenous societies.
10 Anon, but attributed to Afu Billy in Mana 80.
11 See Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth and Black Skin, White Masks as well as
Albert Memmi’s The Colonizer and the Colonized for their thorough psychoanalysis of
colonised peoples.
12 This is a common trope of essentialist theorists and writers such as Kenyan Ngugi wa
Thiong’o.
13 Regis Stella and Lynda Aniburi Maeaniani’s collaborative Melanesian Passages explores
themes which cross over the two periods of pre- and post-independence. It is not possible
to determine whether they wrote all of the stories together or individually.
14 Chief Inspector Miriam Yawa of the Royal Papua New Guinea Constabulary has published
an article, ‘Gender and Violence’, in which she discusses the horrific extent of this crime
in PNG. ‘The Gender Analysis in Papua New Guinea commissioned by the World Bank
states that 70% of women in PNG experience domestic violence. Other studies put the
figure higher. The Papua New Guinea Law Reform Commission Report 1992 stated in
some areas 100% of women were beaten and that one out of six wives living in town had
to seek medical treatment for injuries inflicted on them by their husbands. ‘These are
statistics we are concerned with’ (online http://www.aic.gov.au/conferences/policewomen3/
yawa.html). Solomon Islands connection to Papua New Guinea makes these figures as
equally concerning.
15 Attributed to Jully Sipolo in Mana 1979.
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LINDA CROWL
Carrying the Bag: Women Writers and
Publishers in the Pacific Islands
OCEANIAN AND FEMALE
Several years ago a Papua New Guinean student asked me, ‘Why aren’t Papua
New Guinean women writing?’ I replied that, like her, they were writing, but
Papua New Guinea did not have many publishers to prepare materials, outlets to
distribute them, and customers who could pay the current price of books and
periodicals. It still does not; nor are there many foreign publishers that have the
resources and interests to take on the market risks. To borrow from Grace Molisa
(1992), often women have picked up the bag and carried it themselves. At the
Pacific Science Inter-Congress in 1997, Peggy Fairbairn-Dunlop asserted that
rather than investing largely in one project as men tend to do, Pacific women
sustain their livelihoods by putting their eggs in many baskets. The same holds
for writing and publishing: women tend to write and publish in a variety of
genres — from language to administration, from poetry to politics — across a
mix of church, education, government, and business.
Women have assisted writing and publishing from the beginning, but they
have not received the credit that is their due. This article suggests that writers of
postcolonial literature often have their literary work published in non-literary
venues because the economics of Pacific publishing means that literature alone
is not sufficient for a viable business, thus concealing women’s contributions.
The first part of this article deals with the economics of publishing. It then
reviews the extraordinary diversity of women’s writing and publishing,
concentrating on their roles in publishing, their motivations, and the variety of
their products.
An essay on South Pacific women is fraught with some difficulty as the South
Pacific is both a geographic concept and a cultural concept. The former is under
the equator; the latter spans the dependent territories and independent states
alike and the peoples who share roots and customs different from the rest of the
world (which is not to deny the region’s diversity). The South Pacific Commission
became the Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC) as more northern members
joined; its previous secretary-general was Lourdes Pangelinan of Guam, and
SPC’s first woman head. The University of the South Pacific (USP) includes the
Marshall Islands, which is north of the equator. Historically, Oceanians traversed
the sea; many continue to live and travel across borders imposed upon them by
colonial powers. Like them, this article traverses the ocean. Second, this essay
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includes women who have come to live among Pacific peoples, to learn and
teach their languages, to marry their men, to give birth to children who have a
stake in their land — women who have helped to sustain writing and publishing
in countries with scarce resources and geographic difficulties. I do not separate
indigenous from adopted Islanders in this article; Oceanians will know to whom
I refer.
LITERACY, LANGUAGES, AND COSTS
To achieve economies of scale in production costs, publishers look for large
audiences. The cost of producing one copy of one publication is very high but
diminishes with every copy thereafter. Approximately 1,200 languages, non-
standardised (or in some cases, no) orthographies, and variable literacy rates,
make economies of scale difficult to achieve. The paradox is that the market is
small because literacy and income levels are low; yet, without publications from
which to learn, literacy, knowledge, and income — thus the market — cannot
increase. Bookshops have had varied fortunes over the years, declining in number
in come countries, increasing in others. The state of bookshops has not changed
much in twenty years: as Dunlop wrote of  Samoa,
A quick survey of the main bookshops in Apia revealed that their customers were
mainly ‘expatriates’, Peace Corps and other volunteers eager to learn more about
Samoa, tourists, local professional families, mainly afakasis [half-castes], and
Samoans from overseas who could not buy these materials in their own countries.
(Dunlop 48)
Publications are often geared toward these paying customers, who tend to use
colonial before indigenous languages. Colonial languages, in fact, offer the biggest
audiences to writers and publishers alike. English is much the most widespread
colonial language: French follows for French Polynesia, New Caledonia, Wallis
and Futuna, and about half of Vanuatu; Bahasa Indonesian follows for Papua;
and Spanish survives only on Rapanui. Having been schooled in colonial
languages, text workers find those languages easier to write, type, typeset, and
publish (despite differences in American, Australian, British, and New Zealand
orthography). Poet Grace Mera Molisa wrote in English because
the Vanua‘aku Pati being in power, the Vanua‘aku Pati people mostly had been
educated through the English-medium system. Therefore, that is the reading
population and that is the population to convey messages to in order that the voice
that has not found expression can be heard and, hopefully, correct decisions be made
in response. (Molisa qtd in Griffen 1993 75–76)
Writing and publishing literary work alone does not sustain anyone in Oceania.
Publication subsidies have come from national governments, bilateral and
multilateral agencies, foundations, non-governmental organisations; yet,
publishers struggle to find funding. Molisa found it difficult to finance
publications: ‘If I had money to publish, there are many volumes I could make
public.’ Molisa described the costs of equipment and time for writing, publishing,
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and advocating literacy against ‘a background where there is no money’ (Molisa
qtd in Butalia and Menon 33, 81). Individuals and small presses are sometimes
subject to Customs duties and such knowledge taxes can constitute censorship,
as can withholding financial assistance. At far-flung distances, distribution by
air, land, and sea is expensive and time consuming. Publishing is a risky business
and banks generally do not finance publishing ventures. Equipment depreciates
quickly, and blank paper has more value than printed stocks of books that may
not sell in 20 years. Most publishers operate without much financial assurance
or insurance (Crowl 1999a, 1999b).
PUBLISHING HOUSES
Oceania does not have its own large, independent commercial publishing
enterprises, but some women have been able to combine a variety of businesses
and to seek subsidies from elsewhere to sustain their efforts. From Vanuatu,
Grace Molisa attended USP, where the South Pacific Creative Arts Society
published Black Stone (1983), her first collection of poems, many of which were
political. She continued her political writing in a self-published collection of
poems in 1987: ‘Colonised People … was a way of preparing the attitudinal and
mental groundwork for the possibility of any political party fielding women
candidates … [in] 1987 … that particular election saw two women into
parliament’. Of ‘all the efforts we’d been putting into raising the consciousness
and involving women in the current Vanuatu democracy and administration, the
first objective has been achieved … this collection of poetry has been … part of
that continuing effort’. Molisa wrote on behalf of, not to, women, for ‘they already
know their situation…. Really I am talking to our decision makers who are
mostly men’ (Molisa qtd in Griffen 1993 75–76).
Molisa eventually established Blackstone Publications, from which base she
facilitated, edited, and organised books for different organisations, as well as
her own. Molisa felt a responsibility:
I am trying to put together publications for women on different subjects that they
have identified…. That I see as a duty. Publication will necessarily be in Bislama,
and, because of that, I don’t see any possibility of such books going further afield,
except a little perhaps into the Solomon Islands and Papua New Guinea because we
can all communicate in Pidgin. (Molisa qtd in Griffen 1993 81)
She published in Bislama and English, for national and international
organisations, for example, Beneath Paradise (Molisa 1999a), a collection of
poetry. In a conversation on 20th May 1999, Molisa said that she found that
most people were unaware of the publisher’s investment. So she published other
people’s work in a strict co-publishing arrangement wherein she oversaw the
production, but the parties divided the number of copies according to their
investment of time, money, and expertise. By letting them distribute their own
copies, they were in charge of recouping their own costs. Molisa passed away in
2001, a great loss to the women’s rights movement and indigenous publishing.
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She displayed courage and determination in publishing about politics, in a very
politicised environment, and she did it on a shoestring. She was a trailblazer, and
because she showed it could be done, other Ni-Vanuatu may now follow.
Mary Fonua co-founded Vava‘u Press with her husband. Their main line of
business is a news magazine, Matangi Tonga; they offer publishing services for
other agencies, and they publish books of language, poetry, songs, and stories.
Office staff for Vava‘u Press are women. When the Cook Islands Government
Printer was privatised, children’s writer Julia Rongo and her husband bought
the equipment, opened a printery, and called their publishing operation Island
Friends. Publishers of the Samoa Observer newspaper Savea Sano and
Muliagatele Jean Malifa produce books as well, including Noumea Simi’s poetry.
Samoa Observer has faced government opposition, lawsuits, death threats, and
even arson, but with contributions from the community, the Malifas have persevered.
In Papua New Guinea, Kate Deutrom, who had worked for fifteen years in
Papua New Guinea’s Department of Education (DoE), ran a branch office for
Oxford University Press in Port Moresby. In an interview on 27th August 1998,
she described her work: she assessed local manuscripts, edited the stories,
commissioned local artists, then sent the word-processed text and illustrations
to OUP in Melbourne. Word Publishing (once the parent company of several
PNG newspapers and now only one) published schoolbooks until DoE took over
this work. Word Publishing later sold its book publishing arm, Word Educational
Books (WEB), to Winnie Abaijah. The publishing aspect rapidly waned, though
Abaijah ran bookshops in town and at the University of Papua New Guinea’s
Waigani Campus (Walcot). These, too, waned in the years that followed. The
newspapers, under sometime editor, sometime manager Anna Solomon, did
however continue to publish book reviews, which helped writers and publishers
by advertising their talents and products.
BOOKSHOPS AND CONSULTANCY
Some booksellers have published local authors. Tonga’s Friendly Islands Book
Shop released Tupou Fanua’s stories. In Solomon Islands, Dorothy Prince ran
Aruligo Book Centre and published Jully (Sipolo) Makini’s poetry. Ann Kengalu
ran a book and shell shop in Chinatown and published her own mystery (Murder
on the Mataniko Bridge 1986) under the imprint Dellaponte. In Kiribati, Moarerei
Davis, an author herself, and her husband Peter have run Education Support
Services for many years, selling books to schools and the public.
As part of, or in addition to, their consulting and public relations work,
women are involved in writing and publishing. In Vanuatu, Shirley Randell, an
Australian consultant based in Port Vila, published Ni-Vanuatu Women Role
Models (Randell 2001), an elections report (Randell 2002) to which Viran Molisa
contributed, and other books. In a conversation on 19th October 2002, Randell
said that the Molisas had given her permission to use the Blackstone Publications
imprint; however, copyright to the imprint rests with the family, in case they
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want to use it later. From Samoa, Fairbairn-Dunlop has taught at USP, worked
for the United Nations Development Fund, directed the United Nations
Development Fund for Women, presided over the Samoan Association of Women
Graduates, consulted widely, and written poetry.
NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS
NGOs are often perceived to offer better service and accountability to the
public than commercial firms or individuals. National, regional, and international
governmental agencies contract NGOS and work closely with them to foster
access to education, civil society, health and sanitation, improved living standards,
perpetuation of culture and history, and the like. Substantial funds are channelled
through NGOs every year. As part of their public awareness campaigns, many
publish books, and women are often involved in their research, writing,
production, and distribution. Churches are the largest NGOs and the largest
publishers (see Crowl 2002).
Along with history, the (Western) Samoa Historical and Cultural Trust has
published Momoe Malietoa von Reiche’s modern poetry. In Papua New Guinea,
Ngenge Sasa and Catherine Ngenge founded Lou Island Community Development
and Awareness Team in Rei Village, Lou Island, Manus Province and developed
a manual for teaching critical literacy concerning environmental, social justice,
and educational issues, emphasising retention of land, language, and culture
(Wells). The Solomon Islands Development Trust undertakes projects in
environment, health, nutrition, sanitation, and modest finance. Its team members
travel throughout the country to engage villagers in developmental activities, to
perform educational drama, and to share information. Its publications include
comics, educational calendars, and compilations of critique of the government.
Women participate in its mobile teams and publishing (Narasia; SIDT). In a
conversation on 17th October 2002, Information Officer and Director of the
Vanuatu Rural Development and Training Centres Association, Carol Aru and
John Lui explained VRDTCA. The focal point for UNESCO’s Education for
All, offers non-formal education, runs a library in Port Vila, and publishes in
Bislama on carpentry and joinery, homecare, agriculture, rural enterprise, and
mechanics. Carol Aru, also a creative writer, has contributed to its publications
(Aru). In an interview on 28th June 2002, playwright Jo Dorras explained that
she and her husband created Wan Smolbag Theatre to carry social messages to
Ni-Vanuatu through drama. Wan Smolbag trains people on the job, runs
workshops, does radio spots, and publishes books, cassettes, and videos.
WOMEN’S ORGANISATIONS
Women’s organisations publish because ‘Information sharing is important
in empowering the role of women in any society’ (SIDT 11). In a conversation
on 21st June 2002, Diane Goodwillie, who has been involved for decades with
Pacific publishing through regional academia, a metropolitan donor agency, an
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international NGO, and individual consultancy, said that while men were writing
histories and policy tracts, women were writing how-to manuals. Women who
are creative writers often are involved in women’s organisations, for example,
Grace Molisa was active in UNIFEM’s regional programme for Women in Politics.
Mining the publications of these organisations — including their calendars,
flyers, and newsletters — brings forth poetry, stories, and drama.
The Fiji Association of Women Graduates (FAWG) was founded to promote
higher education and international understanding, and to participate in advocacy,
consultancy, and decision-making at all levels (FAWG). The association’s
activities are the product of many women’s work, but especially that of Ruby
Va‘a and Joan Teaiwa for publications. The Fiji Women’s Crisis Centre lobbies
against gender violence and assists women and children who are victims of
violence. It runs four centres in Fiji and has published a bulletin, books, booklets,
and flyers (FWCC n.d., Tu‘uholoaki and Riles 86). In a conversation on 5th
October 2002, FWCC officer Edwina Kotoisuva said that it assists Vanuatu’s
centre. Ruth Lechte, consultant and former director of the YWCA office in Suva,
noted that FWCC had published Breaking the Silence ‘because people wouldn’t
believe us;’ it was ‘a powerful tool’ to broadcast the extent of family violence
(FWCC 1988). The Fiji Women’s Rights Movement fights discrimination against
women and has tackled equal pay for equal work, garment-industry pay, portrayal
of women in the media, and sexist language in legislation, rape, and law reform.
FWRM offers training in legal literacy; educational, media, and client support
programmes, and library resources (Fiji Times; Island Business; Kacimaiwai;
Pacific Islands Monthly; Tu‘uholoaki and Riles). FWRM has also published
books on labour, law, and violence (for example, Emberson-Bain and Slatter;
Jalal; Naivalurua et al). Under the imprint of Marama Publications, women put
together Sustainable Development or Malignant Growth?, a collection of essays,
poetry, and illustrations to challenge the regional development agenda, resource
use, migration, tourism, political frameworks, and re-thinking sustainability
(Emberson-Bain). Atu Emberson-Bain (now a Fiji Senator) and Vanessa Griffen
have written and published for many different women’s organisations nationally,
regionally, and internationally. Vanuatu’s National Council of Women has
published a number of works, including some by Molisa.
The Secretariat of the Pacific Community is the oldest regional organisation
and the largest publisher in terms of volume. Over the years, SPC has depended
upon editors, such as Bess Flores, Caroline Nalo, Sarah Langi (also a children’s
writer), and others. For SPC, Camilla Wedgwood surveyed the needs of women
concerning education in the 1950s. Generations of Islanders were educated with
SPC books written by Gloria Tate and Phyliss Carpenter. By 1956 SPC’s Sydney
office had a part-time officer to provide information and networking for women.
In 1958 SPC initiated the Women’s Interest Project; subsequently, it established
a Community Education Training Centre in Fiji. CETC runs workshops in report
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and project-proposal writing, computer, studies, special English studies, and
legal literacy. A Pacific Women’s Resource Bureau was established in 1982 at
Noumea headquarters and runs publishing skills workshops. It has monthly and
quarterly publications as well as books and directories. Lisa Williams, a poet of
the Cook Islands, is its current communications officer (Pacific Islands
Broadcasting Association; Pacific Women’s Resource Bureau; Smith; South
Pacific Commission).
WRITERS’ GROUPS
Writers’ groups throughout the Pacific offer alternative support mechanisms
but often publish in association with other groups, such as educational institutions.
Writers’ groups stimulate small presses and vice versa. Moreover, indigenous
writers, editors, and publishers are aware of each other precisely because of
small press publishing (Hamasaki). In the Cook Islands, the Ta‘unga Writers’
and Artists’ Association was set up by Vereara Maeva, Vaine Rasmussen, and
others. Its members published a journal, Ta‘unga, and organised two special
issues of Mana (Crocombe; Mason and Rasmussen; Tongia and Crocombe). The
country’s creative writers, including Johnny Frisbie, Jean Tekura Mason, and
Ma‘ara Taia Scheel, continue to have their work published. Ligi Sisikefu has
long sought to assist research, writing, and publishing on Niue, especially through
its writers’ group, Tohitohi Nukutuluea. The Solomon Islands Writers’ Association
has been established for more than 20 years, and co-published Raetemaot (Maka‘a,
Kii and Crowl) after Hilda Kii organised a workshop for creative writing.
Previously, Solomon Islander women had contributed to Mi Mere (Afu, Lulei
and Makini) and Poru Poru (Analau) with the assistance of Marjorie Crocombe.
Grace Molisa and others formed the Vanuatu Writers’ Group; Shirley Randell
has lately facilitated their publishing through Blackstone Publications.
Tekarei Tibwere Russell and others formed the Tungavalu Society to conserve
the cultures of the Gilbert Islands and Tuvalu and to develop greater awareness
of their peoples’ pre-history, as Russell mentioned in a conversation on 17th
March 2003. Members had read about Mana’s creative work and had exchanges
with Anna Craven in Solomon Islands. The society, later called Te Rikia n
Tungaru, has itself published; co-published with other organisations; sold books
in bulk to the Curriculum Development Resources Centre; collaborated on a
Gilbertese-Gilbertese dictionary with CDRC; sponsored competitions in art, song,
handicraft, and story writing; and has a member sitting on the Kiribati Language
Board (Bataua; Russell and Hayward; Taoaba). The Kiribati Writers’ Association
(KWA) formed with the aims of developing writers and improving literacy. With
USP, it began publishing its periodical Te Bukinibenebene and held a competition
for short stories, which it subsequently published. With the assistance of the
Kiribati Teachers’ College, KWA published several readers (for example, Day,
Teingiia a and b) that could be used in and out of school (Crowl 2004). Led by
Tereeao Teingiia and Teewata Rokete, KWA members produced an issue of Mana.
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The Fiji Writers’ Association has published several books. One of FWA’s
driving forces has been Seona Smiles, a creative writer herself, former newspaper
journalist, and former information officer USP and Development Alternatives
with Women for a New Era. She also assists the Fiji Institute of Applied Studies
in its publishing endeavours. Arlene Griffin and others felt so strongly about the
country’s 1987 coups that they took up donations and published in 1990, under
the imprint Christmas Club, With Heart and Nerve and Sinew: Post-coup writing
from Fiji (Te Amokura Na Lawedua 1998). On the 10th anniversary of the coups,
Griffen (1997) published an expanded collection of interviews, letters, poems,
press releases, recollections, and testimonials. Griffen said that since the 1987
coups, politics had influenced her writing and reading to the extent that she
liked to engage with polemical and oppositional material (Griffen qtd in Hereniko 11–12).
INDIVIDUALS
Publishing technology has changed dramatically in the last decade. With the
advent of desktop publishing, individuals can prepare ‘camera-ready’ copy. With
desktop printers and quick binding and laminating machines, individuals can
publish in small quantities without having to invest in the photography,
platemaking, and press runs of conventional printing. Although the vast majority
of Oceanians do not have personal publishing facilities or even access to them,
today more Islanders than ever before do. In the Cook Islands, Taira Rere’s
daughters have taken over publishing his works on genealogy, history, language,
religion, and other aspects of life. In Samoa, Momoe Malietoa von Reiche
published her own art and poetry; Lisi Vaai published over thirty children’s
books, including a dictionary; and Donna Kamu published children’s books and
her husband’s work on Christianity. Educationalist Filifilia Tufuga published
her husband’s speeches (Tufuga). In Tonga, Patricia Matheson published her
own book.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL
After the introduction of writing (see Crowl 2003a), some missionaries began
formal education, and much of Oceania’s publishing continues to be associated
with religious and secular education. Just as male missionaries often neglected
to put Islanders’ names as co-authors on the front of their biblical translations,
catechisms, hymnals, and schoolbooks, they also neglected to give due recognition
to women who assisted in writing and publication. Women learned and shared
vocabulary, proofread text, set type, and sewed books. Assisting Rev. William
Ellis, two Tahitian women folded and sewed while other women beat tapa
(barkcloth) to make boards for binding books (Lingenfelter). In the Cook Islands,
Mrs Buzacott and her daughter corrected proof sheets (Buzacott). Mrs
Brackenbury of Raithby Hall, Lincolnshire paid for Fiji’s first press; Margaret
Smith Cargill transcribed material; and Hannah Hunt proofread and corrected
the New Testament in England after her husband’s death (Calvert). Mary
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Kahelemauna, a Hawaiian missionary on Mili Atoll, Marshall Islands sold books
(Little). Margaret Whitecross Paton assisted her husband John on Tanna, Vanuatu;
her own work published as Letters and Sketches from the New Hebrides (1894).
In Kiribati, Minerva Clarissa Brewster Bingham helped to translate the Bible
and translated and prepared all schoolbooks (Plato 1997). These women set an
early example for others to follow.
More recently in Kiribati, Sr Mary Helena Egan, with Srs M. Livinus
McEnaney and Consilio Clohesy, prepared primary-school books, which were
printed at the Catholic Mission, and these books were used from the 1930s through
the 1960s. Sr Mary Oliva Lynch later translated the French-Gilbertese dictionary
into English. As government began to take over primary schools, Sisters of Our
Lady of the Sacred Heart turned to other work, including the Maria Printing
Office (MPO) in 1971. Sr Juliette Baker, then Srs Helena Egan and Veronica
Matiera produced reading books in Kiribati language for primary schools. Sr
Mary Alice Tuana renovated Tabwiroa and built new facilities in 1981, including
a bookshop. In the 1980s MPO published reading books for mass and set and
collated Itoi ni Kiribati (Talu). For Tuvalu specifically, Jenny Jackson and her
husband Geoffrey published dictionaries and language books; for Oceania in
general, she typeset and distributed Jehovah’s Witnesses publications. In Fiji,
Morven Sidal has prepared popular books, conference reports, and school
materials for the Methodist Church, the South Pacific Association of Theological
Schools, and the Institute of Pacific Studies, in addition to writing her own book (Sidal).
Throughout the developing world, schools provide the largest audience for
publications. Primary and secondary schools need vast quantities of textbooks,
which require periodic revision. In terms of student numbers, tertiary institutions
need fewer copies but more titles and frequent up-dating. Women work within
curriculum development units. On Niue, Iris Lui has worked on storybooks for
the younger grades. In Fiji, Frances Pene, Reijeli Racule, and Helen Tavola,
have long experience as teachers, administrators, or consultants; all three are
authors in their own right, as well as editors or publishers of others’ writing.
Kathy Rilang in the Marshall Islands and Gill Vaiimene in the Cook Islands
have worked on curriculum materials. In a conversation on 17th March 2003,
Senior Editor and Prepress Supervisor at Kiribati’s Curriculum Resources and
Development Centre, Sue Baereleo explained that women comprised most of the
personnel in the Kiribati Education Sector Programme, a project to publish two
hundred and fifty titles: storybooks as well as a teacher’s guide and a pupil’s
book for each subject for each primary level. Writers included Tuaina Kirion,
Bibiana Bureimoa, and Meronga Raeao Taru. Desktop publishing personnel
included Eretia Koteti, Meere Eurobwa, Mwakei Biiti, and Beia Ranoenti. Mary
Evans (an American Peace Corps volunteer) edited English language teaching
materials. Sue Baereleo, with long experience developing Vanuatu’s curriculum,
was senior editor and prepress supervisor (Baereleo; Gibbons).
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Oceania’s tertiary institutions and research institutes have published creative
work by women. The Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies published (with the
National Broadcasting Commission) Nora Vagi Brash’s drama, followed by Owl
Books and Oxford University Press. Adeola James of the University of Papua
New Guinea compiled PNG Women Writers (1996). Sue Tarua was editor for the
New Guinea Research Unit and the (renamed) Institute for Applied Social and
Economic Research (now the National Research Institute) and edited books for
UPNG and USP. At the National University of Samoa, Emma Kruse Va‘ai and
Silafau Sina Vaai write academically and creatively. At the Solomon Islands
College of Higher Education, librarian and poet Nancy Kwalea assisted the applied
research and publishing initiative. At Vanuatu’s Maritime Institue, Caroline Nalo,
a former SPC editor, continues to assist various publishing projects.
The most prolific publishing arm of the University of the South Pacific is
Distance and Flexible Learning (DFL), which produces and distributes books
for the university’s ten thousand students. Editors Barbara Hau‘ofa (now
publications officer for the School of Social and Economic Development), Joan
Teaiwa, and Bess Flores (formerly with SPC) worked with faculty to publish
course textbooks, workbooks, and readers, some of which include creative writing.
With others, Marjorie Crocombe initiated the South Pacific Creative Arts Society
(SPCAS); persuaded Stuart Inder to carry creative writing in issues of Pacific
Islands Monthly; started SPCAS’s own book publishing, Mana Publications,
and its own journal, Mana; and directed Extension Services (DFL’s predecessor).
Crocombe’s work is creative and academic, covering distance education, women
in politics, and Cooks Islander missionaries. Writers and publishers from the
wider region owe a deep debt to her foresight and generosity. The Institute of
Pacific Studies published the work of Satya Colpani, Elizabeth Inia, Eci Kikau
(now Nabalarua), Sinavaiana-Gabbard, Marie-Claude Teissier-Landgraf, and
many others, with the assistance of Patricia Hereniko, Lilieta Varani, Susana
Yabaki, Sara Vui-Talitu, and Linda Crowl (Crowl 2003b). USP has campuses
and centres in its twelve member countries, where its centre directors seek to
foster writing, and publishing. Of note have been Salote Fukofuka, Anne Keke,
Irene Ta‘afaki, Beta Tentoa, Ruby Va‘a, Makerita Va‘ai, and Myriam Dornoy-
Vurobaravu. For several years, the Solomon Islands Centre had a publications
officer, one of whom was Jully Makini. Arlene Griffin established the Pacific
Writing Forum to encourage creative writing; Teresia Teaiwa started Niu Waves
Writers’ Collective. Vari Bogiri writes about language. Professor and poet Konai
Thaman writes on gender and education. Many administrative assistants and
secretaries have contributed to USP’s voluminous publications. Whether through
books, literary periodicals (for example, Faikava, Malifa Voices, Sinnet, Te
Bukinibenebene), or writing groups, women at USP have written and published
novels, poetry, proverbs, short stories, and songs.
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ADDING THEIR VOICES
Women write and publish for many reasons, including creativity, health and
welfare, income, recognition, social justice, to influence political events or
processes, or just to tell their side of the story. In Oceania’s small societies, often
women who become involved in writing and publishing for one organisation, do
so for others as well. Through their cultural obligations and professional networks,
publishing opportunities have increased over time. Although publishing venues
come and go, more women than ever before are literate, educated, and skilled
and have access to technology. More women than ever before are writing and
publishing, adding their voices to advocating what is of value in their societies.
Neither content with picking up the bag nor with carrying it, Pacific women are
making their own bags, and we are all richer for their work and the diversity of
their experiences.
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Bilong Ol Meri (For All Women): The New
Guinea Bilum
The bilum (there are, no doubt, seven hundred different words for it in the
languages of the country) is part of the persona of New Guinean women.1 She
makes it herself, knotting the mesh with skilful fingers. The handles are long
enough to fit across the top of her forehead. When empty, the bilum covers the
shoulders like a half-cape; full, the mesh stretched to the limit with firewood or
sweet potatoes, it can carry thirty or more kilograms. It is a treasured personal
item — an infant’s cradle, a shopping basket, and a delivery van propelled by
womanpower, head bent, shoulders bowed under its weight.
For many New Guinea women, weaving is almost a daily activity; in rural
and remote areas this may be from the necessity to provide all kinds of net bags
and other items made by looping or netting string for personal use, gifts, everyday
clothing and ceremonial wear. But many women, in both rural and urban areas,
make traditional and innovative bilum for sale as they have realised that designing
Bilum sellers at Mt. Hagen airport, Western Highlands Province, 1999. The PNG flag
design is popular with tourists and locals alike. The buyer on the right is a Kanak woman
from New Caledonia. (Photograph: Susan Cochrane)
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and making bilum is a means of asserting their economic independence and
initiating new forms of cultural exchange.
The recent proliferation of new designs for bilum in the Highlands region of
Papua New Guinea provides an example of a new context for women’s creativity.
In her study of bilum, Maureen Mackenzie observes that:
Rather than yielding to imported functional equivalents, the range of the traditional
artefact is expanding, it is acquiring a new value as a medium of innovation and
personal expression … it is emerging as a non-traditional symbol of post-Independence
Papua New Guinea. (20)
The bilum is an article that has generally been overlooked in publications and
other representations of New Guinean art. MacKenzie’s comment that the bilum
is the most hard-worked accessory of everyday life hints at one possible reason
for its neglect. It has generally been considered a utilitarian article and a women’s
craft of little cultural significance (21). Recent research however has demonstrated
that the bilum is not only used for carrying burdens and is a necessary personal
artefact for every man, woman and child, but that many types exist which are
variously used as practical garments or carry-alls, for adornment as part of dance
costume, and in some instances, for ritual purposes.
MacKenzie’s research reveals how the bilum features in the myths of many
regions of New Guinea. Humans are not the only ones to carry bilum; myths
from many regions tell of spirit women who possess net bags and in the East
Sepik province some ancestor figures store potent substances associated with the
fertility of crops in their net bags. Net bags are used in men’s rituals and in some
societies are still believed effective in providing protection in the supernatural
realm (10–11).
As the bilum is an important part of dress, like any fashion accessory there is
a choice of several styles in natural fibres and colours and nupela (new designs)
woven with bright acrylic thread. Women also make the bags for family members,
and often exchange them among themselves as informal gifts.2 Whether bilum
are used in formal exchange or informal gifting, great care is taken in the choice
of fibres and the colour scheme, as for example when weaving a large, circular
‘wedding bilum’ as a gift for a sister or close female relative. This will be an
important part of the bride’s costume and later will be used to carry the firstborn
child. Such bilum are treasured personal possessions.
The looping technique used to make bilum is common to items for everyday
use and ceremonial attire. Each bilum is completed from a single string. The
maker adds to the string by spinning selected fibres against her thigh and then
uses the new length to loop the desired effect into the netbag. Asa Hisau explains
that her personal Madang-style bilum was made by her aunt, who has since
passed away. Hisau says such bilum are especially treasured because they are
thought to contain some part of the deceased person — as the fibre is rolled
along the thigh particles of skin and hair become entwined in the string, becoming
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A baby in a bilum, whether being carried on a woman’s back or swinging comfortably from
the rafters, is still a familiar sight in PNG today. This photograph is from the Cochrane PNG
Collection, UoW Archives, RefD160.
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Bilum woven in crochet silk made by Sister Anieto of the Papuan Little Sisters of the Poor
as a gift for my mother, circa 1960. (Photograph: Susan Cochrane)
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an essential part of the bilum. For the person to whom it is given, it will always
be a precious reminder of the loved one long after their death.3
The design and making of bilum by women of the Highlands and other
provinces of Papua New Guinea continues to be a fertile source of innovation.
Text messages on bilum are increasingly popular, ranging from patriotic slogans
to quotes from the Bible, or stating an individual’s identity and locality, or bearing
greetings such as Hapi Krismas. Little trinkets sewn inside add another personal
touch. Many bilum makers now prefer vibrant colours and are dextrous with
weaving new motifs into their work. The crescent shape of Western Highlands
bilum, in coarser fibre loosely woven, is used to transport heavy loads of garden
produce and firewood. Most often the fibre for this kind of carrying-bilum is
‘bush string’, but unravelled hessian or plastic-coated fibre from rice or coffee
sacks has been found to serve just as well.
In the Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea, many items change hands at
markets in towns where villagers sell their surplus foodstuffs, baskets, bilum,
items of adornment and small quantities of prepared or raw materials. As
elsewhere in the country women of the Eastern Highlands provinces sell their
bilum at marketplaces in the provincial capital of Goroka to raise the cash needed
to pay for school fees, medicine, clothing and transport. Bilum-makers have
invented a plethora of new styles and colour combinations in recent years, so
visiting the market is essential to keep an eye on the competition and to find the
vendors of coloured wool and cotton threads, tufts of kapul (fur of cuscus, a type
of opossum), and prepared natural fibres.
Many of the bilum on offer are made from local plant fibres coloured with
natural dyes. Although synthetic coloured yarns are readily available and often
preferred for new designs, bilum made from bush string have not been supplanted,
as the strength and resilience of natural twine is appreciated. The fur of kapul is
also widely used in the Highlands, either to make a complete net bag or, more
frequently, woven in tandem with other yarns to enhance the texture and effect
of the finished article.
Visit any market place in PNG, and it is evident that local buyers as well as
tourists appreciate attractive bilum. At Goroka in the Eastern Highlands, women
gather early at the town market place or lay out their wares on pavements. Among
the vendors of garden produce, betel-nut and single cigarettes, are clusters of
women surrounded by a patchwork of brightly-coloured bilum. There is an air of
convivial competitiveness among the sellers. The potential buyer hesitates in
front of one array and the seller points to each bilum with a long stick, citing
prices and answering questions, others willingly volunteer Tok Pisin, English or
vernacular translations to ensure that a fair and informed transaction takes place.
Although each maker has her own speciality, some designs and motifs become
fashionable; some are self-evident, for example, ‘Cross’ is favoured as a Christian
symbol, and ‘One Ace’ by card players. ‘Butterfly’ is generic, but the source of
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Artist Francis Poka at the Goroka market sporting an innovative bilum decorated with cock
feathers. His speciality is carved and painted groups of figures like soccer teams, patrol
officers and policemen, as well as Christ and the saints. (Photograph: Susan Cochrane)
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‘Yonki Pawa’ is not evident until told it is derived from the shape of pylons at
Yonki power station.
The bird of paradise motif and strong colours of the Papua New Guinea flag
are also popular in design. Throughout Melanesia, the claiming of a territory or
the proclamation of a Protectorate was accompanied by a flag-raising ceremony,
which heralded the colonial regime. The raising of the flag of the new nation at
the celebration of Papua New Guinea’s Independence on 16th September 1975,
represented the changing of an era. From being the ultimate symbol of colonial
authority, flags have become integrated into contemporary Melanesian culture
as a symbol of indigenous sovereignty. In West Papua the Morning Star flag, the
once forbidden symbol of Papuan separatists, when woven into a personal netbag
bears the sentiments of its owner.
O’Hanlon notes that women in the Western Highlands are characterised by
the ways they wear their bilum and the types of bilum they choose:
The way in which a bag is worn denoted female attractiveness; eligible girls are said
to wear their netbags gop ol: knotted so the handles are long and the bag extends
well down the back…. Linguistic and cultural distinctions are made with regard to
how netbags are worn, whether suspended from the forehead or worn over the shoulder,
the first indicating someone brought up to work hard, the latter indicating ‘someone
with fancy ways … always throwing a netbag over her shoulder and going off to the
market’. (41)
A bilum is often incorporated into the splendour of a full set of ceremonial attire,
or bilas. As Michael Mel explains, there are many occasions for which bilas are
Bilum in ‘butterfly’ pattern woven by Wabila Anguli. (Photograph: Susan Cochrane)
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Text woven into bilum is quite common, but it is rare to see figures incorporated into the weaving such
as this Kapul (Cuscus fur) bilum with the yellow personnage. Designed and made by Igope Jakupa,
1997. (Photograph: Susan Cochrane)
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necessary for families and clan groups at the time of a death and mourning,
birth, initiation and marriage; on secular occasions, to welcome dignitaries, to
mark important days for schools or churches and to participate in festivals. Men
and women have their own distinctive sets of bilas, which might include face
and body painting, magnificent headdresses, masks and elaborate wigs and an
enormous variety of armbands, necklaces, pendants, ear-lobe and nose ornaments
as well as the appropriate type of bilum (126–56).
Igope Jakupa, sister of the renowned contemporary artist Jakupa Ako, designed
a dance cloak in one of Goroka’s fashionable bilum patterns, ‘Diamond’, for
Jakupa to wear as part of an elaborate costume. MacKenzie notes that these
flamboyant multi-coloured cloaks worn by men of Gahuku in the Eastern
Highlands were created by women as spectacular attire to enhance the presence
of the wearer in a group performance (10).
There are not many tourists in the Highlands, as inter-clan fighting, hold-
ups on the road and unreliable airline schedules do not make it a favourite
destination. In these circumstances, the tourist market has not been the primary
impetus for the escalation of experimentation with new colours and designs; yet
in recent years designs and colours have proliferated. As bilum artist and
entrepreneur Maggie Wilson explains, it is always exciting to try a new pattern
and competitiveness among women is keen. In the extensive gardens surrounding
her Haus Poroman Lodge out of Mt Hagen, Wilson, together with other women
of her clan, has cultivated all the plants that provide fibres for weaving and
natural dyes. She encourages local weavers to make every kind of traditional
and experimental bilum, sells their work and participates in workshops and
exhibitions.4 Several talented bilum weavers have even experimented with making
western-style clothing — skirts, dresses and jackets — using the knotting
technique. Wilson showed me her own experiments with skirts (illustrated in cochrane
1997 102) and I heard that someone had taken bilum dresses to show in Paris.
Agatha Waramin, originally from Wewak in East Sepik Province, has lived
in Papua New Guinea’s capital, Port Moresby, for many years and since her
children have grown up she has devoted more time to her artistic career,
developing an extensive repertoire of bilum designs and styles. Her large
‘exhibition pieces’ explore the nature and essence of the art of weaving. Waramin
has learnt how to weave styles of bilum from all over the country in order to
demonstrate to workshop participants and audiences how to identify them, what
the roles of various bilum are, and the weaving techniques involved in the different
types.5 She has held workshops in many venues in Australia and participates in
virtually all Papua New Guinea delegations to Pacific Festival of Arts.
In 1994, Agatha participated in the Contemporary Art of the South Pacific
exhibition, sponsored by the University of New South Wales, and gave workshops
at the St George campus. On this visit to Sydney she went on a trip to the Blue
Mountains with a friend and was vividly impressed by the Three Sisters rock
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Agatha Warramin with the bilum display at the Festival of Pacific Arts, Noumea, 2000.
(Photograph: Susan Cochrane)
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formation. Later in the year Agatha embarked on her first major pictorial work
using bilum stitch — a representation of the Three Sisters (Cochrane 1997 100).
It is only recently that bilum have begun to be considered as ‘collector’s
items’ or ‘artwork’ and exhibited in cosmopolitan art galleries in Australia and
elsewhere.6 In 1999 the Aketaufa Sori Mama Grup (a group of widows from the
Goroka community) was commissioned to make a continuous bilum weaving
Bilong Ol Meri (for all women), to be part of an installation by Michael Mel at
the third Asia Pacific Triennial at the Queensland Art Gallery. In this context,
Bilong Ol Meri, was indicative of the respect and appreciation for the art of
weaving in Pacific islands cultures. Its presence in the Triennial of contemporary
art signalled the abandonment of the prejudiced concepts that indigenous women’s
art and creativity is inferior, utilitarian and insignificant in the hierarchy imposed
by Western interpretations of it. The continuous bilum, Bilong Ol Meri, was a
fine example of the innovations that are occurring in bilum-making; it was
discussed, negotiated and completed as a collaborative enterprise by the Aketaufa
Sori Mama Grup (Semos 108).
The remarkable developments that have taken place over the past twenty
years attest to women’s creativity in taking a conventional style in new directions.
The incorporation of new materials (coloured cotton and synthetic yarns, plastic,
tinsel), the continual invention of motifs in weaving and styles for wearing,
keenness to participate in new avenues such as workshops and exhibitions outside
their own locality, all indicate the eager spirit with which New Guinea women
take advantage of opportunities and rise to challenges.
NOTES
1 Bilum are made throughout New Guinea, including in West Papua, the Indonesian province.
Bilum is the name for netbag in Papua New Guinea Tok Pisin, the widely spoken vernacular
language, but there are names for each type of bilum in all of the New Guinea languages.
2 A range of bilum styles is illustrated in S. Cochrane, Contemporary Art in Papua New
Guinea, 1997 and Beretara: Contemporary Pacific Art, 2001.
3 Asa Hisau 1988, personal communication Madang.
4 Personal communication Mt Hagen, 1996. Maggie Wilson went to New Caledonia in
1998 to hold bilum-making workshops with Kanak women (organised by the author). A
similar type of weaving had been used by Kanak women in the past but the technique had
been lost. Conducting the workshops, she found that the skills could be revived and also
that the same or similar plants as those used in PNG grew in New Caledonia, which
Kanak women could use for weaving.
5 Pers. com. Agatha Waramin, 2000.
6 Hogarth Gallery, Sydney, 2001 and James Harvey Gallery, Sydney, 2002.
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Award-Winning Account of a Pioneering
Papua New Guinean Woman’s Life on the
Frontiers of Change: MamaKuma by
Deborah Carlyon1
Publications about aspects of life or the natural environment in Papua New Guinea
have won important prizes overseas, generally for the anthropological studies or
scientific or other discoveries they report, not their literary qualities. Recent,
outstanding recipients of significant, international prizes include the joint winner
of the 1976 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, D. Carleton Gajdusek (for
research on kuru), and the winner of the 1998 Pulitzer Prize for Non-Fiction,
Jared Diamond, author of Guns, Germs and Steel: A Short History of Everybody
for the Last 13,000 Years (1997). Other reports of work in or closely relevant to
Papua New Guinea have been recognised in the awards made to fourteen or
more of the eighty-plus winners of the Royal Anthropological Institute’s (2006)
Rivers Memorial Medal, which was originally given specifically for
‘anthropological work in the field’ (a method of study which owes much to
pioneering research in Papua New Guinea), and five gold medallists of the Royal
Geographical Society (2006). The latter include the first Administrator of the
British New Guinea colony, Sir William MacGregor, for ‘exploring, mapping
and giving information on the natives’; C.H. Karius for the first expedition to
cross from the Fly to the Sepik Rivers in 1926–28 (recounted by his companion,
Ivan Champion, in Champion [1932]); and Captain Jacques-Yves Cousteau
inventor of the aqualung, underwater photographer, conservationist, and prolific
author (‘Jacques-Yves Cousteau’, 2006), for ‘underwater exploration’. Among
women who have written about Papua New Guinea, Margaret Mead, winner of
the United Nations Educational and Scientific Organisation’s Kalinga Prize
(among others), stands out as ‘arguably the most renowned anthropologist of all
time’ (‘Margaret Mead. 1901–1979’, 2006) — author of forty-four books and
more than 1,000 articles, including at least seven books which deal substantially
with Papua New Guinean topics (‘Margaret Mead (1901–1978)’, 2006).
Prominent literary figures as well as best-selling authors have visited Papua
New Guinea too, including some who have written about their experiences. The
ranks of such writers include the erudite and allusive Australian poet and essayist,
J.P. McAuley, who served with the Australian New Guinea Administrative Unit
(ANGAU) in World War II and then helped train post-war patrol officers in
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Australia before they left for the field; (Ralph) Hammond Innes the British author
of multiple best-sellers, including a novel about Bougainville, Solomons Seal,
(1980); and two American-born writers of fiction and travel-books, James A.
Michener, whose Return to Paradise (1951) remained at the top of American
best-seller lists for forty-four weeks (Zwarich 2006), and Paul Theroux, whose
recent titles include The Happy Isles of Oceania: Paddling the Pacific (1992).
Since the days of Louis Tregance (1888), but generally not following his pretence,
a number of well-known authors, like Robert Graves, former Professor of Poetry
at Oxford and author of the historical novel, The Islands of Wisdom (1949), have
written about the region without actually seeing it for themselves. In 1999, an
academic historian, Bill Gammage, who had previously taught at the University
of Papua New Guinea, won the inaugural Queensland Premier’s History Book
Award (Queensland Government 2006) for his carefully researched recounting
of the pioneering Hagen-Sepik patrol of 1938–39 (Gammage 1998).
However, Deborah Carlyon is the first author of Papua New Guinean descent
to have won a significant literary competition abroad, the 2001 Queensland
Premier’s Literary Award for Best Emerging Queensland Writer. Her success is
especially noteworthy for the way in which the Award recognised the quality of
both her writing and her research, as well as the literary potential, at least as
much as the already substantial achievement displayed in the manuscript, which
was subsequently published as a book. Her book, MamaKuma, not only tells a
remarkable tale, it does so with eloquence, insight and skill. In doing so, her
grandmother’s biography draws on the author’s experience as a child growing
up in Papua New Guinea after her own mother, Ba, Mama Kuma’s only child,
returned there with her husband and started a family; Deborah Carlyon’s own
ongoing contacts with her grandmother, her extended family and other relatives,
including subsequent visits back to their village; as well as scarce, relevant written sources.
Biography has been described by one of its most famous practitioners as ‘the
most delicate and humane of all of the branches of the art of writing’. Originally
made in the Preface to the well-known collection of biographies, Eminent
Victorians by Lytton Strachey (1), the claim can be regarded as extreme and, in
certain respects, self-promoting. The same biographer’s next remark that ‘it is
perhaps as difficult to write a good life as to lead one’ goes even further than
good judgment would commonly allow. But, judging from its apparent rarity, a
biography that not only recites the facts of a life but explains its context, patterns
and purposes is difficult to research, let alone write.
MamaKuma: One Woman, Two Cultures is a very impressive biography indeed,
the more so for being the author’s first book. Its centrepiece is the life-story of a
truly remarkable, adventurous, lively and self-possessed woman, Kuma Kelage,
who became known to her family and others as the ‘Mama Kuma’ of the book’s
title. But the book is, in fact, more than the life of its main character. It is also
the author’s account of her discovery of her grandparents’ history, meeting, and
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marriage; the ways in which their previously unconnected worlds interacted for
a time; and their permanent separation when her grandfather died without seeing
their recently-born child, Ba. In telling the story of Mama Kuma’s subsequent
life, the narrative goes on to include the process of mutual self-discovery through
which the author, Ba’s eldest offspring, has come to understand her Papua New
Guinean family roots.
The opening words of the Prologue set the scene for the challenge the writer
has set for herself: to portray events in her grandmother’s life in the same way as
they were understood at the time in the community where Mama Kuma was
born and belonged (at Gunkwa in the Sinasina area of Chimbu in the Papua
New Guinea Highlands). Defining herself in terms of her relationship with that
community, Deborah Carlyon, states clearly ‘My relatives have never spoken as
if they were found or discovered. In their minds they have always existed;
therefore, it was they who made the discovery of white men’ (1). Observing that
the white-skinned beings who came to the Highlands had, obviously, chosen to
leave their own homes, the people of Gunkwa initially concluded the visitors
must have been motivated to wander by discontent. As the strangers came
unaccompanied by any females, they were seen not to be born of women either
— and, not being human, to be probably ghosts of the villagers’ own ancestors.
Mama Kuma was, clearly, a very unusual person. Take, for example, the
initiative she took as a young girl when she ‘reached towards the magic of
inexplicable connection’ (27) and went up to the first white man to visit her
village, an ANGAU officer on patrol, in order to return a raincoat he had thrown
at her, and then took his hand. Think next of the courage it took to accompany
the same man, with her cousin, Garia, back to his camp, and eventually to go
with him on patrol to distant and unknown Kundiawa and Mount Hagen; and,
ultimately, when she had matured physically, to marry the same man, still known
to the community in the familiar colonial fashion as ‘Masta’ John Warrick. These
early initiatives were followed by many more bold and purposeful displays of
attitude and action during a life which spanned history, distance and, ultimately,
a very wide range of experience.
The journey which is her life-story took Kuma Kelage from a ‘pre-contact’
childhood — through bringing up her only child, Ba, in a wider society marked
by the attitudes and opportunities characteristic of late-colonialism, including
several false starts at Ba’s schooling, and eventual sponsorship by a generous
American missionary family — to political independence, and beyond. Kuma
Kelage died in Australia shortly before Christmas, 1992. The small group of
family and friends who grieved for her in Australia is contrasted with the hundreds
who gathered to grieve for her in Goroka, ‘calling her spirit back across the
valley’ — and the echo of her name which came back (164).
Kuma Kelage’s physical journeys beyond her first exploratory trip close to
Kundiawa took her to other Highlands centres, initially on foot, and then by
aeroplane to Lae and, later, Australia and, on one occasion, Fiji. In what might
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be regarded as symbolic counterpoint to the distance and speed she had travelled
along so many other roads, her period of residence in Goroka furthered her
reputation as a very determined pioneer, not only because she became one of the
first older Papua New Guinean women to drive a car, but because of the obstinacy
with which she insisted on driving at all times in first gear!
The turning-point in Kuma Kelage’s transition to ‘Mama Kuma’ was her
eventual marriage to John Warrick. As he was called up for active service in
Aitape soon after they became man and wife, their daughter was born in his
absence, and the father would die without ever returning to the Highlands, seeing
their child, or leaving much in the way of notes. He, therefore, remains only a
shadowy figure but, seen through the eyes of her relatives, there can be absolutely
no doubt about the strength of his commitment to his wife, and — very unusually
for the period — his spontaneous and generous acceptance of the associated
responsibilities to kin and community that marriage in Papua New Guinea
customarily entails (including the payment of ‘bride-price’).
When news of John Warrick’s death first reached Gunkwa, the community
approached an Australian official to seek confirmation. He responded by
producing and reading out a letter in which the deceased asked the Government
to ensure his child would receive a good education. Initially regarded as sacred
because the villagers could not read it and because of the way the communication
appeared to transcend time, John Warrick’s farsighted request and the provision
he made for his wife and unseen daughter are correctly described in the book as,
in effect, planting the ‘seeds of a new beginning’ (82 ).
Kuma Kelage’s eventual response to the loss of her husband was to ask an
old woman to prepare a ‘bush medicine’ that would make her infertile for the
rest of her life. Although she married again — on three separate occasions —
she did as the old woman advised and focused her life on her only child, Ba
(Kuman for ‘moon’). With the aid of an American missionary family concerned
for the child’s future, Ba was given the opportunity to further her education in
Australia and the United States, before marrying, returning to live in Goroka for
fifteen more years, and having four children of her own, including Deborah
Carlyon, her first-born.
The most discordant note in the story retold in the book comes as a shock
right at the end, long after John Warrick’s death. It occurs when Deborah Carlyon
records how she finally saw a ‘record of casualties form’ provided by the Australian
Department of Veterans Affairs, which explains her father’s death in the baldest,
most insensitive, indeed offensive and crudely racist, terms. The form, apparently,
suggests that John Warrick was responsible for his own death, having suicided
with the aid of a gun after learning of the birth of his daughter, Deborah Carlyon’s
mother, Ba. The actual words quoted refer to the deceased husband and father’s
‘long service in New Guinea in primitive circumstances with few Australians
and lacking association with fellow Australians’, and state this ‘would definitely
lead toward an abnormal mental outlook’. The form goes on to say that John
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Warrick’s ‘long association with natives must have brought on a feeling of
frustration in his effort to carry on his duties. The deceased’s health (both physical
and mental) was, apparently, in such a state that it seems most likely that the act
of killing was not done with criminal intent …’. Despite the pain such a callously
unfeeling and prejudiced report must have caused, the biographer granddaughter
of the deceased politely describes the document as ‘lodged within a colonist
perspective’ (167–68).
Fortunately, for the sake of decency and good sense, the next entry in the file
is a statutory declaration from an Australian friend who had also lived and worked
in the Highlands, and understood what Kuma meant to her husband and his care
and concern for her. In the immediate aftermath of John Warrick’s death, other
Australians displayed feeling and practical concern for the widow and daughter
by providing them with housing in town, and making it possible for Ba to receive
a Western-style education (a process which was initially interrupted by Kuma’s
unwillingness to be separated from her daughter for any considerable length of time).
In the epigraph at the start of the book, the author eloquently describes her
mother’s environment as having ‘nourished a stability neither stale nor stagnant’
(xv). At a number of points in the narrative, the author depicts certain aspects of
Highlands society so eloquently, concisely and aptly that her descriptions are
likely to be widely quoted in future. Her account of the way in which a child can
be ‘held by many hands, suckled by many breasts, and loved by many mothers’
(xv) is an example. So is her pithy summary of the skills needed for hunting as
‘agility, invisibility, and silence’ (107). Elsewhere, she characterises the complex
interactions of marriage exchange with the remark that ‘survival and contribution
were the essence of existence, and pigs made these possible’ (113). Twice, the
author describes pre-colonial Papua New Guinea as the time ‘before white men
arrived with good intentions and loaded guns’ (9, 83). She recounts the activities
which occurred when Kuma’s ‘desire and hunger for the new’ (36) combined
with ‘the momentum of colonialism’ (42) to create misunderstandings about
European and Chinese customs, as well as the uncertainties and interactions
when Papua New Guineans from Highlands and coastal areas met, creating new
opportunities for interaction, including demonstrations of kindness (the two came
together on the occasion when Kuma, faced with the betel-nut-stained teeth of a coastal
person, was prompted to try cleaning her own teeth with a torn twig and soap [91]).
While other changes occurred, Kuma Kelage remained firmly committed to
her community’s traditional values, beliefs and practices throughout her life,
even preferring to see a traditional doctor on the eve of her death. Her
granddaughter (and biographer) overcame some initial embarrassment and felt
‘a quiet, secretive pride’ (148) when she pleased the old lady and their kin by
allowing herself to be dressed and celebrated in the traditional way when she, in
turn, as a twelve-year-old, became capable of bearing a child. The pride that she sensed
Kuma shared meant that Deborah Carlyon felt that she, in turn, ‘shone’ (149).
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In the Preface to a personal memoir recalling two years of living and
conducting fieldwork among the Gahuku people of the area around Goroka,
Eastern Highlands, Dr Kenneth E. Read (who had been one of John Warrick’s
contemporaries in ANGAU), asked why it is that ‘so much anthropological writing
[is] so antiseptic, so devoid of anything that brings a people to life?’ (Read ix)
The people whom anthropologists observe, analyse and describe often appear, in
his words, to be
pinned like butterflies in a glass case, with the difference, however, that we often
cannot tell what colour these specimens are; and we are never shown them in flight,
never see them soar or die except in generalities. The reason for this lies in the aims
of anthropology, whose concern with the particular is incidental to an understanding
of the general. (Read ix)
This is why Read, having written scholarly articles of a conventional academic
kind about Gahuku and other Papua New Guinean societies, chose to produce a
volume of much more personalised portraits, including a close-grained account
of the life of the young Gahuku girl, Tarova, and his interactions with her. His
portrait of Tarova breathes life into more standard academic accounts of the
inferior status of women in most Highlands societies (indeed, in Melanesia
generally). It also provides valuable insights into the roles that women nonetheless
Bigpela bilong yumi - em I clostu indai. Dying; Kuma Kelage leaves a legacy behind her,
p. 152. Drawn by Heidi Middleton the day before Kuma died at the Royal Brisbane Hospital.
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play, and the influence they may still exercise.2 Deborah Carlyon’s book achieves
a similar result, but on a much bigger scale. Thus Mama Kuma is shown in the
round, and over time, as actor, not simply reacting to social pressures or initiatives
taken by men. Consistent with Lytton Strachey’s belief that ‘Human beings are
too important to be treated as mere symptoms of the past. … [t]hey have a value
which is independent of any temporal processes’ (Strachey 1), Mama Kuma’s
granddaughter and biographer sees and paints a picture of a living, breathing
person with a personality and a determination to shape her own life. The
widespread phenomenon whereby Papua New Guinean communities initially
thought of white- and other-skinned interlopers as ghosts of their ancestors is
given context, depth and stylish expression, not least because of Deborah
Carlyon’s eloquent prose.3
Thus it is that, in telling the particular, at times moving, story of her
grandmother, their kin and their community, with clarity, insight and style —
and trying to do so from what might be described as the inside looking out —
Deborah Carlyon’s recounting of her grandmother’s life helps to correct or, at
least, balance more conventional accounts of life on the frontiers of change in
Papua New Guinea (and similar situations elsewhere). In acknowledging the
active parts that village people, women and children have played, and continue
to play in initiating and shaping change, the book highlights the pioneering
roles that Mama Kuma and people like her have played.
Certain aspects of MamaKuma’s descriptions of traditional Highlands society
may strike some observers as idealised (examples include the description of Mama
Kuma’s powerful father, Kelage, as a ‘revered chief’ [9], and the statement that
‘[i]n the village, human warmth, affection and responsibility permeated every
task: company, conversation, humour and unity of purpose wove together love,
play and meaning — from gardening at sunrise to storytelling at sunset’ [16]).
Anthropologists are likely to question repeated use of the terms ‘chieftain’ and
‘chief’ for traditional Chimbu leaders, the more so because of the influence
anthropological studies of Chimbu society have in formulating the concept of
the ‘big man’ as the prototype of leaders in the Highlands and elsewhere in
Melanesia (Brown; there are, of course, chiefs — men who hold, often inherited,
positions of authority — in some areas, and leadership even in Chimbu quite
frequently passes from father to son).
However, viewed as a whole, MamaKuma is not only a very well-written
account of a truly remarkable and impressive woman. It is also an insightful tale
of mutual discovery and self-discovery across space, cultures and time — a story
told with affection and respect. The book both expresses and conveys the personal
quality which K.E. Read thought to be missing from standard anthropological
reports and other academic works on Papua New Guinea, while being scholarly
in the general sense of paying close attention to sources. The black-and-white
drawings at the start of each chapter mean that, viewed as a whole, it is, in many
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respects, a work of art in itself, not just for the words and conventional
photographs of places and people it contains. The artistic integrity of the book is
further emphasised and enhanced by the poetic epigraphs which appear at the
beginning of a number of chapters. MamaKuma is, in many respects, a work of
art in much the same way as the life that the redoubtable Mama Kuma tried —
and, in many respects, managed — to make for herself.
NOTES
1 This article is a revised version of a review of MamaKuma published in Savannah Flames:
Papua New Guinean Literature, Language and Culture, Volume 5, 2004, pp. 131–37. A
shortened version appeared previously in the weekly newspaper, The Independent, No.
398, 16th January 2003, p. 18.
2 See Marilyn Strathern  on women in Mount Hagen society, p. 284.
3 See Edward Schieffelin et al among other sources, for further accounts, and James
Macauley for an evocatively titled essay, ‘We Are Men — What Are You?’ for reflections
on the theme.
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STEVEN EDMUND WINDUO
Papua New Guinean Writers Finding Paths
Through Limitation
The first writing that began in China was carved out of turtle shell, according to
the Chinese Ambassador to Papua New Guinea Zhengjun Li, with whom I
conversed during the relaunch of the 2005 National Literature Competition in
Port Moresby last year. Long before knowing Ambassador Zhengjun Li I was
aware, like many of my fellow Papua New Guinean writers, about the power of
writing as a liberational tool as expressed in Chairman Mao’s famous line: ‘the
power of words is mightier than the sword’.1
As a second generation Papua New Guinean writer I have the responsibility
to encourage other Papua New Guineans see the importance of writing in our
land. The National Literature Competition is one of the paths in which writers
in Papua New Guinea found their place in the literary history of the country. I
am one of those writers who walked that path many times in the past. By the
time I began teaching literature at the University of Papua New Guinea I had
already established myself as a writer. Exposure to the literature of Papua New
Guinea and the world, positive encouragement, and publishing opportunities
served as the springboard to my life as a writer.2 This experience is what I share
with my students and other Papua New Guineans who are writing. Encouraging
Papua New Guineans to write, providing guidance, and offering a venue for
publishing their works is a challenge I take seriously.
In the last eight years I have developed a course in writing, editing, and
publishing to do just that. Through the course I shared my experience, guided
students to write, edit, and publish their own stories. The course helped me to
uncover the creative impulses and writing skills of many students. Some of the
students in this course are fortunate to have their short stories and poems appear
in this issue of Kunapipi.3 Others have their works published in Meanjin and the
Savannah Flames: A Papua New Guinea Journal of Literature, Language, and
Culture and a number of them have won prizes in the 2005 National Literature
Competition of Papua New Guinea.
I also used the same model to encourage writers in a rural village to write
their own stories for publication in a book. Zia Writers of Waria: Raitim Stori
Bilong Laip (2004) is a first of its kind, written by villagers and published from
a writer’s workshop. The lesson from this experience is that the Zia villagers
have shown the way for the rest of Papua New Guineans to start writing about
their experiences, cultures, and life, which can be published as a book. Writing
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is a modern tool that villagers can utilize in this global community. I share my
experiences as a writer through public readings in schools, teaching students at
the university, or running writers’ workshops.
Aware of the difficulties many Papua New Guineans have in getting their
writings published I have been working hard at finding ways to help them get
their works published. I started the Campus Writers’ Group in 1992, which was
made up of students studying at the University of Papua New Guinea. The group
decided to publish its own journal, but it had no money. However, their writings
were collected and published in 1993 in the first volume of the Savannah Flames,
which replaced the Ondobondo literary magazine. The Language and Literature
Department saw the next volume published under the editorship of Russell Soaba.
The third issue was published in 2001. Melanesian and Pacific Studies (MAPS)
of University of Papua New Guinea now publishes the journal. The latest volume
features writing by women writers of Papua New Guinea.
In the literary history of Papua New Guinea different literary journals appeared
under the editorship of various people with a wide range of experiences and
visions: Kovave — Ulli Beier; New Guinea Writing — Roger Boschman (1960 –
1971); and later Papua New Guinean Writing (1972 – 1977) — Don Maynard,
Jack Lahui, Soaba, Sally Anne Pipi; Gigibori — Georgina Beier; Bikmaus —
Andrew Strathern, John Kolia, Jack Lahui; Ondobondo — Prithvindra
Chakravarti, Patricia Hardy, Bernard Minol, Regis Stella; The PNG Writer —
Kevin Darcy, Loong Wong, Elizabeth Cox; Sope — Jack Lahui, Mazos — Greg
Murphy; and Savannah Flames — Steven Winduo and Russell Soaba. The editors
influenced the production and continuity of the journals, but generally journals
associated with the University of Papua New Guinea have a life span of two to
three years before they cease publication. Journals published in Papua New Guinea
that began with Kovave and New Guinea Writing up to the present journals,
Savannah Flames: A Papua New Guinean Journal of Literature, Language and
Culture and Mazoz, and international journals such as Mana, Manoa: A Journal
of new Pacific Writing, Wasafiri, Pacific Studies, New Literatures Review, The
Contemporary Pacific, Ariel, MANA, Meanjin, Kunapipi and New Literary
History, have played a significant part in the development and continuity of
Papua New Guinean literary culture. Literary journals have served as the
publication venue for most Papua New Guinean writers, providing space for
writers to have their works published, reviewed, critically evaluated, and
commented on. Indeed, most writers had their first pieces published in literary
journals before they progressed to longer prose and single titles.
Institutional support provides incentives for new writers to have their books
published. Most writers in Papua New Guinea are associated with institutional
publishing programs — a trend that began with Ullie Beier and continues today.
Ullie Beier’s experience with publishing the Papua Pocket Poet series is a
wonderful example. The Papua Pocket Poets series produced cheap pocket size
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booklets of individual writers and co-authored books, and a poster series featuring
poetry by Papua New Guinean writers. Students bought each others booklets and
‘discussed them and eventually they were stimulated not just to collect oral
literature, but to write their own poetry’ (Beier 44).4 The project lasted only four
years, but allowed the emergence of a number of Papua New Guinean poets such
as Leo Hannet, Kumalau Tawali, Apisai Enos, Bede Dus Mapun, Peter Kama
Kerpi, and John Kasaipwalova. Though these writers no longer write, their poetry
is still being read in literature courses at the University of Papua New Guinea.
Creative spirit and the political energy, however short lived, accomplished much
that is now a milestone. The Papua New Guinean writers contributed significantly
to the development of a literary culture, the political destiny of their nation, and
to the overall creative, innovative, and productive spirit of Papua New Guineans.
The writers wrote what they wanted without fear, sanction, political persecution,
and punishment. Anti-colonial literature was produced alongside culturally
sensitive literature.5
Apart from editing the Savannah Flames and Wanpisin I have begun a
publishing program within the Melanesian and Pacific Studies (MAPS) centre
of the University of Papua New Guinea. This program encourages Papua New
Guinea scholars and writers to publish their works. Three new books: Melissa
Agilo’s Falling Foliage, Regis Stella & Lynda Maeaniani’s Melanesian Passages,
and Zia Writers of Waria were published under this program last year. The
Savannah Flames: A Papua New Guinean Journal of Literature, Language, and
Culture and Wanpisin: The Journal of the School of Humanities and Social
Sciences are also published under the same program. These publications are
now distributed throughout Papua New Guinea in the education system and public
library system. The Melanesian and Pacific Studies (MAPS) centre has attracted
many young Papua New Guinean writers to submit their books for publishing,
which I hope will continue to be the main venue for new writers to have their
works published in the years to come.
A wave of new Papua New Guinea writers will have their works published
through the support of the National Literature Board. A total number of three
hundred and seventy-four entries were received in all fourteen categories of the
National Literature Competition. Significant to this competition is that six novels
were submitted by new Papua New Guinean writers. This is an indication that more
people are writing and hopefully we will see more books published in the near future.
The four stories by Papua New Guinean writers that appear in this issue were
selected from the many students who enrolled in my course over the years. Each
woman writes from a woman’s perspective about women’s lives. In all the stories
there is a sense of passion and respect for the main characters who are either
vulnerable, cursed, or made subject to traditions that should have changed by
now. The strength of these stories lies in the writers’ ability to capture the bravery,
strength, vitality, and power of a woman. Each story began from a paragraph of
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imaginative writing that was developed over the period of the course. As I write
this I am reminded of Drusilla Modjeska’s observation of writing in Papua New
Guinea: ‘Yet people are writing; there’s imaginative energy and there’s intellectual
commitment to the task of finding paths through limitations’ (50). The imaginative
energy is there; all it needs is the right support, direction, and incentives.
NOTES
1 Mao’s words are derived from Richelieu, II.ii, by Edward Bulwer-Lytton, ‘Beneath the
rule of men entirely great,/The pen is mightier than the sword’.
2 See Steven Winduo, ‘Transition and Transformation’.
3 I acknowledge the support given by Anne Collette, Editor of Kunapipi in selecting these
author’s works for this issue of the journal.
4 See Ulli Beier’s chapters on ‘The Papua Pocket Poets’ and ‘Finding Their Own Voices’
in Decolonising the Mind: The Impact of the University on Culture and Identity in Papua
New Guinea, 1971–1974.
5 Regis Stella, ‘Reluctant Voyages into Otherness: Practice and Appraisal in Papua New
Guinean Literature’.
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There is nothing but silence. She is having her breakfast in the thatched and
weaved sago construction, which serves as a kitchen. A similar adjoining structure
houses her personal belongings and a mat for a bed. The floor of the building is
covered with smooth pebbles collected from the seashore. The smoke rising from
the fire in the centre of the hut creates a haze, slowly crawling up the walls, and
then slipping out of the roof like a lazy snake into the early rays of daylight. The
figure, so old and frail, sits in silence. Only her mind moves in and out of pictures
that engulf her vision.
Her eyes focus on the breadfruit and grubs she set before her. The crushing
motion of her mouth and the beat caged in her breast is simultaneously slow.
There is no other noise in the yard, except the waves breaking on the shoreline,
the birds whistling in the treetops, and the sound of the forest.
‘Keduluma, good morning! What are you eating?’ a familiar masculine voice asks.
The old woman turns her head in the direction of the doorway, which lies
adjacent to the main track. There in the distance is a young man. He seems to
smile. He walks down the pathway. A stone-edged axe rests upon his shoulders.
She smiles back. The scars of burns hide the wrinkles and the joy she wish he
could witness. They bar every expression into her soul. Her joy and laughter
could only be echoed through her eyes. Now they are twinkling with delight.
Then a voice so soft and very gentle leaves the lips of an aged disfigured face
with a tone of affection and welcome so enticing.
‘Aiyoi! Natu’we you have come. It is sunshine that you bring to my home. I
have not been expecting to see you so soon. Is it good news or bad? You know
very well that it is bad news when the hawk comes back to its nest before it is
even expected.’
‘It’s nothing,’ Ulam replies.
With a smile playing on his face, he adds, ‘I only wanted to come around, to
enjoy what is left of the rest moon’.
After embracing, they walk hand in hand into the little hut. Hina Keu starts
to prepare another plate for her nephew. Despite his marriage to a clan further to
the north, he has always made time to share with his aunt.
The area from which they are descended is of matrilineal tradition. He has
found that being married he can only visit once in a while. Most of his time is
spent labouring in the fields of his in-laws and that of his wife. Every new moon
means a visit for the old woman. Last night, however, the moon was just in its
full phase. This visit sends a sensation of discomfort to her soul. The dilemma in
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her head starts to show in her anticipatory silence. She is fidgeting, but not a
sound comes out of her lips.
‘Hinau’we, there is nothing to worry about. As I have said before, I came
here to enjoy the rest season. I came because my hands have completed the work
of my in-laws. We cleared all the gardens of the women and Hiwoileles’ too.’
As if he had read what she is about to ask he concludes, ‘she and the children
are well. And if you are going to ask if she is giving me a hard time, she has
treated me well enough.’
Whether this answer has set the old woman’s heart at ease or that she has
chosen to ignore the comment, Ulam is happy she does not pursue the matter.
The subject changes then to all other issues needing immediate attention.
These range from the palouma women who had been blamed for the missing
family who went fishing at the end of the last moon. Most families realise that
these palouma women could jeopardise the harvest because of the accusations
brought upon them. Morally it is more of an obligation to justify the supernatural
with the doings of the paloumas than with those of the spirits of the dead or even
of physical violence and fate itself. Eventually they find themselves chatting
about the harvest that is to come after the next two moons.
‘Did you know that Aidina gave birth last moon?’ the old woman asks.
‘No. I didn’t.’
‘Well, it’s a boy.’
‘Guess who she named the child after?’
‘Surprise me. After all, her father’s been moping about his children neglecting
him all these years.’
‘Oh. She’s a nice girl. Opps!’ Hina chuckles. ‘…a nice woman. Anyway, she
had the decency to name her first child after Lebom. He wont’ be complaining now.’
‘Yeah. He should be overwhelmed. Aunt, the harvest soon coincides with her
Sipupu, doesn’t it? Now he has a handful of things to worry about.’
‘Look he is well off. His gardens stretch twice as far. He’ll be able to meet the
requirements of the feast.’
‘I can imagine.’
The monsoon winds have come and gone. The dry season is in sight and so is
the harvest. It is one of the most spectacular events of the year. Each woman
displays the best taros and yams her family have sown at the festival of Mother
Earth. Everyone is excited. But Hina Keu is an old woman now. Her strength
has left her long ago. She can only hope for help from her nephew.
‘Ulam natu’we, I am too old now to climb hills. They have turned into
mountains. I have grown tired of setting my feet on the pathways. They have
grown too long for me to travel. The river has become too deep for me. I cannot
bend over to fetch water for fear that I might fall in and drown.’
‘Many years ago, I was the child who looked after the household of many but
I have lost those limbs to the wrath of sorcery. Now I live like a monster in a
den.’ She adds sourly.
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It is natural to speak in riddles or parables at least to ask a favour. The
Tawala people, as is the case for most other Milne Bay areas, are known for this
type of talk.
‘What is it then that you ask for hinau’we? I have but only two daughters.
They are only just women. Their mother and her kinsmen will be very upset if I
take any one of them away. You should know by now the consequences of these
things you talk about. We will be in serious trouble with the elders and bring
disgrace to the name of our clan.’
‘I am aware of this natu’we. I hope you will understand. I really do believe
that I need a hand and extra pair of feet to ensure that all the chores are carried
out before the rest season. I also need someone to gather the food during harvest
for the Festival of Mother Earth.’
‘I can understand that perhaps company is what you need. The job of the
gardens has been left to my care for a long while. Do you feel that I have not
fulfilled my duties?’ A hint of hurt emerges with the last lines of Ulam’s outburst.
‘Without failure I have attended to your needs. By asking for my woman folk
you are bringing shame to my name. My in-laws will insist upon a feast for
which I have no pigs to tie and no family to help me.’
The old woman’s mouth twitches but not a word leaves her lips. She feels
helpless. She realises the sadness she has just woven. The implications that she
tried to bring up are unnecessary. There are many obstacles for him if he tries to
do what she asks. What would be more embarrassing is to put dirt upon the
name of the clan and the family, which she belongs to. Of course, if Ulam tries to
ask his kinsmen for help they will abandon him upon realisation of its severity
on the dignity of the clan. Ashamed she bows her head. He is right.
The mention of the past and family brings in so much pain and sorrow. The
very freshness of hardship and pain are buried in his words. A picture of a man
struggling to keep his family together floods her mind. Tears fill her eyes and
she is back in Lilihi — as a child.
The moon has risen over the mountaintops and the fresh breeze that smells
of the ocean and the fish drifts into the hut. Her long Afro hair sits upon her
head like the crest of a cockatoo. She is in the midst of a gathering. One in
which her father is usually the master of ceremony. He is rather tall for his
contemporaries. He has a masculine figure, which stands out in the crowd. Men
from all around the nearby villages fear him. He could catch the most ferocious
boar with his bare hands and strangle the biggest python without being tangled
by its own grip. He is almost a phantom — a Yaubada. But that was long ago.
Ulam’s voice seems to cut through her dream as he points out that there is a
hole in the roof. Hina laughs almost to her self and gets up to shift from the
position she is in. The ray of the sun starts to play on her face through that hole
in the roof. It’s days like this when I really just want to be back in my child self
again, she thinks grimly.
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Ulam stands up to go outside after chewing a betel nut. He plans to fix the
roof. The old woman is more than happy to be left alone. She just lies down by
the window facing the ocean as if to recall what she had been thinking.
Ulam walks out into the sunlight and sits sharpening his axe. The heat of the
sun forces sweat out of his body, down his face, and back. His armpits smell of
stale sweat too. ‘I wish I had washed on my way down here,’ he mumbles to himself.
The old woman must have heard him. She asks him to repeat what he has
said because she cannot understand his whinging. He tells her that she must
have been dreaming. They both laugh, but the sound of their laughter seems
forced. This morning feels different. There is a feeling of uneasiness. Some
invisible force seems to threaten their relationship. The only problem is he has
no idea what it could be.
Hina Keu snores into her childhood as Ulam walks into his own space in the
bush.
GLOSSARY
Aiyoi!: An exclamation of emotion usually expressing delight.
Hinau’we: Hina[u]: mother; Children of the same kinship use this expression with
the women of their clan and not with those married into the clan.
Natu’we: Natu: child; the possessive pronoun suffix ‘we’ indicates singular, hence
natu’we: my child.
Palouma: witchcraft, sorcery, black magic
Sipupu: initiation into womanhood, includes witchcraft.
Yaubada: The title traditionally attributed to greatness or heroic figures in origin
stories or legends. However in recent times this title is superficially and only




Gara cannot sleep as she lies there in the dark thinking. For the last couple of
days, she has been sleeping very late.
It is a warm moonless night in late November. A Kau, morning bird, singing
near the house startles Gara.
‘It must be two o’clock. I better sleep,’ she tells herself. She turns the wick of
the kerosene lamp down. She cannot believe that matters concerning marriage
can be so stressing, especially in a situation such as this when one has to choose
between two men.
‘I can’t decide … maybe talking through this with someone might help. But
who can I talk to?’ She can think of no one, not even her parents. She usually
feels comfortable talking to them about her feelings and worries. Being the only
child she has become very independent.
Gara Nurvue, the only child of IaBata and Turliu is not only a hard worker,
but very beautiful. At twenty she is the belle in the village. She is tall with a
slender figure, and a chocolate-like complexion. Her lovely nature has attracted
offers from many young men. But she has her eyes set on two men: Luaina and
Muruna.
Gara smiles as she remembers the two men. Luaina and Muruna, unaware of
each other, are both courting her. They both want to marry her before Christmas.
Luaina, a bank teller was the first to woo her. The eldest son of a Bikman; he
is not only rich, but good-looking as well. She is crazy about him and he knows
that. He is wild about her also. But Gara is doubtful of their future. She feels she
is incapable of fitting into a family of higher status. She remembers telling him this.
‘I am not worthy to be your wife, Luaina. Look for someone who is of your status.’
‘But I don’t want any other woman. I want you.’
Gara had forgotten her fears then, but now she trembles as she thinks of how
she will fit into the family if she becomes his wife.
Muruna on the other hand is more like Gara. Though he is not as handsome
as Luaina, he is strong and healthy. He is a hard worker who works on his cocoa
plantation to make his living. Gara feels comfortable and more relaxed talking
to him than to Luaina. She remembers how she had felt when Muruna asked to
marry her.
‘You want to marry me?’ She had asked him again. She was too surprised to
have a second proposal within a single week.
‘Yes! Gara please say you will,’ pleaded Muruna. She was confused.
‘I’ll have to think this over. Can you give me some time to think?’
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‘Of course, but don’t take too long. I can’t wait to marry you. We will be so
happy together, think about it.’
Gara felt an excitement that she did not feel with Luaina.
She has to decide quickly. Christmas is two weeks away. As she drifts off to
sleep she knows what she will do. She should have done it earlier. She will
simply tell them of each other. Their reactions might help her decide whom she
will marry.
After breakfast the next day, IaBata and Gara decide to go to their gardens.
They prepare vegetables and greens to sell at the market. By mid afternoon they
tie up three big baskets.
‘We have to come back for the last basket,’ says the mother.
‘It’s alright mother, you go on ahead. I will see if I can get one of the boys to
carry the other basket. There are a couple of them cutting grass in the next
plantation.’
‘But you will have to pay him with a cigarette. Try to look out for Muruna.
He is a good young man. He will help free of charge. He helped me the other
time,’ advises the mother.
‘Okay, I will look out for him,’ Gara replies as she helps lift the basket on to
her mother’s head. She wonders if her mother knows of Muruna’s courting.
Then again all the mothers in the village adore him. He helps carry their market
baskets and bananas home for them. She remembers him coming home one
afternoon, helping her mother with her bananas.
‘Io abara!’ A voice she recognises too well interrupts her thoughts. Walking
towards her is Muruna, his mouth full with betel nut.
‘I was just thinking of you. Thank you for coming. Can you help me with the
other basket?’
‘Sure, I am going that way,’ he replies. ‘But before we go, I want an answer
first. Is it a yes or no?’
‘I can’t answer yet. It is not that easy,’ she says hesitantly, afraid he will not
understand.
‘Why not?’ He commands. ‘You know I love you. I want you to agree. My
mother is impatient, she wants me married before Christmas.’
‘Does she know about me?’
‘No, she wants me to marry someone else. My old mother is dying and she
wants me married before she dies,’ explains Muruna.
‘Is this woman Catholic?’ asks Gara. She knows that Muruna’s mother is a
strong Catholic. She will never consent to her marrying her son. Her father will
also disagree. He is a strong Methodist.
‘Yes, she is Catholic. Why are you asking?’
‘Can’t you see Muruna, your mother wants you married to a Catholic.’
‘I know that, but I can’t marry anyone else. I love you. Catholic or not I will
marry you.’
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Gara looks away. She has to tell him about Luaina.
‘I don’t know. My parents and your mother will never consent to our marriage,’
she says softly.
Muruna knows that religion cannot be a barrier to his happiness. There is
something else.
‘What are you not telling me?’ he asks.
‘There is another man.’
‘Do I know him?’
‘Yes, he is Luaina.’
Muruna feels his heart breaking. He knows he does not stand a chance with
Gara. Luaina has everything; competing with him is useless.
‘But I have not agree….’ He puts up a hand to silence her.
‘I don’t want to know. Forget I ever asked you. I hope you have a happy
marriage.’ He picks up the basket and walks away.
Gara feels tears in her eyes. Her own heart is breaking. She knows that deep
down in her heart she loves Muruna more than Luaina.
Two days later, Gara meets Luaina after the Sunday service. He takes her for
a walk in one of his father’s cocoa plantations, next to the road. He must get an
answer now.
‘My parents are impatient. They asked me when I will bring you home,’ says Luaina.
‘What did you say?’
‘I told them I would bring you home just before Christmas.’
‘You are crazy.’
‘Of course I am crazy; I want to marry you. Why are you taking so long to
answer?’ he asks.
Gara stop walking. Now is the time to tell him. ‘There is another man wooing
me.’ Luaina pretends to be surprised. Who would compete against a man like him?
‘Who is he?’
‘Muruna.’
‘But he is Catholic. Your father will never let you marry him.’ He chuckles.
So that is why Gara is taking so long in answering. She must be falling for him.
I must bring her home now, today.
‘This is no joke. Why are you grinning?’ She looks at him puzzled.
‘Gara, I am so happy. I have decided to take you home today. I don’t want
another man to woo you. I love you and must marry you.’
‘But … I … ’
‘No buts,’ he says and calls his kid sister. ‘Lavinia, go and fetch mother. Tell
her Gara is with me,’ he advises her. Gara has no time to think as the mother arrives.
‘We have been waiting for you.’ She smiles as she hugs Gara. ‘Come on lets
go home.’ Everyone seems happy of the new member. She is the family’s first in-
law. A mini party is thrown for her.
Meanwhile back at her parent’s home, her parents sit waiting for her. It is
nearly six o’clock.
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‘This is not like Gara. She is always home at this time,’ says the father.
‘Yeah! She must be still at her grandmother’s house. She might spend the
night with her,’ replies the mother.
As they sit talking, a car comes up to their house.
‘That’s the Bikman’s car. What does he want?’ whispers Turliu to his wife.
With the Bikman are his wife, the Councillor of the village ToPida, and the Pastor.
‘Marum!’ they call.
‘Marum avat parika!’ the two call back.
ToPida steps forward. He puts a string of tabu (shell money) on a cordyline in
front of Turliu. ‘This is to tell you that Gara is with the Bikman’s son, Luaina,’ he says.
Turliu receives the dowry. This shows that he approves of the marriage. IaBata
looks on with tears flowing down her cheeks. The Bikman’s wife also had tears
of joy in her eyes. The Bikman speaks up first.
‘We are so happy to have Gara. We want to know your price for her. We can
discuss the dates for the wedding and payment later.’
‘We too, have decided that our only girl is worth 500 fathoms,’ says Turliu.
The price is the highest so far in the village.
‘Thankyou, your daughter is worth more than that,’ says the Bikman’s wife.
She sympathises with IaBata who will be missing her daughter’s assistance.
The next morning the whole village talks of Luaina and Gara. Those who
were matchmaking them were not surprised. Only two people were downhearted.
Muruna and Gara. He will marry someone he does not love. She, though happy,
will always treasure him in her heart. She wipes away a tear as she whispers a prayer
for Muruna. She believes God will give him peace, love, and above all happiness.
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A Test of Fate
Nadia woke up to the loud banging of the front door. It sounded as if someone
was desperate to get into the house. Glancing at the clock on her bedside table,
the time read 2:00 am. ‘Who could that possibly be at this hour?’ she thought to
herself. Then she noticed the empty space on the other side of the king-size bed.
Realisation hit her. It was probably Tyrone, back from one of his drinking sprees
and too drunk to let himself in with his keys. ‘Piece of shit,’ she murmured
under her breath. She quickly donned her robe and responded with quick steps
towards the door. By then Tyrone was agitated by her slowness in opening the
door. He started bellowing at the top of his lungs.
‘Open the fucking door Nadia or I’ll come in and belt the living daylights
out of you.’
The nearer she got to the door, the louder and more frantic the banging grew.
The curses increased in volume by each second.
‘I’m coming Tyrone. Please stop that racket. You’ll wake the baby up.’
As soon as she unleashed the last catch, the door shot open to expose the
lumbering figure of Tyrone. He leaned heavily against the side of the door frame
and watched her with drooping red eyes.
‘You, you little bitch! Who do you think you are to lock me out of my own
home?’ he barked.
Nadia ignored his drunken slurs and turned towards the kitchen.
‘And don’t you dare walk away from me when I’m talking. I deserve to be
treated better than this after giving up my dreams for you.’
Nadia continued to ignore him and went about heating his dinner in the
microwave.
Her lack of attention and response ignited anger in him.
‘You ungrateful bitch. I should have left you before you trapped me with a
child. Now it’s too late. I can kiss my dream of managing my own law firm
goodbye, because all my money is wasted on you and your son.’ He shouted as he
sent a fist flying towards Nadia.
She had her back to him and never saw the punch coming. She turned around
to beckon him into a chair and caught the blow full on the face.
‘That’s what you get for not paying attention to me when I’m talking to you.’
He threw another punch.
The impact of this punch sent Nadia sprawling on top of the table. He picked
her off the table again and flung her limp body against the sink. She banged her
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back against its edge and fell to the floor. Having got his message through to her,
Tyrone gave her a football-like kick to the stomach.
‘Now you’ll hear me better,’ he shouted down at her frail body.
Nadia felt her head spinning and found herself slipping back in time. Then
darkness enveloped her.
She was back to the first time she had laid eyes on Tyrone. She was on one of
her runs in her first year as a junior air stewardess. Meeting and falling in love
with a passenger seemed the last thing on her mind. It was during the in-flight
safety demonstrations before the plane’s takeoff that she first made eye contact
with Tyrone. Their eyes locked for a brief second, but she had to take her eyes of
him. She had to concentrate on the next set of demonstrations. ‘Okay Nadia
focus, don’t lose your head now. Focus, focus,’ she thought to herself. She took a
deep breath, put on her professional smile and continued her routine as if she
had noticed nothing.
‘Phew … that’s one worry gone,’ she muttered to herself as she polished off
her last in-flight demonstrations.
She replaced the safety aides in their compartments. Then she turned to go
back into her and Jesse’s cabinet. Jesse was her co-worker on this particular
flight. Out of the corner of her eye she noticed a hand gesture signalling for her.
It was the same guy she had locked eyes with earlier. She felt a chill run up her
spine and a surge of blood rise to her face. She knew too well she shouldn’t be
feeling this way. But there was something about him that was so compelling.
She composed herself and headed towards him.
‘Can I help you sir,’ she asked in her most professional voice.
‘Yes honey. Can I have a glass of water please?’ He drawled sensually to her.
She nodded politely to him, acknowledged his request and turned to go. She
only took a step and then she felt a hand pat her behind. A chuckle came from
the guy’s direction. Her insides screamed. She made as if to slap him, but she
restrained herself for her career’s sake. Instead, she recomposed herself and
walked steadily towards the food compartment. She returned with his water and
gave to him, as if he had never touched her.
‘Please don’t do that again sir!’ She told him politely as she bent down to
place his water on his table rest.
He only smiled and nodded in agreement to her request. Nadia spent the
remaining minutes of the flight attending to the other passengers’ needs. She
was so into serving and making the passengers comfortable that she totally forgot
about the guy. Half an hour later, she had a familiar guy’s voice calling.
‘Excuse me miss. Can I have some assistance here please?’
Jesse was closer to the man. She assumed he meant her, Jesse. She continued
to serve the other passengers. But she heard the same guy call repeatedly. She
decided to attend to him.
‘Jesse is probably too busy attending to the other passengers. I might as well
attend to him my self.’ She thought to herself.
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She turned around to find that it was the same guy she had encountered
earlier. He smiled at her. Her heart beat faster and she felt her pulse throb rapidly.
She wondered if he could see what his smile was doing to her.
‘Uh um … yes! How may I help you?’ she asked, approaching him.
‘Any way you can baby,’ she thought she heard him whisper.
‘I’m sorry. What was that you said? I didn’t quite hear.’
‘I said I’d like a cup of coffee — no sugar with lots of milk.’
‘Would you like that with anything else sir?’ she asked again.
‘You would do nicely,’ he said under his breath again, which she didn’t quite
hear. She only heard the ‘would do nicely’ bit.
‘Could you repeat that sir?’ She wanted to prove what she thought she heard.
‘I said, “a piece of that chocolate cake I had earlier would do nicely”.’
She was sure she heard different. But she brushed these thoughts away and
left. She found Jesse in the food cabinet and confronted her.
‘I thought you were going to serve that annoying guy. You were closer to him
than me.’
‘I did. I offered to help him, but he totally ignored me and kept calling in
your direction. I was so embarrassed, I just left and came here,’ Jesse retorted.
‘I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to be so harsh,’ Nadia apologised.
Just then the pilot’s voice came over their intercom machine. He informed
them that the airstrip was in sight. They were going to land within ten minutes.
When the plane had come to a complete standstill, Nadia opened the door. She
and Jesse then stood at the doorway to see the passengers off. They greeted and
shook hands with them. Then out of the corner of her eye, Nadia noticed a figure
cross to her side.
‘Call me,’ she had the familiar voice whisper into her ear.
He rounded her and thrust his business card firmly into her hands, as he
pretended to shake her hand. Then he was gone. He was the last passenger to
leave the plane.
‘So what did he give you?’ Jesse hovered over her to see what she had in her hand.
She opened her hands to reveal his business card with his details printed on
it. The name Tyrone Garrison stared back at her.
‘So he has a name after all!’ Jesse uttered and headed into the plane again.
Nadia called Tyrone two days later. They met for lunch. They started seriously
dating a week after they met. Everything seemed perfect and promising right
from the start. Nadia couldn’t believe her luck. Tyrone was the most perfect
gentlemen. She couldn’t believe he was the same guy she had served in the
plane. He was romantic, yet virile. He brought her roses and paid the bill. It
seemed he was out to win her heart right from the start.
The first day they met formally for lunch, he completely won her over. She
arrived at the restaurant five minutes early to find him already there. He was
talking to the restaurant manager and had his back to her. He didn’t see her
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come in. She went over to the receptionist and asked for her table. She led her
over to their table and seated her. By then, Tyrone had finished talking to the
manager. He turned to find her seated at the table and looked surprise. He
approached their table.
‘Hi! I wasn’t expecting you for …’ he looked at his watch, ‘… at least another
five minutes,’ he said as he slipped into his chair.
‘I just wanted to get here early,’ she replied.
‘Well that’s great. This gives us ample time to get to know each other properly.
So, do you want to order now or have some wine first?’
‘Why don’t we order then have something to drink while we wait.’
‘Sure. What will you have? I’ll have the chicken casserole and a vegetable salad.’
‘That looks appetising. I think I’ll have the same.’
Tyrone called the waiter over and gave him their order. They then had him
pour them a glass of wine.
‘So, tell me all about yourself.’
‘Well there’s nothing much to tell. I’m an only child. My parents died in a
car accident when I was three and I was raised single-handed by dad’s only
sister. I finished year twelve and decided to pursue a career as an air stewardess,
despite aunt’s wishes for me to pursue studies in university. That’s about it.
What about you?’
‘Not as tragic as yours, but quite a long story. Why don’t we eat first? Here
comes our food.’
In the next couple of minutes, they ate while conversing in-between meals.
When they had finished their meal, they ordered coffee.
‘Well, that was certainly a wonderful meal. I’ve thoroughly enjoyed it.’
‘I’ve enjoyed it myself as well.’
‘So, let’s hear your story.’
‘No, let’s leave that for next time. I wouldn’t want to spoil this lunch with
my boring life story.
‘No one’s life is boring. It’s what you make of your life that tells your life story.’
So instead, they talked about other issues until their coffee cups ran empty.
They decided to part shortly.
‘I had a pleasant time. Thanks again,’ Nadia said as she got into her car.
‘You are welcome. See you next week. Take care,’ Tyrone replied, as he stood
at the curb.
‘You too. Bye,’ Nadia replied and drove off in her Chevy.
Six months later they were engaged. It was one of those really hot days when
there was no wind blowing. The trees and plants were as still as ever. Nadia and
Tyrone had spent the weekend together at Nadia’s apartment.
‘It’s a blazing hot day, I wish I could dive into a pool right now, ‘ Nadia said
stifling a yawn.
‘But I’ve got to be at work by 9:00am. What a bamma!’ she sighed.
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This was their last day together. They were having breakfast out on Nadia’s patio.
‘Why don’t we go swimming at the town complex when you return from
your trip?’
‘That’s a great idea. Will you pick me up at the airport then? Well go straight
to the pool from there.’
‘Sure. Now why don’t you finish breakfast or you’ll be late for your flight.’
Nadia’s portable fan was on high speed fanning them with cool air. They ate
their meal of egg on toast, bacon, hot cross buns, and orange juice. It was 7:30am
and Nadia was stuffing eggs and toast down her throat with orange juice. She
was due for a flight at 9:00am. She had to be in at work an hour early. Tyrone
took his time reading one his cases. He sipped his orange juice while reading.
All of a sudden, he put down his case reading as if realising something.
‘What! Is there something wrong?’ Nadia asked catching his action and facial
expression.
He clasped both of Nadia hands.
‘I’ve just had the most romantic idea,’ he babbled.
‘What kind of idea?’
‘Will you marry me?’ he asked
Nadia stared at him.
‘But we hardly know each other. I mean …we’ve only known each other for
six months. Don’t you think we should get to know each other for at least a year
or so before we commit?’
‘But we already know each other too well. We’ve been sharing the same bed
for six months. What else is there to know about each other?’
‘Well there’s love for one thing. We have to be really sure that we love each
other before we commit. Otherwise, one day we’ll both wake up and realise
we’ve made a terrible mistake.’
‘I know I won’t regret this and you won’t either. As for love, we have a
lifetime together to learn to love each other. So how about it, do I take your
silence as a yes?’
‘I’ll have to think about. I’ll give you my answer when I return from my trip.’
Nadia returned from her trip three days later. She called Tyrone and said yes.
They set a date for their wedding. They were to be married a month later. Before
they knew it the day of the wedding arrived. The cab came to a halt at the
sidewalk leading up to the small cottage-like church.
‘Shit! He’s already here. Jesse help me gather my dress so I can get out.’
‘Here, hold onto to your dress tailings. Let me just open your door and I’ll
help you out.’
Nadia looked out the window and caught Tyrone smiling at her. Her heart
fluttered and she wanted to rush out into his arms.
‘Darn it Jesse hurry up!’ Nadia grew impatient.
Tyrone looked so handsome in his black tuxedo with his hair slicked back.
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She finally hopped out of the cab taking care not to trip on her dress. Her dress,
a white satin sleeveless dress had a high neck. It was quite long and it clung to
her curves.
‘Wow! You look quite appetising. I can’t wait to have you all to myself,’
Tyrone whispered in her ear and sauntered her into the dimly lit church.
There were only a few of their friends.  They filled the front row seat. Nadia’s
bridesmaid, Jesse stood beside her. Tyrone’s best man, Trent stood beside him.
They stood before the priest.
The wedding commenced. Nadia suddenly felt her body go numb and panic
rise within her. She became totally oblivious to what the priest and Tyrone were
saying. When it came to her turn to say her vows, Jesse jabbed her in the ribs.
‘With this ring, I thee wed….’ She imitated the priest until the end of her vows.
When it came time for the groom to kiss the bride, Nadia looked into Tyrone’s
eyes. She saw her happiness and fears for their unknown future mirrored in his
eyes. But when his lips touched hers and the intensity of the kiss grew she felt
her fears diminish. Happiness soared within her. She felt so happy she wanted to
cry. The wedding came to a close.
‘Congratulations Nadia,’ her friends chorused around her as they showered
her with hugs and kisses. ‘You’ll make a lovely wife. Take care now.’ They blew
her kisses as she hopped into the limousine. Tyrone hopped in beside her after
fare-welling his friends. He held Nadia’s hand. They left for their honeymoon.
Their future looked so promising.
Nadia woke up. Instead of the stylish interior of the limousine she and Tyrone
sat in a moment ago, she found herself staring at the white walls of the hospital.
She couldn’t help but feel sad for some unknown reason. All the happiness she
felt a moment ago vanished as she looked around. She expected to find her
friends wishing her well. Instead, she only saw a stand with a drip-hanging
overhead. Her eyes followed the tube protruding from the bottom of the water
filled bag. It led to her arm. In that instant, a flash of what transpired the night
before came to mind. She saw herself sprawling over the kitchen table. Then she
saw Tyrone pull her up again and fling her towards the sink. She remembered
her back being excruciatingly painful as she bumped it against something sharp.
Then something log-like slammed into her stomach. She remembered going
back in time. The last thing she remembered was sitting in a limousine with
Tyrone and feeling so happy.
Glancing to her left she noticed Tyrone sitting on a chair beside her bed. His
eyes were closed. He had his hands clasped around hers and his lips were moving.
‘He is probably praying and asking God for his forgiveness. Good for him, but I
hope the good Lord doesn’t hear his prays,’ she thought to herself. In that instant,
she felt an intense hate for him. She remembered how he had propelled her into
this loveless marriage, made her so happy, and then vanquished all her happiness.
How she wished things were different. She should have seen it sooner when his
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feelings towards her changed after the birth of Trivet. He seemed to blame Trivet,
his own son, for causing the rift between them. When instead, it was his job that
took him away from his family for days on end. She made up her mind then and
there that leaving Tyrone was the best thing to do before he did something more
drastic than just injure her.
‘Good morning, my love,’ Tyrone whispered as he kissed her on the forehead,
interrupting her thoughts.
‘What are you thinking about? Happy thoughts, I hope, not the ones of last
night. You know I never meant to hurt you. It was the influence of alcohol that
sent me into a rage. Please forgive. I promise I will never touch the bottle again.
I want us to be like what we were before Trivet came along.’
‘Me too!’ Nadia replied, not believing a word he said. ‘But I’ve made up my
mind that it’s best if we go our separate ways,’ she added.
‘What do you mean go our separate ways?’
‘I mean look at what’s happened. You’re not happy and I’m not happy. We
were probably not meant to be together. Let’s admit it, our marriage was based
on pure sexual attraction. That’s why nothing good can come out of it, but misery.
You don’t love me or else I wouldn’t be lying here with a needle sticking into my
arm feeding me water,’ Nadia stated.
‘Do you love me?’
‘I do. I’ve always loved you. But no matter how much I love you, I cannot
keep hanging onto you and pretend you will in time come to love me. You’re a
free spirit. You cannot be tamed and forced to settle down. Whenever, you feel
you’re ready to settle down it is up to you. So I’m letting you go.’
‘What about Trivet?’
‘You don’t have to worry about him. He isn’t your’s anyway.’
At these words, Tyrone stood stunned. His mouth hung open, but no words
came out. He was shocked into numbness. A deep silence hung over them; one




The shrill cry of a baby pierces the still silent night. It is only a few minutes
before the strike of midnight. All is still accept for the endless croak of river
frogs erupting after regular intervals from the water’s edge. The rush of the fast-
flowing river bounces over the rocks in a frenzy. The ripples crush in an echoing
rhythm before dispersing into a smooth turquoise towards the deeper parts of the
Wahgi. A blanket of thick fog hangs low over the water. From one side of the
river it is difficult to see very far.
On the riverbank, two figures sit immersed in the cool water. Upiah washes
herself with care. Aunt Monica watches in silence.
From the day she was born, Aunt Monica raised Upiah. Aunt Monica is from
Minj in the Waghi valley. She has always been a good friend to Upiah’s mother,
Cecilia. They first met in Kagamuga Primary School where they attended school.
It is one of the first few established mission schools. Over the years they became
very good friends. After Eighth Grade, Cecilia married Chief Waipari of the Jika
tribe. Cecilia had her first daughter, Upiah, after four sons. The day remains
fresh in Aunt Monica’s memory, as if it were only yesterday.
Cecilia had sent word for Aunt Monica. Aunt Monica went the following day
with a bilum full of taro and kumu. She remembers the two meeting each other
in a long embrace.
‘How have you been?’ Cecilia asked.
‘Oh, I’ve been all right, and you? I see you’ve been very busy,’ Aunt Monica
said. She took Upiah from Cecilia’s arms. ‘Aren’t you a pretty thing?’ She smiled.
‘You look just like your old Aunt Monica.’
Cecilia laughed. Aunt Monica wasn’t exactly what one would call a beauty queen.
‘So why did you send word for me?’ Aunt Monica asked.
‘Waipari will have a pik-killing for the whole tribe, including neighbouring
tribes two months from now. I have been so busy lately with the gardening and
pigs. I don’t know if I can …’
Before she could finish her words, Aunt Monica was quick to reply. ‘Oh, I’d love to!’
Cecilia stood dumb-founded for a moment. Seeing Cecilia’s confusion, Aunt
Monica babbled on. ‘Oh, you old cow, I’d love to take care of this kund kai for you.’
And so it was settled. Aunt Monica kept her word to her old friend and has
been with Upiah since. She became Upiah’s mother, father, and nanny, but more
importantly — her best friend. They shared a strong bond. Upiah felt protected
when she was with Aunt Monica.
* * * * *
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Even now, Upiah knows she can count on Aunt Monica.
It is Aunt Monica’s idea to have the baby in the river.
‘But why the river?’ Upiah asks.
‘Because, my kund kai, it has a mystical meaning. The water will bless the
baby when it washes over it. It will have a good life. The water will also make
the delivery process much easier and less painful.’
Upiah only shrugs her shoulders and says, ‘Whatever! You old people sure
have a strange way of thinking.’
Aunt Monica is right. The delivery has gone well.
‘Well done! You did well,’ Aunt Monica cries out.
Upiah lets out long breaths of relief that swirl like smoke in the cool air.
After nine long hours of agony and excruciating pain from the labour, she is
exhausted. A sigh of relief escapes her throat. She takes a peek at the little bundle
that lay curled in Aunt Monica’s arms. ‘Isn’t she beautiful?’ Upiah asks.
‘She is,’ Aunt Monica agrees. Her skin is the colour of the moon, light, pale,
and radiant. She shimmers, glowing in the moonlight. As if finally making up
her mind, Aunt Monica nods and smiles proudly.
‘I think she looks just like me.’
Upiah laughs. ‘That’s exactly what you said when I was born!’
‘Did I? I don’t remember,’ Aunt Monica replies thoughtfully. ‘Anyway, it’s
not my fault I’ve got strong genes,’ she says with a wide grin.
In the distance the lonesome howl of a dog is heard. Dogs all over the village
begin to bark in response. They chorus in a long howl that descends far over the
hilltops. It echoes all around, drowning the sound of the river frogs. It is the
howl of victory. A child is born.
‘We shall call her Maiyah,’ Aunt Monica says importantly. ‘It means one
that carries good fortune.’
An exhilarating joy fills Upiah. She breaks down weeping. Upiah cries for
the child, for herself — for everything! Her back is turned on Aunt Monica.
Aunt Monica is busy washing Maiyah. She is unaware of the tears streaming in
a flood down Upiah’s cheeks. Upiah wonders in silence, ‘How such a painful
experience could end with this new life. A new creation bringing forth a thousand
new possibilities.’
Only moments ago she had wished she were dead. Now she feels like the
happiest woman alive.
* * * * *
Upiah had arrived a month ago from Port Moresby. In Port Moresby, she had
stayed with a friend, Linda, for the first few months of her pregnancy. Linda was
single and had a place of her own. It was convenient. Though Linda was good to
her, Upiah missed home. She wanted to have her baby back home — among her
own people.
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‘You want to go home, don’t you?’ Linda had asked one day. They were
alone. Linda had noticed Upiah looking out the window to the horizon. Linda’s
small flat overlooked the wharf at Paga Hill. From that point, one could look far
out to sea and across to the Hanuabada coastline.
‘Yeah, I guess so,’ Upiah replied. She sat there expressionless. Upiah sounded
like she didn’t care, but Linda knew better. If there was one person in the world
Linda knew, it was Upiah. They had been through so much as friends that Linda
knew Upiah more than Upiah knew herself. Upiah sounded like she didn’t care,
but she did care. She cared very much.
A week later, Upiah flew to Mount Hagen. She planned her stay long before
her arrival. She would spend the remaining months of her pregnancy with Aunt
Monica. Her father would kill her if she went home with her growing abdomen.
It was safer for her to wait until the child was born. Upiah knew Aunt Monica
would be the only one to understand her and protect her. She was right.
* * * * *
Now standing at the water’s edge Upiah shivers in the cold. A slight breeze
blows across the water’s surface.
‘Come, let us go. You will need to rest. Tomorrow we shall leave in the
morning,’ Aunt Monica says. She moves to where Upiah is standing, on a flat
stone near the water’s edge. ‘Here, wear this. I don’t want you catching a cold.
Cecilia may think I haven’t been a good friend.’
‘Oh, ma stop it!’ Upiah cries. She is sobbing now. ‘Thank you. Thank you for
everything!’ Upiah is thankful. ‘What would she do without Aunt Monica? She
is the greatest thing that has happened to me. She wonders. Tomorrow Upiah
will face her people. She is terrified of the thought. But she feels happy to bear
the pain with Aunt Monica. Aunt Monica reflects a strength that Upiah knows
none other to possess. Upiah sighs in relief, knowing that she will always find
her strength in Aunt Monica.
It has been three years since Upiah last saw her people. The Jika tribe in the
highlands has been slow in adjusting to the ‘new ways’. They still cling to their
old traditions, feeling a bitter resentment towards the white foreigners. Upiah’s
father, Chief Waipari, viciously refutes the new order. He makes it a point at
every meeting in the hausman or singsing ples for the community to ignore the
white man’s culture and influence. He often makes a long speech saying: ‘This
white culture is killing the traditional moral beliefs of the land. As the sons of
our forefathers we must protect the ways of our ancestors. This, my fellow
tribesman, is the path to maintaining peace and good order amongst ourselves
and our neighbours.’
It was for this reason that Waipari forbade Upiah to go for further studies
overseas. ‘No, I will not allow it!’ he had said. ‘You have completed Tenth Grade.
I don’t want you to go any further. Now, you do what every other girl your age is
doing — you get married!’ And with that he had stormed off in rage.
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Nevertheless, Upiah went against her father’s will and accepted the
scholarship. Waipari cursed his daughter. ‘I don’t ever want to rest my old eyes
upon her again. She has deliberately opposed everything that I stand for. And
has mocked my power as the chief to this tribe. For this reason she will not
prosper in her endeavours.’
Indeed, old Waipari’s curse did fulfil its goal. Upiah was unsuccessful in her
studies. And now? She had brought back a child without a father — a bastard.
* * * * *
Now her past has finally caught up with her. She anticipates her people’s
reaction. ‘What will she possibly say to them?’ she wonders. Her father, a man
of principle will keep to his word. He will banish her from the family and tribe.
The stories of long ago come back to her in a surge; the severe punishment girls
received for bearing illegitimate children. The brutality, the anger, the beating
… everything came back to her in a sudden rush. They will strip her, beat her
with bamboo canes until she bleeds, and burn her with hot logs. Upiah could
already feel the heat melting her skin like wax, the barbwires ripping at her
flesh. Aunt Monica sees the anguish on Upiah’s face.
‘Mama, what are you thinking about?’ she asks.
‘I worry Aunty. I worry about what they will do to me,’ Upiah whispers,
almost choking on her words.
‘Don’t worry, be strong,’ Aunt Monica reassures her. ‘I will not let them
harm you.’
But Upiah knows better. Aunt Monica cannot protect her. This is a tribal
matter. The men will stop Aunt Monica or anyone else who gets in the way.
Taking a deep breath Upiah decides that she is ready.
Whatever awaits her at the end of her journey home, she will accept. After
all, she had brought it upon herself. She must go through this if she is to be
accepted back into the tribe. Upiah’s mouth quivers; her face is stern. Crystals
form at the corner of her eyes. ‘I am not scared,’ Upiah says between gasps of air.
‘I shall endure this pain, not because I am ashamed of Maiyah, for I do not
regret her or wish to deny her. But because tradition holds me accountable.’
Aunt Monica looks at her in reverence. In all her years she knew of none that
possessed such remarkable strength and courage.
Walking up the hill, Upiah’s pulse quickens. Behind her Aunt Monica follows
in silent pursuit. In her arms Maiyah is asleep.
They approach the entrance to the village. Upiah sees smoke in the distance.
‘Maybe from some garden plot that is being cleared for the planting season,’
Upiah thinks. Sweat trickles down the side of her face. Her hands, legs, and
neck are sticky from perspiration. Her mouth is dry. Her limbs are sore from the
long walk. Her head is bowed. It is as if she is carrying a heavy load on her back.
* * * * *
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Aunt Monica is filled with a deep sorrow for Upiah. She had watched Upiah
grow from a toddler into this beautiful young woman. At the age of eighteen
Upiah left home to pursue studies overseas. Aunt Monica remembers clasping
the fence at the Kagamuga Airport in Mount Hagen, to bid her goodbye. ‘Don’t
get married while I’m gone,’ Upiah had said.
‘It’s a bit too late for that,’ Aunt Monica had thought. Tears rolled down her
cheeks in an endless cascade. Aunt Monica watched heart-broken as Upiah turned
to wave one last time, before boarding the plane.
Now she is back — with a child. Upiah’s family is going to be so disappointed.
Aunt Monica finds herself dreading what is about to happen. Further ahead
Upiah draws to a halt. She searches the landscape for any sign of life. In the
dead heat she spots a few lazy dogs scratching at the fleas. The place is deserted.
‘Where is everyone?’ Upiah wonders aloud.
‘Perhaps they’re at their gardens?’ Aunt Monica’s answers her.
But Upiah is doubtful. ‘No,’ she replies. ‘They’re expecting us.’
Upiah enters the village. She notices that nothing has changed much since
she left. The memories of her childhood days come rushing back to her in a
flood. Those were her carefree days; the days when she was ‘the great chief’s
daughter’. As a child she loved playing in the cool shade of the pine tree in the
middle of the singsing ples. Now she realises in despair that it is gone. It had
been chopped down. Its roots burnt to the ground. The hausman where the elders
of the village meet still stands. At a glance it looks as if it is about to collapse.
Yet over the years it stood tall and strong overlooking the sing-sing ples. The
posts are dug deep into the hard soil. The roof has been replaced with new kunai
grass time and time again.
Three years away from home seems like an entire lifetime. Why does she feel
like a foreigner here? Perhaps she had lost herself in the world of the white
man? And even the world Maiyah’s father belonged to. On this sudden thought
Upiah turns to pick up Maiyah from Aunt Monica’s arms. She speaks to Maiyah
with tears in her eyes. ‘Be the woman I never was.’ Upiah kisses Maiyah on the
head before handing her back to Aunt Monica. ‘Please take care of her for me,’
she pleads.
Aunt Monica is confused by all this serious talk. ‘Upiah what are you trying
to say? I won’t have you talking like that!’
But Upiah is not listening. In the distance, the sound of feet approaches.
Upiah closes her eyes in anticipation. She swallows hard. The lump in her throat
rises. From behind the hausman, Robin and James, her two brothers appear.
Their mother, Cecilia, appears moments later. She is wearing an old laplap that
had lost its colour a long time ago. It was the first gift Upiah had bought her
mother. Upiah looks away disgusted. ‘Why did her people have to live like this?’
she wonders.
Cecelia throws herself at Upiah’s feet wailing. ‘Upiah, Upiah, my Upiah.
Kund kai, nga kund kai!’
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Upiah feels her mother’s tears trickle down her toes to seep into the hard
soil. In despair, Upiah slowly bends down to pick her up in her arms. They cling
to each other. Her mother’s body feels small and fragile in her arms. As a child,
Upiah remembers her mother as a powerful woman who towered over her. Now,
she is shrunk like a rag-doll in her arms; she stands heaving in sobs. Her head is
buried in Upiah’s chest. Looking up, Upiah realises that a crowd has gathered in
the singsing ples to witness what is about to happen. All of a sudden, Robin and
James seize Cecilia from her grip. Upiah watches helpless. Cecilia fights with
her sons, biting, and clawing at them as they drag her away.
‘You idiots. Fools! Not my baby. Please not my kund kai!’ she pleads.
Upiah opens her mouth to object, but stops. Waipari appears from the hausman.
There is silence. Behind him several young men stand waiting for their orders.
The old chief’s eyes blaze with anger. Upiah notices that the old man had changed
very little. He looks the fierce chief and warrior she remembers ten years ago.
His gaze at that moment could penetrate steel. It comes to rest upon Upiah.
Upiah looks away. Far off in the distance she hears the howl of a stray. A long,
lonesome howl descending far into the sunset. Upiah whispers her last prayers,
‘Lord, give me the strength to endure what I am about to receive.’
She begins to remove her clothes.
The crowd watches in shock. Aunt Monica watches from a distance in silence.
She had taken the chance to move to the edge of the singsing ples where she
hides. Maiyah is asleep in her arms. They stand there unnoticed for some time.
Helpless. She knows now that it is no place for her to intervene. There is nothing
she can do. The only thing left for her to do now, is to get Maiyah away from
these evil people. At that moment, all attention is on Upiah — watching and
waiting. She stands alone in the middle of the singsing ples — bare before them.
The women folk bow their heads; horrified to see what stands before them. They
are powerless because they are only women.
‘Oh, you evil, evil men!’ Cecilia shrieks in horror. She breaks loose from
Robin’s tight grip. In haste, she covers her daughter from the intruding glares.
Pointing at her husband she says, ‘You call yourself a chief? Ah? Did you forget
that you’re a father too? Whatever happened to your fatherly responsibilities?
Always putting your pride before your family. You will die a very sad old man
with no bloodline to carry your shameful name. You think…’
Waipari raises a hand in anger to silence her. The other hand he raises and
the crowd soon charges at them screaming. The two stand defenceless, flocked
by the angry mob. An axe, a stone, and a stick in their hands; they were all over
them in merciless torture. Drops of blood splatters on to the faded laplap of long
ago. The mother and daughter lie drenched in their own blood.
Dark clouds hover above. The last speck of light shines, its brightness dimming
with each breath. Upiah’s vision becomes blurry. She smiles — she has paid in




Pacific Women and Peace: Bougainville’s
‘Mothers of the Land’
War is widely regarded as men’s business. Women are often assumed to have a
particular affinity and talent for peace. These stereotypes have the unfortunate
effect of reinforcing conceptions of manliness defined in terms of warrior-like
qualities (Bates 77; Dyfan 1). They may also change, especially as modern
militaries admit women to combat responsibilities. Either way, they do not make
it easy for women to secure seats at the negotiating table or to make themselves
heard in the context of peace processes,1 which tend to be dominated by the
presence and concerns of former fighting men and their political spokesmen.
Even when they manage to participate, the contributions by women tend to go
unrecognised; women’s support for peace is frequently overlooked, or simply
taken for granted.
If this seems a somewhat unexpected introduction to an article in a journal
devoted to women of the South Pacific and post-colonial literatures, then it might
be wise to reflect on the dire circumstances of conflict within and across national
borders in which people of many states decolonised in the second half of the
twentieth century actually live, including Pacific islands countries. Think, in
particular, of the recent conflicts and peace processes in Papua New Guinea’s
recently renamed Autonomous Region of Bougainville (formerly the ‘North
Solomons Province’, and often known, both before and since, simply as
‘Bougainville’) and Solomon Islands; the remarkable contributions women have
made to peace-making and peace-building there (and to reconciliation and the
maintenance of peace in Fiji); and the growing body of literature documenting
women’s experiences and concerns in violent conflicts and peace processes, and the
work done to maintain and build peace in the South Pacific and other parts of the
world.2
A remarkable feature of this literature is the way in which it differs from the
generality of other autobiographies and biographies of Pacific islands women.
While most other books by and about Pacific islands women tend to focus on the
life-story of a particular person, generally (but not always) someone prominent
in public life or a writer herself,3 the conflict and peace literature deals with
issues and processes, and tells the stories of women of different ethnic origins,
diverse social status, and widely varying economic circumstances. Some of these
women have written their own stories. Others have had help to record them.
Accounts of both kinds are included in the publication which has prompted this
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article: … as Mothers of the Land: The Birth of the Bougainville Women for
Peace and Freedom, edited by Josephine Tankunai Sirivi and Marilyn Taleo
Havini (2004). In fact, this publication is in several parts: a book of more than
two hundred pages, and two very substantial online addenda — one of ‘Original
Documents’ relevant to the history of the conflict and efforts to make peace in
Bougainville, and the other of ‘More First-Hand Accounts’ (which includes the
apparently uncut and unedited originals of some materials contained in the book).
Rich as they are, the materials in these printed and online publications are only
part of a much larger store of information available4 about women’s activities
and experiences in the lead-up to the Bougainville conflict, on various sides and
at different locations during the fighting (including refuge and travel to publicise
the issues abroad), and in the processes by which peace has been made and is
still being built. Some of these other materials are written from perspectives
quite different from those represented in the volumes just cited. They, too, are
also very much part of the history of Bougainville during the period.5
The Bougainville conflict (1989–1997) has been repeatedly — and accurately
— described as the bloodiest, deadliest and most destructive in the Pacific islands
since World War II. Estimates of the death toll among a total population of fewer
than two hundred thousand range as high as fifteen to twenty thousand (mostly
attributable to lack of public health and medical services and not directly to
conflict-related violence). Claims for compensation for injuries, death of close
kin, damage and destruction amount to many billions of (US) dollars (note:
these are claims, not agreed or court-sanctioned amounts).
A remarkable feature of the origins, history and evolution of the Bougainville
conflict into a peace process is the role that women have played at every stage.
Even more remarkable, women’s contributions have been recognised —
sometimes positively, in the way that some Bougainville and other Papua New
Guinean leaders, Australian and New Zealand Government Ministers, and various
United Nations affiliates have given public acknowledgement, and in nominations
for and award of a number of prestigious international prizes;6 and sometimes
only grudgingly, for example, when leading former combatants have tried to
silence or exclude women from meetings where they did not want to hear what
they might say.
Most (though not all) Bougainville societies are matrilineal: they trace the
inheritance of land rights, in particular, through mothers, not fathers.
Anthropologists have long researched, written and argued over the implications
for the relative status of women and men. But, whatever their findings (which
seem to suggest that women generally enjoy no higher status or better treatment
in matrilineal than in other Melanesian societies, which are generally dominated
by men), many contemporary Bougainvillean women claim that, as ‘mothers of
the land’ — a term which ambiguously suggests both birth in Bougainville and
a special, maternal relationship with land — they have substantial influence in
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public affairs (Garasu 1; Hakena 2000 18).7 According to Roselyne Kenneth,
land rights provide ‘an important base for a person’s status’ in her home area,
Haku, on Buka. Although discussions about land rights are often dominated by
men, who therefore, appear to dominate socio-political life, the reality is quite
different: absence from public life was not the same as lacking power’. She goes
on to cite a number of social, cultural and other factors which constrain women’s
overt participation in public discussions and decisions over land (374). The
contributors to … as Mothers of the Land generally seem to hold a similar view.
In societies, such as Nagovisi on the West Coast of Bougainville, where it is
reported that women control land and administer gardens, and men work in the
gardens under their wives’ direction (Nash 401), it would be hard to argue the
point. The tension between competing conceptions of the importance and
implications of gender in matrilineal societies in Bougainville can probably best
be resolved by recognising the extent to which individuals’ and communities’
links with the land are often a matter of claims, not precisely defined and mutually
agreed or externally enforced rights.
In any event, there can be no doubt about the role women have played at
critical junctures in Bougainville’s modern history. They include the occasion in
August 1969,when a group of women from Rorovana Village on the East coast
of Central Bougainville, attempting to prevent bulldozers from working on village
land to prepare it for developments in support of the open-cut copper mine at
Panguna, were confronted by police. The particular incident is burnt into the
consciousness of many Australians who were interested in Papua New Guinea at
the time by the newspaper billboards which appeared on Australian streets
showing a metal-helmeted and baton-wielding Papua New Guinean policeman
trying to push aside a bare-breasted village woman who had just removed a
survey peg from the ground — under the headline ‘Australia’s shame!’.
Other events in which Bougainvillean ‘mothers of the land’ played a critical
role included the mobilisation and reconstitution of the Panguna Land Owners’
Association in 1987 under the late Francis Ona’s first cousin, Perpetua Serero
(who died in September 1989), and subsequent efforts to raise and seek resolution
of landowners’ grievances concerning the amount and distribution of benefits,
as well as the wider social, environmental and other disturbances caused by
mining and related activities in nearby areas.
However, when it came to the political activities which led to demands for
Bougainville’s secession from Papua New Guinea, the attempt at secession just
before national independence in 1975, and the subsequent negotiations which
resulted in the formation of the North Solomons Provincial Government and
eventual establishment of the provincial government system throughout the
country, women’s names are not prominent on relevant public records.8 Perhaps,
as Roselyn Kenneth (374, 381, 386) has argued, Bougainville women preferred
— and were most effective when — operating behind the scenes.
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The origins and development of the Bougainville conflict have been outlined
and analysed in a number of official and other publications.9 Many issues were
of longstanding, dating back to the 1960s, when commercial copper deposits
were identified at Panguna, and mining development began. (Perceptions of
Government neglect and questions of Bougainvillean identity date back even
further). Failure to resolve key issues associated with mining (and even to address
some, including the seven-yearly reviews for which the Bougainville Copper
Agreement provided following the 1974 renegotiation of the original Agreement)
led to mounting frustration in landowning communities around the mine. The
conflict acquired an increasingly violent aspect from November 1988 on, when
talks between landowners and the Papua New Guinea Government broke down,
explosives were stolen, and a series of pylons carrying electricity up to the mine
were progressively felled, disrupting production. Local police, then Police Mobile
Units, and, in time, the Papua New Guinea Defence Force were brought in: in
the case of the Defence Force, first, ‘in aid to the civil power’, and subsequently
under a State of Emergency declared in June 1989. Operating together, the Police
and Defence Forces became known as the ‘security forces’. In … as Mothers of
the Land, it is in the atmosphere of uncertainty which accompanied their entry
into many villages and their actual conduct on the ground that the story of the
conflict begins. Thus, Marcelline Tunim tells how her brother, Kaea, disappeared
from her home, to be found a few days later with ‘his heart blown out by a
powerful gun, his body swollen all over. His front tooth knocked out by a powerful
blow. There were signs of knife wounds all over his limbs. He lay there in a pool
of blood ….’ (10). The following year, 1990, she was in Vito Village, on the
coast just North of Arawa, when she reports seeing members of the security
forces ‘firing guns as they entered. They scared the villagers with gunfire and
shot all the animals: pigs, dogs and chickens. They shot the walls and roofs of
the houses and water-tanks’ (11). Her neighbour, Marilyn Taleo Havini, records
the ‘horror’ (18) she felt as she learnt what had happened to Kaea. While many
Bougainvilleans who had been living in town fled to the bush or sought refuge
in Solomon Islands, Havini and her family eventually left for Australia. In addition
to raising a family and participating in other activities documented in … as
Mothers of the Land, she then produced two volumes documenting alleged human
rights abuses in Bougainville (Havini 1995, 1996), while her husband, Moses
Havini, became one of the overseas representatives for the Bougainville Interim
Government (BIG), the political arm of the Bougainville Revolutionary Army
(BRA). His colleague, Martin Miriori, and wife, Scholastica Raren Miriori,
eventually sought refuge in the Netherlands after the house in which they were
living in Honiara, Solomon Islands, burnt down. Stories of and by women in all
categories — some whose families hid, others who sought refuge in Government-
organised ‘care centres’, and yet others who worked to engage the outside world’s
interest in the Bougainville conflict — are included in … as Mothers of the Land.
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In a paper he wrote when the Bougainville crisis had developed into armed
conflict, the partner of one of the contributors to … as Mothers of the Land
(Spriggs 1990) has described the uncertainty, rumours and fears in his wife’s
village when Government personnel were withdrawn in March 1990, and
unidentified groups of young men began moving around and trying to establish
their sway in local communities.10 They have been described, according to
judgment and taste, as ‘militants’, ‘fighters’/ ‘fighting men’/ ‘combatants’
(‘paitman’ in Tok Pisin), ‘soldiers’ (Yep 2), or specifically as members of the
Bougainville Revolutionary Army (BRA) or the Bougainville Resistance Forces
(BRF), which was formed subsequently, or as ‘Rambos’ (Liria 78–79). When the
security forces began to return to Buka later in the year, and the Buka Liberation
Front (the BRF’s precursor) was formed, the conflict began to enter a new phase.
Rival armed groups of Bougainvilleans were increasingly pitted against each
other — with the BRF allied with the security forces, and against the BRA.
Many ‘civilians’ sought refuge in Government ‘care centres’, or fled from their
homes to hide in the bush.
How, then, did women react? Whom did they fear and why, or perceive as a
potential or actual threat to themselves, their families, or the particular
communities where they lived? In her contributions to … as Mothers of the
Land, Josephine Sirivi is clear. She married former Papua New Guinea Defence
Force platoon commander turned BRA ‘General’, Sam Kauona, during the
conflict, fled into the jungle when seven months pregnant, and went into labour
for two days before giving premature birth to a daughter without any medical
assistance (15). As she repeatedly says in her contributions to the book she co-
edited, for her, the security forces are ‘the enemy’. But when her daughter fell
sick, she overcame her tendency to regard members of the security forces as
‘being like devils or monsters’ (42), and took her to a military hospital, where
the mother was recognised, the daughter was treated, and they were both able to
‘escape’ back to the jungle where the husband and father was fighting (43–44).
Other women’s views and experiences were different. Helen Hakena in Buka
was also seven months pregnant when the security forces and other Government
personnel withdrew. It was then that, ‘[l]ate one afternoon the … BRA chased
my husband to our home after he refused to give them our car’ (the BRA had
previously taken five of their company vehicles). Her husband hid; eleven gunmen
came to their home looking for him, and threatened to shoot her and the children.
After other villagers had forced the gunmen to leave, the BRA returned the next
day, ‘beating anyone in their path and destroying homes. Our entire village fled
and hid in caves on the cliffs’. Malarious, she went into labour ten days later,
‘when our home — indeed our entire village — was burnt to the ground’ (Hakena
2003 online).
For her part, Sister Lorraine Garasu has described her situation in what was
described as a ‘Government-controlled area’ as ‘life between two guns’, where
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women were harassed by members of both the BRA and the security forces (Garasu
2; UNIFEM 3).
On what might be regarded as ‘the other side’ of the conflict to the BRA, a
remarkably thoughtful, critical and self-critical young Defence Force intelligence
officer who was assigned to Bougainville in 1990, wrote of the complexity of the
situation he faced:
I was in Bougainville, North Solomons Province …, just another province of Papua
New Guinea. The people were Papua New Guineans just like me. I was a member of
the PNG Defence Force, whose role was to fight to protect all the citizens of PNG.
Therefore this army belonged to the Bougainvilleans just as much it belonged to
other PNG citizens. Therefore they were my people, our people, the very people we
were supposed to protect. Then what the bloody hell was I doing here, trying to fight
against them? (Liria 16–17)
Subsequently, he attended a briefing at which another officer deliberately referred
to ‘your opponents’ in the hope it would ‘psyche up’ his men (71). Soon, the
young intelligence office, too, was referring to ‘rebels’ (97); he had already used
the term ‘Rambo’ (78–79).
Read one after another, the passages quoted highlight the need for care in
any description of the structure and character of the conflict — the more so
when account is taken of the involvement of criminals, adventurers, and others
for whom the conflict was an opportunity not a political cause,11 and of the
‘commanders’ and other ranks who, for whatever reasons, split away from one
of the major armed factions, or even changed sides.
The names of the major armed factions, as well as the titles borne by their
members and allies, convey a superficially familiar impression of a war between
conflicting disciplined forces; but the reality on the ground was different, much
more complex and, in certain respects, both more interesting and difficult to
understand. This became clear when arrangements were being made for peace
negotiations and it became necessary to ensure the attendance of large numbers
of Bougainvilleans (at times, including seventy or more factional ‘commanders’)
at meetings, and to provide opportunities for reconciliation between men who
had fought on what was otherwise the same side. When the agreed plan for
weapons disposal was almost completed in 2001, National Government officials
involved in the talks asked for an explanation of some of the terms the main
former combatant factions were using — ‘regional’, ‘company’ and ‘unit’
commands, and so forth. It took quite a substantial adjournment before their
leaders and spokesmen came back with even the rudimentary diagrams which
appear in Attachment 1 to the weapons disposal plan contained in the Bougainville
Peace Agreement. A noticeable feature of the language used in Bougainville
since has been the increasing frequency with which former fighters are now
described by other Bougainvilleans as ‘ol yangpela’ or youth — as if the interests
and problems they represent are not so much matters of political preference (for
and against a separate independence for Bougainville) or post-conflict
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demobilisation and (re-)integration into their communities, but more the familiar
problems of youth, such as shortage of skills and opportunity for productive
employment. Meanwhile, former BRA members still loyal to the late Francis
Ona and his decision to remain outside the peace process have announced
themselves as belonging to the Meekamui Defence Force (MDF), which has, in
turn split, as some of its members have chosen to dispose of their weapons and
join in peace-building. When it comes to the BRF, attempts to meet claims for
outstanding allowances for assistance provided to the security forces during the
conflict have produced sharply different estimates of their numbers because of
uncertainty over who really served and what ‘membership’ actually entailed.
In May 1990, the Government’s response to Francis Ona’s declaration of
Bougainville’s independence was to impose a quarantine zone, intended to cut
off communications between Bougainville and the outside world (and, as an
inevitable consequence, to render travel and the sending of messages within
Bougainville more difficult too). While some of the contributors to … as Mothers
of the Land were among the people who had left Bougainville when Government
personnel were withdrawn earlier in the year, others remained behind, where
they were forced to develop and practice self-reliance. As Josephine Tankunani
Sirivi reports, this sometimes meant walking up to four hours each way every
day to what were believed to be safe locations for making, tending and harvesting
food gardens (35).
One of the positive impacts of the mining project was that it gave many
Bougainvilleans access to technical training or, at least, the opportunity to study,
often both formally and informally, and learn from sometimes complex scientific
and technological processes at first hand. As a result BRA members were able to
build their own small tank (a metal contraption built on another vehicle’s chassis,
most recently observed in a ditch in the former provincial capital, Arawa); they
managed to dig up and repair both weapons and ammunition left over from
World War II; they made their own knives and guns; they ran vehicles on coconut
oil; together with their ‘civilian’ supporters in the BRA’s political arm, the BIG,
they set up their own radio station, Radio Free Bougainville; and they innovated
in other ways. The hills around Arawa (and in other parts of Bougainville) are
lit up at night by small hydro-electric schemes, which are often not really safe
but nonetheless show what could be done if longstanding political commitments
to promote rural electrification in Papua New Guinea were pursued with the
same commitment and energy which some participants brought to the
Bougainville conflict.
The terrible, negative effects of the withdrawal of Government services, the
quarantine zone and the ongoing conflict included a consequent lack of medical
services and the closure of schools. Women’s groups organised to fill the resulting
gaps. According to Havini, between 1990 and 1997, they established twelve health
centre bases which provided supplies for twenty-three aid posts and forty-seven
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village health clinics, and trained people to staff them. They also operated seventy-
one community schools with 4,726 pupils (71). In one of her contributions to …
as Mothers of the Land, Sirivi (73–76) describes how Bougainvillean communities
began to produce rice, manufacture wooden spoons, make oil and soap, and
prepare their own sweets. They revived the use of traditional medicines, and
used cocoa to make bleach.
Even so, a generation of young-to-middle-aged people has grown up,
frequently called the ‘lost generation’, who, having missed out on schooling,
lack the knowledge and skills to help themselves by undertaking further education,
seeking employment, or developing their own businesses. The provision of seeds
to encourage planting, tending, harvesting and marketing of cocoa, copra and
other agricultural products has become an accordingly important priority for
Government, foreign aid donors and non-governmental organisations (NGOs).
The importance of providing special programmes for the ‘lost generation’ lies
not just in the need to provide opportunities for them to improve material standards
of living, but in the contributions such programmes can they make to
strengthening social stability and thereby improving the prospects for good
governance and development.
… as Mothers of the Land, both the book and the other First-hand Accounts
available online, give insights into the experiences of women, in particular, during
the Bougainville conflict. They add to the otherwise hidden human dimension
concealed beneath and within the plans and statistics produced by Government,
foreign aid donors and NGOs trying to assess and assist in the post-conflict
situation. They also cast interesting, new light on the challenges faced by women
working for peace, and finding a place and a voice at the negotiating table.
During the conflict, women, determined to overcome the multiple challenges
posed by the absence of telecommunications and the dangers involved in moving
around, organised a number of marches and meetings — not always successfully
— to promote peace. Their activities included a march which was stopped by a
BRA roadblock in September 1990; the declaration of a ‘peace area’ at Selau in
North Bougainville in the following year; the convening of the Bougainville
Inter Church Women’s Forum in 1995; a week-long meeting of women at Arawa
in July 1996; and other events (some relevant documents are reproduced in the
online Addenda — ‘Original Documents’). Bougainville women also lobbied to
be included in meetings at which Bougainville political leaders and leaders of
the main combatant groups came together to discuss how to make peace.
When women managed to be included in the first meeting between the main
combatant groups, an all Bougainville affair, at Burnham, New Zealand, in July
1997, the men there were reported as fearing the women’s ‘politics might be
uninformed or “wishy-washy” and therefore counterproductive to the need for
facing tough issues.’ They were, therefore, apparently,
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very surprised to find that women are as passionate as men in redressing the horrors
of wars and bloodshed. In fact, the men who had not heard the women speak before
were amazed … to find the women as vehement as the men on issues of both politics
and human rights. On our return to barracks each evening, men would come to
congratulate the women for their contributions during the sessions and express surprise
at their politics. (Havini 2004)
The outcome was that Bougainville women were present at most subsequent
meetings, including those between the Papua New Guinea Government and the
various Bougainville groups (other than Francis Ona and his closest supporters,
who remained outside). Women’s representatives were even allowed to speak at
the formal ceremonies when major agreements were signed.12
However the women had to keep struggling. At the formal signing ceremony
for the Lincoln Agreement in January 1998, the chairman, the then-Prime Minister
of Solomon Islands, apparently forgot that a Bougainville women’s representative
was included in the programme to speak at the end of the meeting, and announced
the conclusion of proceedings before he was reminded that Agnes Titus was
waiting to read out the combined Women’s Statement. The women were then
unexpectedly asked to close the meeting with a song — which they did (Sirivi
and Havini 2004a 146–48).
Women were generally not at the meetings, especially those concerned with
weapons disposal, because men welcomed their presence and participation (some
men made it quite clear that women should not be there, and should certainly
not speak). However, the women did not give up. They spoke out very strongly.
Who among those of us who were privileged to hear will ever forget the passion
with which some Bougainvillean women castigated the men for the suffering,
destruction and damage the conflict had brought?13
For some of the women, including the editors of … as Mothers of the Land,
peace and freedom (by which they mean a separate independence for Bougainville)
are inseparable: one leads to the other, and cannot continue for long without it.
For others the cause is substantially different: they are willing, and in some
cases actively prefer, that Bougainville remain an integral part of Papua New
Guinea. For still others, the main issue is not political in the conventional sense,
it is simply peace and a strong desire to resume what would otherwise be a
normal life.
The outcome of the negotiations which produced the Bougainville Peace
Agreement is a new Part of the Papua New Guinea Constitution and a new
Organic Law (itself a Constitutional Law) made under that Part bearing titles,
‘Peace-Building in Bougainville — Autonomous Bougainville Government and
Bougainville Referendum’, which make quite clear that their purpose is peace-
building in Bougainville, not only or primarily constitutional change or political
self-determination. They are probably the only provisions with ‘peace-building’
in their names in any national constitutional laws in the world (the focus on
‘peace-building’ was vital to securing the political support of Papua New Guinean
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politicians who were otherwise reluctant about their contents, but recognised
the need, both political and moral, to support what had been agreed for the sake
of peace). They provide for the establishment of an Autonomous Bougainville
Government (ABG) with very substantial functions, powers and control over
resources, including assured financial grants from the National Government,
the ability to participate through agreed arrangements in activities otherwise
reserved to the National Government, and the right to initiate the gradual transfer
of additional responsibilities. They also contain a guarantee of a referendum on
Bougainville’s political future ten to fifteen years after the election of the ABG
(which took place in the middle of 2005), in which the option of a separate
independence for Bougainville will be available to Bougainvillean voters (the
outcome of the referendum is not automatic; it is subject to the final decision-
making authority of Papua New Guinea’s National Parliament).
Women were active participants in the process by which the Constitution for
the ABG was made.14 Three of the twenty-four members of the Bougainville
Constitutional Commission — one each from North, Central and South
Bougainville — were women; women were also represented in the Bougainville
Constituent Assembly which adopted the Constitution. In addition to objectives
and principles which apply to all human beings, it makes the following
commitment:
The role and welfare of women in traditional and modern Bougainville society shall
be recognised and encouraged and shall be developed to take account of changing
circumstances (s 28).
It also contains specific provisions providing for ‘fair representation of women
and marginalised groups on all constitutional and other bodies’ (s 19), and
encouragement of ‘customary practices of provision of care for widows’ (s 20)
and others.
At a practical level, Bougainvillean women are guaranteed at least three
seats in the Bougainville legislature through the establishment of special
electorates (again, one for each Region of Bougainville) for which women alone
can stand but all eligible adults can vote (s 55); the legislature consists of a total
of thirty-nine elected members, together with a directly elected President, and a
Speaker chosen from outside the chamber. At least one of the ten members of the
Bougainville Executive Council must be a woman, chosen by the other woman
members (s 80). Women have the same rights as men to enrol, vote and stand for
all other seats (except, arguably, the three seats especially set aside for former
combatants) and to enrol and vote. It is, therefore, to say the least, somewhat
ironic that a team of international observers who followed and reported on the
first general election for the ABG in 2005, aware that women did not contest
other seats, has speculated that the creation of the special seats for women ‘may
have had an unintended effect of marginalising them within the [electoral]
process’ (Commonwealth Secretariat 14). It also seems worthy of note, though
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the meaning is not clear, that, while a number of women who had been prominent
in the events depicted in … as Mothers of the Land, including one of the
contributors (Marcelline Tunim) nominated in the election, they were not
successful.
The three women members of the Bougainville legislature include a journalist
and former member of the Bougainville Constitutional Commission, a former
diplomat, and (in a positive sign as regards local acceptance of persons from
other parts of Papua New Guinea) a woman born on Karkar Island in the Madang
Province married to a Bougainvillean. One of these members, Magdalene
Toroansi, is a Minister in the ABG, responsible for Women, Religion, Traditional
Authority, Local-level Government, and Non-Government Organisations, while
another, Francisca Semoso, is Deputy Speaker (the meeting at which she was
elected was noteworthy for the vigorous way in which women activists lobbying
outside the chamber reminded the male members of the Bougainville House of
Representatives of the importance of ‘gender equity’).
Thus Bougainville women have not only played a critical role in Bougainville’s
recent history but continue to contribute to shaping the future. Their experiences
have been recorded not only in … as in Mothers of the Land, but also in the
accompanying online annexes, and other published materials.
As the United Nations Security Council15 has recorded in the preamble to
path-breaking Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace and Security, women are often
among the main victims of war. Women have a great deal to contribute to making,
maintaining and strengthening the prospects for peace. Experience in
Bougainville, in particular, shows how they can contribute to making and building
peace. (Bougainville is also one of very few places where international truce and
peace monitoring teams have included women, both civilian and military
personnel, all of whom were at all times unarmed.) The same experience also
shows how women have to keep struggling to make themselves heard and play a
part. Recognition does not come easily. Evidence of this can be seen in the way
that, of the eighty-six occasions on which the Nobel Prize for Peace was awarded
between 1901 and 2005, only twelve winners were women (this actually represents
a bigger share for women than in the case of the other Nobel Prizes). Only two of
the prize-winners, Betty Williams and Mairead Corrigan in 1976, have clearly
worked in the context of an intra-state conflict, Northern Ireland (Nobelprize.org
2006: ‘The Nobel Peace Prize Laureates’, ‘List of Women Laureates’). As
previously noted, reactions have included the creation of the Millennium Peace
Prize for Women, and the unsuccessful nomination of 1,000 women for the Nobel
Peace Prize in 2005.
… as Mothers of the Land documents the views and experiences of some of
the women affected by the Bougainville conflict and actively involved in working
for peace. Other publications, including a number cited in this article, document
other perceptions and stories. Together, they form part of a Pacific post-colonial
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literature of particular poignancy now, and likely relevance to the future, especially
when it comes to lessons that should be drawn and taken to heart.
POSTSCRIPT
As some of the experiences recounted above and the accompanying cartoon
by Biliso Osake make clear, participation in the Bougainville peace process and
the achievement of peace have not freed Bougainvillean women, whether or not
they aspire to be writers, from the vicissitudes of daily life, neither those which
are specific to the post-conflict situation in Bougainville nor those which affect
women in Papua New Guinea (and other countries) more generally. As the Papua
New Guinea poet and playwright, Nora Vagi Brash, has observed in a poem
entitled ‘I ought to be writing’ (James 25):
Today someone asked me
‘How’s your writing going?’
‘Fine, except it’s washing day.’ …
The still more challenging realities of daily life for women in Bougainville,
even after the conflict, are underlined in stories which appeared in the media
just as this article was going to press.
In one, a number of chiefs from Kunua in North-West Bougainville were
quoted as feeling frustrated because women have been wearing T-shirts and laplaps
(or waistcloths) depicting the upe, a hat which has traditionally been used in
male initiation ceremonies in the Wakunai area of Central Bougainville (‘Chiefs
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Slam Use of Sacred Emblem’ online). The same symbol also appears on coffee
mugs, pens, and other souvenirs freely on sale in Bougainville and tie-pins given
to visiting dignitaries by the ABG. Young boys wearing the traditional hats were
paraded (and photographed), with their eyes firmly closed, at the ceremonies
when the Ceasefire and Bougainville Peace Agreements were signed in Arawa
in 1998 and 2001 respectively.
However, according to one of the chiefs, this symbol of Bougainvillean identity
‘must not be worn by women because it is forbidden, according to the upe culture’.
He went on to express pride that the upe appears on the Bougainville flag —
which, according to … as Mothers of the Land (181), is ‘widely recognised in
Bougainville’ as having been designed by one of the women who co-edited the
book, Marilyn Taleo Havini.
Other stories which appeared in the media two weeks later highlighted
problems which owe more to the lingering effects of the previous conflict and
the immediate circumstances of the post-conflict situation. One referred to a
rally for a protest against the abuse of women being organised in Bel Isi (Tok
Pisin for ‘peace’) Park in Buka, where the neutral, regional Peace Monitoring
Group had had its northern headquarters. Issues to be addressed included HIV/
AIDS, drug and alcohol abuse, child abuse, rape, prostitution, pornography and
wife bashing, which were described as major issues in Bougainville and Papua
New Guinea-wide. The report of the proposed rally did not refer specifically to
the post-conflict traumas from which many Bougainvilleans continue to suffer
and which have been cited elsewhere as a major cause of serious, continuing
violence against women in Bougainville. The main organiser, Bougainville
Deputy Speaker, Francisca Semosa, was concerned because village women feel
‘suppressed and stuck’ because nobody would address their problems with enough
vigour. Police and other agencies were reported to be giving up on issues such as
the use of alcohol and drugs by youth — ‘which were getting out of hand.’ The
idea behind the rally was ‘for women to stand up’ (‘Abuse of Women to be Focus
of Rally’ online).
On the very same day, the same leader, Deputy Speaker Francisca Semoso,
responded to a recent incident in which a young woman graduate teacher from
East New Britain had the water tank at her house damaged and then been
personally abused by a group of young Bougainvillean men before fleeing from
Bougainville the very next day, by calling on Bougainvilleans to respect other
people who come to work and serve people in Bougainville (Papua New Guinea
Post-Courier, (‘Abuse of Women to be Focus of Rally’ online).
Thus do Bougainville’s mothers of the land continue to experience the
lingering effects of the previous conflict, to struggle, and to speak out for peace,
freedom and mutual respect following a conflict whose progress and resolution
have been documented in the publications discussed above, and whose end owes
a great deal to the efforts they made to promote, make and build peace.
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NOTES
1 See United Nations Deputy Secretary-General, Louise Frechette (2001).
2 The literature from Bougainville is discussed in, for example, Paina 2000; Pollard 2000
for Solomon Islands; and Rolls 2000 for Fiji. See also the submissions from women’s
organisations in Pacific ACP Ministerial Mission to Fiji and Solomon Islands 2000, Volume
2 — specifically, those from the Solomon Islands Women for Peace, Fiji Women’s Crisis
Centre, and National Council of Women, Fiji.
3 For Papua New Guinea, see Abaijah 1991, Kidu 2002, Turner 1993, and Wedega 1981,
and the interviews in James 1996; Carlyon 2002, discussed in some detail elsewhere in
this journal, Mead 1960 and Read (1966: 172–211) are noteworthy exceptions, as is the
portrait of the relationship with a Western Highlands woman, Pirip, in McCollum 1999.
Watson (1997) is another account of the life of a Papuan New Guinean woman, a Tairora-
speaker from the Eastern Highlands, who was not a leader though nonetheless outstanding
in other ways (xi) — in this case, presented as an autobiography composed from notes
made by an anthropologist before the subject’s death twenty years before the book was
completed (xiv).
4 Often at costs beyond the means of most Papua New Guineans, and, in the case of online
materials, only to the small elite with access to computers, telecommunications and more
or less reliable power supplies.
5 UNIFEM (7–8) lists a number of women’s organisations as playing a part in the
Bougainville peace process. They include: the Catholic Women’s Association, Bougainville
/ Papua New Guinea Integrated Development Agency, Bougainville Inter-Church Women’s
Forum, Bougainville / Papua New Guinea Women for Peace and Freedom, Leitana Nehan
Women’s Development Agency, Kieta District Council of Women, and the Bougainville
Provincial Council of Women.
6 The Leitana Nehan Women’s Development Agency was one of six winners of the inaugural
Millennium Peace Prize in 2001, an award sponsored jointly by the United Nations
Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) and International Alert to counter perceptions
that women are simply passive victims of conflict, and, apparently, also because the
Nobel Peace Prize has been so rarely awarded to women (WomenOf.com 1).
Three Bougainvillean women are among thirty-six women from the Pacific islands
and one thousand women worldwide who were nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize in
2005 (which was won by the International Atomic Energy Agency and its Director-General,
Mohammed El Baradei). The three Bougainvillean nominees and the organisations which
they lead were: Josephine Tankunani Sirivi of Bougainville Women for Peace and Freedom,
Helen Hakena of the Leitana Nehan Women’s Development Agency, and Sister Lorraine
Garasu, a sister of the Congregation of Nazareth, of the Bougainville Inter-Church Women’s
Forum. These three Bougainvillean women were listed separately from three other Papua
New Guinean women nominees (Islands Business, 31.12, December 2005, pp. 18–19).
7 The same point is also made by Kris Hakena (2).
8 Mamak and Bedford (1974: vii) does not include a single woman in the list of twelve
short ‘Notes on Modern Bougainvillean Leaders’ who played a key role in the lead-up to
the 1975 declaration of secession and the eventual establishment of the North Solomons
Provincial Government which paved the way for the introduction of provincial governments
throughout Papua New Guinea.
9 Comprehensively in the Independent State of Papua New Guinea 1991 Report. For the
perspective of an anthropologist with more than fifty years of close involvement with
Bougainville, see Oliver 1991. Quodling 1991 is written by the mining company’s
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managing director. Regan and Griffin 2005 provide what might be termed ‘deep
background’ to the conflict; Denoon 2000 gives the history of establishment of the mine
at Panguna. ‘Chronology’ 2002 provides a useful outline of important events before,
during and following the conflict.
10 Other matching accounts of experiences in the Bougainville conflict (and, in this case,
the peace process) by husband and wife are Helen Hakena, 2002 and 2003, and Kris
Hakena, 2001 3.
11 The element of ‘plain old thuggery’ which has been described as ‘a major catalyst of
organised violence everywhere’ (King 166).
12 See, for example, ‘Lincoln Peace Talks Women’s Statement’ in Sirivi and Havini 2004a,
and ‘Speech by Ruby Mirinka’ in Sirivi and Havini 2004c.
13 Some of their number also engaged in such activities as causing disruption of previously
planned meetings by arriving uninvited and unannounced, or, on one occasion by covering
the walls of a room where the Peace Process Consultative Committee was due to meet
with posters calling for Bougainville’s independence (the meeting was to be chaired by
the United Nations, and include representatives of the National Government, who insisted
the posters be removed before the meeting proceeded).
14 The Bougainville Constitution was made within the framework of the Papua New Guinea
Constitution, from which it derives its authority and with which it must be consistent.
15 S/RES/1325 available at online http: www.peacewomen.org/un/sc/1325.html, 24/1/2006.
This is closely annotated at online http: www.womenwarpeace.org/toolbox/annot1325.htm,
24/1/2006.
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how to call to the fish
you who knew
how to hunt a wild pig
it was you that held
the knowledge of our past
it was you that made
our generations last
our bubu haine in the garden
wearing just her rami
our bubu tau in his sihi
out hunting magani
now you are gone
we shall pay the cost
now you are gone
our culture is lost
all because we did not listen
to the teachings of our past
all because we, sought





If looks could kill
I would be riding a cloud with St. Anne.
Thank heavens for that barrier
Of unfitting instance and place.
Perhaps if they had that next pair of eyes
They would focus their vigour
On shifting humanity’s balance.
But alas
They are too fascinated with settling scores.
I try so hard to absolve
And appreciate.
Futile
Maybe I can send them






Do the garlic and carrots.
I do not want thin slices
Of potato.
Boil the prawns before I sauté them.
You would think
You were submitting yourself
To a catering practical examination.
So how is school?
The question settles on the fish batter.
And sinks.
I accumulate words hastily
And fasten them
With strips of bacon.
During the entire afternoon,
I manage to create only two faux pas —
Spill a globule of oyster sauce
And drop an egg.
I manage to squeeze in
A pint of fiscal commercials
Into the soufflé
To boost my bankruptcy.
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ANNE COLLETT
‘Why not a Woman!’: An Interview with
Tahitian writer, Célstine Hitiura Vaite
Célestine Hitiura Viate is, to quote from
her novel, Frangipani, a woman ‘who
knows what she wants and makes it
happen’ (83). Born in Tahiti, she moved
to Australia with her surfer husband in
her early twenties, and began writing
when pregnant with her third child.
Célestine has just completed the third
novel of a Tahitian family saga that
follows the life of Materena, a woman
in part modelled on her own mother.
In her ‘welcome to womanhood’ speech
Materena counsels her daughter,
Leilani:
‘Be proud to have been born a woman,’…
‘Oui,’ Leilani sighs.
‘Don’t you sigh on me!’ Materena talks about how it’s important for mothers to
tell their daughters to be proud to have been born a woman. Being born a woman
doesn’t mean you have to be the one stuck with the cooking and the cleaning and
looking after the children for the rest of your life. Women can do anything. Being a
woman also means you add something magical and special to this world. ‘You know
that book you were reading last week,’ Materena says. ‘About that Chinese woman
who prayed to her God not to make her come back as a woman.’
‘Oui. She preferred to be reincarnated as a dog than a woman.’
‘Well, I don’t think it’s awful to be a woman anymore.’
‘Oh,’ Leilani shakes her head, ‘women do have a harder life. You can’t deny
that.’
‘I don’t deny that,’ Materena says. ‘But why do you think God gave us all these
hardships eh? It’s not because he knows we’re capable? We’re strong? We’re tough.’
‘Mamie, I don’t want to talk about God today please.’
(Frangipani [Text Publishing, Melbourne, 2004] 82)
The humorous warmth of this dialogue between mother and daughter is signature
of Célestine Vaite’s vigorous and vernacular translation of life into art, and it is
surely also reason for the steadily growing popularity of her writing. She is an
accomplished storyteller. Her first novel, Breadfruit (2003) won the 2004
Littéraire des étudiants and Frangipani (2004) was short-listed for the 2005
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NSW Premiers Literary Awards and has been long-listed for the Orange Prize
(UK) as this issue of Kunapipi goes to press. The first two novels of the trilogy
have been published in Australia, the UK, the US, Canada, Italy, Spain, Norway,
Sweden, Finland, the Netherlands, Brazil, France, Germany and French
Polynesia; and Tiare (long-titled Tiare: The husband who didn’t deserve his wife
and everything that happened next), will be published in Australia in May 2006.
This interview took place in January 2006 at Célestine Vaite’s home in
Mollymook (a small town on the south coast of New South Wales, Australia).
* * * * *
AC: Why don’t we begin with Tahiti — the place that formed both you and
your novels.
CHV: I grew up in Faa’a exactly where the book is situated, that’s why my
mum said, ‘I can’t believe you put our fibro shacks in your books!’. I
grew up behind a petrol station next to the international airport and not
far from the Chinese cemetery. I’m of the family Mai. It’s quite a big
family; my ancestor was Chief of Faa’a — one of the people to sign the
French Protectorate. I’m writing an article on it at the moment. But
when people say, ‘Oh, you must miss the majestique — the mountains,
the rivers … it’s not that I miss — it’s that little stretch of place in Tahiti
— it’s Faa’a that I miss … the children, the roosters, the church with the
clock that chimes the hours … I miss that — that’s where I’m from.
AC: So it’s the really personal stuff — ties to family and childhood — that
you miss?
CHV: Yes … so many places hold sweet memories of my childhood … selling
mangoes by the side of the road with my cousins, and every time an
auntie would walk past we would put on a pitiful air … and suddenly
she’d decide to cross the road … because you don’t sell things to each
other! — ‘Come on, what’s going on!’ — but I think we wanted brand
new thongs or something like that so….
AC: What language did you speak as a child?
CHV: Most of my cousins (mum has two sisters and I had heaps and heaps of
cousins) spoke Tahitian but of course there was television — and she
wanted us to do well — so she forced us, almost forced us, to speak
French. She speaks very good French. She reads it, you know, but she
taught herself because she’s from a little island in Rangiroa. Her mother
is from Rangiroa. Her father is Tahitian from the Mai family and she
moved from Rangiroa to Tahiti at fourteen. She didn’t speak much
French, but taught herself … dated a French guy, had a few kids in
between, and believed in books … so I spoke more French than Tahitian.
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AC: So when you write in the book with that mixture of Tahitian and French,
is that how most Tahitians speak?
CHV: Yes, yes — Oui, oui — exactly, and because I want to keep my dialogues
the way they would be spoken, I act them out — in French first — in a
loud voice — all the time I will act them out first and then I translate so
it comes out….
AC: I think your dialogue works really well … it feels natural and alive….
CHV: Well that’s what I do — that’s my ritual.
AC: And so when you came to Australia, you were how old?
CHV: I was twenty-two with two children….
AC: You were twenty-two; you said earlier that you had to learn English?
CHV: Well yes — I spoke conversational English because you learn at school.
When I was at school English was compulsory before Tahitian … actually
Tahitian isn’t even compulsory yet … but Tahitian became part of the
curriculum when I was in year twelve … but until then French and
English were compulsory and then Spanish….
AC: Spanish?
CHV: Yes Spanish —
AC: Was this at a Catholic school?
CHV: Yes, I won a scholarship to the Anne Marie Javouhey — a prestigious
private school, behind big fences…. Apparently you go in and get out
like somebody….
AC: Like somebody special?
CHV: Like somebody with culture … now where was I?
AC: We were talking about languages.
CHV: Oh, yes … but when I arrived in Australia for about two weeks I was
crying … you know, because I couldn’t understand anything — I thought
I wouldn’t survive. But then I thought about my mother and my aunties
because they said, ‘Even if you’re far away we’ll give you our strength,’
and I thought, ‘To survive in this country I’ve got to speak the language’;
and mum is very big on a woman having her own job — she said —
‘Don’t rely on your husband for a job, you know you’ve got to do all
sorts of things … scratch his back, give him sex … all those things …
get your own money!’ So I thought, ‘I’ve got to get a job,’ and to get a
job I taught myself English. I read endless magazines you know, women’s
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magazines like New Idea and Woman’s Weekly, and then I moved on to
books. I mainly re-read books that I used to read in French …
Maupassant, Balzac….
AC: So you were familiar with the story [of the French novels]?
CHV: Yes, I read it in English and compared notes. Little by little my English
got more confident and then I got a job at a bank — I was a bank teller
at the National Bank of Australia, Maroubra (NSW). Actually I was a
Customer Service Officer of the year … ‘Yes Please!’ [she says with
great alacrity] People were freaking out — they’d come in grumpy …
and be greeted with this happy ‘Hello! Good Morning!’ … ‘Yes, Please!’
I was there for quite a few years and then I moved on to working for a
publishing company as a sales rep — selling to high schools. So I read
the curriculum and everything. When I look back on my life I think this
was one of the important turning points because although I was just a
sales rep I met authors and I thought ‘Wow! This is great! This is good!’
AC: I can do this….
CHV: Yeh — I can do this … although I don’t think back then I thought like
that — I thought ‘Wow!’ — you know, I was in awe of the authors …
and then getting pregnant, was what made me start writing really….
AC: Tell me about that again — what was it about getting pregnant? You
went back to Tahiti?
CHV: I was pregnant with my third child and I’d had the first two back home
with my big extended family, you know, and I was all alone in Tabourie
Lake [a very small town on the south coast of NSW] and feeling very
nostalgic so it just came out one day. I was sitting at the kitchen table
and thought, ‘I’m going to write about the electricity man!’ because it
happened so often in my family that the electricity man would come and
disconnect the electricity … but you  know in real life mum used to hide
behind her colourful curtains and I wanted her to go out. I said (in my
head), ‘Mum, go and tell him you’re a single mother!’ (We are a French
colony but there’s not much assistance from the government, so you’re
really on your own). So I wanted to say, ‘Go on mum, go and explain the
situation, don’t just stand there like a victim!’ I wanted to go out and
argue and she would say, ‘No I have my pride. Stay where you are! We
will get out the candles’. Her silence used to frustrate me, so in my story
that’s why Materena goes and stands there and nearly punches him in
the face as they are arguing about the electricity. It was my redemption.
And I think when my story came out in Tahiti not many people wanted
to be an electricity man!
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AC: You write from your personal experience, and of course your characters
get changed a bit from the originals they might be based on — just the
way you are describing here — but do people get upset when they see
themselves reflected in the stories?
CHV: Oh they laugh! Since the book came out in French a lot of my aunties
came to the launch in Tahiti of L’Arbre è pain [Breadfruit] which is
now on the best-seller list in Tahiti and into its fourth reprint. A few of
my aunties read it and recognized bits and pieces of themselves … but I
don’t write mean, and I haven’t been exposed to meanness in my family
— so it’s much more something to laugh about because it’s all so ridiculous….
AC: It seems very warm — so they don’t feel they are being made fun of….
CHV: Exactly, and you know Lily — the sexy character — they all think, ‘It’s
me, it’s me for sure!’… So, yes I was writing … and I felt better, because
before I started writing I was about five months pregnant and I felt so
down  — and I felt so — you know when you’re pregnant you want
more love — and my husband was always surfing … I wanted love from
my mother and sisters — it was the lowest point of my life — the lowest
point — and that’s why I started writing — it made me laugh and gave
me spirit. When I was seven months pregnant I went for my check-up
and cried and the doctor says, ‘Let’s see if the baby is all right,’ and I
cry, and he says, ‘Ok, let’s see if mum is all right,’ and I thought he was
going to tell me ‘Listen I’m just a doctor, I’m not a psychiatrist’ — and
I said ‘I want to go home,’ and he just said, ‘You’ve got to go home,’
and so I went home. I never demanded things from my husband and I
should have, so I said ‘I’ve got to go home’…. Anyway I went home —
me and my big belly — and something magical happened — I saw my
people with different eyes. I always knew that we were funny, but just
the bits and pieces that happened in everyday life became wonderful
events to learn from for me, and so….
AC: So you started writing before you went?
CHV: Yes….
AC: You said you were feeling sad?
CHV: Yes — sad —
AC: And nostalgic maybe?
CHV: Yes very nostalgic. .. and then my husband read my stories — I must
credit him for that — and loved them (and he’s an avid reader). He
loved the stories and said ‘You should send them away,’ and I said, ‘Oh
are you sure?’ I got the list from the library and I sent them away and
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when I was in Tahiti he was calling me every day telling me, ‘Victoria
University want to buy your stories, and Queensland University…’. So
when I came back that’s when I thought, ‘I’m going to write about my
family and the lives and loves of an extended Tahitian family with all
the obstacles…’. Every time I’d go home I just saw so many stories —
things seem to be happening there all the time for some reason, always
things happening….
AC: Yes that’s one of the things that comes across … your books are very lively….
CHV: Even in Tiare (my third book) — I was home just finishing it off —
editing — and my cousin said, ‘You gotta write about our war wounds
too cousin, our war wounds,’ and I said, ‘War wounds?’ ‘You know —
our stretch marks!’ And I thought, ‘Wow!’ I got my notebook out and
started writing on war wounds. I’m constantly writing. At the beginning
everyone was curious and a bit, you know, suspicious — ‘What are you
writing about?’ But now they tell me a story and if I don’t take it down
straight away they want to know, ‘How come you’re not writing it?’ …
isn’t that interesting?
AC: Yes … so when you said the book was translated into French, is it not in
Tahitian?
CHV: No it’s in French.
AC: Is it possible to get it translated into Tahitian?
CHV: Well I met with the Minister of Culture Tauhiti Nena, in August, and
because of the new government he said there would be an interest in
having it translated into Tahitian and maybe turning it into plays in
Tahitian, so yes. But most people can read it because it is simple French —
not long descriptive paragraphs about trees or whatever — it’s more compact.
AC: Is most of the reading in French? Tahitian is not written very much?
CHV: Yes and it’s very hard to read Tahitian — it’s more an oral language.
AC: Do you think the way you write and the things you focus on have been
influenced by a strong oral culture — a culture in which stories are important?
CHV: Of course. I give a lot of writing workshops — and free to the kids —
and most of the comment I get is ‘Oh, I might not be good enough,’ or
they feel intimidated; but when I started writing I didn’t feel intimidated
at all because I thought, ‘It’s just like telling a story!’ A lot of people feel
overwhelmed or think ‘I’ve got to be clever,’ but I thought it was just a
story, and I come from a strong story-telling culture. All my childhood,
mum would tell stories, my auntie would tell stories … we’d go and
weed graves … which is so boring…. There are so many because we are



















































































































































































































































































































































all buried on top of each other in the same cemetery, and there was
always one auntie who would tell us a story. For example, there is one
grave we have always been weeding since I was a child and we don’t
know who’s in that grave, except for one ancestor … and then I found a
story from the first world war: there was the Spanish flu back home and
thousands of people were dying and they were getting buried everywhere,
anywhere — and two people got buried by mistake in our plot and still
today there are family meetings to decide what should be done. Half of
the family wants to get rid of them but half thinks, ‘We can’t disturb
them, and where are we going to put them?’ So it’s a dilemma that will
go on for centuries. We always have stories like that … or stories about
legends … all the time so we don’t whinge while we’re weeding …
‘Pull those weeds!’ … ‘And then what happened?’ ‘Pull those weeds first!’
AC: So who would you say was the greatest influence on you?
CHV: For my writing?
AC: Yes.
CHV: Well I would say two women — my mother for the storytelling and my
godmother for introducing me to books. My godmother gave me my
first book when I was eight, Les Aventures d’Oliver Twist [Oliver Twist].
And when I got it I thought ‘Great!’ [sarcastic] — I wanted a Barbie
doll. Every time she came to visit me my mum would say ‘Get your book
out,’ because you’ve got to show … [the present was appreciated]. So in
the beginning I was forcing myself to read for her and then I got hooked
… I realised that reading is like being told a story except I was in control
— I could close the book when I liked. If an Aunt told me a story there
is no way I could walk out, I’d have to listen, but with a book I could just
close it and go and play. Mum never thought of giving me a book, it was
me … I was eight when I got a book and then I wanted another book and
another book and then she got the encyclopaedia set. I would have my
torch when the electricity was disconnected…. But because I used to
share a bedroom with my sisters and my brother (we were all in the
same room — mum in a small bed, and 3 girls in a bed and my brother
in his) even then [with the torch] they would whinge but mum would
say, ‘Another 10 minutes — leave her, leave her’ … and my sister would
grumble … it was a nightmare — but I was so engrossed … and that’s
why now I let my kids read when we’re having dinner. When someone
says, ‘I wouldn’t let my kids read at the table,’ I say ‘My mum let me.’
So when my kids ask, ‘Can I read, can I read?’ I say, ‘Well it’s not
polite, but ok — yes, you can read.’
AC: Anything to encourage it….
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CHV: Yes … and she had a system for homework and I’m doing exactly the
same with my kids now — every time we had to do our homework, a
little plate of goodies would appear, and I do the same — no homework
no chocolate biscuits! We’d sit down and say, ‘Mum we’ve got to do our
homework,’ and the SAOs with jam or whatever would appear. But she
was better than me at hiding, because I hide mine but my kids all discover
them … and she had a smaller house! I don’t know where she hid them….
She had a vision for sure….
AC: Why did she think it was important to study and do well at school?
CHV: Well mum was an excellent student. Just like in the book, she was the
one chosen to recite the ‘Welcome to our Island speech’ when the
governor came; and she was raised by her mother because her father
deserted (with another woman who couldn’t cook!). Mum wanted to
have a job that included a desk for some reason but at fourteen, just
months before the Year 10 Certificate, she had to go to Tahiti because
her stepfather was sick, and he ended up dying in Tahiti. It’s sad that it
took her twenty years to go home. At fourteen she lived with an auntie
and became a cleaner, and then had a child at eighteen or nineteen —
and that’s it — she just stayed cleaning. So she saw study as a way out
of poverty — definitely — and every time she had a bit to drink she’d
say, ‘Just look at your mother — four kids from different fathers, we live
in poverty — is this what you want?’ She definitely saw the way out of
poverty, and the vicious circle. My sister is a top teacher in Tahiti —
very respected — and my other sister is into the arts — a dancer — and
my brother builds canoes … and none of us have been to prison. Which
is like — an honour — you have to be Tahitian to understand this!
AC: So it was about poverty, but was it also about wanting to better yourself
as a person?
CHV: Better yourself?
AC: To extend yourself or to have a different kind of understanding of the world….
CHV: No, I don’t think she saw that far … no, I know she didn’t … she didn’t
think about ‘widening your horizon’. She saw education as a way out —
a way to a better job — that’s all — ‘You’ll get a better job with papers’
(which means degrees). Then when I got my HSC — how old was I? —
about fifteen — she decided to change her life too. She was around
about forty to forty-two and she decided not to clean anymore. She got a
job behind a desk.
AC: She really did it!
CHV: Yes, and she retired last year and got a medal because she’s never been sick.
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AC: Was the job what she thought it would be? Was she really happy with it?
CHV: She loved it — yes! I think that’s why you’ve got to keep positive …
you just never know…. When I won a scholarship I had to go to school
in Papeete so I had to catch the truck every day and I had to pay $1.20
there and $1.20 back — and it was a hassle because mum went into
Papeete every day too, which was $5 transport every day. I would always
panic because we had to have money for the ride for the next day and
towards the end of the month — before payday — we’d be looking
everywhere for something. But no matter how hard things were, my
mum would always say, ‘Don’t worry, we’ll find something, God will
find something,’ — and we’d always find something. Her positivism
was just amazing and I think I’m used to that in my life too — so if
things go wrong I think, well if it’s meant to be you’ve just got to accept
it.
AC: And, I guess, go with the opportunities that are given and make the
most of them.
CHV: My brother lost the plot for a while, but my mother never lost faith in
him and she’d always say to him, ‘Well I know one day you’re going to
do something good! And do what God put you on this earth for’. She’s
really big on God. I grew up with a glowing Virgin Mary and the beating
heart — the beating red heart! And when I go home with my kids (she
now has a bigger house because her old house was destroyed by the
cyclone — we’ve got a government house now — so there’s more
religious posters) they’ll say ‘Mum, that man freaks me!’ and she’ll ask
‘What did he say?’ and I’ll explain and she’ll say ‘That Man! That
Man’s Jesus Christ!’ I think when I started writing, her greatest fear
was … well you know there are so many books that rubbish something
that is important to a lot of people — just because they can, and probably
because that’s how they feel … and she said, ‘I hope there’s no blasphemy
in your book — that’s all I’m asking — I hope you don’t take the name
of the Lord in vain’. I saw in her life her Faith….
AC: It was her strength.
CHV: Yes, her Faith gave her strength — so it’s something….
AC: The way you talk about your mother and your grandmother and your
aunts, it seems to me that the women are what hold everything together
… the culture….
CHV: Yes, absolutely yes … if we had to leave it to the men … Phewt! … like,
when the baby’s born it’s the women who get the tree and decide where
it’s going to be planted, and we think about the names…. It’s the women
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who tell the stories of the past … men hardly ever … I’m writing about
this in my third book [Tiare] … men don’t seem to be talking — you
know — if they talk it’s just ‘wind talk’ — ‘Oh, did you see Rosalee! Oh
… I remember Rosalee …’. Sometimes they talk a little bit about
themselves but it’s so rare — so hard for them … like my uncle was
sharing a little of himself with me and then he freaked out … ‘Too
much! Too much! Too much!’ and then he stopped talking, he didn’t
want to go on.
AC: They don’t want to talk about intimate personal things?
CHV: That’s right — personal things … whereas women — they’ll tell you
everything and I’m sure with most women it’s a visiting thing. Women
get the kids together and they do the cooking and the talking, and even
when they talk amongst themselves we’re listening — we hear things,
we pick up things … sometimes they’d forget us kids and just tell stories.
AC: Was that something you found different in Australia? When you moved
what were the things that you found hardest about living in Australia?
CHV: Well, actually it was living in Sydney because … of the lack of emotions
— I found it hard…. When I first arrived I was kissing everyone and
then I realised it’s not really a normal thing to do here … so lack of
emotions and people keeping a distance…. Well, fair enough, you’ve
got to earn their trust — not like Tahiti where some stranger will walk
past and ‘Haere mai tama’a’ — ‘Come eat!’ and next, ‘Come sleep!’—
it could be an axe-murderer for all we know — we’re too friendly some
times. So I appreciate that we can’t meet and expect to be instant friends
— you’ve got to earn it — I accepted that. But now where I live in
Ulladulla there’s a community spirit which is why I feel I can handle
being so far away from my family. I’ve been here for twelve years and
it’s the women I love — the women. Well it’s the same thing … the
women get together. We have a women’s group where we get our flock
of children together and go to the pool or the beach and we share stories.
AC: So that’s actually very similar to Tahiti — it’s about small communities.
CHV: Yes — it’s the small community. I think it’s a universal thing where
women in a small community draw on each other’s strength to survive.
It’s about women and the caring we have — we are such caring creatures
— and I’m not saying that men aren’t but just that we’re different. I’m
teaching my oldest son to cook and he’s changed his bed sheets since he
was fourteen.
AC: I like the part in the book about the son who cooks and wants to be a
chef … I guess there’s something about the macho culture everywhere
— at least it is in Australia — there’s a lot of pressure on boys to behave
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in a particular — a macho — way.
CHV: Exactly, exactly….
AC: And it’s very hard for them to break away from that and be a bit different
because they’re seen to be feminine in some way … it’s a problem … it’s
the same kind of culture in Australia — it’s no different….
CHV: In Tahiti men make pretty poor fathers, but they make brilliant
grandfathers — Brilliant! — and that’s what I wanted to explore in my
third novel [the final book of the trilogy of which Breadfruit and
Frangipani are the first and second]. They come to an age where it’s
acceptable — it’s expected to behave differently as a grandfather. A few
of my cousins I thought of as such coconut heads! But they’re brilliant
grandfathers. My cousin George is always with his granddaughter, and
he was telling me last time I was there ‘God, the women are always
checking me out!’ and I said ‘Yeh, because you’re a man with a baby,
you know — it’s sexy’; but a twenty-year old holding a baby — it’s
always, ‘Oh, she’s wearing the pants … why don’t you come for a beer…’.
But of the man who is a grandfather, it’s expected. The kids have them
wrapped around their little fingers…. And because they have kids so
early they become grandfathers at forty.
AC: So it’s actually quite a freeing thing for them then isn’t it?
CHV: Someone was saying this to me earlier and I hadn’t really thought about
that, but yes, it’s like, ‘Now I’m allowed … I’m allowed to be soft’. It’s
about relationship between grandchild and grandfather — it’s expected
he will go gaga — ‘Oh he’s gone gaga!’
AC: What does ‘gone gaga’ mean?
CHV: ‘Gaga’ means he’s lost it … plenty of rocks in there … he’s gone a bit
silly … but it’s expected….
AC: So you say he’s gone a bit silly now he’s relating to his grandchildren in
a way he didn’t relate to his own children, but it’s a positive thing?
CHV: Oh yes — it’s a positive thing — everybody laughs and we think he’s
cute … sexy. A lot of women might have thought, ‘As soon as the kids
are grown up, I’m out of here,’ but a lot of the time they fall in love
again with their men — it’s amazing! In their twenties it’s all about
showing their muscles … alright it’s lovely but for women — for me —
I don’t think it does anything…. ‘Yeh, great muscles, but can you help
me here?’ But the softness — there is something about the softness that
turns us on — the thought of them being thoughtful — that’s what gets
us into bed — not the triple abdominals! You’ve got to melt the heart
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first — you know — it goes from the heart down, it doesn’t go the other
way. So a lot of the women just fall in love madly … and the
grandchildren, well a lot of the grandchildren spend time with their
grandparents because their parents are working — so it’s a very lucky
child who has that relationship with a grandparent — it brings a lot of
happiness. And when the grandparents die the grandchildren are really
touched. You will meet grown men now who will talk a lot about their
grandparents — a lot — more about their grandparents than their parents.
AC: Is this what your next book is about? More about the men?
CHV: Yes. It’s written from Pito’s point of view [Pito is Materena’s partner
and father of her children]. I had a lot of fun. It’s about a redemption
that comes in the form of his granddaughter. I haven’t turned him into
a Mr Goody Two-Shoes, but he’s obviously showing a bit more affection
(and getting much more sex!).
AC: That’s interesting, because the first two books are so much about women
— strong women — I wondered what you would do next as you can’t
keep writing on the same topic….
CHV: No, exactly … and I’m closing that story — I’ve said goodbye — it’s a
trilogy and that’s the last one of the family. You’ve got to know when to
stop. In the third book I close everything — close lots of issues that
come from Breadfruit and Frangipani and it’s the end — Ciao! — but I
did cry when it was finished.
* * * * *
AC: One of the things that interested me that I think is different in Tahiti to
Australia, is the strong sense of the dead still being with you — still
being part of the family….
CHV: Absolutely.
AC: Weeding the graves….
CHV: I think the worst thing that can happen to a person back home is to be
forgotten. My grandmother died when my mum was fourteen but I know
her inside out. I know all about her because my mum talked about her a
lot and I think from weeding the grave….
AC: Because you are keeping the person alive, keeping their memory alive….
CHV: Yes … because it’s so embarrassing if the grave is choking in weeds.
On The Day of the Dead it’s a competition for who has the most flowers
or the most beautiful flowers — we paint the graves, agonise about the
flowers — ‘No, no, yellow on the right…. No don’t move that….’ It
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takes hours! And then carrying the bouquets of flowers up the hill. We
have candles — it’s magic — I love The Day of the Dead! The priests
come to bless and make sure no graves are missed and you have to make
sure not to step on the graves — everyone is squeezed into little alleys
between the graves. But we don’t go as far as putting up pictures of the
dead the way the Chinese do.
AC: Why do you think that is? What’s different about putting up a picture to
telling stories?
CHV: Maybe it’s a respect thing. We have family pictures in an album — but
that’s private — you don’t go through someone’s family album. It’s a
protection of privacy. The community is very open but there are still
things that are private.
AC: Some things are private to the smaller family.
CHV: Yes.
AC: Is there anything different about living in a very small island community?
Does it make a difference to the way you live your life? What kind of
influences does it have on you? Obviously Australia is also an island —
but a very big one — so it doesn’t feel like one — but do you think about
being on this little island in the middle of a huge expanse of water?
CHV: No you don’t — it’s only when you get out! It’s only then that you
realise — ‘Oh this is a small island!’ but once you’ve left, people ask,
‘Why do you want to go there? This is Paradise. We’ve got everything
here.’ No, you don’t even think, ‘Over there is France or Europe of
whatever’ — no, it’s just about us. But once you get out — often to
France to study — and you come back — a lot of people want to get out
more often because they find it suffocating. When you live in a bigger
place like I am, you learn to be more assertive maybe.
AC: Do you think that living in a different culture frees you from certain
cultural expectations and obligations?
CHV: Oh yes. If I was still living in Tahiti I don’t think I would have written
the books because I’d be thinking, ‘No I can’t do that, no I can’t say
that, oh that’s a bit much!’ I probably would have written a book with no
sex scenes or …  I would have been fairly restricted, but because I wrote
it overseas I felt a freedom … so sometimes when I come back the first
day it’s ‘Oh I love it here!’ but by the tenth day I’m like ‘Hmmm I don’t
think I could live here again’.
AC: You know how you were saying earlier that a lot of Tahitian men end up
in prison? In your book you are quite generous in your attitude toward
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the French and French colonialism, so I wondered how you feel about
the colonial history of Tahiti and what your politics are in relation to
that, because I can imagine you might have been quite a bit harsher
about what might be seen as the divide between the French and the
Tahitians and what happens to Tahitians — poverty, crime and violence
— and so although you touch on it I thought you were quite generous
and I wondered how you felt about it and why that generosity was there.
CHV: Maybe because my father was French and maybe because my mother’s
boss was French and he was really nice. I think that we are touched a lot
by personal events. Let’s say for example I saw a French woman being
rude to my mother, I would probably be a French-hater now, but I feel
differently because I have a lot of good moments with French in them.
My mum’s boss used to give me clothes and she was very kind to my
mum — advance her money or whatever — and my mum had a couple
of French boyfriends and they were really nice. So I think it’s a personal
thing. It’s because she loved the French and she’s not a racist, she never
talks badly about the French because they are French. She says some
people are good and some people are bad and that’s the way it is. Whereas
my auntie, her sister, is such a racist … she’s really into politics and
every French is a dickhead — ‘Get out French!’ So I guess it’s because
I didn’t grow up in that environment of resentment — ‘Oh, we’re in
this position because of the French’. Although my mum was very poor
and we lived in a fibro house, it was beautiful, it was clean, the garden
was absolutely gorgeous — raked everyday, and there were beautiful
curtains; whereas her sister also lives in a fibro shack, but it’s dirty —
and it’s all because of the French — whereas I didn’t have that — I
didn’t grow up in that environment with my mum and it freaks me out
a bit when I go back — my cousin will say, ‘Oh, you’re getting white!’
and I’ll say ‘That’s because it’s winter up there you coconut-head!’ …
you know, ‘How’s your heart? Is it white?’ So I think it’s all individual
… and I’ve realised that my mum is just an amazing, amazing person. I
think, looking back, mum is something of a visionary…. When she met
people, she made sure she introduced us to them — like the boss — so
when I was on holidays I always got a job — I was the only employee’s
kid there.
AC: She’s a good net-worker….
CHV: She’s a very good net-worker. My mum raised me to make the French
my allies….
AC: Maybe to work within what you’ve got? Make the most of the situation
you’re in, whereas some people look towards…. I guess there’s a certain
amount of resentment and a casting of blame, whereas some people
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recognise that maybe it’s not as easy as that, not as cut and dried as
that — more complex. Relationships are so connected or entangled it’s
really difficult just to go chop? like that — to sever colonised from
coloniser — you’re bad, we’re good….
CHV: And honestly, you know it tires me now…. I went to the Brisbane Writers’
Festival and we had to do something on bloodlines, and I was with two
Indigenous people who were fabulous, but their talk was very negative,
just like ‘We are sick of being the Dog!’ and I felt bad because mine was
about my aunties — funny and exuberant! I felt I should have been a bit
more serious in my speech, so I was panicking. My speech was funny
and I was the last speaker and they were all so serious — and everybody
was nodding….
AC: Everybody was probably relieved….
CHV: So I think it’s my mum….
AC: And do you think too — it’s too easy to blame somebody else? I’m
thinking of some of the scenes in the book and some of the attitudes of
the men … that it’s easy to cast the blame somewhere else and say it’s
all to do with colonialism and not something within ourselves or
something to do with our own culture. Clearly poverty has an impact,
and the lack of opportunity … it’s important — but sometimes it seems
there’s a lot of blame happening and not much attempt to change in
other ways. I was thinking about the way you talk about Tahiti, and you
know you said it was quite nostalgic — a lot of it is very warm and
painted in optimistic happy colours — I wondered if there was something
you thought needed to be changed in Tahiti or the way Tahiti works at
the moment. What would it be and how would it be accomplished? If
you think about the number of Tahitian men who end up in prison or
poverty or lack of opportunity….
CHV: I really believe in reading … so my mission is to increase the literacy
rate because at the moment, still only people from the middle-class read,
poor people don’t read — the literacy rate among Tahitians is very low.
At the book fairs the people you see are French or half-French and you
don’t really see the Tahitians who need it, because I believe … my mum
believed that reading led to better jobs. After meeting Alan Duff — he
explained to me about his program — I really believe, like him, that
literacy fights crime because you expand your horizons — not that it
makes you feel less bitter — but, like you said before, it gives you another
vision of the world.
AC: So is your family unusual?
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CHV: Yes, I think it’s my mum who is unusual….
AC: I’m thinking even in terms of literacy — the fact that your mum could
read — could your grandma?
CHV: No —
AC: It was just your mum?
CHV: Mostly the bible though…. The government has introduced programs
now in Tahiti — they’re sending people to France to train them as
librarians, and they have mobile libraries to go into poor areas — so the
kids can go into the bus and read … because I think once you’re hooked
you’re hooked for life. And also, it increases your vocabulary and teaches
you to write better so you do better at school. It’s a chain of events …
and it can only make your life better. So I really believe in that and
that’s why L’Arbre è pain [Breadfruit] has been voted the best selling
book in French Polynesia. It’s been on the best-seller list for two years
now. More Tahitians are reading now because the book’s not intimidating
and it’s about their lives….
AC: It’s about them….
CHV: And they love it…. Last time I was there Tahitians would start reading
and laughing. ‘Oh I can see my mum there…’ and for once it’s not
about ‘Tanyia was an exotic beauty … with long hair down her back…’.
So it’s about all the silly superstitions we have — the good and the bad
— and the stories of our everyday lives. I work very closely with the
translator, Henri Theaureau. He came to Australia and we worked
together in the finalisation of the translation, because the first translation
I got he made the characters speak in very simple language — like ‘me
go there’ or whatever — and I was furious, so he flew here and we
worked together. Because although a lot of Tahitians speak bad French
I thought a lot of them speak good French too … and why not use those
who speak well … and Materena is an exceptional woman — so let’s
show the way.
AC: And you don’t want to talk down to people….
CHV: No, exactly and I think that’s why Breadfruit has had a big impact in
Tahiti — because women feel proud — and also Materena is a very
inspiring as a heroine — more women are proud because of her.
AC: So the whole idea of women telling inspiring stories … do you see that
as part of what you do as well? In terms of your writing?
CHV: Yes — do you mean telling stories to make each other feel better?
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Absolutely. You feel down, you tell it to your cousin, you feel better …
because she’ll tell you something that happened to her that has to be
worse … of course.
AC: Your books are about traditions, but it doesn’t seem to be a static
tradition, but something that is accommodating change as well, although
some of the things you talk about are things you want to preserve….
CHV: Like what?
AC: Well I was thinking of The Day of the Dead and the weeding of the
graves — that is something that is important to the culture and you
want to see ongoing, but in other ways, maybe attitudes towards women,
you do want to see change happen. So it doesn’t seem to me that you’re
presenting a culture that has somehow stopped in the past. You know
how we were talking about nostalgia before, and sometimes nostalgia
can be thinking about a culture as though it had stopped in the past
somewhere?
CHV: Yes I see what you mean. It’s like having a woman on the radio, why
not have a woman on the radio, but if I lived there I would think ‘No, we
can’t have a woman on the radio’, but because I live here [in Australia]
I think, ‘Yeh, why not, I’ll put a bloody woman on the radio, and I’ll
make her a superstar!’ So you’re right in that because I don’t live there
I’m not restricted so I feel free to go ahead … planting ideas.
AC: Change starts to happen because of those ideas?
CHV: Well that’s what one would hope for I guess — yes — to inspire and
unlock something….
AC: If people can imagine something…. Sometimes the problem is they can’t
even imagine the possibility and if you can just get them to think about
this other possibility … things happen….
CHV: Exactly. Even the translator of Frangipani was saying ‘No one will
relate to a woman on the radio … women talk at home not in public.’
But I guarantee it’s going to happen — a woman on the radio. There are
women on TV all the time — Miss Tahiti, or they tell the weather —
very sexy weather…. But the idea came when I was in Tahiti and I had
a radio interview … they were all men and all French. The assistants
were women — the one’s behind the glass … and that’s when I thought
‘Why not a woman!’
AC: Are there any women in Tahiti in positions of power?
CHV: Yes … I had lunch with the then-Minister of Women — Beatrice
Vernaudon. She took me to dinner and she wanted to acknowledge the
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impact of my stories — she said thanks so much for writing about that
— because our women need to know. There’s a lot of domestic violence….
I think because I was raised by a single mother I am so pro-woman, but
maybe if she had been married, you know, bending to her husband, I
would have been different. A lot of women for reasons of security give
up their strength to accommodate a man in their lives….
AC: And isn’t that related to your saying that your mum thought it was
really important to have a job and your own money?
CHV: Yes I think that’s what it is.
AC: Because you can feel that much more confident?
CHV: Yes, if you’re financially independent … because if he pisses you off
you can piss off! You don’t have to put up with his shit. I think my mum
was a hard core feminist in disguise!
AC: You spend a lot of time in the novels talking about women’s strength,
and I wondered if partly that was because women needed to be strong
because they were living in circumstances which made them vulnerable
or in which there was violence. You don’t really talk about that in the
books.
CHV: It’s true, you learn to be very accommodating….
AC: So I guess you’re giving an example of how women might behave
differently.
CHV: That’s right but don’t get me wrong, I’ve got all kinds of colours in my
family — I’ve got one’s who are accommodating or one’s who are having
a fight and my brother will go in to help and be told — no, leave them
alone — my mum knows how to fight. There are women out there who
will not take shit! There are all kinds of examples but I like the example
of the strong woman without going into the physical thing.
AC: I suppose too it’s because in part you’re writing out of your own life
and your own life history. So you know how in the story it’s the daughter
who ends up wanting to do medicine — become a doctor — where did
that come from?
CHV: Me … I don’t know why … but I thought I kind of wanted to see a
woman doctor in Tahiti — a Tahitian one. You remember the kid who
has a skin disease and then the older one has the skin disease? … that
was me, asking my cousin, ‘Didn’t you ask the doctor if it was
contagious?’ and that was her response, ‘It’s up to him to tell me, not
me to have to ask’. And I thought … ‘That’s men!’ I thought if there
was a woman Tahitian doctor she could talk about contraception and
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talk about…. In my next book I want to explore women not needing
men to find sexual fulfilment, which is a taboo back home. I think a lot
of girls are getting pregnant at a young age — fifteen or sixteen —
because they’re in the mood and they don’t know about this … you
know, I would say to them ‘Do it when you’re sure, not just because
you’re in the mood for sex!’ I really want to explore this because I think
if women become financially independent and sexually empowered there
would be more women in a situation where they want to be — now.
Look at Materna — sex under a tree — and she still goes back … I
think you can change history if you get rid of the taboos. It’s going to be
a big thing in Tahiti if I write about this. I mean it won’t be full on … I
won’t go on and on and on … but it’s definitely going to be there….
AC: I think it’s the same kind of thing you were talking about before — it’s
giving people knowledge.
CHV: Yes.
* * * * *
AC: What’s the name of your new book again?
CHV: ‘Tiare’ — it’s a flower and the emblem of Tahiti, and also the name of
the grandchild.
AC: Doesn’t one of the books come with a photo of you — the exotic Tahitian
— with a flower behind your ear….
CHV: Yes, but I think that’s only part of the appeal of my books because
they’re also international — they cover universal themes.… I think that’s
why they have been translated into so many languages — the Chinese
and Russians are considering translating at the moment. You’re going
to laugh about this … I received the copy from the Netherlands … see
the cover? … the ‘Dutch girl’ … two weeks later I’m flipping through
one of my daughter’s Cosmopolitan magazines — and here she is doing
an ad for tampons — ‘Tampons! You won’t even feel them!’ You have
to laugh … my heroine is ‘Carefree Tampons’! Did you see the French
copy … the girl on the cover? I went to a nightclub with my sister and
saw her dancing … she’s becoming very popular … everybody wants to
dance with her … nobody knows about me…. They say to her ‘Hey,
you’re that girl on the book, right?’ … and my mum said to me, ‘Go and
tell them you’re the one who wrote the book!’ and I said, ‘Oh, it’s all
right, it’s ok’. She nearly went to tell the people, ‘Yeh — but the writer




[This is an edited extract from Célestine Hitiura Vaite’s forthcoming novel, Tiare: The
Husband Who Didn’t Deserve His Wife and Everything That Happened Next. To be
released in Australia by Text Publishing 1 May 2006.]
Pito Tehana steps off the truck at the petrol station facing the bakery in Faa’a.
His calico bag is thrown casually over his shoulder and a smile is on his lips
because work is over. Still smiling he gives a little slow nod to one of his wife’s
many cousins walking to the Chinese store, meaning, Iaorana, you’re fine?
The woman shrugs an insolent shrug, flicks her hair and keeps on walking.
‘You need something, you,’ Pito mutters under his breath.
Another of his wife’s relatives walks past, but this one has already done her
grocery shopping at the Chinese store. Today, that means a family-size packet of
disposable nappies and ten bread sticks. Pito gives another Iaorana, you’re fine?
nod. She raises an eyebrow, gives Pito a long look and turns away.
‘Iaorana my arse!’ Pito calls out, thinking: Here, now you have a reason to
be rude to me.
He is puzzled, though. It’s not that he expects Materena’s relatives to be
overwhelmed at the sight of him, they never are. But give him a nod at least! A
little nod, where’s the politeness, eh? It’s not as if he was asking for a salutation
to the sun!
Then Pito spots Materena’s Cousin Mori playing his eternal accordion and
drinking his beer under the mango tree near the petrol station.
‘Mori!’ Pito calls out. ‘E aha te huru Cousin?’
‘Maitai, maitai!’ Mori calls back, putting his accordion down.
Mori never ignores Pito. Enfin, Mori never ignores anybody. The two men
shake hands.
‘Eh?’ Pito asks Mori, who sees and hears everything from his mango tree.
‘What’s the story with the Mahi family this time?’
Mori considers the question. ‘Well, it’s about you, hoa hia.’
‘It’s always about me, what did I do now?’
After a moment of hesitation, Mori spills the bucket. ‘The family says that
you don’t care about Materena’s new job because you didn’t invite her to the
restaurant and she’s been at the radio for a year.’
Pito gives Mori a blank look.
‘Twelve months, Cousin,’ Mori continues. ‘And you know about Materena’s
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radio program, it’s a success, it deserves champagne, an invitation to the
restaurant. It’s the most listened program in Tahiti, Cousin!’ Seeing Pito’s
incredulous face, Mori asks, ‘You didn’t read Les Nouvelles on Tuesday?’
‘Non.’
Mori shakes his dreadlocks, meaning, you don’t read the news? ‘There was
an article, it’s official, nobody can say it’s just stories. Materena is the star of
radios! But she hasn’t turned into a faaoru, a show-off, she’s still the same
Materena that we know. She says good morning, she talks to you.’
There, Mori has spoken the truth.
‘What else they’re saying about me?’ Pito wants more information. What
he’s just heard isn’t enough.
‘You’re a big zéro.’
‘Eh oh,’ Pito protests, looking wounded.
‘You’re thirsty Cousin?’ Mori hurries to ask, as if to make himself forgiven
for the harsh comment.
‘Oui, my throat is a bit dry,’ Pito admits, and sits down on the concrete. He
never refuses a beer with Mori. It is so rare. It’s not that Mori is tight with his
beer but when you drink thanks to your mother’s generosity, you can’t distribute
like you want.
Pito takes a few sips of his warm beer and explains his case. He doesn’t like
to eat at restaurants, it’s simple, d’accord? He doesn’t want somebody coughing
on his food, spitting on his food, talking over his food. When you eat at a
restaurant, you don’t see what’s going on in the kitchen. And anyway, he likes to
eat at home, his wife is a number-one cook…
‘Where’s the problem?’ Pito asks Mori.
‘Cousin,’ Mori says nicely. ‘Women like to eat at the restaurant now and
then. It’s an occasion. They put on a beautiful dress, makeup, shoes… They feel
special and they have a rest.’
Pito shrugs. He’d like a rest too, and not having to work eleven months of the
year. Everybody would like a little rest, but it doesn’t mean people can tell stories
about him.
‘It really annoys me,’ Pito continues, ‘when people talk like they know what
they’re talking about and they don’t even know.’
By ‘people’ Pito means women, because they’re always talking those ones,
they never shut up. ‘My husband did this, my husband did that. My children talk
back to me. Tonight we’re going to eat breadfruit stew…’ They talk in the truck,
outside the Chinese store, inside the Chinese store, over hedges, under trees, by
the side of the road, on the steps of the church, on the radio… Even when they
have the flu and their voice is croaky, they talk and talk and talk.
Mori chuckles.
‘I’m sure women are born with a special mouth,’ Pito says, pretending he
doesn’t see the cranky look another relative by marriage fires at him as she
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‘What else are they saying about me?’ Pito mentally prepares himself for
another story. With the Mahi women, there’s never just one story.
But Mori has said enough for today, perhaps even too much. His lips are stitched.
‘Cousin?’ Pito repeats.
‘That’s all I know.’
Fine. Since Mori doesn’t want to speak, Pito will say a few words. In his
opinion, Materena’s relatives have never liked him. He understood this during
his first official visits to Materena at her mother’s house. Before that, Pito’s
visits to Materena were behind the bank, under a tree, in the dark and in total
secrecy. Then Materena fell pregnant and … welcome into the family eh? The
moment he arrived in the neighbourhood, the Mahi family felt they knew Pito
Tehana. ‘Hope you’re not going to abandon Materena after what you’ve done to
her,’ one of Materena’s relatives would greet him. ‘You better recognise
Materena’s baby.’ ‘You better not make Materena cry.’
The first time Loana met Pito her greeting was much shorter. ‘Ah you’re
here.’ She did her little eyes at Pito as if he was a nuisance and not her potential
son-in-law, the father of her unborn first grandchild. ‘Take your thongs off before
walking into my house.’
Pito never stayed for too long back then, ten minutes was enough. He had to
save a bit of energy for the journalists waiting for him by the side of the road.
‘You don’t care about Materena’s baby,’ they said. ‘We see in your eyes. Have
you bought any blankets for the baby, at least? We don’t dance the tango alone,
you know. It takes two.’
Pito couldn’t believe his ears! In his experience, a Tahitian man who does
the right thing (by this Pito means visiting the girl he got pregnant) is feted like
an ari’i, a king! The girl’s relatives give the father of the unborn baby a chair to
sit on, and somebody (usually the grandmother) gives him something nice to eat
like biscuits — fried prawns if he’s lucky. This happened to two of Pito’s brothers.
But all Pito got from Materena’s family, he tells Mori, was tutae uri. Dog shit.
‘I bet I could write a book on all the stories your family has told about me
over the years,’ says Pito.
‘It’s true.’ Mori smiles. Aue, if Pito only knew! He could write a whole
encyclopedia!
‘Unbelievable.’ Pito finishes his beer, thanks Mori and gets up. ‘Your family
can say what they want, I don’t care.’
‘Maybe you should, Pito.’ Mori’s smile drops.
‘A man can congratulate his wife in other ways. There’s no need to go to the
restaurant.’
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‘True, Cousin,’ Mori agrees, feeling friendly towards Pito again. ‘A bouquet
of flowers, a —’
‘I congratulate my wife in my own way,’ Pito goes on, with a smirk that tells
long stories. ‘And no complaints so far.’
Pito walks home, his head held up high.
‘You talk of a congratulation,’ Mori says to himself, and picking up his
accordion he attacks a love song, the one about Rosalie and how she left.
Rosalie, sings Mori,
Elle est partie…
He doesn’t know why that song came into his mind. It just did.
And if you see her, bring her back to me.
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As the women gather
To thread dreams
Into stories of love.
Words of wisdom
Curve like songs
That glide on wings
Of mulberry
Weaving words and silences
Into stones that sing
That will remain
till there is nothing





In grief and joy
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As the women gather
To thread dreams
Words and silences
Into stories and stones
Of love
That will sing,
Condensing on the palate
Cemented in memory born
When there is nothing
But sea and sky.
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A while ago
When the moon
Was fat and full
With lust




From the inside out





There would no more
Smiling
Sunshine
And love would forget
How to remember
As
I would never know







I would never be the moon
Fat and full
With lust




From the inside out
And I do.
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FREE FALL IN LOVE
The excitement of the precise moment
In which you discover






You can only fall down.
And you say
After the longest pause —
Fall up with me
Because falling up
There is the whole sky.
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FOOLS’ GOLD
The Indian never found gold
On these islands
But his back was broken
His daughters raped
His sons taken to the house of cane knife truths and blood sweat
And still he refused to go home.
She is the child of brown women past and men gifting
A burden that is her salvation.
Paving the way
In a line of women weaving leaves
And baking love on cast iron Tawas
In clay pots of dried blood
And flesh bones
Of men loving and dying in brown dreams and green fields
Gold coins around their necks
Bathing and drowning at once.
A woman I was once
Died
So that I could be born
Sun dried mangoes and gin
With the sunrise
An offering to the un-named God outside the window
To steal life from Indian hemp
I never met her
But I am proof she was old.
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Re-viewing Reviewing: Thoughts on
Pacific Poetry and Hybridity
This article began as a straightforward book review. But nothing is
straightforward: circuitous and reflexive, twisting and regressive, multiple
pathways lead off in myriad directions. Even if there seems to be a main road
down the middle, it is often up for repairs, and doesn’t always get you where you
really want to be. Here is what I originally wrote.
* * * * *
The Niu Waves Writers’ Forum, a collective centred around the University of
the South Pacific and its active program of visiting writers, has been a significant
force in pushing literary expression in the Pacific off the formal page and into
performance and a wider range of voices than previously. Robert Nicole’s 2001
collection, Niu Waves: Contemporary Writing from the Pacific (Suva: Pacific
Writing Forum/Oceania Centre for Arts & Culture) provides a good sampling of
the lively mix coming from a new generation of Pacific writers, and some poems
by Frances Loya-Vaka’uta stood out in that book as offering promise of new
themes and skilful expression. Of Schizophrenic Voices is a collection of forty-
four of her poems, with line drawings by the author and her husband. These
reflect the many identities of today’s Pacific Islanders and the poet’s own mixed
heritage. Teweiariki Teaero is also a member of the Writers’ Forum and a Lecturer
in Education at the University of the South Pacific. He is an accomplished visual
artist as well, and enlivens his collection with a range of his artwork.
One of Koya’s Niu Waves poems, ‘Password Protected’, reveals an interesting
engagement with the computer age. This is entirely appropriate to a region that
has been using satellite technology and other distance education media for some
time, and here the poet makes the password into an extended metaphor for the
blocks to communication and meaning in our minds. This poem is unfortunately
absent from the author’s collection, but its legacy is seen there in many poems
which feature textual play with all the signs of the word-processing keyboard.
I’m not sure whether this relates to Kamau Brathwaite’s typeface experiments,
but the effect here is an irritating clutter of slashes, asterisks, hyphens, colons
and assorted accent marks that seem to have no real purpose. If they are meant
as codings for intonation and rhythm in performance their logic is not self-
evident, and they make interpreting the whole poem on the page nigh impossible.
There would need to be something deeply meaningful in the relation of idea to
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form to make the labour of reading worthwhile, and in most cases complications
of computerese mask a fairly straightforward love lyric that gains nothing from
technical experiment.
Some experiment with ‘text messaging’ spellings works better than the
typographic splatter and might develop into significant pieces. More successful
also are the e.e. cummings-like visual dramatisations on the page of falling and
rising, though after a time this in itself becomes a cliché. Too often the attempts
at technical experiment fail to convince the reader that they add more than
superfluous decoration, although occasionally there is a nice match of graphics
and meaning, as in ‘Diaspora of Bloodlines’, where straight and circling lines
and slashes between words enact the idea of multiple, split, and moving identities
and feelings.
Teweiariki Teaero provides a different innovation in his inclusion of work in
the Kiribati language. I am not the person to comment on the effectiveness of
these pieces, but it is important to have this kind of bilingual publication as a
negotiation of the local and global spaces that Pacific Islanders inhabit. Other
than this feature, the experiment is mainly with ‘shape poems’, since the content
and form throughout is familiar to anyone who has browsed amongst Pacific
poetry from the seventies on: celebrations of island nature, quizzical looks at
school experience, political statements about ecology and development
(‘Coincidence’) in lists of attributes chained together by repeated but varied
phrases (as in ‘An Ode to Oceania’).
The balance between trying too hard and not trying hard enough is always
difficult to find, especially for new writers and even more so when it comes to
poetry. Pacific writing has at times, and because of its often very localised arena
of production, been given ‘instant’ exposure — quick response to a situation
followed by a reading in a writers’ group and then compilation into a book for a
specialist local publisher without the kind of selection and editing process that
would come if works had been circulated more widely to journals and international
publishers. Prof. Subramani’s endorsement on Koya’s back cover begins ‘Many
of us heard Frances Koya read her poems at the Barn in Suva’ and Teaero
assiduously notes the occasions on which poems were first read. Such an ‘in-
house’ reception is a useful encouragement to writers, but it does not ultimately
help them to establish a critical sense of what works on the page and beyond
their immediate world. This may be a common process for poetry anywhere
these days given the reluctance of larger publishing houses to take it on, and we
could mount a solid argument for letting the world see what Islanders really
think and feel and how they write about it, without having external editors shape
it all according to what outsiders expect. Nonetheless, coterie production is not
often the best way to get objective critical feedback, and such responses are
necessary for a writer’s long-term development. A few more workshops, more
writing, rigorous culling and redrafting would lead to more compelling books of
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verse. Otherwise we become mired in ‘personal jottings’. We can all think through
issues in our head, write diary notes to ourselves or friends, pour out emotions
about immediate family, but if we are to make public poetry of it all, we need to
be sure that we have something to offer more than what everyone else can come
up with — nuance, profundity, wit, the ability to register some drama of how a
situation or idea grabs us in a particular way, formal skill in shaping or originality
of image. No one gets a full mix of these criteria on a regular basis, but some
mix is required before any reader beyond one’s immediate circle of friends can
be expected to take an interest. These books are a sign of talents worth
encouraging, and for that reason it would have been a good idea to wait a bit
longer and get more feedback about what works on the page and what is best
saved for performance, what can be shed in order to concentrate on the interesting
bits, and some editorial correction of subject-verb agreements and other typos.
Teaero’s sparse repetition can work to dramatise an idea very effectively (‘Born
to be Bombed’). Shaping one’s lines, however, is in itself not enough to give
resonance or significance to a work; shape poems certainly add interest to the
reading experience, but does centring lines affect the rhythm or the sense of the
piece, or is it merely a decorative addition? The poet is notable for his moments
of reflection on the creative process (‘Stretching’) and his embedding of
contemporary literacy in conventional images of flowers (‘Garland’) and every
so often in narratives that take on dramatic force (‘Merry Ancestors’) or short






run in and out of schools
schools make principals run
Koya succeeds in taking the established Pacific poetic form of rhetorical
repetition and elaboration (‘In these small villages’) into new areas of experiment
with wordplay and stanza arrangement energising the mix of lyric celebration
and political questioning. (Occasional coinings need to be inspected to see what
they add, though: why — other than for simple sound effect, combine ‘water’
and ‘marine’?). She also comes up with some nice locally appropriate and
productive metaphors, as in ‘The spirit of the tree’, when lying inside listening
to drumming rain produces a cluster of associations expressed by linking the
mind with nailed down corrugated iron roofing. Similarly the standard writing
class experiment of cataloguing definitions of some abstraction (‘Disappointment
is like’) is given interest by a series of short narratives that take the exercise into
social comment and even some surreal imagery. Simple familiar situations are
also made into effective humorous material that would work well in readings to
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local, especially younger, audiences, as in ‘Cockroaches’. The author’s other
contribution lies in a forthright celebration of sensual and sexual relations in
imagery that brings together nature, body, sensation and the word.
* * * * *
Now that is all very well, but having just been reading again about hybridity
theory, I came upon Nikos Papastergiadis’s description of Yuri Lotman’s
discussion of translation processes within his notion of a ‘semiosphere’. It sent
me into a u-turn and some backtracking along the postcolonial trail.
First, a text arrives from the outside; it appears in its original form, in its own language.
Its strangeness is intact.
Second, a transformation at both ends begins to occur…. The foreign text is
idealised because it offers the local culture the opportunity to break with the past.
Here the foreign text is imbued with salvific qualities. However, there also emerges
a counter-tendency whereby the foreign text is linked to a submerged element in the
receiving culture; the foreign text thus activates a dormant component, and is therefore
interpreted as an organic continuation or a rehabilitation of the familiar culture.
Third, there emerges the tendency to deprecate the source of origin from which
the text came, and to emphasise that the true potential of the text is realised only if
it is integrated into the receiving culture. Reception has not only led to transformation
but is a form of transcendence. Before, it was debased and distorted; now it has the
grace of truth and universality.
Fourth, after the imported text has become fully assimilated … the local becomes
producer of the new and original texts.
Fifth, the receiver is now a transmitter — or in Lotman’s words, it ‘issues forth
a flood of texts directed to other peripheral areas of the semiosphere’.
(Papastergiadis 271)
It is not difficult to recognise the language of Modernism or of earlier
Commonwealth Literature criticism here (postcolonial art reviving moribund
European culture or enriching the English language), or to see something of the
metropolitan culture industry’s processing of Caribbean writing or Salman
Rushdie even. What this set of ideas did for me, was to highlight my own reading
position as reviewer within a global cosmopolitan literary circuit. If I had not
looked for ‘salvific’ qualities in the two poetry collections, I had perhaps projected
a certain disappointment in their lack of them, chagrin at not discovering the
next international postcolonial star. The texts I had been reading were not entirely
regional ‘other’ to a metropolitan ‘self’ — we shared a globalised language, one
text clearly engaged with contemporary technology, the other reflected experiences
of higher education and tourism in my own country as well as life in the islands.
Indeed, the two books occupied their own metropolitan position in relation to
their region, coming out of a university-based, urban-based setting. Nonetheless,
they were both very local in ways I had overlooked or undervalued, and because
of that, I had marginalised them relative to my own standpoint. In fact, because
of my position as metropolitan critic, I had indulged in what Jonathan Friedman
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calls ‘intellectual porkbarrelling’ (79) by celebrating the ‘subversive’ hybridity
of new kinds of writing from small and far-off places while at the same time
setting up implicitly a developmental criterion that explicitly I reject when
teaching about the Eurocentrism of Arnold’s touchstones and Eliot’s yardstick
of non-parochial ‘maturity’ — canonical codes underpinning at least the cultural
discriminations of colonialist knowledge/power. So here is the new track I take
with my review.
* * * * *
The ‘location of culture’ in and around texts such as Koya’s or the recent
collection, Falling Foliage, from Papua New Guinea poet Melissa Aigila is
highlighted by the contrast with John Hutnyk’s critique of World Music — the
ethnic fusion styles of Black Britain and African France, for example — as
merely another supermarket shelf of exotic differences commodified within global
capitalism. The usually small size and often simple style along with the restricted
circulation of many Pacific publications indicate the regional limits of the cultural
work they mainly do. Apart from books by a few often diasporic writers who
make it to the University of Hawaii or Auckland Presses, most Pacific literary
texts can only be found by travelling to their places of publication or a couple of
specialist shops here and there. If they are the result of syncretic cultural histories
that draw upon international movements, they are equally clearly not part of a
global industry.
In most island traditions there are codes of formality to be observed in public
address and an acceptance of personal displays of emotion. Frequently, this makes
for writing in English that to the reader raised on the ‘cool’ voices of transatlantic
print culture seems inappropriately pompous or cheaply sentimental. Tialuga
Sunia Seloti’s collection of occasional orations (eulogies and elegies in the main)
in both Samoan and English show how literary writing can be seen as a part of
public ceremonial, in which striving for an artificial ‘poetic’ language is de
rigueur, and the open, sanitised display of ‘private’ feelings about family or
religious belief is expected. It is this wider set of meanings around the print text
that makes the public airing of unorthodox personal opinion in literature so
scandalous and so exciting. The tradition of formal address is hinted at in the
tones and imagery of Konai Helu Thaman’s much-cited ‘You, the Choice of my
Parents’ and gives the edge to its otherwise quiet criticism of the persona’s voice
at the end. The public formality of speech is also outrageously flouted in the
demotic vulgarity of Sia Figiel’s prose poems as they excoriate the hypocrisies of
collective self-delusion in self-satisfied village life.
The Pacific pioneered satellite communications for education and is now
fully into the ‘dot.com’ world. (Some islands have even made money out of
registering their names as email addresses.) The internet makes the Island
diaspora that much more of a global community with ties to home than ever
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before, so that you can now sit in a net café in Apia and talk to your cousins in
Auckland, LA, Honolulu, London, Berlin or wherever. This is perhaps the
message of Frances Koya’s experiment, beyond the specific content of the poems,
and its bringing together of new technology and creative written expression is
yet another step in the endless journey of cultural adaptation in Oceania,
equivalent to the ‘text message’ spelling of the lyrics in Island rap/hip-hop by
people like Che Fu and King Kapisi.
* * * * *
In terms of hybridity debates, this is an interesting case study, since it enacts
the problem outlined by several commentators. If these writers and texts are
hybrid, and I occupy another hybrid position (second-world postcolonial in a
nation that struggled free from Mother England but imposes a white hegemony
on its fourth-world indigenous population and arguably still on parts of the
Pacific), then what is the use of hybridity as a liberating tool of analysis? Well,
one answer is that it does (eventually) oblige a critic to consider the actual vectors
and sites of textual/cultural work and to acknowledge that there are different
hybridities differently related to power differentials. These differences leave plenty
of room for work to be done, by both writers and critics, and standing in a
position of hybridity does not prevent one from entering into a dialogue with
another set of hybrid negotiations, though it does demand some inspection of
one’s own constitutive framework (as Spivak has pointed out).
I still think there is a degree of facility with a medium, a level of aesthetic
tact relating to genre and mode of communication that marks off an accomplished
piece of writing from an interesting experiment needing more trials to be a
demonstrable success. (For example, some of Joe Balaz’s performance poems
work as well on the page as they do on CD, and Teresia Teaiwa’s shape poem
‘Foremothers’ integrates the visual form of a circular stick-passing game with
the flexible continuity of tradition theme.) But gunning the critical motors and
zooming off down the ready-made tourist highway of pure formalism is the broad
and fast way to destruction when (to misquote one scripture) the narrower and
slower pathway through local scenery may be a more reliable option. Debate in
the Pacific often rolls around ecological studies and a quest for sustainable
development; perhaps we need an ecologically sensitive sustainable critical
practice too.
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We let our fingers meet
swimming in Palolo Deep
the rest of us got together later —
after Margrey Ta’s bar
where the Kiwi women’s netball team
cheered the Samoan men’s dance routine
among the roots of a banyan tree
with Cindy the dazzling fa‘afafine
shaking her tail feathers.
Later the bus radio played Odyssey —
Going Back to My Roots.
Love, sweet as the Mika Sisters.
As the massive ships slipped away
we stood hand in hand at the cool sea wall.
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KIRIKAU
There were screen memories,
under the now sealed surface
following the Wanganui River
by a twisted road, past slips,
that many times have blocked
the path, running on empty,
across a high bridge, and into
whatever went before. I expected
dry ice and dramatic driving, not this
pleasantly tripping river, soft poplars
and the navigable road. I’d heard
tall stories of mail drops, the river
swollen to impassable for weeks,
long drives to prohibition-style drinking
parties, my mother (who loved
Elliot Ness), reluctantly transported
to hospital, waiting impatiently
as I became way overdue. Her only
bunch of flowers brought by Peter
Singh, arriving late one night after
an interminable drive from Auckland
only to be frowned on by a matron.
‘But you’ve got to let me in!’
he persuaded ‘I’m her best man’.
The schoolhouse filled with sunlight
and a variety of mobiles annotated
with children’s tentative hands. Was it
this or the building at Te Poi that’s now
a hay barn where the everyday miracle
of children grew? After, we stopped for
tea at Taumarunui, my birth town
of which I am inexplicably proud,
including the café with fine china
and postcard paintings of mountains
viewed from close to the Desert Road.
The thick railway cups have gone
but the maternity hospital’s there.
At many a country town, I’ve hitched
this Calamity Jane complex to a railing
searching for something like turangawaewae.
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HOLLY WALKER
Developing Difference: Attitudes towards
Maori ‘Development’ in Patricia Grace’s
Potiki and Dogside Story
People supporting ‘development’ stressed the gains
to be made from making the peninsula accessible to
and comfortable for a larger population. They drew
attention to the need to create employment in the
region so that members of local families could
continue to live there. They also stressed the rights of
property owners to dispose of their land in whatever
ways they regarded as most appropriate or most
profitable. […] Neither side ‘won’ the argument. But
the development lobby was most influential with the
shapers of public policy. I witnessed (and reported)
the destruction by bulldozer of a pa site at Whiritoa
and watched onlookers scramble to gather artefacts
scattered by the blade.
(Michael King, Being Pakeha Now, 73)
INTRODUCTION
‘Development’ is a complex and many-faceted term, but despite a lack of
clarity over what exactly it refers to, it is safe to say that for the last half century
a ‘development paradigm’ has been in place in terms of how Western societies
have sought to improve not only themselves, but also other, less ‘modernised’
cultures. New Zealand, where emphasis is placed on economic growth as a
measure of the nation’s success, and as a way to bring the indigenous Maori
population into line with the rest of the population, is no exception. In recent
years, Maori ‘development’ through the adoption of Pakeha business models has
increasingly been promoted and explored (witness the recent Hui Taumata
conference in Wellington), and tourism ventures in particular have been held up
as appropriate ways for Maori populations to facilitate development and economic
growth. Yet there are numerous assumptions about development and what it
means for non-Western societies, both generally and in the specific context of
tourism, which appear to have gone largely unchallenged.
Two of Patricia Grace’s novels, Potiki (1986) and Dogside Story (2001),
address ideas of development and progress, particularly in the context of tourism,
and raise challenges and concerns about what these terms mean in the New
Zealand context, and to Maori. In Potiki, a close-knit hapu (extended family
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group or clan) face the challenge of a Pakeha businessman attempting to set up
a major coastal development on land adjacent to their traditional home, while in
Dogside Story another coastal hapu undertake their own project of economic
development by capitalising on their idyllic location to run a temporary tourism
venture. The characters and communities in the novels are forced to debate and
grapple directly with the issues raised by these impending projects and the impact
that they will have on their communities. In this essay I examine the stance
taken by Grace on these issues. I believe her stance evolves from an outright
rejection of Pakeha-style economic development for Maori to an acceptance that
the development paradigm may be negotiated to accommodate and serve Maori
concerns. It may seem unusual to undertake an analysis of development and
tourism — typically discussed in a more techno-bureaucratic setting — using
works of fiction, but I believe literary fiction has a unique ability to challenge the
traditional development paradigm in ways that other forms of discourse cannot.
DEVELOPMENT THEORY
In order to discuss Grace’s attitudes towards development it is important to
have an understanding of what is meant by that term. The word ‘development’ is
loosely used in many contexts, and there are a number of key debates and
important definitional factors which must be taken into account.
According to Björn Hettne, writing in Vandana Desai and Robert B. Potter’s
Companion to Development Studies, ‘development’ originated in the desire to
rebuild the damaged economies of countries in Europe after World War II. Hettne
offers a useful general definition of development when he says that ‘Development
implie[s] the bridging of the gap [between rich and poor countries] by means of
an imitative process, in which the less developed countries gradually assume the
qualities of the developed’ (7).
While this definition is generally accepted, there is debate within the field of
development studies over how the success of development programmes should
be measured. For a long time, development was seen by economists and policy
analysts as being equivalent to economic growth, with Gross National Product
(GNP) as the main indicator. Development generally involved a transformation
in economic structure away from primary goods towards manufacturing and
service activities in order to facilitate economic growth. However, as Andy Storey
notes in ‘Measuring Development’, this understanding of development came
under scrutiny in the 1960s and 1970s, when a phenomenon known as ‘growth
without development’ became apparent (27). This phrase referred to countries
like Brazil, where although GNP was increasing rapidly, inequality and poverty
were steadily worsening. With this concern in mind, British economist Dudley
Seers notes:
The questions to ask about a country’s development are therefore: What has been
happening to poverty? What has been happening to unemployment? What has been
happening to inequality? If all three of these have declined from high levels then
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beyond doubt this has been a period of development for the country concerned. If one
or two of these central problems have been growing worse, especially if all three
have, it would be strange to call the result ‘development’ even if per capita income
doubled. (qtd in Storey 27)
Measuring development is difficult because there is no consensus on what
development entails. While it has traditionally been seen in primarily economic
terms, Storey, Seers and others believe development should take into account
more than economic factors. Yet even using social factors to measure development
can be difficult. In fact, for some theorists the idea of measuring development at
all is inherently problematic because ‘the very attempt at measurement may
result in, or reinforce, Western domination’ by holding ‘Third World’ societies
up to Western standards (Storey 25–26). This concern echoes the ‘imitative
process’ identified by Hettne above, which sees development as a process in which
less-developed cultures take on the qualities of the more developed (Hettne 7).
Theorists who reject this imitative process have developed a critical position
known as ‘post-development,’ which rejects development discourse on the basis
that it forces Western standards onto other cultures:
According to the post-development approach, the principal effect generated by
development discourse is to legitimise and reinforce Western domination over the
‘Third World,’ in part through its very definition or categorisation of the ‘Third
World’ as being in need of Western-style development. (Storey 35)
It is important to note that taking a post-development stance does not necessitate
rejection of change and growth. James Sidaway makes this point in a section on
post-development in Desai and Potter’s Companion:
… to criticize development is not necessarily to reject change and possibility. Rather
it is to make us aware of the consequences of framing this as ‘development.’
Alternative visions considering, for example, democracy, popular culture,
resourcefulness and environmental impacts would transform the imagined map of
more or less developed countries. Recognition that development is but one way of
seeing the world (and one which carries certain consequences and assumptions) can
open up other perspectives. (18)
This observation is important for assessing Grace’s attitude towards
development in the Maori context. I believe Grace, like Sidaway, recognises that
rejecting certain aspects of development is not to reject change and possibility.
The question is whether taking a post-development approach necessitates a
wholesale rejection of the development paradigm. Is it possible to tread a middle
ground between rejecting and accepting development if it can be made to
accommodate more than purely Western cultural assumptions?
One possible answer to this question is embodied in the relatively new concept
of ‘participatory development’, which has emerged as a response to the criticisms
levelled by post-development. As Giles Mohan notes, advocates of participatory
development argue that development, as it has been pursued historically, has left
those being ‘developed’ out of the equation:
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The tendency is to equate development with the modernity achieved by ‘Western’
societies and to copy ‘advanced’ countries through planning by experts. The flipside
is that ‘non-expert,’ local people [are] sidelined and their only role [is] as the object
of grandiose schemes…. Participation is conflictual whereby the less powerful must
struggle for increased control over their lives. (Mohan 50–51)
Participatory development seeks to give a greater role to ‘non-expert’ local people
by promoting community-driven initiatives in which members of local
communities can work together on development projects. Mohan points out that
there is a central disagreement over what the aims of such programmes should
be. Some see participation as a tool to increase the efficiency of ‘formal’
development programmes, while others argue that it should stand in opposition
to formal development, and not aim to imitate Western societies in any way,
shape or form.1
This discussion surrounding development, and the concept of participatory
development in particular, has relevance to Potiki and Dogside Story. Although
she may not even be aware of the term, I want to argue that Grace essentially
proposes a participatory approach for the Maori communities she depicts in
these novels, as in each one local people work together on projects to benefit the
community. These projects stand in opposition to traditional, Pakeha-style
conceptions of development, which Grace presents as having serious detrimental
effects when they are imposed on Maori communities from the outside. The
central question is whether Grace’s advocacy of participation for Maori
communities constitutes a wholesale rejection of the aims of ‘formal’ development
or an attempt to carve a niche for Maori communities within the development
paradigm. I argue that Grace’s position shifts from the former, in Potiki, to the
latter, in Dogside Story.
DEVELOPMENT IN THE NEW ZEALAND CONTEXT
It is important to situate the above definitions and discussion in the New
Zealand context. There is no question that the majority of Maori are in a far
worse socio-economic position than most non-Maori in New Zealand. Maori
have higher rates of infant mortality, cancer, heart disease, crime, welfare
dependency and incarceration, and correspondingly lower levels of life expectancy,
average income and educational attainment. These discrepancies have to be
attributed to various factors, but strong arguments have been made that they all
relate to a legacy of colonial mistreatment: fraudulent land sales and confiscations
resulting in loss of economic base, repression of language and culture through
education, forced assimilation through state-sponsored urbanisation and so on.
In recent years, attention has turned to addressing these discrepancies, and
traditional conceptions of development have been appealed to in doing so. For
example, Maori who believe that the Treaty of Waitangi has been breached may
take a claim to the Waitangi Tribunal, which will hear the claim and then make
non-binding recommendations2 to the government. If the tribunal finds in favour
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of the claimant group, the government, through the Office of Treaty Settlements,
will usually enter into discussions with the claimants to negotiate a settlement
package. Based on an assumption that development in economic terms is the
most important and effective method of repairing past grievances for Maori,
these settlements have been primarily monetary, most notably settlements of
$170 million each to Ngai Tahu and Tainui in the late 1990s. Similarly, Te Puni
Kokiri (the Ministry of Maori Development) places a strong emphasis in its
policies and strategies on regional economic growth for Maori. Maori tourism
ventures in particular receive high-level support from branches of the New
Zealand government. Since 2000 a number of Maori Regional Tourism Groups
(MRTGs) have been established by the government to oversee and encourage
Maori tourism projects. The website of the Ministry of Tourism lists twelve Maori-
specific business assistance programmes which exist to provide financial aid to
cultural tourism operators at the various stages of their business lifecycle, while
the Community Employment Group has an entire section of its website devoted
to Maori Tourism.
There can be no doubt that some Maori have benefited from this focus on
economic development. Ngai Tahu, for example, have tripled the capital of their
initial settlement through investment, and are using the interest to fund health,
education, welfare, and language projects for their members. Members of the
iwi (tribe) who established Whale Watch Kaikoura in the early 1990s have
benefited financially from the company’s success and the economy of the
previously depressed area has been drastically rejuvenated following the
establishment of the tribal business. Yet the strong emphasis in government
policy on economic development reveals a fundamental assumption in line with
traditional development discourse that economic factors must be considered above
all else. This economic focus is revealed in a telling statement which appears on
a page of the Community Employment Group website extolling the benefits to
Maori of undertaking tourism developments: ‘Whatever your local asset is that
attracts visitors, whether it is snow, sand, mountain or bush, it is more likely to
be looked after if income is derived from it’ [emphasis added].
It is because of this assumption that Maori ‘progress’ should be measured in
economic terms that theoretical positions like post-development and participatory
development, initially conceived to apply internationally, can also be applied to
the situation of Maori in New Zealand. This state-sponsored focus on economic
success through emulation of Western models raises concerns about unquestioning
Maori adoption and imitation of these models, and concepts such as post-
development and participatory development can be useful in assessing what
alternatives might be available to Maori. Potiki and Dogside Story open up similar
questions with reference to Maori communities, and the terminology of
development theory is helpful in assessing the Maori attitudes towards
development that Grace articulates.
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POTIKI
In Potiki, a small coastal hapu is challenged by a proposed tourism project
on adjoining land. A representative from the company involved, privately
nicknamed Mr Dollarman by the community, comes to meet with the hapu to
request that they make some of their land available for an access road to the new
facility. Mr Dollarman believes that to do so would be in the interests of the hapu
because of the economic benefits it would bring.3 A discussion ensues between
himself and members of the community who argue that his ideas of development
and progress do not have the same significance for them as they do for him:
‘Well now, you’ve said that the developments here would be of no advantage to you.
I’d like to remind you of what I’ve said earlier. It’s all job-creative. It’ll mean work,
well-paid work, right on your doorstep, so to speak. And for the area … it’ll bring
people … progress….
‘But you see, we already have jobs, we’ve got progress.…’
‘I understand, perhaps I’m wrong, that you’re mostly unemployed?’
‘Everything we need is here. This is where our work is.’
‘And progress? It’s not … obvious.’
‘Not to you. Not in your eyes. But what we’re doing is important. To us. To us that’s
progress.’ (90)
This exchange exemplifies the cross-cultural divide between Maori and
European conceptions of development and progress. As his nickname suggests,
Mr Dollarman is symbolic of a dominant European tendency to measure progress
and development in economic terms. His position is in line with classical
development theory as identified by Hettne, Storey and others, which views
economic markers as the sole factors for the measurement of successful
development. Mr Dollarman is unable to comprehend the world-view of the
hapu, which is similar to that of post-development theorists, and which prefers
to measure development in terms of culture, language and community values.
The hapu we meet prior to Mr Dollarman’s arrival is in a state of growth and
renewal. They have suffered economically as a result of the recent closure of the
‘works’, where a number of their community members were employed. Hemi,
the husband of the main narrator Roimata, finds himself out of work and decides
that he has some ‘important things to do, things that had been on his mind for
years now’ (59). He reflects on his youth, a time when his Grandfather Tamihana
taught him the skills of gardening that had allowed the community to remain
self-sufficient; after the works close Hemi decides to re-establish the gardens.
His decision reflects the political climate in the 1980s which gave rise to renewed
Maori interest in their land, language and culture:
These days people were looking more to their land. Not only to their land, but to
their own things as well. They had to if they didn’t want to be wiped off the face of
the earth. There was more determination now — determination which had created
hope, and hope in turn had created confidence, and energy. Things were stirring, to
the extent of people fighting to hold onto a language that was in danger of being lost,
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and to the extent of people struggling to regain land that had gone from them years
before. (60)
This renewed interest in their land and language is what the hapu are referring
to when they tell Mr Dollarman that they already have jobs and progress, but he
is unable to understand or accept this assertion. Mr Dollarman’s predictions of
increased land values, jobs, tourism and so on may well be accurate. It appears,
at least when we first meet Mr Dollarman, that his intentions towards the hapu
are honourable (although this is seriously undermined by subsequent events),
and that he genuinely believes his project will bring nothing but positive outcomes
for them. The fundamental question is whether the hapu need the kinds of changes
he promises. Their rejection of his assumptions is a perfect example of the
concerns characterising the post-development approach, which criticises
development discourse on the basis that it legitimises and reinforces Western
domination over non-Western cultures through its assumption that these societies
need Western-style development (see Storey 35). In Potiki, a Maori community
struggles to assert its autonomy in the face of Western-style development, which
is imposed from outside, telling them there can be no progress or development
outside of what it offers.
Grace’s condemnation of traditional development discourse in Potiki is
unequivocal. The hapu reject the coastal development outright, and do not give
consent for their land to be used for access. They feel they do not need the
economic changes it would bring, and refuse to cooperate because the project
would require the destruction or movement of their wharenui (meeting house)
and urupa (cemetery). This indicates that they value cultural factors more highly
than economic ones. They pay dearly for this decision. Malicious representatives
of Mr Dollarman’s company deliberately dam a creek upstream from the hapu’s
land, which partially washes their urupa away. Later their wharenui is deliberately
set alight, and afterwards the title character, Toko, is killed in a rigged explosion
in the new building.
The brutality that Grace attributes to the proponents of Western-style
development in this novel is extreme, and her depiction constitutes a damning
criticism of the imposition of European values on Maori communities. In this
novel Grace advocates an outright rejection of economic development when it is
imposed on Maori communities without attention to their cultural concerns and
values. The participation she depicts favourably in this novel would not find
favour with those development theorists who see participation as a tool to increase
the efficiency of formal development programmes, as it sees the community
moving away from an engagement in the Pakeha economy and towards self-
sufficiency and an assertion of separate identity. From a reading of Potiki it
would seem that Grace’s answer to the dilemma at the heart of the participatory
development movement identified by Giles Mohan (whether it should assist formal
development or stand in opposition to it) is to have Maori communities reject
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development outright, and certainly not carve a niche for themselves within its
traditional framework. The inward-looking actions of the hapu in Potiki may be
called participatory in that the community members work together to improve
their situation, but in such a way as to openly reject the aims and models of
traditional conceptions of ‘development’.
DOGSIDE STORY
But what if a coastal Maori community decided to take on a project of economic
development similar to that of Mr Dollarman’s company in Potiki without the
involvement of an outside party? Would Grace be as damning in her criticism of
such a venture? These questions are explored in Dogside Story, where the approach
to development is quite different.
In this novel, another small community discovers that a wayward relation of
theirs has internalised the Western emphasis on the primacy of economic gain.
He has been planning to make money for himself, without informing or consulting
the hapu, by renting out their land as campsites to tourists who want to be the
first to see the sun rise on the year 2000. When his plan is discovered, with
places already booked and deposits already received, the hapu discuss how to
move forward. Wai, a female leader, suggests that they go ahead with his plan
and use the profits for their own purposes. The idea is presented as a one-off,
money-making venture to fund the building of a new wharekai. A hui (public
meeting/conference) is held for the entire extended family to discuss the issue.
Some of them question the desirability of pursuing a goal for money alone, which
is seen as a Pakeha value with little validity for Maori:
All that money being spent, but people are still poor. Airlines, hotels, motels all
doubling their prices so everyone can come and hoon around and be first to watch the
same old sun come up. Poor old Te Ra. People letting their houses out for $1000 a
week, leasing out their backyards to campers — all for nga Merikana, nga Hapanihi,
nga Tiamana, nga Wiwi, He aha te mea nui? He moni. (147)
Undertaking a Pakeha-style venture is also criticised for being tantamount to
conceding to colonisation:
All this 2000 business. What is it anyway? It’s a Christian celebration, that’s what.
So why are we celebrating it. What’s ‘New Year’ to us — nothing to do with our
people, our culture. If we want to be celebrating then we should celebrate our own
survival in our own Matariki star time. Never mind all this other rubbish dumped on
us by missionaries and colonisers — all eyes to heaven while they take the land from
under your feet. We got to decolonise ourselves, unpick our brains because they been
stitched up too long. (146)
The fact that Grace has the characters debate these issues in a hui situation is
significant.4 This uniquely Maori form of decision-making serves as a counter to
the techno-bureaucratic, top-down forms of decision-making that characterise
economically driven Western-style development projects. In a hui situation,
decisions are reached by consensus, ensuring that everyone with a stake in the
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matter has participated in the decision-making process, emphasising the collective
focus of the community.
The discussion of the project raises a number of key questions about
development for Maori communities. What differentiates a hapu undertaking a
Western-style economic development project themselves from the imposition of
a similar project5 from outside as seen in Potiki? Is it tantamount to internal
colonisation to use the tools of Pakeha society to advance the goals of a Maori
community? While Grace’s stance in Potiki might have indicated that this question
should be answered with a resounding yes, in Dogside Story the development is
shown to have positive consequences for the community in question, and because
it is undertaken by the Maori community with their own goals in mind, is not
placed in the same category as colonisation, internal or external.6
The approach taken by Grace in this novel is very different from the outright
rejection of the development paradigm in Potiki. After much discussion, even
the dissenters lend their support to the proposed project, and the experience of
preparing for the arrival of the tourists is depicted as a constructive one for the
whole community. Relatives who have moved away from home even return to
help out. Through the shared participatory experience, the community is revived
and rejuvenated. Grace’s depiction of development in this case is positive. The
distinction between the tourism project in this novel and the project in Potiki,
apart from scale, is that because the community it will affect initiates and
implements it, they ensure that it is done with respect for their cultural values
and beliefs, and that the economic gain from the project goes towards a communal
goal with cultural benefits. In this novel, the participation Grace depicts falls on
the opposite side of the debate to what was advocated in Potiki. Rather than
rejecting the development paradigm outright, the events in Dogside Story put
the case that participation can be used to carve a niche within the traditional
development paradigm and further the aims of an indigenous community whilst
still employing Western tools.
We have seen that Grace’s stance shifts from outright rejection of development
as a Western ideology in Potiki to a renegotiation of development from a Maori
perspective in Dogside Story (although the apparent embracing of the
development paradigm in Dogside Story should not be read as unequivocal).
This evolution in stance can be seen to reflect changes in the political climate in
New Zealand in the intervening period between the two novels. The mid-1980s,
when Potiki was written, was a time of intense political action for Maori, which
centred largely around the assertion of Maori identity in the face of perceived
threats from mainstream society to that identity. By 2001, the focus of Maori
political concern had moved from asserting Maori identity, now reasonably secure
and well established, to improving the socio-economic position of the Maori
population. It can be argued, therefore, that Grace’s changing stance towards
projects of economic development reflects a shift in focus in Maori politics more
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generally. Nevertheless, the apparent embracing of the development paradigm
in Dogside Story should not be read as unequivocal. To a certain extent, it can be
argued that Grace’s uses of narrative and formal techniques in Potiki and Dogside
Story reinforce the conclusions drawn above about each novel’s stance towards
Maori development.
TRADITIONAL FORMS
A number of critics have discussed the narrative structure and form of Potiki
and have made various arguments pertaining to its relationship to traditional
Maori art forms. Christine Prentice argues that Potiki imitates the art of weaving
in its form and structure. She points out that the text is not controlled by a single
narrative voice and that each chapter and narrator builds on the others to aid the
reader’s understanding in a manner akin to the interweaving strands of a tukutuku
panel (33–34). Eva Rask Knudsen goes a step further than Prentice and argues
that ‘the entire narrative of Potiki is told from and by the walls of the wharenui’
(187), and that the novel takes as its underlying structure or ‘subtext’ the parts
of the wharenui. She points out that the carvings in a wharenui serve as the
repository for the people’s stories, history and ancestry, and relates this to the
central role played by carving and the wharenui in Potiki (192). She argues that
Grace’s role as author is analogous to that of carver:
… by extracting the philosophical principles inherent in carving and its symbolic
spiral and by inscribing them as a trace-line of creativity in Potiki Grace succeeds in
making her text become, like the wharenui, the meeting place of a community’s
mind. (195)
As well as drawing on traditional art forms to structure Potiki (both weaving
and carving), Grace also utilises the device of the spiral in her treatment of time and
narrative in the novel. The concept of spiral or cyclical time is introduced by Roimata:
It was a new discovery to find that these [past] stories were, after all, about our own
lives, were not distant, that there was no past or future, that all time is a now-time,
centred in the being. It was a new realisation that the centred being in this now-time
simply reaches out in any direction towards the outer circles, these outer circles
being named ‘past’ and ‘future’ only for our convenience … the enormous difficulty
is to achieve refinement in reciprocity, because the wheel, the spiral, is balanced so
exquisitely. These are the things I came to realise as we told and retold our own-
centre stories. (39)
Roimata’s musings reflect a common Maori belief that time does not progress in
a linear fashion but instead moves in a cyclical manner. Maori communities are
often accused of being ‘backward-looking,’ by European detractors, including
Mr Dollarman (Potiki 93–94), but this reflects a fundamental lack of
understanding of the Maori view that past events have bearing on the present
and future because they form part of the same circle or spiral. When the knowledge
from an outer circle is imposed upon another, we gain a deeper understanding of
the event or emotion being related. To this end, the spiral is a common motif in
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most forms of Maori art, and is also reflected in the process of traditional Maori
storytelling. Just as Roimata and her whanau draw on the spirals of past and
present time in telling their stories, Grace utilises the motif in her writing. As
Prentice points out, the chapters of Potiki are ‘not subject to the fixity of print,
[the] stories evolve and adapt with the storytelling context … the narrative
chronology is spiralling back on itself, but always moving forward in a kind of
evolution’ (33–34). Thus the opening of the novel, in which a space is left by the
master carver on a poupou for a ‘future time’ (Potiki 12), when re-read in the
knowledge of the events which spiral out during the course of the novel, is imbued
with a deeper significance than is at first apparent.7
As we have seen, the treatment of the development project at the plot level in
Potiki constitutes an unequivocal rejection of traditional concepts of development
for Maori communities, and indeed depicts them as having extremely harmful
results. The alternative advanced in the novel is a form of participatory
development which stands in opposition to the aims of conventional development.
This position, held up by Grace as a valid Maori response to the encroachment
of Pakeha-style development on their community, is reinforced by her literary
techniques, which also advocate a return to traditional Maori practices by drawing
heavily on traditional art forms. By subverting European literary conventions
and structuring her novel instead around the Maori art forms of weaving and
carving, Grace elevates these forms to a position of equal importance in the
cultural sphere, holding them up as valid artistic expressions for Maori in the
face of European cultural hegemony. Her reliance on the spiral motif in the
rendering of chronology in the novel constitutes a critique of the European view
that time moves forward in a linear fashion and that, by implication, progress
and development will also be measured by linear movement towards a particular
goal.
Dogside Story, on the other hand, has a very different narrative structure.
Unlike Potiki (and indeed most of Grace’s novels), it does not have a number of
different characters narrating different and interweaving chapters. Instead it relies
principally on two narrative voices — that of the protagonist, Rua, and that of
an omniscient narrator who relates the historical/mythological chapters and
presides over chapters which deal with community-wide happenings such as the
hui over whether or not to go ahead with the millennium tourist project. The
omission of the multiple-character narration is significant because it signals a
move away from the weaving parallel employed in Potiki. The decision not to
employ this mode of narration marks a significant departure from a narrative
framework Grace has relied upon in the past to stand in opposition to Western
models of development and progress.
It is important to note that the inclusion of both past and present narratives is
still an important factor in Dogside Story. The novel opens with the story of two
sisters, Ngarua and Maraenohonoho, whose quarrel over a canoe results in the
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establishment of two communities on either side of an inlet. The story of the
sisters and the establishment of ‘Godside’ and ‘Dogside’ forms the backdrop of
the present action in the novel, which concerns the residents of ‘Dogside,’ and
serves an important function in attributing to the community a sense of shared
history and identity. In this novel, as in Potiki, history is shown to be vital to the
past, present and future of Maori communities, and to a certain extent it is placed
on a spiral which informs the present with the wisdom of the past and vice versa.
However, once the history of the community is established, it is not often referred
to, and Grace utilises the spiral technique less explicitly than in previous novels.
Similarly, the importance of tradition is not overlooked in Dogside Story,
and the community’s wharenui plays a similarly vital role to that of the wharenui
in Potiki: it is a repository for the collective history and identity of the community:
… the wharenui is the repository of talk, and rafters are its storage place: Ko nga
kupu e iri nei i tara-a-whare mau tonu, ma tonu. It was a way of transferring the old
stories into the new house for safe-keeping. (141)
Yet despite the importance of tradition to the community, traditional Maori art
forms play a minimal role in the narrative structure of Dogside Story in contrast
to their centrality in Potiki. In Potiki the use of traditional forms is central in
reinforcing the message of opposition to Pakeha forms of development, so their
absence from Dogside Story is significant, especially in relation to the shift in
position on the development issue apparent from an examination of the plot of
the novel. Just as the community in Dogside Story accepts the aim of economic
advancement and undertakes a Pakeha-style tourism venture, distinguished from
that depicted in Potiki because it is undertaken by the Maori community to further
communal aims in line with what is traditionally important to that community,
Grace has written a more conventional European narrative in Dogside Story, but
one which still draws on the importance of history and emphasises the importance
of tradition for Maori communities. In this way, it can be argued that the literary
techniques employed by Grace in Dogside Story reflect the stance taken in the
novel towards the aims of conventional ideas about development.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF LITERARY FORM
The above analysis is complicated, however, by the fact that Grace uses a
Western cultural form — the novel — to draw these conclusions. As noted, an
analogy can be drawn between the development project undertaken by the hapu
in Dogside Story and the act of writing which Grace herself undertakes. Yet if
this analogy stands up, it may be impossible to truly advocate a complete rejection
of the aims and forms of conventional Western development (as in Potiki) in any
novel, because Grace’s own literary form may negate this message. The problem
of terminology flagged earlier (note 2) poses a similar problem: it may be
impossible for anything conceived of as ‘participatory development’ to truly stand
in opposition to traditional development discourse, given that it points to that
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discourse in its own name. Thus, it could be cynically argued that the shift in
attitude apparent in these two novels is in some sense prefigured by the medium
and terminology available to Grace. If writing in English is necessarily an
acceptance of European conventions, and thus some kind of concession, then
perhaps it is only to be expected that Grace’s stance towards the conventions of
European society should shift towards acceptance as her writing progresses.
Although the problems with terminology and medium are of genuine concern,
I believe it would be a mistake to see Grace’s shift in attitude as some sort of
resignation or as ‘giving in’. As a result of the history of colonisation in New
Zealand, it is both impossible and unfair to expect Maori to assert themselves
culturally, in widely accessible formats, without drawing on European
conventions. Elizabeth Koster argues that the repeated phrase ‘the stories are
changing’ in Potiki suggests that Grace sees the adoption of a written mode of
storytelling as a necessary change for Maori (95). Other Maori writers like Witi
Ihimaera have articulated similar sentiments (Grace & Ihimaera 85). If it is
necessary for Maori to embrace Western cultural forms, this should be done in
such a way as to challenge the assumptions and representations of Pakeha written
culture, which both of these novels do. In much the same way, these novels
challenge traditional development discourse from a Maori point of view. The
shift in attitude apparent in Dogside Story should not be viewed as a concession,
but as a positive sign that Grace no longer defines her Maori characters and
communities in relation to the threat of the Pakeha world. Instead, just like the
Western medium of the novel, the Pakeha world is shown as something that
Maori can now engage with and utilise on their own terms, whilst maintaining
their cultural uniqueness as tangata whenua (indigenous people/first inhabitants).
I believe this is reflected in the changing focus of Maori politics during the years
between the publication of these two novels.
These novels demonstrate that literature has a valid role to play as a form of
political discourse. Development theory has primarily been discussed in the
domain of academic, bureaucratic and commercial discourse, which has
necessarily meant that it has carried the assumptions and expectations of these
techno-bureaucratic institutions with it. By exploring the issue of development
in literary works, Grace is issuing a fundamental challenge to the way
development has traditionally been conceived. Just as having her characters make
decisions at hui constitutes a challenge to techno-bureaucratic forms of decision-
making, exploring issues of development through literature constitutes a challenge
to the spheres in which debate about development has traditionally been contained.
Similarly, because most forms of political discourse about development discuss
it with reference to tangible real-life situations, they necessarily seek or promote
specific results. Because literature depicts fictional situations, it can explore the
issues of development without needing to advocate or seek particular results.
This ability to counter conventional ideals at an imaginative level is literature’s
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greatest political potential. Thanks to this capacity, literature will always be able
to subvert traditional, techno-bureaucratic modes of development discourse, even
if the critical movements which also attempt to do this (like post-development
and participatory development) change drastically. In this way, literature is able
to provide a truly unique form of political criticism.
A FINAL NOTE
The line between embracing aspects of development discourse and becoming
complicit with its more dangerous side-effects is a fine one. In practice, of course,
Maori engagement with traditional development discourse has not always been
positive, and some economic development projects undertaken by Maori have
been decidedly destructive. One such example is provided by Michael King. I
opened this essay with a quote from King illustrating the destructiveness of
Pakeha imposed development on the Coromandel Peninsula. Thirty years later,
he deplored two similarly destructive development projects, which would have
‘done severe irreparable damage to natural values and waahi tapu.’ These projects
were ‘both initiated by Maori owners for Maori commercial advantage’ (236).
As King points out, it is both dangerous and foolish ‘to make sweeping judgments
that identify Pakeha as rapacious exploiters of natural resources and Maori as
kaitiaki (guardians) committed to protect them’ (235–36). Members of both groups
frequently defy these stereotypes. Grace’s position, whilst emphasising the positive
potential of Maori acceptance of development discourse, should be qualified by
this reality. The issue of ‘negative’ Maori economic development is both intriguing
and concerning and is increasingly being highlighted as Maori are encouraged
to pursue tourism projects to facilitate economic growth. It can and will not be
addressed without serious and controversial debate. There is not scope for that
debate in this essay. Nevertheless, I believe this growing issue will warrant serious
consideration in the future.
NOTES
1 This crucial question is yet to be resolved by development theory, and is central to the
arguments in this essay. I will analyse Grace’s novels within the framework provided by
participatory development, and assess how the attitudes towards development depicted
relate to this central debate about the aims of participation. However, it is worth noting
that the terminology itself is not innocent. Simply using the phrase ‘participatory
development’ to describe community initiatives makes it difficult to argue that these
programmes can stand in complete opposition to development discourse. They do, after
all, have ‘development’ as part of their name, and the word ‘participation’ implies
complicity with the aims of this ‘development.’ This problem of terminology is significant,
and I would like the reader to bear it in mind with reference to the discussion below.
2 Except in the case of State-owned Enterprise and Crown Forestry land, where the Tribunal
can make binding recommendations
3 In fact his arguments, and the situation that ensues, are strikingly similar to the real-life
events described by Michael King in the epigraph I have chosen for this essay.
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4 This is a technique she uses often in her novels. See Potiki pp. 88–95 and Baby No-Eyes
pp. 200–202.
5 Apart from an obvious disparity in scale, the two are similar in nature: coastal ventures
designed to attract tourism and visitors to the area.
6 Another issue which is raised during the discussion of the tourism project is that of tribal
governance: ‘Well now, while we’re on the topic of fish, and rip-offs, have a look at what
our own Runanga’s doing to us … making money for themselves to fly here and there in
aeroplanes, sleep in flash hotels, set their kids up as consultants and managers’ (Dogside
Story 147). When it comes to negotiating and distributing Treaty settlements the Crown
requires iwi groups to have a corporate structure in place (the Runanga referred to)
before it will allocate assets for settlement. An argument can be made that in this instance
development, in terms of corporatising and artificially fixing traditional Maori groupings,
has been imposed on Maori from the outside, despite the appearance of participation and
self-determination. The introduction of Western forms of governance to Maori groupings
in the name of development may have caused greed and personal gain to be internalised
by some Maori who end up in positions of power, resulting in negative consequences for
their constituents. However, while this issue is flagged, it is not of central concern to the
novel.
7 Of course the messages signalled by Grace’s use of traditional Maori art forms as structural
metaphors may be lost on readers unfamiliar with these art forms, but even this lack of
knowledge functions on a political level. Miriam Fuchs points out that the non-Maori
reader is forced to accept exclusion and confusion when attempting to interpret a novel
through what she terms ‘culturally coded defamiliarization’ (580). Grace and other Maori
writers use a similar technique of inserting un-glossed phrases in te reo Maori to highlight
the inadequacy of the European literary ‘toolbox.’
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JO DIAMOND
He Korari Puawai: Postcolonial Raranga
in Aotearoa New Zealand and Australia
Dedicated to Toi Te Rito Maihi.
Since this paper was first presented in a specific location and performative mode, it is
appropriate to include traditional protocols. In accordance with Maori practice, therefore, I
acknowledge the Wadiwadi people of the Wollongong region. I acknowledge those people
and their ancestors, as the tangata whenua (people indigenous to this region) who, like many
other indigenous groups, have witnessed the downside of Europe-based colonialism.
In Aotearoa New Zealand there is a history of Maori women’s strident political
activism against British colonialism that is encapsulated in the following
statement:
Aotearoa is not a post-colonial society in either political or cultural terms; Aotearoa
is not a post-colonial society in any terms. Every day Maori women confront colonial
structures which have their roots very firmly planted in Britain. The term
‘postcolonialism’ contributes to the shifts and re-shaping of dominant discourses
that espouse a false sense of neutrality whilst ensuring the maintenance of cultural
dominance. (Johnson & Pihama 86)
This view is from Maori women scholars in the 1990s. For them I doubt that
much has changed since then, though I also doubt that they have given up on
that ‘whole way of struggle’ for redressing colonialist errors (Webster 39). I join
their struggle to find viable and just alternatives to current injustices concerning
Maori people, particularly women. In this paper I focus on raranga — Maori
weaving that is multi-dimensional in technique, social context, meaning and
metaphor.
Raranga is used as a generic term in this essay, mirroring its usage in common
Ngapuhi1 speech. Raranga in this sense means weaving of any material, tangible
and intangible. I use it here to describe all forms of Maori weaving ranging from
the diagonal braiding usually found in kete (carry-alls and other bags) and whariki
(mats) to tukutuku (wall panelling) and taniko (hand weaving with warp and
weft strands of fibre).
The common denominator of these various techniques and outcomes of
weaving, that in some instances are all incorporated into one object or article, is
the use of fibre. This importance of fibre to raranga in Maori culture, is often
transferred into a metaphorical reference and philosophical guideline for social
interaction. For example, metaphorical reference to raranga materials and
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techniques can be used in Maori whaikorero (speechmaking) to highlight the
inter-relations of people where ‘strands’ such as legal constraints, aberrations
and conformity to norms are described as an intrinsic feature of society’s untidy
interwoven ‘fabric’. Indeed, such are the discourses around raranga — feminist,
post-, anti- or neo- colonialist for example — that this essay is by nature
inadequate. Nevertheless, I shall attempt to convey some main issues attached to
raranga, not only in Aotearoa New Zealand but also in Australia. My position on
postcolonialism supports the idea that political action can be ‘driven by the desire
to restore the integrity of colonised peoples, and to create space for their
institutions, practices, and values’ (Fleras & Spoonley 94). As a Maori woman,
I elect to change the ‘their’ in this quotation to ‘our’.
However, the use of ‘our’ is problematic. Blanket assumptions that all Maori
institutions, practices and values are somehow intrinsically rose-coloured and
united are romantic and utopian. In a Maori world that reeks of male chauvinism,
proud internal opposition exists alongside valiant wider efforts in Aotearoa New
Zealand to attain equal footing within a colonialist hegemony. Maori culture
survives in various forms, though somewhat tattered, following nineteenth-
century European invasion. During my lifetime, though, there have been extensive
legislative changes to improve the position of Maori life and culture. Some of
the most notable began in the mid-1970s. The adoption of Aotearoa as an official
name for the nation and the legal recognition of customary Maori land rights are
two examples of many changes. Nonetheless, gender inequalities persist in Maori
societies and elsewhere.
My focus, necessarily limited, is on the silence and violence inherent in
raranga-based discourses. Raranga in itself is not silent or violent but it exists
within and is intrinsically part of Maori culture where phallocentric attitudes
and policies have continuously undermined and diminished its significance. For
many Maori women, raranga has been effectively silenced by more dominant
forms of (male) cultural production such as whakairo (woodcarving).
I could wax lyrical about raranga — its virtues, the beauty of its technique,
its aesthetic and utilitarian qualities, its audible rhythm-in-making and other
sensual qualities, our ability to hear it, to see it, to touch and smell almost taste
it. I could talk about techniques for gathering raw materials, about the strength
and versatility of this material. I could spend an extended period of time
expounding the virtue of a particular kind of plant and its fibre. I could
demonstrate how one fibre must be processed in a certain way before weaving.2
Nonetheless, as a student of raranga my efforts are outweighed by other Maori
women such as my kaiako (teacher) the internationally recognised (though still
too undersung) artist Toi Te Rito Maihi.
My artistic exploration began with my first visit to the marae called Kohewhata
(near the town of Kaikohe in Northern Aotearoa New Zealand) where I first met
Toi. In the accompanying photo [figure 1], Toi Maihi confers with Marokura
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over raranga in February 2000. Note the multi-coloured whiri (braid) hanging
in the upper centre foreground. This whiri symbolically refers to the weaving
together of people and diverse forms of creativity. Created by Toi Maihi, it serves
as inspiration for harmoniously interwoven social interaction and productivity.
Whilst I, as a Maori woman, produce this text on my own, I must pay homage
to those many kairaranga (weavers) like Toi who maintain the art. In
acknowledging them, my individualistic ‘I’ graduates into a more comfortable
and appropriate, ‘we.’ ‘We’ will then continue by describing in detail the features
of the ‘New Zealand monument’ on Anzac Parade in Australia’s national capital
city, Canberra. Its references to raranga should not be missed.
The monument is a twin construction on the intersection of Anzac Parade
and Commonwealth Avenue, Canberra. The Australian side of the monument is
on the left and its Aotearoa New Zealand counterpart is on the right, corresponding
to the two sides of Anzac Parade that a viewer, facing north, would see when
standing between the ‘twins’ [see figures 2 and 3]. The monument’s shape
represents a kete (a carry-bag made with raranga techniques) with ‘handles’ on
opposite sides of the parade. Viewed from the south toward the War Memorial
Museum, the right side ‘twin’ has paving designed by Toi. The twin on the left-
hand side refers to Indigenous Australia and has paving designed by Daisy
Nadjungdanga, an Indigenous Australian woman weaver of Maningrida (Northern
Territory). These inter-cultural visual references symbolically link Maori people
and Indigenous Australians. The designers commissioned the weaver’s
Figure 1 (Photo: Jo Diamond)
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contributions to the paving, and the monument overall is a gift from Aotearoa
New Zealand. Its official opening ceremony took place in 2001.
The same raranga-based techniques referred to in the monument have also
contributed to a local Maori cultural performance group, Te Rere O Te Tarakakao
in Canberra, and to the group’s pari (the women’s bodice) worn in performances.
The construction of the pari incorporates green and gold woollen tapestry. This
Australian version of the pari joins many others that have taniko (a form of
raranga) origins and serve as another ‘text’ of Trans-Tasman raranga-based
cultural interactions.
I must confess to my own temptation to elevate raranga and its Maori women
practitioners above other representations and representatives of Maori culture.
To do so is a counter-measure against the over-emphasis to date of male Maori
cultural production. In protesting the sexism that marginalises raranga I am
running against the fundamentalism that spearheads some Maori political action.
There is a risk of being branded as a traitor by some people from a culture that I
value highly. Equally, it is important to realise that the politics of one indigenous
minority art practice discussed in a relatively safe academic environment are
linked to wider, more dangerous, issues. I cannot, therefore, emphasise these
rich women-based resources over and above a wider call for justice.
Figure 2 (Photo: Jo Diamond)
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Thanks to my doctoral research, it is clear to me that the same enquiry that
finds beauty and belonging also finds violence, pain, corruption, jealousy and,
maybe even worse, apathy and complacency. In that home that I hold most dear,
Aotearoa New Zealand, there are as many potential and real hotspots of
oppression, violence, domination and persecution as there are opportunities for
something safer, something better for us and our children. To better illustrate
my reasoning, I refer the reader to the child in Carterton, Aotearoa New Zealand,
who in the first year of my recent fieldwork was brutally raped and murdered
while in the company of her family where she should have been safe. She had
barely reached the age of two. She represents a monumental breakdown that
impacts on all societies not just her own Maori community. Images from overseas
of so-called anti-terrorism (that really only amounts to violence reacting against
violence) show equally catastrophic effects on children. The interweaving of
people that raranga-discourse expresses in a Maori or New Zealand context,
offers hope against continuous and bloody conflict worldwide, but I would be
selling out those kids — Maori, Afghani or any other — if I gave you all the
beauty of raranga without the pain that stems from critical engagement with its
practice and social context.
Raranga’s history of silence and violence is reflected in gender and power
relations in all aspects of Maori culture, and indeed in the fact that the majority
Figure 3 (Photo: Jo Diamond)
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of the world privileges men above, and to the overall detriment of, women and
children. In the localised setting of the Maori marae, hierarchical structures
exist. For example, there are managerial structures that decide upon the purchase,
sale and display of items. They also direct building and maintenance projects
and various social activities. Cultural meaning is affirmed, created, reaffirmed
and re-created on this kind of basis. On the Kohewhata marae, the master carver,
Alan Wihongi saw fit to make most executive decisions on the artwork though
he was in council on occasion with his raranga counterpart, Toi Maihi. Whilst
participating in raranga activities at Kohewhata, it was made clear to me and
the other women present that on completing our first pieces we were permitted
to enter the wharenui (main ‘meeting house’) and that this was a special privilege
not usually afforded to women. In fact it was incumbent upon us to prevent other
women from entering the house because, according to a belief whose origins are
now obscure, women are liable to contaminate the tapu (sacredness) of a wharenui
under construction. It is said that this ‘contamination’ can lead ultimately to its
destruction. By complying with the prohibition we contributed to our own
stigmatisation as contaminants. Yet as Toi Maihi pointed out: ‘How could we
know how to weave our pieces if we are prevented from seeing where they would
eventually fit into the wharenui?’ Hence Toi was able to argue for the whakawatea
— the permission to enter the house earlier than usual.
Toi and other Maori women, who are an important part of and make a huge
contribution to marae construction and function, must struggle in this way for
equal footing with men. Maori (including marae-based) prohibitions extend to
the issue of whether or not women weave when menstruating, but this issue has
failed to attract extensive published critical engagement. Sometimes it is best to
be silent about such matters. After all, how will anyone check without a blatant
invasion of personal privacy? Critical engagement with gendered inequality is
sometimes mooted on marae but it can meet fierce opposition from men wanting
to preserve their mana (social status). Gendered inequality on marae therefore
remains a continuously contested issue.
Some gender inequalities on marae have resulted from colonialist influences
as well as traditional Maori beliefs. However, when we consider oral accounts
that place strong outspoken tupuna whaea (female ancestors) within our family
histories, some rules that privilege men, including those on marae, can be
questioned. It is not, therefore, true that our struggle for equal rights on marae
necessarily results from Western/colonialist influences that turn us away from
our ‘true’ Maori culture.
Engagement with issues of cultural practice also relates to education systems.
In Aotearoa New Zealand these systems range from predominantly Pakeha, to
bi-lingual to predominantly Maori. They can include marae-based education
programmes. In schools and on marae boys — particularly, though not only,
those who are Maori — are trained and encouraged toward whaikorero
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(speechmaking in Maori language). This reflects the cultural profile of Maori
men in ceremony that is usually far higher than that of women, even though
nowadays women can sometimes be called upon to have a say (some of this is
actually well-meant tokenism). The type of reo Maori (language) encouraged for
girls is different from boys’ language. Such educational characteristics are based
on advice of Maori elders and other Maori people in decision-making positions
which are still largely the preserve of men (Connell 148–76). Under similar
hegemonic systems on marae, Maori girls are generally encouraged to waiata
(sing) and karanga (call) for their men when visitors arrive on a marae and this
arrangement can appear antiquated to many women who have gained extensive
credit in a non-Maori educational system, regularly undertaking public speaking
engagements. Boys are deterred from ‘girls” activities though they may prefer to
undertake raranga rather than whaikorero and whakairo (woodcarving). I raise
the question: ‘Is their apparent Maori masculinity enforced against their will,
just as an ideal femininity is forced onto the girls?’ Where is the justice here for
girls or boys, if this is the case?
Having said that, it is statistically clear that the non- Maori system does little
justice to the intelligence and potential of many young Maori people irrespective
of their gender. As with many foreign introductions, including the cash
marketplace, Maori people have ended up the most disadvantaged. Yet women
and girls are in even more danger of being silenced within both marae and other
school systems unless there is pedagogical change. The fullness of raranga
teaching on the level I received can positively contribute to a new educational
alternative; it is a teaching that does not privilege one group of people above
another, regardless of their genitalia, creed, economic status and so on. Women
and men must both take active part in this change.
Structural inequality also extends to the market place. It does not take a
genius to see the commercial potential of raranga. In fact, it has been selling
well for years and more recent innovations such as backpacks and flax flowers
are hot on the market. The international tourist dollar is attracted as much as the
domestic one. Commodities need not be good quality to sell and capitalist ventures
can prevail over spiritual concerns such as those imbued into raranga items by
Maori people.
Toi Maihi, for example, considers her raranga and other forms of creativity
ranging from painting to writing, as taonga (things highly valued for their
historical and spiritual power rather than their market value), thus privileging
Maori cultural perspectives. Yet extensive experience has convinced her (and
me) that raranga is not valued as highly as other taonga by Maori people and
that patriarchal systems violate women by not fully acknowledging their
knowledge and creativity. Equally, current commercial practices do not place
raranga on an equal footing with other forms of Maori cultural production. Post-
World War II economic and social changes saw raranga increasingly equated
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with domestic ‘women’s work’, and professional ‘men’s work’ increased in social
status in both Maori and Pakeha (‘white’) social circles. Raranga barely survived
these ‘modern’ changes, being displaced and devalued by a European-based
capitalist system. Its resurgence amongst Maori women practitioners is a relatively
recent development and rides a tide of increasing assertion amongst Maori women
of themselves and their creative talents. In this process, a Maori cultural holism
has been promoted by kairaranga that seeks not only to preserve and replenish
supplies of fibre but extends to concerted lobbying for cultural and environmental
sustainability that opposes rampant commercialism.
The current market economy geared towards tourism designates raranga items
as more valuable and therefore more expensive if they carry a certificate of
authenticity. However, the purchaser does not necessarily see the mechanisms
determining this certification. It is not always clear whether extensive consultation
with appropriate Maori authorities to determine a ‘truly Maori item’ and its
value has taken place, and market forces are more likely to determine its value
and that of the culture it comes from. This is a most inadequate response given
the rich and varied number of investments, beyond monetary gain, that kairaranga
make with their cultural production. Increased visibility of raranga objects does
not mean the defeat of power relations that perpetuate various modes of violence
and silencing.
Exhibitions have only promoted raranga and kairaranga directly in the last
few years, having previously expended more energy on promoting painting,
whakairo and other ‘men’s work’ instead. Published literature about Maori art
does not yet provide an in-depth engagement with kairaranga (weavers). Most
literature talks about technique and omits other questions such as the identity
and thoughts of the kairaranga, sometimes because a male author is not privy to
such things. Thanks to the valuable efforts of a few, including an even smaller but
growing number of Maori women, such as Toi Maihi, this situation is set to change.
I wish to end this short foray into a vast world of raranga-related discourse
with one final reflection. The monument on Anzac Parade in Canberra bears an
inscription that gives equal credit to both Toi Maihi and Alan Wihongi. Toi
Maihi was in fact the paving’s sole designer. Here is a woman who is currently
under commission for numerous projects including a work in Whangarei, the
large town nearest where she lives. She lives in Kaikohe near a prison building-
site and amongst others has actively campaigned against it on social, cultural
and environmental grounds. Her artistic and teaching involvement and
background is extensive, as is her community consciousness. Although she is
not afraid to speak in public she has, in terms of the Anzac monument, been
silenced in Australia by not being consulted prior to the plaque’s construction
and unveiling. Her artistic talent and hard work has been muffled by a system
that privileged a man over her, that allowed credit to be wrested from her and
from raranga.
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Nevertheless, Toi Maihi’s life’s work represents hope in the face of a kind of
corruption and violence that is by no means the total and exclusive preserve of
men. There is much for we people (of various genders and persuasions) who
critically engage with raranga to weave, unravel and weave again. Our raranga
(whether seen as postcolonial or not) is an act based on social conscience and
consciousness. It is part of our Trans-Tasman and international educational
imperative that involves rigorous and responsible analysis and critique. As the
title of my essay He korari puawai (the flax flower blooms) attests, then and only
then will the flax flower of raranga discourse reach its full maturity and
recognition.
NOTES
1 A Maori iwi, or tribal group, of northern Aotearoa New Zealand to which I belong.
2 I am making an oblique reference here to the lake reed called kuta that can reach at least
two metres in height and once gathered is dried for weaving into a variety of items. It is
my current favourite amongst the fibres I am familiar with.
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DAPHNE LAWLESS
‘Craving For The Dirty Pah’: Half-Caste
Heroines in Late Colonial New Zealand
Novels1
In his discussion of a half-caste character in one of G.B. Lancaster’s Canadian
novels, Terry Sturm suggests that the half-caste in literature of the late colonial
period
is deracinated, belonging neither to one race nor the other, a piece of flotsam. In The
Law Bringers, as in all the contemporary literature of the half-caste, such a focus
enabled the author conveniently to avoid directly confronting the question of the
viability and presence of indigenous tribal culture. The displaced culture is invariably
consigned to the past, and all that is visible is the dying remnant, sunk in apathy,
without belief, unable to function in either culture. (108)
I intend to show that, on the contrary, in New Zealand novels of the late colonial
period which feature half-caste heroines, the ‘indigenous tribal culture’ is in fact
continuously present, and threatening to the heroines; threatening, either
physically or within the heroine’s consciousness, to drag her back to savagery.
In this article, I take two major texts to represent the broader discourse of the
half-caste woman in late colonial New Zealand novels: A Maori Maid by Harry
Vogel (1899), and Half-Caste by F.E. Baume (1933). These two novels cover the
‘ends’ of the ‘late colonial’ time period; they also have extremely similar plots
and ideologies of gender.
‘JEST DARK ENOUGH TO BE RA’AL PURTY’
In his study of interracial characters in literature, Werner Sollors identifies a
discourse wherein the half-caste character is conceived as ‘essentially’ white,
but tragically at the mercy of the non-white portion of their ‘blood’ — not only
in terms of social attitudes, but because of the ‘darker’ impulses of their nature.
This ‘conflict was believed to be ultimately biological, generated by the “warring
blood” that was believed to be coursing in their veins’ (Sollors 224). To find
redemption from its monstrous genesis the half-caste must atone for the sin of
its parents by reconciling the two natures, which, in the colonial context, usually
entails silencing the ‘savage’ within. Ngaia Carlyle in A Maori Maid and Ngaire
Trevethick in Half-Caste are both presented as consistently appearing to be
middle-class white New Zealand women, yet continually mindful of the danger
of being overmastered by the ‘savage’ proportion of their ancestry. The half-
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caste’s internal struggle is a struggle to remain on the ‘positive’, white, upper-
class, side of colonial society’s binary oppositions, both in her perception of her
self and that of others.
Both Ngaia and Ngaire fulfil the common pattern of female half-caste
characters as outlined by Sollors, in that they are depicted as being so close to
white as makes no difference, both physically and emotionally, and in that the
heroine’s ‘passing’ for white is of major importance. It is fundamental to the
racial ideology of the novels that ‘half-caste’ is not a stable identity; as an
‘unnatural’ category, it will inevitably collapse and all half-castes will eventually
settle into either a ‘white’ or a ‘native’ identity. The struggle of the ‘tragic half-
caste’, then, is to find a stable identity in the ‘white’ category without fear of
falling back into ‘native’ savagery. As will be argued this is only finally
accomplished through marriage with a ‘truly white’ man, truly European in
‘blood’ and conforming to the highest standards of colonial bourgeois culture in
behaviour. Thus, when I speak of the half-caste’s efforts to be ‘white’, it will be
assumed to mean ‘to embody Imperial colonial morality, to be of the ideal colonial
middle-class type’. Class and race are impossible to disentangle in this
construction.
The two novels follow very similar plot lines. In HarryVogel’s A Maori Maid
(1898), the protagonist, Ngaia, is the offspring of John Anderson, a wealthy
colonial surveyor and Ruta, the daughter of a Waikato chieftain. After Ruta dies,
Anderson, unable to acknowledge his beautiful but illegitimate daughter, supports
Ngaire anonymously through a proper colonial girl’s education. This leads her
to believe that her real father is Anderson’s station manager, Jack. The despicable
Jack — who has a Maori wife, an Irish accent, and is the only true ‘savage’ in
the novel — forces Ngaia to work as domestic servant to his own family and to
the British-born cadets who work Anderson’s farm for him. However, one of the
cadets, Archie, sees through Ngaia’s degradation and resolves to rescue her. The
two set off on a gold-hunting expedition, during which they must defeat the
plotting of both Jack and Anderson’s legitimate but effeminate son, Cyril. After
striking it rich on the goldfields, Ngaia is doubly blessed when Anderson
posthumously recognises her and leaves her a large bequest.
Ngaire, the protagonist in F.E. Baume’s Half-Caste (1933), is the offspring
of Rewa — again a Maori woman of noble birth — and a chance liaison with a
Cornish sailor. Again, the mother dies young, and Ngaire is sent to boarding
school. Taunted by her white classmates, sickened by the ‘savage’ lifestyle of her
mother’s people and able to pass with ease as a ‘Mediterranean-looking’ white
woman, Ngaire cuts all ties to her Maori heritage. Successfully making her way
in the Pakeha world, Ngaire eventually marries Peter, the romantic hero of the
novel. Ngaire never reveals her ancestry to Peter, and after she falls pregnant
with their first child, is consumed with fear in case the child ‘looks Maori’.
Confessing all in a note, she flees back to her mother’s family to bear her child.
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Thankfully for Ngaire, the child is blond and blue-eyed, and Peter comes to
reclaim his wife and son who are fully redeemed into the Pakeha world.
Sympathising with Ngaia and Ngaire as ‘virtually white’, the novels assume
an Imperial middle-class readership. Their half-caste nature is presented as
something of an embarrassing secret, which does not in fact change their essential
nature but may betray them to downward mobility in both social position and
self-respect. Their appearances, to begin with, give very few clues to their ancestry.
Ngaia is described as being ‘in appearance … without any marked characteristic
of Maori blood’ (Vogel 175), whereas Ngaire is told by her Maori mentor Paul,
‘You’re so nearly white now that only your dusky grandchild will give away
your secret’ (Baume 67). ‘Secret’ is a very important word here; knowledge of
their racial ‘difference’ must be kept, or else societal preconceptions, and
consequent loss of self-esteem, will not permit them to live the ‘white’ life of
their choosing.
However, as in many of the American ‘tragic mulatto’ narratives, both half-
caste heroines are ‘“jest dark enough to be ra’al purty”, exceptionally beautiful
but often doomed’ (Sollors 224). Specifically, Ngaire is described as pleasingly
Mediterranean in aspect rather than threateningly Polynesian. ‘This girl with
her fair hair and brown eyes was more like a French beauty’, says Baume (43),
and later describes her as ‘a young Diana’ (103); that is, resembling a Greco-
Roman goddess. By no means blond and blue-eyed, both the half-castes are
nevertheless comfortably within a European range of appearance, albeit exotically,
and erotically2 Southern European. In Ngaire’s case, it is also repeatedly
mentioned how Maori women in the village of her birth take her for a Pakeha,
even going so far as to beg money from her (Baume 106). In contrast, Ngaia,
while living with her foster-parents Jake and Kau, is seen by the local Maori as
one of their own (Vogel 122), something that shocks and disturbs her. This is
perhaps more to do with her abject domestic situation than her physical
appearance; though both these narratives would no doubt have very different
outcomes if the heroines had the same personalities and capabilities, but
apparently Maori bodies.
For her tragedy to have any meaning, though, the half-caste cannot be
imperceptibly white; she must have some (barely) visible sign of difference, ‘which
the wary may read’ (Malchow 168). In other words, she must be in continual
danger of being ‘outed’ as not-quite-white. For both characters, the first sign of
difference is in their names. While Ngaia and Ngaire both ‘pass for white’
physically, their names are non-European, beginning with that most non-English
of consonants, ‘ng’3. ‘The Otherness of the indigene is first heightened, by the
use of an indigenous language or by the defamiliarisation of common aspects of
white culture’, says Goldie (16); the half-caste women are thus familiar and
defamiliarised at the same time. In a discussion of the ‘indigene maiden’, figured
as highly desirable but not-quite-human and therefore sexually untouchable,
Terry Goldie writes,
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For some of the maidens, such as the title figure in Half-Caste … a mixed-race
ancestry is presented as an explanation of the variation between her attractions and
those of other indigenes. Both texts first emphasise the white attributes … Yet their
indigene status is always clear and a major part of their sexual attractions.
(Goldie 69)
To a white readership, then, the half-castes are thus interesting and suitable
objects of empathy because of their whiteness, while their barely visible non-
whiteness, expressed in their names and subtle shades of complexion, makes
them exotic/erotic and attractive.
CLASS, BREEDING, AND DOWNWARD MOBILITY
The two heroines differ in their racial inheritance, and thus the precise nature
of their internal struggle. Ngaia, the titular character of A Maori Maid, is presented
as gaining all her positive qualities from her father, the surveyor John Anderson;
her mother, the Maori ‘princess’ Ruta, is a nearly silent figure, repeatedly
described as ‘only a Maori’ (for example, Vogel 25, 27). Ngaia’s ‘beauty’ (that
is, her European-looking features) does derive partly from her mother (24).
However, it is made clear that it was the influence of John Anderson’s higher-
class European ‘blood’ that prevented Ngaia from becoming ‘savage’ in
appearance:
From time to time [Dave the coachdriver] had seen [half-caste girls] at the settlement,
and he had observed how invariably they grew to forget their civilisation and became
once more Maories. … Perhaps one or two of those who were half-castes had remained
slim-waisted; that was if their fathers were well bred Englishmen. The female
offspring of a common, ill-bred white man and a Maori woman always grew big and
gross and soon became a mother. (Vogel 118)
‘Well bred’ and ‘ill-bred’, here, connote respectively whites with upper- and
lower-class status in the colonial hierarchy. However, Ngaia’s genetic inheritance
from colonial aristocracy is not guaranteed to prevent her ‘regressing’ to a stage
of savagery:
The wretched girl [thought Dave] would become a regular Maori wife, with a whare
of her own…. It seemed a pity … that she should be sacrificed to the crude, dirty
habits of her people, and become the victim of her surroundings until, without
marriage, she became the mother of some chance Maori brat. (Vogel 118–119)
This ‘regression’ is figured as an absorption, something that happens by proximity
to other Maori; it is a blending into one’s surroundings, an adopting of the
mores of society around one, including sexual promiscuity.
In Baume’s novel, there is no class distinction based on ‘blood’ between half-
castes. Ngaire has none of the advantages of the colonial upper classes, being
the offspring of a casual liaison between a white sailor named Trevithick and her
Maori mother, Rewa. Trevithick has no redeeming features, is licentious while
drunk and misogynistic while sober (Baume 13); he dies quickly and conveniently
by drunkenly falling from a wharf in Tahiti. Rewa, on the other hand, while
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being depicted as filthy and amoral in common with the whole Maori society in
which she lives, is articulate and assertive, bringing the clergymen of three
religions together in order to shame one of them into baptising her illegitimate
daughter (Baume 21). Her defence of her decision to ‘lapse’ into the Maori lifestyle
is revealing:
‘I’m quite happy, even though some bull Maori weighing over twenty-odd stone may
have tribal rights over me. And that, my dear doctor, is not so pleasant in hot weather.
But doctor dear, plenty food, plenty sleep. Ugh!’ (Baume 12)
Rewa has thus made a clear choice that Maori ‘savagery’ is less demanding and
difficult than the life of a civilised European. Ngaia is presented by Vogel as
being her father’s daughter, essentially white (and upper-class) but with her
mother’s ancestry being a source of complication and sorrow; whereas Ngaire’s
character and qualities are not presented by Baume as being necessarily ‘white’.
This fits in with Baume’s more ambivalent ideas of the value of Maori ‘blood’.
Both novels describe their protagonists as dreading ‘reabsorption’ into the
savagery of their mothers’ people. In Ngaire’s case, this has already happened to
her mother, who, while apparently being full-Maori, worked for a while in Pakeha
society. The half-castes are given an advantage in avoiding reabsorption by the
early death of their mothers, by means of a runaway horse (Vogel 55) and an
embolism (Baume 22) respectively. However, they have no father-figure present
to bring them fully into the white world either. Ngaire’s father is dead (as well as
worthless); Ngaia’s cannot acknowledge her until, posthumously, at the very
end of the novel, where he is responsible for the legacy that enables her and her
white husband to live happily ever after. With both parents thus absent, they are
orphaned in a state of uncertainty over which ‘world’ they belong to.
EDUCATION AND HYGIENE AS RACIAL MARKERS
Both girls have the benefit of a European education; in Ngaia’s case provided
by a white benefactor (in reality, her father), and in Ngaire’s case by a scholarship.
Young Ngaia has always been brought up to think of herself as white (Vogel 66),
and thus her education is not shown as having a decisive effect on her self-
fashioning, except to make the shock more traumatic when she is sent to live a
‘savage’ life with Jake and Kau. On the other hand, Ngaire’s education is shown
as vital in the development of her self-image as a white woman. She enters the
school with a self-identity as Maori; this has been reinforced by her foster-mother
Bella (Baume 25) and her mentor Paul (31–32). Indeed, her scholarship is for
Maori girls; in what could almost be a parodic reflection of the plot of A Maori
Maid it has been set up by a colonial aristocrat out of guilt for being ‘responsible
for the suicide of’ a Maori girl (34). However, when Ngaire arrives at school, she
is presented with both aspects of colonial society’s attitude towards Maori. She
is patronised by the staff (34) and, once she has indicated that despite her looks
she is indeed Maori, she is bullied by the other pupils (44). It would be surprising
in the light of this treatment if she were not motivated to reject her Maori identity.
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Perhaps more than her experiences of school, however, it is becoming used
to the school’s hygienic standards which provoke Ngaire to identify as white.
Being educated in the novel is not opposed to ‘savagery’; for example, Ngaire’s
Maori mentor, Paul, is a lapsed Catholic priest. His relapse into Maori life is
instead attributed to a ‘savage’ sexual appetite: ‘Just as cruel as a bearing rein
was the order of celibacy to a tribesman of the Waikato’ (25). Before Ngaire
leaves, he predicts that despite her better-educated instincts, she will yearn, for
the filthy Maori society, and in particular, that she will succumb to ‘savage’
sexuality just as he did:
In your clean dormitory where all the whites are sleeping, you’ll get a craving for the
dirty pah that’s worse than the alchemist’s quest. You’ll curse when you pray for the
stinking huts and the dried shark and the rancid pork, but, by the living God, you’ll
have to have them, and clear, like I did. Clear just when your career is brightest …
it’s a hundred to one on that you’ll finish like any Eurasian in India, giving your
brilliant self to a swine who should be executed as he creeps into your bed! (32)
Instead, quite the opposite happens: when Ngaire returns from school on holiday,
she is struck by the filth, gluttony and other savageries of both the ‘pah’ and its
inhabitants. It is thus suggested that if Ngaire were ‘full-blooded’ Maori, she
would choose the ‘pah’ over white society and lead the same kind of life as her
mother; the fact that she cannot indicates her essential whiteness, and thus her
tragedy. Thus it is that Paul eventually describes her as ‘no more a Maori than I
am a priest’ (91), meaning it as a mark of her value.
Baume’s spectre of an inner Maori nature reasserting itself against colonial
acculturation does not seem to appear in Vogel’s novel. However, when she is
sent to live with the degrading Jake, Ngaia senses horror at the prospect that,
because of what she thinks to be her birth, she is to be ‘made into a Maori’:
She had been reared to look upon herself as a lady of gentle birth, whose lot it was to
lead a life of refinement as an English girl among English people. She had now to
remember that she was a Maori, and was, moreover, returning to her birthplace, to
her people, to her future home, to Maoridom. (Vogel 115)
This makes it plain that ‘being made into a Maori’ means a loss of Ngaia’s
identity as a middle-class white woman and its attendant privileges; Jake, as a
lower-class white, is figured as a savage himself. Vogel describes the ‘general
sort’ of half-castes, such as Jake and Kau’s children, as being more degraded
than the general level of Maoridom (130); while Ngaia’s saving grace is her
upper-class white fatherhood, Ngaia’s degradation is figured as a withdrawal of
the privileges to which that has hitherto entitled her.
In Baume’s novel, Ngaire describes her feelings at the prospect of moving
between the Pakeha and Maori worlds:
‘I’m not frightened because I have Maori blood in my veins. The Maoris as I know
them are a marvellous race … I’ve seen what happens to a percentage, a big
percentage, of Maoris. If I were fully Maori, the physical side of the race would
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appeal to me as strongly as the other. Take my own case. When I went back to the
pah for holidays I was sick with the very native smell. They made a white woman of
me without counting the cost. So I didn’t go back to the pah.’ (Baume 147)
This passage is an prime example of Baume’s contradictory racial ideology.
Ngaire’s phrase, ‘full Maori’, might mean either having both Maori parents, or
not being Pakeha-educated. This confusion as to what ‘Maoriness’ really is, is
related to the conflict between questions of ‘blood’ and ‘culture’, which in itself
underpins the course of the narrative. In any case, Ngaire believes that if she
were ‘full Maori’, she would be more likely to be sexually attracted to Maori
men; as it is, this ‘marvellous race’ physically disgusts her. This physical disgust
is not only linked to Maori bodies per se, but also to the filthiness of Maori
savagery, as indicated by her reference to ‘the very native smell’.
However, this changes once she returns to the village of her birth on a school
holiday. She is repulsed by not only the smell (59) but by the unsophisticated
and filthy food (61, 69) and the unsophisticated speech and loose sexual morality
of other Maori women (62–64). Most of this is summed up in the following
scene, which causes Ngaire to faint:
Ngaire sat next to Epirihana and Kiri. She watched them eat in horror. They shovelled
great chunks of meat into their thick-lipped mouths, washing the lot down with
gollops of tea. They wiped their hands on their clothes. A belch would resound along
the crowded table like the bark of a gatling gun. (74)
Baume presents this as the natural reaction of one acculturated to ‘civilised’
norms to a ‘natural’, that is, animalistic, mode of life: ‘the growing horror which
comes from scented soap and clean underwear, for grime and natural slovenliness
of living, in itself part and parcel of the native mind’ (81).
However, it is Maori sexual ‘amorality’ which is presented as the most
fundamental distinction between Ngaire’s civilisation and the savagery of her
mother’s people. Maori girls talk explicitly about sex, expose their nipples and
show no shame in unmarried pregnancy. Perhaps more importantly, European
men believe that Maori women are fair game for sexual conquest. Ngaire
complains about a would-be suitor: ‘That Treacy! As soon as I told him I was a
Maori he made silly love to me and I hit him’ (77). If Ngaire continues to profess
Maoriness, she faces a lifetime of being thought of as an easily obtainable sexual
object. This might be seen as the greatest possible blow to a self-image as a
‘good’ woman by colonial middle-class standards. This, combined with her new-
found revulsion towards the Maori lifestyle, leads her to take her major decision:
She put down her magazine and walked to the end of the railway carriage, into the
ladies’ lavatory. For five minutes she looked at the reflection of her fair, beautiful
face in the mirror over the basin. When she went back to her seat she had determined
never to think of herself again as a Maori. (79)
This is presented as a meaningful act, embodying a view of ‘Maoriness’ as a
socially constructed identity rather than a biological fact. It is also perhaps
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significant that this scene takes place in a bathroom, a sign of colonial standards
of cleanliness. Ngaire’s tragedy, and the main thrust of the plot of the novel, is
that she can never be sure of being able to give force to this decision on her own.
‘A MAN WHO IS WHITE TO HER’
Ngaia does not struggle against her apparent fate, but ‘resigned herself to
her station in life’ (146), that of domestic servant to Jake’s family and to John
Anderson’s other farm labourers. The turning point in her fortunes comes when
one of these men, Archie, takes a liking to her. Archie is figured as a type of the
noble colonial male, the antithesis of Jake. As discussed above, he is in fact a
‘white’ man in both the physical and the moral sense. He instinctively knows,
just by looking at Ngaia, that she is ‘not for game’ (168), that is, he understands
her to be too noble to be treated as he is accustomed to treat lower-class women
– that is, to sexually exploit them (185). Ngaia returns his nobility by showing to
him ‘the charm of sympathy and trust that a good woman instinctively shows
towards a man who is white to her’ (184). Jake’s exploitation of Ngaia is figured
as an usurpation, a despoliation seen in the same terms as the ‘native rape’
which was a vital boundary marker in colonial India (Sharpe 2). The colonial
woman finds her fulfilment in domestic service to the man of her own class,
rather than to a (white or black) savage.
There is thus a relationship of exchange between Archie and Ngaia. She
provides him with comfort and moral guidance, thus revealing herself to be
essentially a ‘white’ woman, and he removes her from her degradation by making
her his wife, thus restoring her to her proper station in life. This proper station
requires subsumation of her own identity in that of her husband and his success:
It was not gold for herself Ngaia prayed for in each bucket she hoisted. It was for
him, toiling at the bottom of the shaft; for him, that he might grow rich and achieve
his ambitions, his destiny. She might have been his slave striving without one thought
of what would benefit her. (327)
Additionally, since Ngaia is ‘a Maori maid’, her relationship with Archie reflects
the colonial relationship; possession of the indigenous female leads to possession
of the wealth of the colonial landscape. Her reaction to finding a huge gold
nugget is: ‘You’re rich, Archie, you’re rich!’ (335).
Ngaire’s recurring nightmare of symbolic reabsorption into non-whiteness is
so remarkably and explicitly sexual that it deserves to be quoted at length:
It was usually the same dream. Down from the metalled road … she would run, in
this her dream, so white that even her eyes were white. She could see herself running.
She had the most beautiful white hair, white lips, white eyebrows, white face, white
fingernails, white tongue, white eyes, everywhere white, white, white. And she would
run happily down from the road to where voices were raised in harmony at pack,
stark naked with white nipples on her firm breasts, and she would think nothing of
her nakedness.
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And then in her dream she would reach the entrance to the pah and see the dim
outline of gods’ statues which could never have existed, and all of a sudden she
would look at her body and realise her nakedness. And then, when she strove for
flight, as men’s voices and guttural laughter floated in her dream, she would try to
shriek with a throat that was nerveless, and black forms would reach her, man-forms
she knew, and when they reached her they would vanish…. But when she looked at
her white body, that glorious white body which had seemed beautiful to her … she
would see black streaks and patches and circles and straggling vein-like corrugations.
And with her nails (black now, not white), she would strive to purify herself of the
black horror and she would be in pain … [After waking] she would turn on the light
in a panic and look at her poor trembling hands and note their whiteness and shiver
herself into a trembling second-sleep. (121)
The touch of the male figures in this dream blacken her perfect, exemplary
whiteness. Being seen as a sexual object for males is, for Ngaire, the most
terrifying danger of reabsorption into ‘savagery’. In her initial pristine whiteness4,
Ngaire’s nakedness is no threat to her; it becomes dangerous when she is
confronted with the black male presences who blacken her with their touch.
Thus, Maoriness is associated with sexual defilement — to be ‘a white woman’
means to be sexually pure. This is emphasised a few pages later in the attempted
seduction by a relative of her employer who assumes her to be sexually ‘loose’
because of her Maoriness (127).
Thus, like Ngaia, Ngaire’s salvation must lie in being rescued by a ‘good’
male, who will protect her from sexual predators: ‘Her dreams were unformed
except as to mould. Always there would be a man, a tall, strong man with honour
written large on his brow, yet invisible save to those who had honour’ (132). The
problem is twofold: that a noble white man might not want her if he knows of
her ‘savage’ ancestry, presumably because of the presumption of sexual
promiscuity; and that if she tries to hide this, then she risks being exposed if
their child has Maori features.
Unlike Ngaia’s Archie, who knows her to be half-caste (and indeed assumes
her to be the offspring of the foul Jake), Peter, the romantic hero of Half-Caste,
has no way of knowing Ngaire’s parentage. Afraid that it will repulse him, Ngaire
does not tell him. Her mentor, Helene Warr, professes herself confused as to why
Ngaire should be ashamed of her Maori heritage. ‘The only Maoris I’ve ever
seen were magnificent men and you should be proud to belong to such a race,’
she says to Ngaire. ‘This inferiority complex of yours!’ (143). Despite her
protestations, however, Ngaire’s shame for her hidden Maoriness is unabated,
and her anxiety once again manifests in dreams:
Ngaire sat far into the night and found no rest. In her mind were the native songs of
the pah … all the Maori she had ever learned came back to her, and she became
hypnotised by it, and imagined for a terrible moment that she could speak no English,
and would have to give her wedding responses in Maori.
And along the beach came Paul and he called ‘Tena koe, tena koe’, and she could
hear herself answering him in his own tongue, her own tongue. (204)
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Her desire to leave no trace of her Maori origins extends to excluding Bella,
her foster-mother, from her wedding to Peter; she has to watch the wedding
party in secret from outside (210). But whatever she does to prevent herself
appearing Maori in any way, she has no control over the possible appearance of
her and Peter’s child. Here is another of her dreams expressing this anxiety:
Someone would walk to her, someone in a smock and brown hood and hand her her
baby. It would have a deep brown skin, squat nose, jet-black eyes, and on its lips,
tattooed in the blue thick line she had known so well, would be the words, ‘You
should have told him’. (233)
Her anxiety over her own body betraying her as non-white leads to the events at
the climax of the novel; Ngaire runs away from Peter on their honeymoon, and
returns to the ‘pah’ to have her baby with Bella. No matter how Ngaire tries to
keep ‘Maoriness’ out of her life, Maori society is the only place she feels she can
be safe from the hatred she fears for perpetuating her mother’s sin of
miscegenation. Maori society is presented as a self-contained society of what
Anne McClintock calls ‘the abject’ (71), relatively free from class distinctions in
its poverty and savagery. This is precisely why reabsorption for Ngaire is, like
the half-caste seen through imperial eyes, both alluring and repulsive. As it
turns out, the baby is European in features, and she is reunited with Peter; this
seems to bear out Helene Warr’s constant reassurance that she is ‘essentially’
white, and that there is no shame or danger in acknowledging her ‘Maori blood’.
It is certainly no barrier, the novel suggests, to the traditional ‘happy ending’ of
a white husband and child.
CONCLUSION
Contrary to Sturm’s contention, in these two late-colonial New Zealand novels
that feature half-caste heroines, the original ‘native culture’ is a constant,
threatening presence. The ‘half-caste tragedy’ of the heroine — that of belonging
to neither the colonising nor native worlds — is only averted by finding, attracting
and keeping a ‘true’, that is, honourable, white man. Both half-caste heroines
accomplish this by proving their own inner whiteness. In Ngaia’s case this is
achieved through the maintenance of proper female cleanliness, propriety and
self-sacrifice in the face of class and racial debasement; her inheritance from her
father is the final proof of how truly white she is. In the case of Ngaire, proving
herself white is also an internal battle of self-discovery. Ngaire’s self-identity as
white is continually threatened throughout the novel; only the birth of her blond,
blue-eyed baby finally proves to her that she is in no further danger of reabsorption.
Class is also vital to understanding these narratives. The heroines’ mothers
are the daughters of powerful figures in Maori society, thus elevating themselves
above the common variety of ‘native’. This, in turn, makes them worthy of the
love of a middle-class white male conforming to proper colonial standards of
behaviour. In another of the New Zealand half-caste novels, H. Gilmore Smith’s
New Zealand Calling (1936), this character type is referred to as ‘a white man,
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in every sense of the word’ (19). Indigenous ‘blood’ can be redeemed, if not by
the white father, then by the white husband who will remove the heroine from
the danger of throwbacks to Maoridom, in her offspring and in herself. The
‘happy’ fate of the half-caste heroine reflects not only notions of women’s place
in the colonial society of the time, but of the place of Maori, the ‘feminised’
indigenous race.
NOTES
1 This article is derived from research carried out for my PhD thesis, The Sex Problem:
Femininity, Class and Contradiction in Late Colonial New Zealand Novels (Victoria
University of Wellington, 2004). I follow Lawrence Jones’ suggestion in defining the
‘late colonial’ period in New Zealand fiction as being from around 1890–1939.
2 The two concepts are intimately linked, especially in Baume: ‘Like the American negro,
the Maori takes no pride in assimilation of white blood, useful as the difference in colour
may be for devotees of the erotic’ (Baume 24).
3 Although there was a fashion in the late colonial period for settler families to give their
children ‘decorative’ Maori names.
4 It is worth noting in this context that the dream-Ngaire’s firm and perfectly white breasts
are implicitly compared to ‘the fat breasts of the pah’ (Baume 101).
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‘Don’t tell or I’ll kill you,’ he said, his breath hot and wet in her ear as he
covered her mouth with his huge hand.
‘Don’t tell or I’ll kill you,’ he said, emerging from the shadows, grabbing her
from behind as she bathed in the outside paipa.
‘Don’t tell or I’ll kill you,’ he panted, as he crushed the breath out of her and did
his bad things to her in the stifling darkness of her mosquito net.
She told her mother. Her words tumbling over each other. A desperate pleading
for help as she struggled to voice the shameful words. Her mother slapped her
face. Hard and horrified. Calling her a bad girl, a dirty girl for telling such evil lies.
She told Manu, her best friend at school. Eyes wide and shocked, Manu
asked lots of curious questions. What was it like? What did he do? What did she
do? Relieved to have a sympathetic listener, she poured out every twisted feeling
and hurt, replaying every filthy scene. She even showed her the bruises on her
arms and legs. She cried, quiet, gulping sobs as they sat behind the girls’ toilet
hidden from the rest of the school.
The next day Manu didn’t speak to her. She sat next to Vise instead and at
lunchtime, a group of twittering girls gathered around Manu as she spoke avidly.
They all sent horrified glances Sina’s way as she sat by herself under the pulu
tree eating a topsy. They walked past her after school with hushed whispers and
furtive sideways glances. The next day when Sina went to the toilet there was
her name written on the bathroom wall — ‘Sina is a paumutu’ in bright red
vivid marker. She threw up in the bowl and sat there in the leaky stinking silence
until long after the home time bell had rung and all the children had left.
She told her favourite teacher — Mrs Esera, after she was found for the
fourth time hiding in the girl’s toilets after 4 o’clock, unwilling to go home
because HE would be waiting for her. Mrs Esera took her into her classroom and
asked her surprisingly tenderly, what was the matter? Hesitantly, slowly, the
words came out. Painful phrases and heavy pauses as she stared at the dusty
floor. The air was heavy and stifling in the classroom and a fly buzzed aimlessly
against the screen wire. Mrs Esera looked shocked. They hadn’t covered this in
Teacher’s College. She didn’t know what to say. She told her go home and
everything will be alright. Sina was almost happy that night under the mosquito
net when he came to her fumbling with his lavalava. She lay still and silent as he
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did his sweaty, grunting business. She looked at the stars outside and thought —
this will be the last time. Tomorrow, everything will be alright….
Mrs Esera told the Principal. The Principal — fresh from an ‘Awareness of
Domestic Violence’ course, immediately called the police. During recess, a white
double cab with four police officers pulled up in the dusty schoolyard. A swarm
of hot, cheerful children in red pinafores clustered around abuzz with curiosity.
The police spoke to the Principal — a round man, importance bursting the buttons
on his sweat-stained shirt. Together they conferred with Mrs Esera. Sina sat
alone under the pulu tree and watched in shock, her forgotten topsy a melting
bright orange on her skirt, as the group of officers, escorted by the Principal
walked up to her. They put her in the truck clutching her faded Britney Spears
backpack from Auntie Lanu in Amelika. A policeman sat on either side. As they
reversed out of the schoolyard honking busily at the horde of fascinated
schoolchildren, Sina shrunk back against the seat and started to cry.
The police told her mother. They called her at work. She came at once to the
station still wearing her bright yellow ‘Molesi Supermarket’ t-shirt. She sat there
tight-lipped at the desk as the police detailed what they knew. She turned angry
eyes on Sina, her beaded dangly earrings jangling as she shook her head. She
gripped Sina’s hand tightly, her yellow ring cutting into Sina’s fingers. She
asked the police if they were sure that a young girl like Sina might not be making
up stories? To cause trouble? To get attention? To make trouble for her stepfather
because she didn’t like the way that he fasi’d her last time she was cheeky to
him? Her shoulders slumped dejectedly when they told her that ‘no, a doctor has
examined your daughter and she has signs…bruises…’. The interviewing room
was silent as her grip on Sina’s hand loosened and she swept a tired hand through
her hair. What would she do, she asked? We live with my husband’s aiga you
know, and my own family — they live kua and they rely on my paycheck. Ioane,
he is a good man who take care of us she said. Where would we go she asked.
The police brushed past these questions. Her concerns were not their concerns.
Charges would be laid they told her, her husband would be arrested. Her mind
busied ahead of them, wondering, wondering fearfully what her husband would
do and say when he found out. What would her mother-in-law do and say when she
found out? How would she deal with the problems her daughter had brought them?
Sina went to stay at her auntie Mina’s house because the courts dictated that
a victim couldn’t stay in the same house as the defendant. She had to miss
school for a term because her mother didn’t have enough money to pay her
school fees. Everyone in the aiga was chipping in to help pay for Mr Ioane’s
lawyer. Her Auntie Mina had nine children — all of them older than Sina, and
happy to have someone new to run their errands and do their feau’s for them.
Especially someone as quiet and pliant as her. Every night she would cry silent
tears under her sheet and pray again and again that her mother would forgive
her and come for her. Some nights she would wake from terror-filled nightmares
to find that she had wet her sleeping mat. Her Auntie Mina had a heavy hand
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and the fat on her forearm would jiggle vigorously as she slapped Sina and
called her a ‘little moepi’ for wetting her bed.
Sina didn’t want to tell the fresh-faced lawyer from the Prosecution anything.
She hung her head and kicked at the leg of the table. The lawyer was a pretty
young woman, just graduated and eager for her first case. She spoke to Sina in
English and used big words that she didn’t understand. Sina was fascinated to
notice that her toenails were painted coral pink and exactly matched her new-
from-The Bodyshop-sale suit. She cleared her throat a lot and wrote many things
down on her notepad. The minutes dragged on. She kept repeating the same
questions over and over with Sina just shaking her head and wiping her snot on
the back of her hand. Finally the lawyer called for refreshments. Over a coconut
bun, sweet and rich, and a cool fizzy Fanta, the lawyer assured her that she just
needed to be open and honest about what had happened with her step-father and
then all this would be solved and justice ‘would be served’. Sina didn’t want to
‘serve justice’. She just wanted her stepfather to stop doing bad things to her and
her mother to be happy with her again. Desperate to go home, she finally told
the lawyer all she wanted to know. She relayed the details in a dull monotone, as
she stared vacantly out the window at the rubbish blowing on the sea wall. The
lawyer was triumphantly thankful as she shook her hand goodbye. ‘Don’t you
worry Sina,’ she said cheerfully, ‘everything will be fine!’
Mr Ioane told the judge he was very sorry for what he had done. He pleaded
guilty and everyone was impressed with his sincerity. He explained that he had
been ‘unable to resist temptation’. Perhaps it was a medical problem he hinted?
Restitution had been made he assured the court. A grand apology had been
presented. No less than six whole pigs, ten pusa apa’s and fifty fine mats had
been offered and accepted, by Mrs Ioane’s aiga in Falealupo. A murmer rippled
through the courtroom — oka! A more than generous contribution towards
reconciliation. The man must truly be sorry for the shame he had brought on
himself and his aiga. He knew he must be punished for his sins he said, and he
promised the judge he would never do it again. Mr Ioane looked very humble
and repentant as the judge read out his sentence. A hint of wetness glinted at the
corner of each eye as he hung his head.
Mr Ioane was sentenced to 6 years in prison — a landmark sentence at the
time for child sexual abuse. The judge said that is was time to take a stand
against what was becoming an increasingly common problem. It was a terrible
thing Mr Ioane had done, he said, and he must be made to pay for his crime. The
lawyer from the Prosecution threw a huge V-for-Victory smile in Sina’s direction.
Her triumphant red puletasi edged with gold brocade, swished around her clicking
heels as she leaned over the table and thanked Sina for being such a ‘star witness’.
Her perfume made Sina sneeze.
Mr Ioane’s mother and sisters wailed loudly as he was taken away to Tafaigata.
Every day they took turns to bring him home-cooked meals so he wouldn’t have
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to eat the sua falaoa that the prisoners were served. They took home his washing
tied neatly in a blue and orange lavalava, and his mother would lovingly press
and fold each article of clothing. Every evening at family lotu, his grandmother
would pray loudly for her grandson’s spiritual welfare and for everyone to have
forgiving and loving hearts. After six months, he was allowed weekend leave on
a regular basis like many of the other prisoners. Mrs Ioane’s forgiving and loving
heart welcomed his visits. She reassured him many times — everything will be fine….
The Ioane family decided it was better for everyone if Sina stayed with her
auntie Mina permanently. ‘You are a lucky girl to have such a loving auntie who
wants to take care of you,’ they told Sina, ‘you will be much happier away from
your step-father and of course his family don’t want you around anymore — not
after all this bad business’. Mrs Ioane gave her sister an extra $20 every payday
for her Saturday bingo and Sina became another ragged child in a busy dusty
household.
The Principal got promoted to a key position at the Education Department.
He would tour the village schools and give very important presentations on
‘Helping to prevent child abuse’. Mrs Esera was recognised for her ability ‘to
forge a rapport with the students’ and became the new Headmistress. She was
very busy with her new duties.
Sina told her auntie she didn’t want to go to school anymore. She didn’t like
the way the other kids looked at her and talked about her. Auntie Mina was glad
to have one less school fee to pay. Sina stayed home and made salus to sell
outside Lucky’s Foodtown instead. One Friday afternoon, Sina’s V-for-Victory
lawyer drove up in a air-conditioned car. She didn’t want to buy a salu. Her
perfume made Sina sneeze as she swept past.
Sina’s friend Alietta came to see her several months later. She was crying
and couldn’t stop trembling. She needed advice. She was confused and afraid.
‘My cousin — he came to me last night,’ she said. ‘He did bad things to me. I
tried to make him stop but he wouldn’t. He threatened to hurt me if I tell anyone.
What should I do Sina?’ she asked.
Sina looked her straight in the eye. Without hesitating she said — ‘Don’t




Fasi: to give someone a beating.
Pusa apa: boxes of canned goods, usually herrings.
Salu: broom handmade from the coconut tree.
Sua falaoa: bread soup.
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SARAH AILWOOD
Katherine Mansfield, Virginia Woolf and
Tensions of Empire during the Modernist
Period
Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf shared a personal and professional
relationship which both recognised as being central to the development of their
writing. Their relationship was strongly influenced not only by the many life
experiences which they shared, and the similarity of their artistic projects, but
also by their different positions in terms of empire. This essay examines the
Mansfield/Woolf relationship within the context of the broader imperial
relationship during the modernist period, and offers new approaches to
considering both writers within modernist literary history.
Mansfield and Woolf met late in 1916, and the relationship developed over
the following years through regular meetings in London, correspondence and
the publication of Prelude by Woolf’s Hogarth Press in 1918. Both writers quickly
identified their affinity and the similarity of their artistic projects, particularly
their desire to find a new way of expressing human experience. After visiting
her for the weekend in August 1917, Mansfield wrote to Woolf: ‘We have got the
same job, Virginia & it is really very curious & thrilling that we should both,
quite apart from each other, be after so very nearly the same thing. We are you
know; there’s no denying it’ (O’Sullivan & Scott vol 1, 327). Woolf expressed
similar feelings in her diary entries, writing in 1918: ‘As usual we came to an
oddly complete understanding’ (Bell vol 1, 150); and after seeing Mansfield in
August 1920 before her departure for the Mediterranean:
… of a sudden comes the blankness of not having her to talk to. So on my side the
feeling is genuine. A woman caring as I care for writing is rare enough I suppose to
give me the queerest sense of echo coming back to me from her mind the second
after I’ve spoken. Then, too, there’s something in what she says of our being the only
women, at this moment (I must modestly limit this to in our circle) with gift enough
to make talk of writing interesting. (Bell vol 2, 61)
However, the relationship was also influenced by intense competition and jealousy.
Their rivalry was frequently expressed through opinions of each other’s work,
either in published reviews or personal diary entries and letters to other writers
and artists. Woolf’s letters and diaries are often critical of Mansfield’s work, and
express satisfaction in her failures and annoyance at her success and praise.
Woolf’s final letter to Mansfield indicates that she was not afraid to confront her
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about their rivalry, as she describes her response to a literary lecture: ‘Morgan
Forster said that Prelude and The Voyage Out were the best novels of their time, & I
said Damn Katherine! Why can’t I be the only woman who knows how to write?’1
Despite the personal and professional intensity of the relationship, it does
not appear to have been maintained by correspondence during Mansfield’s
frequent absences in Europe between 1919 and her death in January 1923.
However, the few surviving letters from this period reveal a strong affection for
each other, a recognition of the unique nature of their relationship, and a nostalgia
for the times they spent together. Mansfield wrote to Woolf from Menton in
1920:
I think of you often — very often. I long to talk to you. Here, at last there is time to
talk. If Virginia were to come through the gate & were to say ‘Well — Katherine’ —
oh, there are a thousand things Id like to discuss.
I wonder if you know what your visits were to me — or how much I miss them.  You
are the only woman with whom I long to talk work. There will never be another.
(O’Sullivan & Scott vol 4, 154)
Woolf wrote to Mansfield: ‘I’m always thinking of things to say to you … probably
I shall think a good deal about writing & about Katherine, and get half dazed
over the fire. Please Katherine, let us try to write to each other’ (Woolf, Letter to
Mansfield, 13 February 1921). Following Mansfield’s death, Woolf wrote to Lady
Ottoline Morrell, a patron of the arts who entertained Mansfield, Woolf and
several other writers during the period: ‘I wish I’d kept up with Katherine, as
you did — I found it too difficult. But I keep thinking of her now’ (Bell vol 3, 8);
and to their mutual friend Dorothy Brett: ‘It makes me sorrier than ever that I
did not simply persist’ (Bell vol 3, 17).
The relationship between Mansfield and Woolf has attracted considerable
critical attention.2 Studies of the relationship tend to focus on the many life
experiences which Mansfield and Woolf shared, and also on the influence of
their relationship on their writing. What is often overlooked, however, is the
important role that the colonial and class differences between Mansfield and
Woolf also played in their relationship. This essay seeks to redress this gap by
considering the Mansfield/Woolf relationship in terms of Mansfield’s position
as a Pacific woman living and writing in the centre of British imperialism during
the modernist period. Considering this dimension of the relationship reveals
new approaches to understanding the broader cultural tensions of empire during
the modernist period.
In A Public Of Two Angela Smith examines the many ways in which Mansfield
and Woolf occupied liminal or threshold spaces ‘between’ throughout their lives,
in terms of their childhood (particularly their responses to their late Victorian
upbringing and the constructions of gender which it offered), their sexuality,
health, professionalism, relationships with their editor husbands, and their
childlessness (Smith 7, 31), and also considers their exploration and
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representation of boundaries and in-between spaces in their personal writing
and their fiction. Woolf commented on the similarity between them in her letter
of 1921: ‘I sometimes think that though we are so different we have some of the
same qualities’ (Woolf, Letter to Mansfield, 13 February 1921). Smith writes
that ‘liminars are often traditionally regarded as polluting, taboo, or inauspicious
to other people because their in-between state can be experienced as threatening
or anarchic in relation to an established order, be it social, political or artistic’
(Smith 11). While Smith argues persuasively for the experiences which Mansfield
and Woolf shared as liminars, this essay examines how, as a Pacific woman
living and writing in self-imposed exile in Britain, Mansfield was also a liminar
within her relationship with Woolf and other writers of the period.
Mansfield arrived in London at the age of nineteen determined to make a
career for herself as a writer. Her reception in London was influenced both by
her New Zealand background and the impact which it had on her class status:
although she was born into and educated in the upper classes in Wellington, the
fact that she was from New Zealand, and that she was poor compared to many of
her artistic counterparts, resulted in her being considered their inferior in both
social and artistic terms. Mansfield was viewed as a potentially threatening and
disruptive liminar because of her colonial heritage and its effect on her
compromised class position.
Mansfield understood that many of her contemporaries, particularly the elite
London literati, viewed her as an inferior ‘colonial’. Elleke Boehmer has
commented on European modernists’ extensive practice of ‘othering’ artists and
writers of empire as ‘barbarian hero or civilized savage, withal inchoate, dark,
and strange’ (Boehmer 145), in order to distance them as culturally and socially
different from themselves. Mansfield knew that she was considered by her
contemporaries as a ‘colonial liminar’ and used this position to disrupt their
established social and artistic order. She did this by constantly experimenting
with her own subjectivity:
I’ve been this man, been this woman. I’ve stood for hours on the Auckland Wharf.
I’ve been out in the stream waiting to be berthed — I’ve been a seagull hovering at
the stern and a hotel porter whistling through his teeth. It isn’t as though one sits and
watches the spectacle. That would be thrilling enough, God knows. But one IS the
spectacle for the time. (Stead 199)
Mansfield’s interest in the nature of selfhood and the concept of identity,
particularly in terms of nationality and gender, pervades her writing. Her quest
in Europe was for reconciliation of her New Zealand heritage within British
imperial culture, and she explored this by incorporating her experimentation
with subjectivity into her own personality and her self-presentation. Her
experimentation with subjectivity and personality was not only for her own
personal fulfillment but also designed to disrupt conventional European
conceptions of selfhood and identity and to elicit a response from her
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contemporaries. Her comments to her friend Dorothy Brett on the publication of
Prelude suggest that in her self-presentation and her fiction she aimed to disrupt
the established artistic order: ‘won’t the “Intellectuals” just hate it. They’ll think
it’s a New Primer for Infant Readers. Let ’em’ (O’Sullivan & Scott vol 2, 169).
Many of her initial collaborators, such as the writers A.R. Orage and Beatrice
Hastings, found her unpredictable, changeable temperament fascinating but
ultimately alienating (Carswell 75). Dorothy Brett wrote:
Her changes of mood were rapid and disconcerting; a laughing joyous moment would
suddenly turn through some inadequate remark into biting anger…. Her great delight
was a game she played of being someone else … riding a bus or eating in a Soho
café…. She would act the part completely until she even got herself mixed up as to
who and what she was. (Dorothy Brett qtd in Boddy 62)
This opinion was also shared by D.H. Lawrence. Although he knew Mansfield
for several years, for a time living closely in the same neighbourhood, he found
that he understood her much better following his travels to Australia. He wrote
to their mutual friend S.S. Koteliansky: ‘If you were here you would understand
Katherine so much better. She is very Australian — or New Zealand’ (Roberts et
al 241). Mansfield’s adoption of the ‘colonial liminar’ persona was a two-edged
sword: on one hand it enabled her to disrupt the established social and artistic
order; but on the other it failed to challenge the prejudiced view of ‘colonial’
artists held by the London cultural elite.
Mansfield and Woolf clearly came from very different backgrounds in terms
of empire, and occupied very different positions within British culture and society.
Their personal writings reveal that their relationship — in both its affinity and
its hostility — was influenced not only by their artistic attitudes but also by their
different positions in terms of empire. Their attraction to each other is the result
not only of the similarity of their artistic projects — their desire to find a new
way of writing — but also their mutual curiosity in the quality of difference
which each offered the other. In her letters Mansfield presents Woolf as embodying
the confidence and stability of the imperial centre; concurrently, in Woolf’s letters
and diary entries, Mansfield is presented as a colonial ‘other’ who is at the same
time attractive because of her deep familiarity. However, the colonial difference
between Mansfield and Woolf did not only result in mutual attraction; it also
lead to Mansfield’s rejection of Woolf for her class and imperial prejudices, and
to Woolf’s representation of Mansfield as a potentially ‘polluting, taboo, or
inauspicious’ colonial liminar.
Mansfield’s letters reveal that part of her attraction to Woolf is her desire for the
apparent stability and certainty of imperial culture. She wrote to Woolf in 1917:
My God I love to think of you, Virginia, as my friend. Don’t cry me an ardent creature
or say, with your head a little on one side, smiling as though you knew some enchanting
secret: ‘Well, Katherine, we shall see’… But pray consider how rare it is to find
some one with the same passion for writing that you have.
(O’Sullivan & Scott, vol 2, 332)
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Mansfield is clearly delighted at finding in Woolf another person who is equally
passionate about writing, with whom she can share her ideas and enthusiasm.
Simultaneously, however, the image of Woolf that Mansfield presents is coloured
by the curiosity and almost blind admiration of an apparently naïve ‘colonial’:
indeed, that is how Mansfield has chosen to construct herself in this letter to
Woolf, drawing on her experimentation with subjectivity and exploiting her
position as a colonial liminar to appeal to Woolf’s sense of her own British
cultural superiority. By describing Woolf with her head on one side and her
knowing ‘some enchanting secret’, Mansfield represents her as a picture of
certainty, comfort and self-satisfaction. As a Pacific woman in exile, who was
searching for reconciliation of her national identity and also plagued by poverty
and illness, Mansfield spent most of her life in search of these feelings. To
Mansfield, they seemed to be embodied in Woolf, and this is clearly attractive to
her. Perhaps Woolf’s ‘enchanting secret’ is her sense of self and place which
does not require such reconciliation: knowledge which Woolf is unwilling or
perhaps unable to share with Mansfield. Mansfield elaborated on this image of
Woolf as the embodiment of security and ease in later letters, writing to her
husband John Middleton Murry in 1919: ‘How I envy Virginia; no wonder she
can write. There is always in her writing a calm freedom of expression as though
she were at peace — her roof over her — her own possessions round her — and
her man somewhere within call’ (O’Sullivan & Scott vol 3, 127–28); and to
Woolf the same year: ‘A husband, a home, a great many books & a passion for
writing — are very nice things to possess all at once — It is pleasant to think of
you & Leonard together — I often do’ (O’Sullivan & Scott vol 2, 314).
While Mansfield wrote fondly and enthusiastically to Woolf herself, her
comments about Woolf to others also reveal her adoption of the ‘colonial liminar’
persona in her relationship with Woolf in order to exploit Woolf’s sense of cultural
superiority. Mansfield’s comments to Ottoline Morrell in 1917 suggest that she
was curious about Woolf, particularly with respect to the fact that she had lived
in her own country all her life, and also reveal a perception of weakness and
perhaps disadvantage in Woolf which contradicts her depiction of Woolf as stable
and confident:
I think that she is still VERY delicate — and I shouldn’t imagine she was ever well
enough to leave her own home and surroundings … I do like her tremendously —
but I felt then for the first time the strange, trembling, glinting quality of her mind —
and quite for the first time she seemed to me to be one of those Dostoievsky women
whose ‘innocence’ has been hurt — Immediately I decided that I understood her
completely. (O’Sullivan & Scott vol 1, 314).
The latter part of this quote — particularly Mansfield’s confidence in her judgment
of Woolf — indicates that Mansfield did not feel herself to be at all disadvantaged
compared to Woolf and other metropolitan artists and writers; on the contrary,
Mansfield’s comments suggest that she believed that her more varied cultural
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experiences actually gave her an advantage, and perhaps shifted the power
relationship between them in a way which Woolf may not have recognised, and
certainly would not have welcomed.
Clearly, Mansfield’s attraction to Woolf was a mixture of admiration and
curiosity about her difference from herself. Similarly, Woolf viewed Mansfield
as a curious novelty, particularly in relation to her cultural difference, her liberty
as a comparatively free agent, her dismissive attitude to restrictive social
conventions and her thirst for life experience. Woolf, wrote to her sister Vanessa
Bell in 1917: ‘I had an odd talk with K. Mansfield last night. She seems to have
gone every sort of hog since she was 17, which is interesting; I also think she
has a much better idea of writing than most. She’s an odd character’ (Nicholson
vol 2, 159). Woolf emphasised the mixture of affection and curiosity in the
relationship when she wrote in her journal in 1919: ‘We have been intimate,
intense perhaps rather than open; but to me at any rate our intercourse has been
always interesting & mingled with quite enough of the agreeable personal element
to make one fond — if that is the word — as well as curious’ (Bell vol 1, 242).
Woolf’s curiosity about Mansfield appears to lie in the fact that she was very
different from herself in her cultural background, her attitude to social convention
and her varied life experience, yet at the same time took a remarkably similar
approach to writing. Woolf’s comments about Mansfield often combine elements
of their difference and their similarity: for example, in her letter of 1921 quoted
above, she writes ‘though we’re so different we have some of the same difficulties’.
She also wrote in her diary in 1918: ‘As usual, I find with Katherine what I
don’t find with the other clever women a sense of ease & interest which is, I
suppose, due to her caring so genuinely if so differently from the way I care,
about our precious art’ (Bell vol 1, 258). Woolf’s attraction to Mansfield — her
curiosity about her — lies in her simultaneous similarity and difference from
herself. However, Woolf presented Mansfield as different from herself not only
in the context of her curiosity about their similarities, but also as a method of
distancing her and positioning her as a colonial ‘other’.
While the cultural difference between Mansfield and Woolf clearly influenced
their attraction to each other, it also produced mutual dislike, repulsion and
rejection. Although Mansfield yearned for Woolf’s apparent centredness and
security, and her accepted position among the London cultural elite, the exclusion
she suffered for being a Pacific woman writer lead her to simultaneously reject
the class and cultural power relations which Woolf’s social and cultural position
embodied. Despite Mansfield’s attempts to use the ‘colonial liminar’ persona to
disrupt the establishment, Woolf was part of that establishment which viewed
her only as a colonial liminar and oppressed her accordingly. Mansfield’s
resentment of Woolf’s privileged position among the metropolitan elite, and
particularly her involvement with the Bloomsbury group, is revealed in her
descriptions of Woolf as an intellectual snob in letters to Murry in the course of
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reviewing Woolf’s Night and Day in November 1919. She wrote to Murry ‘I am
reviewing Virginia to send tomorrow; its devilish hard. Talk about intellectual
snobbery — her book reeks of it (but I cant say so) (O’Sullivan & Scott vol 2,
91); and later ‘I feel I must stand up for my SEX. V.W. does it very well. Aint she
a snob? But she does it very well in her intellectual snobbish way’ (O’Sullivan &
Scott vol 2, 118). Mansfield’s correspondence with Murry over her review of
Night and Day culminates in the following letter:
If you read that book you would realise how I feel … its aristocratic (?) ignoring of
all that is outside its own little circle & its wonder, surprise, incredulity that other
people have heard of William Shakespeare…. Virginia’s cry that she is the flower,
the fair flower of the age — that Shakespeare & his peers died that she might be
saved that she is the result of God knows how many hours in a library — is becoming
a mania with her. Intellectual snobbery. (O’Sullivan & Scott vol 2, 122)
This letter begins as a professional critique of the novel but quickly changes to
express Mansfield’s personal offence at the treatment she receives from the
intelligentsia and establishment, here embodied in Woolf. The language Mansfield
uses to describe Night and Day suggests that she views both Woolf and the novel
as embodying the attitudes of the London elite which she finds so offensive,
particularly their assumption of cultural superiority and their self-satisfaction
despite what she sees as their ignorance of different places and people.
Mansfield’s rejection of Woolf as representative of the cultural and artistic
elite, and the imperial prejudice which their attitudes reflected, was also the
subject of her correspondence with Ottoline Morrell: ‘Did you enjoy Virginia I
wonder? She was coming to see me today, but I have not the puff or the brain….
He (Roger) thinks that Virginia is going to reap the world. That, I don’t doubt,
put on my impatience. After a very long time I nearly pinned on my chest, “I too,
write a little” (O’Sullivan & Scott vol 2, 333). Mansfield also suggests that she
ultimately prefers the freedom afforded her as an ‘unplaced colonial’ to the social
and artistic acceptance of her contemporaries, which was so important to Woolf:
I had also a most urgent letter from Virginia reminding me that Id sworn to go to
Asheham tomorrow. My God, it is true … all I want to do is to sit in a dark, warm,
dusky room and write…. To Hell with the Blooms Berries. Dont you think one really
must run away as soon as possible and as far as possible.
(O’Sullivan & Scott vol 1, 325)
As discussed earlier, Woolf found Mansfield’s capacity for escape, her
unconventional lifestyle and her varied cultural experience curious and attractive
because with these differences she was in other respects so similar to herself.
However, Woolf’s respectability and orthodox values lead her to repel Mansfield
for these same qualities. Just as Mansfield both admired and rejected Woolf’s
position in the imperial centre, Woolf was both attracted to and repelled by her
perception of Mansfield as a colonial liminar. Woolf revealed her imperial and
class prejudice towards Mansfield in a diary entry in 1917:
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We could both wish that ones first impression of K.M. was not that she stinks like a
— well civet cat that had taken to street walking. In truth, I’m a little shocked by her
commonness at first sight; lines so hard & cheap. However, when this diminishes,
she is so intelligent & inscrutable that she repays friendship…. A munition worker
called Leslie Moor came to fetch her — another of these females on the border land
of propriety, & naturally inhabiting the underworld — rather vivacious, sallow
skinned, without any attachment to one place rather than another. (Bell vol 1, 58)
Woolf’s final words — ‘without any attachment to one place rather than another’
— demonstrate that imperial prejudice strongly influenced her view of Mansfield.
Firstly, Woolf’s opinion that Mansfield was unattached to place is mistaken and
reveals a lack of understanding of colonial subjectivity: much of Mansfield’s
writing, particularly Prelude which Woolf was at that time publishing, draws on
her New Zealand childhood to explore the nature of selfhood and national and
gender identity. Secondly, Woolf’s comment reveals the extent to which she relies
on attachment to place as a means of understanding personal identity: the fact
that she perceives Mansfield as unattached to place suggests that she is unable to
understand her personality. While on the one hand Woolf found Mansfield’s
cultural difference and her rejection of social convention deeply attractive, here
her description of Mansfield as a ‘civet cat’ with ‘her commonness’ and her
‘lines so hard & cheap’ reveals her simultaneous rejection of these qualities.
Woolf’s concern with the link between place and identity is also reflected in
her repeated use of the phrase ‘the underworld’ in relation to Mansfield and her
acquaintances. By describing Mansfield as ‘on the border land of propriety, &
naturally inhabiting the underworld’ Woolf detaches herself from Mansfield,
who is in turn cast as ‘other’: in Woolf’s view, if Mansfield does inhabit or
belong to a place, it is not the same place as her. Woolf also frequently used the
word ‘inscrutable’ to describe Mansfield, reflecting the European perception of
empire as mysterious, dark and unknowable (Williams 22): ‘The inscrutable
woman remains inscrutable I’m glad to say; no apologies, or sense of apologies
due…. Perhaps it is I who live in the suburbs & think it necessary to answer
letters; that would be a proper retort to my jest of the underworld’ (Bell vol 1,
257). Woolf’s apparent need to attach individuals to place as a means of
understanding them, and her inability to do this with respect to Mansfield, results
in an attack which reflects imperial anxiety at the threat of the colonial ‘other’.
The personal writings of Mansfield and Woolf therefore reveal that their
relationship was characterised by simultaneous and mutual attraction and
repulsion: Mansfield was attracted to Woolf’s apparently comfortable position
within British cultural life, yet at the same time she rejected the cultural power
relations which placed her there; Woolf was attracted to the comparative freedom
and variety of life experience which her New Zealand background had given
Mansfield, but was at the same time repulsed by her as a result of what she
perceived to be her imperial prejudices. In this way, the Mansfield/Woolf
relationship can be interpreted as a microcosm of the broader relationship between
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the imperial centre and the colonial periphery which was similarly characterised
by mutual attraction and repulsion during the modernist period. Modernism
involved an exchange between imperial centre and periphery as metropolitan
and colonial artists looked to each other for solutions to their artistic and cultural
problems. The ideas, images and artists of empire found a presence in metropolitan
circles for the quality of difference which they offered the modernist artistic
project: simultaneously, the ideas and artists of empire needed to be ‘othered’ to
diffuse the threat which colonial liminars such as Mansfield posed to the
established order. Writers such as Mansfield were treated by the metropolitan
centre in much the same way as colonial culture — accepted for what could be
useful, tolerated on European terms, and repelled and devalued by the high
modernist elite: ‘Where colonized and Creole artists were included in
metropolitan culture, they were rarely accepted as full participants in that
culture…. Colonial artists did not enjoy the same status as their British, French,
or American counterparts’ (Boehmer 139).
Considering the relationship in this way offers new insights into both writers
and their work. Mansfield understood her disruptive power as a colonial liminar:
her letters and journals are littered with passages that demonstrate her strong
rejection of artistic imperial prejudice. Her success in disrupting the established
social and artistic order is clear from the responses she elicited from Woolf and
her other contemporaries. However, it is interesting to note that Mansfield does
not find her metropolitan contemporaries as threatening as they seem to find
her. Throughout A Public of Two, Angela Smith draws on Julia Kristeva’s analysis
of the foreigner in Strangers to Ourselves to analyse Mansfield and Woolf’s
mutually liminal positions. Kristeva writes that ‘the foreigner is within us. And
when we flee from or struggle against the foreigner, we are fighting against our
unconscious — that “improper” facet of our impossible “own and proper”’
(Kristeva 191). While Kristeva uses the word ‘foreigner’ as a metaphor for
difference of many kinds, within the Mansfield/Woolf relationship it operates in
relation to their difference in terms of empire and its cultural and class
implications. Smith writes that ‘while both Woolf and Mansfield were literally
foreign to each other, in terms of nationality and upbringing, they were also
familiar; in recognizing the affinity between themselves they were also
recognizing the foreigner within, and acknowledging a kind of doubling’ (Smith
29). As discussed earlier, many of Woolf’s statements acknowledge this
familiarity; for example, ‘once more as keenly as ever I feel a common certain
understanding between us — a queer sense of being “like”’ (Bell vol 2, 45).
However, many of Woolf’s other statements about Mansfield — particularly her
description of her as a ‘civet cat’, her placing of her within an ‘underworld’, and
her view of her as ‘inscrutable’ — indicate that Woolf did not welcome this
recognition of familiarity with Mansfield. Her extreme responses to perceiving
the familiar within Mansfield suggest that she is terrified by the underlying
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similarity between herself and who she saw as a ‘polluting, taboo’ colonial liminar.
Mansfield, however, is much more comfortable with seeing herself reflected in
Woolf. Her experience of complex, multiple subjectivity, tied as it is to her
understanding of self and place, means that she is much more open to perceiving
Woolf as the foreigner and identifying her within her personality. Mansfield’s
experience as a ‘colonial’ has given her multiple cultural and class experiences
and her perception of both similarity and difference in Woolf is neutralised within
her already complex conception of subjectivity and selfhood.
Mansfield’s success in her self-construction as a disruptive ‘colonial liminar’
is reflected in Woolf’s own comments on the relationship after Mansfield’s death:
if she’d lived, she’d have written on, & people would have seen that I was the more
gifted — that wd. only have become more & more apparent. Indeed, so I suppose it
would. I think of her in this way off & on — that strange ghost, with the eyes far
apart, & the drawn mouth, dragging herself across the room … K. and I had our
relationship; & never again shall I have one like it. (Bell vol 3, 317)
Woolf was haunted by Mansfield, in the same way that the modernist project
was haunted by its colonial past and present: her letters and diary entries after
Mansfield’s death repeatedly imagine her as a ghost. Woolf’s words — ‘people
would have seen that I was the more gifted — that wd. only have become more
& more apparent. Indeed, so I suppose it would’ — indicate her need to reassure
herself of her artistic superiority. This need indicates a disruption of the
establishment: it reveals that her relationship with Mansfield has produced doubt,
uncertainty and insecurity of the kind felt by metropolitan modernists as a result
of ‘colonial’ presence. Through the relationship, Woolf has been forced to
acknowledge the validity of colonial culture and art. This acknowledgment has,
at least temporarily, destabilised her position at the imperial centre, and her
faith in her own artistic and national heritage. Mansfield the ‘colonial liminar’
has succeeded in threatening and destabilising the established artistic and cultural
order embodied in Woolf.
Woolf’s attitude to Mansfield, which parallels the broader imperial power
relations during the modernist period, demonstrates the extent to which she was
both a product and producer of modernist ideology. Her relationship with
Mansfield, and the quality of difference attached to her as a ‘colonial’, was a
necessary inspiration for Woolf in the development of her fiction. Woolf herself
acknowledged the depth of her need for their relationship shortly after Mansfield’s
death in 1923:
one feels — what? A shock of relief? — a rival the less? … When I began to write, it
seemed to me there was no point in writing. Katherine wont read it. Katherine’s my
rival no longer. More generously I felt, But though I can do this better than she could,
where is she, who could do what I can’t!… Still there are things about writing I think
of & want to tell Katherine…. And I was jealous of her writing — the only writing I
have ever been jealous of … I have the feeling that I shall think of her at intervals all
through life. Probably we had something in common which I shall never find in
anyone else. (Bell vol 3, 225–28)
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Woolf’s comments quoted earlier that ‘people would have seen that I was the
more gifted’ did, of course, become a reality. Her writing, her involvement with
the Bloomsbury Group, and her publishing, worked to position her at the centre
of literary debate, and ultimately the modernist canon. Mansfield’s position within
modernist literary history is somewhat less secure. Critical reception of
Mansfield’s fiction, and its positioning within twentieth-century literary histories,
has been adversely influenced by her relationship with Woolf. Clearly, Virginia
Woolf was and remains a powerful influence in the modernist movement, the
canon, and also its feminist revisions. Mansfield’s perceived appendage to such
a central figure has meant that both the relationship, and her work, have been
considered in discussions of Woolf’s writing, thus ensuring that Mansfield has
not been completely excluded from critical attention. However, Mansfield is
frequently side-lined to Woolf, and only rarely considered independently as a
modernist.3 Furthermore, the perception that Mansfield is linked to Woolf, and
has therefore already been critically evaluated, has resulted in her marginalisation
within feminist and postcolonial revisions of the modernist literary canon.4
Several years after Mansfield’s death, Woolf reviewed the relationship in a
letter to her close friend,Vita Sackville-West:
We did not ever coalesce; but I was fascinated, and she respectful, only I thought her
cheap, and she thought me priggish; and yet we were both compelled to meet simply
in order to talk about writing … she had a quality I adored, and needed; I think her
sharpness and reality — her having knocked about with prostitutes and so on, whereas
I had always been so respectable — was the thing I wanted then. (Spalding 127–28)
This quote clearly articulates the imperial intricacies of the Mansfield/Woolf
relationship. Mansfield was attracted to what she perceived as Woolf’s stable
and certain position within British culture but was simultaneously repulsed by
the hierarchies of class and culture which placed her there. Woolf was fascinated
by Mansfield’s difference from herself but at the same time her opinions of
Mansfield were clearly influenced by her class and imperial prejudices. Viewing
the Mansfield/Woolf relationship as symbolic of the broader tensions of empire
during the modernist period allows us to consider Mansfield’s disruptive power
as a colonial liminar, and the uses to which she put this power in her relationship
with her contemporaries and through her writing.
NOTES
1 This letter is dated 13 February 1921, and was written to Mansfield while she was living
in Menton. It is the latter of what are believed to be the only two surviving letters from
Woolf to Mansfield. Mansfield does not comment on receiving Woolf’s letter in either
her correspondence or her journal, and Woolf’s letter to Dorothy Brett following her
death suggests that Mansfield did not reply. This letter has not yet been published in




2 Angela Smith’s A Public of Two: Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf is the most
extensive consideration of the relationship. Others include Ann McLaughlin, ‘An Uneasy
Sisterhood: Virginia Woolf and Katherine Mansfield’; Virginia Woolf: A Feminist Slant,
ed. Jane Marcus; Evelyn Haller, ‘Virginia Woolf and Katherine Mansfield: or, the Case
of the Déclassé Wild Child’; Antony Alpers, ‘Katherine and Virginia, 1917-1923’; and
Andrew Bennett, ‘Hating Katherine Mansfield’.
3 The only full-length study of Mansfield and modernism is Sydney Janet Kaplan Katherine
Mansfield and the Origins of Modernist Fiction. Lee Garver ‘The Political Katherine
Mansfield’ also notes a tendency to exclude Mansfield from considerations of modernism
and to appendage her to Woolf, and seeks to explore Mansfield’s political engagement
with early modernism.
4 The link between Mansfield and Woolf has resulted in a general assumption that Mansfield
has been adequately treated as a modernist and therefore does not need to be considered
within revisions of the modernist canon. For example, the first lines of Gillian Hanscombe
and Virginia L. Smyers Writing for Their Lives read ‘Ask just about anyone interested in
English literature, or women, or both, which women were writing in England just after
the turn of the century and you’re bound to hear ‘Virginia Woolf’. You may sometimes
hear added ‘Oh, and there was Katherine Mansfield” (Hanscombe and Smyers 1).
Remarkably, this is the extent of Mansfield’s consideration in a text which purports to
discuss women writers who were expatriate, poor and bohemian. Other examples include
Bonnie Kime Scott, Refiguring Modernism Volume 1, in which Mansfield is discussed
only in relation to Woolf, and Joseph M Flora, The English Short Story, provides only an
unflattering comparison with Woolf. With regard to postcolonial revisions of the canon,
Mansfield was totally excluded, for example, from Mary Lynn Broe and Angela Ingram
Women’s Writing in Exile,; and considerations of Mansfield within histories of New Zealand
literature also seem to have trouble reconciling her colonial heritage with her modernism:
Vincent O’Sullivan writes in Finding the Pattern, Solving the Problem that Mansfield
‘starts as a colonial and concludes as a Modernist’ as though the two are mutually exclusive.
Mansfield’s consideration within postcolonial revisions of the modernist canon has
increased in recent years with Howard Booth and Nigel Rigby, Modernism and Empire;
and Jane Stafford and Mark Williams, ‘Fashioned Intimacies: Maoriland and Colonial
Modernity’.
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Spaze: Void States and the Mother-Child
Relationship in The Matriarch, The Dream
Swimmer, Cousins and Baby No-Eyes
The child under threat is a prominent feature of New Zealand literature; in the
last twenty years of the twentieth century, a number of novels moved beyond the
bounds of realism in exploring the struggles of this figure. Witi Ihimaera’s The
Matriarch (1986) and its sequel The Dream Swimmer (1997), and Patricia Grace’s
novels Cousins (1992) and Baby No-Eyes (1998) are among those that feature
such exploration; their child characters are defined in relation to liminal or void
states that manifest a specifically Maori metaphysics: Te Kore, in Ihimaera’s
novels, and the wheiao in Grace’s.
Te Kore, in traditional Maori cosmology, precedes all other existence. It is
effectively summarised by D.R Simmons as the state
in which there is originally no life yet all things are in potential…. It is a state of
unity with a presence which has no regard to time, place, extent or majesty. Nothing
has been divided or parted, all things are. The life force, present in Te Kore, is the
original twitch of life — that is all life in the Universe. (8)
As Cleve Barlow notes in Tikanga Whakaaro: Key Concepts in Maori Culture
despite the ‘unlimited potential for “being”’ in Te Kore, this potential has ‘no
organised form’ (55). Ihimaera’s descriptions of Te Kore in his novels in some
respects complies with this cosmology, yet his fictional use of it requires that it
admit organised forms of life — in particular, the consciousnesses of certain characters.
The liminal world of Grace’s novels is distinct from Ihimaera’s Te Kore,
though the two have elements in common. Cousins and Baby No Eyes both
feature kehua (ghost) children; the realm which Baby No Eyes and the unnamed
kehua of Cousins inhabit is a transitional realm, or wheiao. Barlow describes
the wheiao as ‘that state between the world of darkness and the world of light’
(184); it traditionally encompasses a number of earthly and supernatural processes,
including both birth (from the onset of labour to the child’s first breath) and
death (from the departure of the spirit to its arrival in the spirit world).
The presence of void or limbo spaces in each of these four novels is to some
extent a concretised expression of the novels’ approaches to realism. The ‘other’
realms inhabited by Grace’s kehua characters, and visited by various of Ihimaera’s
characters, exist in parallel to a largely realist realm; breaches of or extensions
beyond this realism are primarily located in Te Kore or the wheiao.
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Both The Matriarch and The Dream Swimmer alternate between scenes from
the childhood and adulthood of Tama, groomed as a child by his grandmother
Artemis to take over the leadership of his iwi (tribe) and its struggle to regain
ancestral lands. The former text focuses on Tama’s relationship with Artemis
(‘the matriarch’) and the latter on his relationship with his mother, Tiana (‘the
dream swimmer’). Both relationships become problematic as the women battle
Tama and each other for control over his destiny; the critical moments of these
conflicts are often located in metaphysical spaces.
Grace’s novels also present familial relationships within the broader context
of the Maori fight to gain land rights and self-determination. Cousins follows
the lives of Makareta, Mata and Missy, cousins who are afforded very different
life paths by circumstances and the decisions of their family’s female elders.
Makareta, like Tama, is groomed to take a leadership role, while Mata’s childhood
is one of extreme emotional and material deprivation; after the death of her
mother (who was estranged by the elders) she grows up in an orphanage, making
contact with her cousins only as an adult. Missy’s life is somewhere between
these two extremes; her story is narrated in part by the spirit of her twin, who
died in the womb and whose presence was denied by the children’s great-
grandmother. A similar sibling relationship appears in Baby No Eyes. The ‘baby’
of the title is the spirit of an unborn child who had died in a car accident. The
child’s spirit is lodged first in the consciousness of her mother, and then of her
brother Tawera, after medical interference with her body delays her departure to
the spirit world. The book traces her relationship with Tawera as both characters
grow towards maturity.
The structural operation of Te Kore and the wheiao within these four novels
suggests magical realism: Wendy B. Faris notes that in magical realist fiction
‘we experience the closeness or near-merging of two realms, two worlds. … The
magical realist vision exists at the intersection of two worlds, at an imaginary
point inside a double-sided mirror that reflects in both directions’ (172). Similarly,
Rawdon Wilson describes the genre ‘as co-presence, as duality and mutual
tolerance, as different geometries at work constructing a double space’ (210). In
each of these novels, a physical world, accessible to all characters, co-exists with
a metaphysical world, only accessible to some. This modelling of reality to some
degree reflects the social model of biculturalism within which the characters of
these books exist; characters such as Tama in The Matriarch and The Dream
Swimmer, and Makareta in Cousins, participate in two different versions of reality,
distinctly constructed according to the cultural base of those realities.
However, it is important to note that Te Kore and the wheiao, as they appear
in these texts, are specifically Maori modes of existence — or non-existence.
These states are complex in being simultaneously an affirmation of a particular
cultural reality, and a representation of the internal and external dangers that
threaten cultural identity. Aligned with the mothers of the texts, Te Kore and the
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wheiao embody the maternal as both a creative and destructive presence. Survival
of or liberation from the mother as void is an intimate task for the struggling
child figure; their images evoke a very close and very early coupling of the
processes of identity formation and destabilisation.
In each of these novels the presence of the metaphysical is fundamental to
narrative development. In The Matriarch, the matriarch describes Te Kore in
traditional terms, as ‘the Void, the Nothingness’ that precedes ‘Te Po, the Night’
(1986 2). In The Dream Swimmer, Tama’s experience of entering Te Kore is one
of disembodiment; he does not cease to exist in this version of Te Kore, though
he states at one point that ‘nothing can live there’ (1997 207). Though Te Kore
is temporally and spatially very distinct from the realm he and other characters
usually inhabit, it is accessible from that realm; characters enter it willingly
through supernatural prowess (Artemis, Tiana, Tama and Tiana’s mermaid
ancestress Hine Te Ariki) or are unwillingly confined to it (Tama and his uncle)
by other characters. Usually the experience of Te Kore occupies a character’s
consciousness while his/her physical body remains (often in a trance state) in
the corporeal world; Tama’s Uncle Alexis, however, is confined there as a spirit
after his death, and remains visible in a mirror. Most characters Ihimaera describes
in Te Kore emerge after a period likened to ‘eternity’: either they are rescued by
another character, or, as in Tama’s case, they spontaneously travel back to the
present day through a summary retelling of the Maori creation mythology: the
loss of identity is countered by a narrative reconstruction of self as a product of
cosmogonic lineage.
In Cousins and Baby No Eyes, the perceptions Grace’s kehua children have
of the wheiao are not, for the most part, drawn directly. However, the reader is
given to know that, much like Tama’s Uncle Alexis, both children are suspended
in this space due to a disruption of the natural progression of the soul from the
realm of the living to the realm of the dead. In both novels the disruptions are
due to incompletions or violations of accepted ritual process, and in particular
the process of acknowledging and giving due respect to all life, no matter how
embryonic. These disruptions occasion the presence of the wheiao. Where the
conditions of characters’ lives had led to a loss of identity as created or affirmed
through ritual, the wheiao transcends those conditions, enclosing the disembodied
and dissipated child identities in a containing narrative.
The kehua child of Cousins tells us very little of his existence within this
realm or of the realm itself, beyond that he remains as ‘a spritish trace’ that has
‘curled itself into’ Missy, his living twin (159) after his great-grandmother’s
silent disposal of his physical remains. It is clear from his narration of Missy’s
life that his awareness is largely of the world of the living, though he is not a
physical part of that world. The kehua mourns his loss of identity through a
narration which simultaneously records his presence. The contradiction of his
existence aptly reflects the paradox of the space he inhabits — though he is
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consigned to that space as a function of being denied in the world of the living,
the wheiao is the space that allows him an existence.
In Baby No-Eyes, the eponymous spirit child asserts a much more powerful
identity; yet this identity is also constructed in and around the condition of its
own loss. She too participates in mundane life through her living sibling’s
consciousness, and unlike the kehua of Cousins, she offers some description of
supernatural realms. She describes the experience of the ‘nearly dead’ for her
brother Tawera:
There’s a road. If you were nearly dead you’d see it…. You’d be walking along the
roadway and you’d see all the different people gathered at their houses, all the different
houses — people gossiping, laughing, playing games, laying out cards, decorating
themselves while they waited. You’d hear singing and see dancing. There’d be people
having turns up in the lookouts where they keep watch day and night — except that
there’s no day and night, there’s perfumed light and weightless air. (222)
Distinct as it is, this description is not of the reality current to Baby No Eyes
throughout most of the story. Turned back from this road by another spirit, Baby
is lodged first in her mother’s consciousness, then her brother’s; her experience
beyond this turning back until the point of her final departure to the spiritual
realm is a limited, neophytic version of the reality her ‘host’ characters experience.
She struggles to participate more fully in that reality, but as she grows (the
development of her consciousness is a shadow version of the normal development
of a living child) feels the limitations of her ethereal state more acutely, until her
existence in the realm of the living is no longer tenable and she finally departs
for the spirit world.
Like Ihimaera’s Te Kore, the wheiao state inhabited by Grace’s kehua children
can be read as a symbol of the invalidated identity of both culture and individual.
Ihimaera’s child characters largely enter Te Kore under duress, and their
experience there tends to be of a traumatic state of disembodiment; Grace’s kehua
characters are frozen in that state of disembodiment as a result of traumas which
have overwhelmed their embryonic hold on physical life and which damage the
development of their identities without extinguishing them. Yet both Cousins
and Baby No Eyes also represent other versions of a void state, which reinforce
the symbolic and cosmological significance of such states within Grace’s work.
The character Mata is described in Courtney Bates’ thesis, Taki Toru, as
symbolically situated in Te Kore because ‘her whole life has effectively been one
of unrealised potential’ (30). Bates also refers to the wheiao state in describing
Mata’s situation, suggesting that ‘the dark road through which Mata must travel
is a metaphor for the birth canal’ (31), while her final reunion with her family
represents her emergence into the world of light. If a distinction is to be maintained
between the two states, the alignment of Mata with the wheiao is perhaps more
accurate than with Te Kore; Mata has a past, and it is the disconnection from her
original identity, imposed by that past, which arrests her in her liminal state.
Rather than a being of purely unrealised potential, Mata is, much like the kehua
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children, a being whose potential has been misdirected by circumstance, and
thus remains embryonic.
Grace does create a direct reference to Te Kore in the epilogue of Baby No-
Eyes, and in doing so centres negative spaces within the thematics of the novel.
After the final departure of Baby No Eyes for the spirit realm, Tawera’s artwork
expresses her absence through the painful appearance of emptiness:
… each of these sketches, drawings, paintings, holds a missing piece, a section of
paper that is blank. Not one is complete. In each one, space pushes itself outward,
and in doing so brings the eye towards it. Or on closed eyes it imprints on the retina,
a patch that is dark and trembling, the size and shape of an egg. (292)
Tawera struggles without success to fill the space in his pictures, until he is
prompted by a sign on a door to ‘Try Opposite’:
… now, instead of trying to shrink the egg of space, I begin to enlarge it. Instead of
ending with that little unbreachable gap I begin with it, embrace it, let it be there,
make it be there, pushing my drawing further and further to the outskirts. I persist
with this, night after night, until one night everything’s gone, fallen from the edges
of the paper.
Spaze.
Te Kore, the nothing. (293)
Te Kore remains, in this reference, symbolic; what appears on Tawera’s paper is
a representation of a state (whether emotional or metaphysical) rather than the
state itself. Its symbolic function is conveyed by its first appearance in the shape
of an egg, and by the function it performs: the empty space that replaces Tawera’s
usual artwork is the seedbed for something entirely new — the visual
representation of a sister who had had almost no physical presence.
The representation of Te Kore as an ‘egg of space’ also makes clear the
symbolic relationship between that state and the child characters with whom it
frequently appears in conjunction: both are used as representatives of creative
potential and the inception of life at a stage so primordial that the difference
between existence and non-existence is perceptual rather than physical.
The threats to individual children that appear in these novels do so in the
contexts of the novels’ concerns with the survival of Maori people and culture
within the colonised world. The struggles for land rights and for the maintenance
of cultural heritage are consistently foregrounded. These movements respond to
conditions of cultural and material depletion, which in the novels are seen to
have negative impact on individual children, as when Mata is denied access to
her Maori family and Maori name by her Pakeha guardian, or when Gran Kura’s
sister dies as a child after prolonged abuse within a Pakeha school, or when
Tama’s childhood is relentlessly dedicated to preparation to lead the land rights
movement. The confinement of the individual, particularly the child, to a
dimension in which he or she is denied embodiment, identity and an
acknowledged presence in the physical world, is strongly correlative to the
experiences of Maori dispossession described within these stories.
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The figure of the void or limbo state, however, cannot be read as a simple
expression of the threat to Maori identity posed by external forces of colonialism
and its racist manifestations. Both Te Kore and the wheiao are symbolically
maternal states, a point which is reinforced by their representation in these texts,
and which emphasises the centrality of mother-child relationships in each
narrative. Te Kore is experienced by Tama in moments of close association with
the two overwhelmingly powerful matriarchal figures the books present — his
grandmother and mother; indeed, it is described as ‘that neverending womb’
(1986 365) in which the child may remain bound to the mother by ‘some invisible
birthcord ‘ (1997 309). Both of Grace’s kehua children died physically while
still in the womb; their subsequent suspension in a wheiao state is suggestive of
a prolonged gestation, out of which they may be ‘born’ into the afterlife. Tama,
too, escapes Te Kore via a birth-like experience; he travels from the Void through
every stage of creation to be greeted by his grandmother, ‘with a madonna smile’
welcoming him to ‘the world of Man’ (1986 221). In those passages where he
secures his metaphysical safety through the recitation of lineage, there is a parallel
‘birth’ of identity.
The combination of life-giving and life-threatening characteristics found in
Te Kore is also found in the maternal characters the Ihimaera books describe. In
the Ihimaera novels, Tiana’s physical and emotional abuse of her children is
matched by Artemis’s spiritual and sexual invasion or reconstruction of her
grandson’s identity. The matriarchal figures of Cousins and Baby No-Eyes are
also culpable in the negation of child identity, though they do not share Tiana
and Artemis’s apparent violence of intent. In Cousins, this theme is expressed
through the failure of Kui Hinemate to acknowledge evidence of her great-
grandson, and through Keita disowning her daughters when their choice of
partners does not meet her standards. Keita’s failure to afford her offspring
independence from her ideals is repeated in her treatment of her granddaughter
Makareta, for whom she orchestrates a taumau (arranged) marriage which serves
iwi (tribe) purposes but does not take account of Makareta’s own wishes.
If Keita fails her descendents by a rigid compliance with tradition, Baby No-
Eyes’ Gran Kura fails hers by a fearful rejection of her culture — the ‘goodness
and silence’ which she comes to identify as ‘evil’. Although she recognises the
circumstances which had engendered that evil — ‘People became more and
more silent, because if they spoke they would harm their children’ — the strongest
attribution of fault she makes is to herself and those like her, who ‘had stolen
their grandchildren’s lives’ (116). Such comments might be read, on the one
hand, as symptomatic of an internalised racism which has the victims of
colonialism shoulder the blame for its negative effects; on the other hand, Kura’s
interpretation is consistent with a pattern of representation that appears in all
four of these books, in which mother figures are neither victims nor innocents;
though they may provide life and support for life, they also hold the potential to
inflict great damage on their children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
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Grace counterbalances this damage, in both Cousins and Baby No Eyes, with
the care and love that maternal figures are also seen to give to their offspring. In
Gran Kura’s case, disclosure of family history and her dedication to Te Reo
Maori (the Maori language) and the kohanga reo  (Maori ‘language nest’ preschools)
balances and resolves the evil she feels she has done with ‘goodness and silence’.
Nonetheless, all four of these novels register the presence of a matriarchal force of
great destructive potential, represented both through female characters and through
the Te Kore and the wheiao as maternal symbols.
It would be erroneous to see these women and their symbolic correlatives
primarily as agents of an external force; their roles are broad, and embedded in
the complex networks of Maori creation mythology and subsequent genealogies.
Early in The Matriarch, Ihimaera invokes the figure of Hine titama, daughter of
the first mortal man and woman, incestuous mate of her father, and, consequently,
guardian of the underworld, where (in Ihimaera’s words), she
[took] a position at the doorway through which all of her earthly descendants would
pass. This was woman as Death, whom the demi-god, Maui, tried to conquer by
entering her vagina. She crushed him with her thighs and thus death and destruction
were brought permanently into the world. The female reproductive organs were termed
‘whare o aitua or whare o mate’ [sic], the house of misfortune and disaster. ( 23)
Ihimaera goes on to reflect that tikanga Maori (Maori custom) consequently
assigned women as ‘non-sacred and destructive. Many of women’s activities,
both prescribed and proscribed’, he writes, ‘emerged from this belief’ (1986 23).
This account of the female role in Maori culture as noa (non-sacred or profane)
rather than tapu (sacred) is challenged by Atareta Poananga, who describes it as
‘patently false’ (1986 27), a creation of proscribed roles, rather than a reflection
of them. Nonetheless, the well-documented Hine titama story, in its proposition
of the female generative organs as a site of birth and death, reinforces the thematics
surrounding Te Kore and the wheiao.
Ihimaera’s reflections on the origins of female roles in Maori culture are
supported by his own construction of women characters in The Matriarch and
The Dream Swimmer. Artemis and Tiana as characters reinforce the association
of destructive force with female progenitive function; these women are also,
however, imbued with massive spiritual potency, and counter assumptions of
their profane state with violent displays of mystical prowess. In contrast, Grace’s
maternal figures are anchored in realism, and cannot be seen to assume the
same mythical proportions; yet there are traces of the Hine titama mythos in the
child’s experience of the gestating body, where the wheiao becomes a potentially
inescapable trap between the realms of life and death.
This vein of imagery may be read as, to some degree, socially symbolic;
depictions of the dangerous mother and the endangered child then may represent
the individual not only as a colonial subject, but as a subject of their own ‘mother’
culture. The double-binds experienced by the individual who inhabits both Te
Ao Maori and a contemporary world determined by Pakeha conventions are
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repeatedly considered in these novels. Characters are faced with choices between
realms which seem, to a degree, mutually exclusive; the demands of both worlds
variously occur to characters as requiring a sacrifice of individual identity. Thus
Makareta rebels against her taumau engagement though she values her Maori
heritage, while Tama is repeatedly forced to choose between fulfilment of his
grandmother’s plans towards Maori liberation, and a ‘Pakeha’ life satisfying the
demands of his wife, children and career. In each text there are moments when
the demands of the mother culture occur to the protagonist as at least restrictive,
perhaps even invasive or damaging. The imagery of the dangerous mother may
also reflect the failure of the mother (individual or iconic) to protect the subject
from the incursions of colonialism (as suggested in Baby No Eyes by Shane’s
anger and Gran Kura’s guilt); if so, then it is interesting that this should be
represented in terms of maternal responsibility.
Each of these texts presents a situation in which the child does not survive
the maternal environment whole and intact; the challenge of the symbolic womb,
as suggested by Te Kore and the wheiao, is here injurious or even fatal, as it is in
the final narrative of Maui’s death. Yet the ‘egg of space’, both as an image of
the negated child and of the realm which contains the child and gives it its
presence, represents the intimate link between nothingness and being, image
and negative space. As the maternal space is recorded as one which simultaneously
provides and denies existence, the child’s narrative of lost existence is
simultaneously a registration of survival that is both personal and cultural.
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the sweet, small clumsy feet of April came
into the ragged meadow of my soul
(e.e. cummings, ‘if I have made, my lady  intricate’)
3 MONTHS
Well, its happened — I’m finally pregnant. After so many starts and stops, so
many hopeful beginnings and hopeful waitings. And I’m utterly miserable. I try
to focus on the beauty and joy to come but I find it impossible to see past the
nausea, the horror of the now, of the past three weeks. I am sick all day long —
fighting not to throw up every minute of the day. I hate so much to vomit, it
scares me to be out of control of my body, to have it so close to choking. I hate
this. I cry all the time and I wish even to die, but it doesn’t end. Even wishing for
the unthinkable doesn’t make me feel better. I started bleeding two weeks ago,
the worry was miscarriage so I have had to take time off work to rest all day. To
puke my insides out all day. I can smell everything and it all triggers unpredictable
responses. I retch at the smell of Chris’ deodorant, I heave at the faintest sniff of
the neighbour’s cooking wafting over the back fence. A car pulls up and I run
from the room gagging at the overpowering stench of gasoline. Ugh … don’t
people know how many smells they carry around with them all day? Their
perfume, their sweat, their breath, their laundry detergent on their clothes…. I
can smell them all and it makes me sick to my stomach. This baby is an alien life
form taking over my every sense and seeping through my every pore. It is
unbelievable to me that something as tiny as a slimy tadpole, could make one
this sick. Will this never end?
‘I heard the terrible news. I’m so sorry about what happened Luana. You must be
feeling awful…. Is there anything I can do to help? You must look at the bright side
at a time like this you know — you feel bad now, but you can always have another
baby. Just wait a few months and you two can try again!’
5 MONTHS
I am so tired of being sick, of being a burden. Each day, each minute drags
on, and each is as miserable as the next. If I died then everyone wouldn’t have to
look after me anymore. I hate being so helpless. Chris is so run-down and carrying
too much of a load. I wish someone could help him. If I weren’t here then all he
would have to worry about would be the children. I can’t do anything for them
— I can’t make their school lunches. I can’t bathe them. I barely have enough
energy to smile at them. At times I can’t even bear to hug them or have them
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anywhere near me. Children carry so many smells with them. I am becoming a
stranger to them. A stranger they would be so much better off without. I don’t
want to go on. I’m afraid of how I feel. Awhile back I wished I could die. Now, I
wish the baby would die. I don’t want it anymore. Can you hear me baby? I just
want you to go away. Go back to where you came from. I’m no good for you
anyway. I just want this to end. I don’t want to live anymore. This isn’t worth it.
People say, ‘oh just wait, it will be over soon’. Soon!? Don’t they understand
that nine weeks have dragged me along with my soul in pieces, and I can no
longer see beyond the now. I am suffocating in a black cloud of despair. I am
drowning in a sea of hopelessness. Please help me.
‘Hey Luana! Its me Kim just calling to see how you are. I heard about what
happened. Are you okay? I guess you’re not too busy or tired then to come to an
aerobics class with me today? You must be glad at least to have your body back to
yourself. What a bummer the way things turned out. You must feel like you totally
wasted your time these past 9 months!’
5 ½ MONTHS
At last. food has begun to appeal rather than repulse. I have stopped losing
weight. I can keep things down now. Vomit surprises me now, rather than being
the commonplace reality. Perhaps it’s really going to be okay from now on. Each
morning I hardly dare to awake, wondering whether this will be a good day.
Slowly, slowly, my good days are out numbering the bad. I still spot bleed every
now and again so forced rest is the norm. I am afraid. Is it my life slowly seeping
away or yours my child? Will I wake up one night drenched in your blood, our
blood? Will I lose you before we have even met? I find myself talking to you now.
Quiet little conversations when no one else is around. Secret, furtive little chats
as if I am daring the impossible … speaking to a child who has not quite decided
whether she will stay…. My child, it is 5½ months since God sent you to me, to
us, I should say. Where I once longed for death — now it terrifies me. I am
scared that I will die … or the unthinkable … that you will — before I ever get
a chance to tell you these things in person or for you to understand them, so
writing them down eases my mind somewhat….
My child, I want you to know that you were made with great love, passion
and tenderness. Your father cried when he found out the news, he was so happy.
I have not been so glad these past months. I was very sick, angry and resentful as
throwing up and nausea became for me, a daily routine. You were an invader
then, an alien, but you were never really real. I couldn’t see you or feel you.
Nothing. Then slowly the sickness passed and now, I feel like I am emerging
from a very long and very dark tunnel. The other day I was lying on the beach,
hot and golden, when I felt you move for the first time. You. You’re really real.
You’re a person. You’re a life I helped to create. You’re my child and I can’t wait
to meet you and love you. How can I have hated the thought of you when now I
can no longer wait for the reality of you?
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‘Hey did you guys hear about what happened to Luana and Chris? They lost
their baby — well, I guess it wasn’t really a baby — it was stillborn, you know, born
dead. Yeah, isn’t it awful? They said it died during the labour or something like that.
Poor Luana — its almost like having a child die but I guess not as bad since they
didn’t really know the baby or love it yet….’
7 MONTHS
Pregnancy — its ripe, red tomatoes (not mushy) plump, firm with ripeness
… white milk froth on a vanilla milkshake … its supremely sensual in a heavy,
lumbering sort of way, big — stomach, breasts everything — and luxuriating in
healthy food (I mean, hey, everyone wants you to eat!), a supremely sensitive
body. The baby kicks, swims, flesh trembles, dips and waves. Its incredibly self-
absorbing — I am all body and always look within, to the life growing inside.
No-one, not even Chris, can feel or understand what I am feeling. No-one can
hear the conversations that I have with you my child — it’s just us two. A silent
symphony. An invisible cord of communication binds us. I love to go swimming
at evening. Just you and I and I am not alone. We float in midnight black water
lulled light, liquid awash in night stars. A velvet cloak enfolds us as for a time I
am you and you are I in amniotic warmth. Is this what it feels like for you in
there? Wet, warm, dark and blurred sounds from far away resonating through
the water. I wonder, can you hear me? Can you feel me? Do you know that I am
here? I imagine what you must look like, tiny pink fingers and toes waiting to
unfurl in the light, eyelashes a flutter in the face of eternity. I shall reach up and
pick a handful of stars for you my love, a silver shimmer to adorn your hair as we
float in the night sky. Glorying in the heavens, I am reminded of a line I once read:
‘Now wonderingly engrossed/ In your fearless delicacies/ I am launched upon
sacred seas/ Humbly and utterly lost/ In the mystery of creation/ Bells, bells of the
ocean.’
That’s how I feel with you … lost in the mystery of creation….
Out shopping. The lady at the breadshop asks, ‘So what did you have? Where’s
baby?!’ … We lost her. She died. ‘Oh, I’m so sorry. Talofae…. It was all that walking
you were doing. I knew you shouldn’t have been exercising while you were pregnant.
Remember I told you? I said to my neighbour, there goes that woman, walking on
the sea wall when she’s pregnant and should be resting at home. You should have
been more careful….’
9 MONTHS
I bought a little girl’s dress today. A blue summer dress with yellow daisies
embroidered on the hem. I felt so daring … so … I don’t know. It’s like tempting
fate to get things ready for you. At times I can’t shake the feeling that you are an
emergency waiting to happen. It feels so dangerous to prepare for you. I can feel
you — you are bigger than your big brother Stephen ever was. You hurt me all
the time. You stretch against my ribs and pummel my insides constantly, like
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you long for space, for air, for room — to stretch, to grow, to dance, to fly. Are
you tired of your safety place? You give me hot flushes and I get breathless, dizzy
and tired often, carrying you. At night, I must toss and turn while you look for a
comfortable position to sleep in, kicking and punching all the far way round my
sides and back. We had a scan and the children were so excited to ‘meet’ you
face to face. ‘She’s a dinosaur mummy! Look at her bones!’ Stephen said, excitedly
pointing to your spine as it curved over the screen. You were too big to tell what
you are but I know. Its our secret you and I. You’re a girl. Heaven…. The day
draws closer and the excitement in our home builds. ‘Where will she sleep mum?
Here, she can wear my clothes mummy,’ offers little Mele.
‘I will share my teddies with her mum,’ confirms Stephen. ‘I will take care of
her. And I won’t let her be scared in the dark…,’ my son the protector. You hear
that Little Frog? You have a guardian. A watcher, a bringer of light, a fighter of
shadows already. And Mele? She will tickle you and sing to you. She sings
beautiful songs my Mele, lilting melodies of jumbled words and nursery rhyme
phrases. ‘See mummy — I have picked some flowers for her!’… a handful of
blossoms. Soft frangipani, and petal pink hibiscus. You see my child — you will
be surrounded with colours, so many — lush green wet with rain, a fiery orange
evening sky, the vibrant blue of the kingfisher that sits on our washing line … I
wonder — are you excited too?
An empty crib. A quiet room. A mobile of dancing butterflies flutters in the
breeze. Plaintive voices ask again and again — ‘Where is she mummy? Why? Why
did our baby have to go back to heaven? Didn’t she want to see us? Didn’t she like
the teddies I picked for her? Why did Jesus take her back? She’s our baby sister.’
FULL TERM
It’s time. The pain started early this afternoon. An irritation at first and
building now to cramping waves that have me bent over and gasping for breath.
The children are asleep, blissfully unaware of the pain and panic that I feel. I am
afraid. Of what is to come. Of what may happen. I hold them close. I start to cry
as I look at them asleep in the moonlight. What if something goes wrong and I
don’t come home again? Who will love them? Who will explain to them why
and where their mother has gone? Why must one walk so close to death before
new life can arrive? Please Lord. Let everything be alright. Little one, don’t be
scared (even though I am ). Soon we will hold you in our arms. I at least know
what is happening to us, but you my little one — how confused and afraid you
must be as you are squeezed and pushed, forced out. I at least have your daddy to
hold my hand and whisper reassurance in my ear. What do you have? I wish I
could hold your hand Little One, to keep you safe, to keep you close … please
stay with us….
It has been an unbearably long labour. There is blood, sweat and confusion
everywhere. The heart monitor went silent not long ago but I had stopped paying
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attention to its hushed tones anyway, senses blurred with drugs and tiredness. It’s
over. I know that it is. But I am waiting to hear her cry. I am waiting for them to stop
working on her and give her to me. I can’t feel much. I can’t move my arms or legs.
‘Just lie still,’ they soothe me and stitch me…. Where is she? I try to ask. Where is
my baby? Where is Little Frog? Why can’t I hear her? Christopher’s voice breaks as
he comes to me, sweat and tear stained. ‘She’s gone Luana, she’s here but she’s
gone.’ He hands me a perfect child. She’s just like I imagined her to be. Petal-soft
curls, unbelievably long eyelashes, a pouting lower lip just like her sister’s, long
thin piano-playing fingers and gecko-like toes (she takes after me!). She is still in
my arms. So still … deathly still. No mewling sound of new lungs eagerly gasping in
breath, no hot mouth searching for milk. Gently, I hold her little hand. So soft. So
small. A frangipani blossom ready to wilt once held too close. ‘I’m here Little One.
Mummy’s here.’ But she is gone. And I am empty and alone.
6 MONTHS LATER
Stillborn. What does that mean … still born but dead. Still here but never
met. Never known but still loved….
‘I’m sorry’, people say. They tell me how I should feel and what I should do.
That is of course when they are not avoiding me, avoiding us, shying away from
the death topic, from any mention at all of anything remotely baby-like. Death
does that to people. They don’t know what to say or do. I don’t know what to say
or do. All I am certain of, is how I feel.
Anger — at the strange things well-meaning people say. At Chris for not
truly understanding the full scope of what I feel no matter how hard he tries. At
myself for not coping better. At God? For blessing me with a baby to fall in love
with and then taking her back before we could even meet. Sadness. Frustration
— after suffering for so many months only to lose my child. So much effort, so
much sacrificed. Hopelessness — I ask myself, what if we go through all this
again only to lose another child? Fear. I am afraid of getting pregnant again, of
being sick and unable to control my life, my body. I am afraid of the pain of
carrying, of delivery, but most of all I am afraid of the pain of losing.
But the strongest emotion that overwhelms and overshadows the others is
love. Yes, I lost her. But that doesn’t stop me from loving her. My love for
Stephen and Mele is heightened all the more, tempered as it is by the loss of
their sister. I lie here and watch them play outside in golden sunshine — the way
the breeze catches on Mele’s reddish gold hair, the way Stephen carefully carries
a caterpillar to show his baby sister — and I wonder what my daughter would
have looked like now, what she would have been like, what things would have
made her smile? At night, I hold my babies close and send a silent prayer of
thanks that I am blessed with such choice spirits to love. Yes, I miss my daughter,
but I am a better mother for having had her. And one day, I know, that the anger,
the fear and the grief will fade, and I will face the possibility of loving another
child with renewed hope and faith. For after all … I am a mother still.
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A CELEBRATION OF PEACE (for Adam Curle)
today we come together
to read and sing of peace
lay aside our differences
rise and greet the breeze
there’s no need to explain
define or defend our theme
question our ancestors
about their silent dreams
no need to blame the rain or pain
for crying on the phone
no need to ask how far the tide
will come to meet our bones
when all is said and done
you’ll have to give up soon
the things that make you what you are
the things you think you own
a spouse a house
a child a friend
the land your customs
even the pain
for when you’re left with nothing
only wings to lift you up
you’ll see how fast your soul is trembling
freedom trapped in a cup
seize it now hold it tight
have no fear you’re there
let me whisper no i’ll shout
peace is in the air
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THE WAY AHEAD
we cannot see
far into the distance
neither can we see
what used to stand there
but today we can see trees
separated by wind and air
and if we dare to look
beneath the soil
we will find roots reaching out
for each other
and in their silent inter-twining
create the hidden landscape
of the future
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From L’enfant Kaori, Maélta Hombouy, inside front cover, illustration by Isabelle Goulou.
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